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SF bX UNIT--2. 

Experiment 4 (Unit-5)- 

2-3. The 66 Sentences (, ii x 6); used in txperiment*L. 

A. a) For a century, the gene existed virtually in the 

abstract. 

b) The strands of DNA are built up of nucleotide molecules. 

c) Induced by adding an antibiotic, protein chain termination 

can be. 

dý Another variability undergoes whole organisms within 

galaxies after exposure velocities. 

B. buring metanorphosis in the silkworm a brain hormone 

stimulates a gland in the prothorax to secrete PGH, which 

stimulates growth. 

b) A virus interfering substance called interfertn is formed 

in appreciable quantities when heat-inactivated influenza 

virus is incubated in suitable cells. 

c) When energy rich phosphate bonds are provided, may of 

the organic compounds occurring in all living cells can 

only be formed. 

d) Enlightened proteins have special machinery to'start 

generating special problems because daughter contructions 

synthesize ekperinienters into the architecture of 

molecules'. 



I 

C. a) The rýssage contained in DNA is first transcribed into 

the similar molecule called 'messenger' RNA, (genetic 

material is RNA in some viruses), which has four kinds 

of bases as side groups; three are identical with those 

found in DNA, (adenine, guanine, cytbsine) but the fourth 

is uracil instead of thynine. 

b) The composition of many of the code triplets had by 

actual experiment been determined cnd. the technique 

evaluated, to synthesize polypeptide chains in a cell 

free system was, which by breaking open cells of the 

colon bacillus Escherichia Cali was made and extracting 

from the machinery of protein synthesis. 

c) Human populations disturb large araounts of genes which 

between selection is lethal for their german ancenstry 

and also in southern climates alleles might happen to 

deviate as the migration was genetically sound, unless 

generations of tribal history had become very deep black 

or all frequencies must adapt, it could compensate. 

A. a) Protein synthesis takes place on the comparatively 

large intracellular ribosomes. 

b) Sraa11 mutations . are of two types, "base substitution" 

and "phase shift" mutants. 

c) Their own triplet of bases or anticodons, tRNA 

molecules have 



d) Radioactive cancer has Xrays and mutations and incidence 

of leukemia. 

B. a) By a brilliant combination of chemical and enzymatically 

catalyzed synthesis, Khorana made long RNA-molecules, 

with various repeating sequences of bases. 

b) Although the genetic code was deduced from studies of 

the colon-bacillus, it applies equally to humans and 

tobacco plants: 

c) The pairing of codon and anticodon at the third position 

of the codon, to explain the wobble hypothesis rules 

provides. 

d) The decipherment of groups of atoms takes place according 

to unknown enzymes therefore transcription is generated 

in bonds reading off. 

C. " a). Leder and Nirenberg studied, which amino acid joined 

to its tRNA, was bound to the ribosoies in the presence 

of a particular triplet,, that is by a message with three 

letters and they did so by the trick of passing the 

mixture over a nitro-cellulose' filter that retained the 
x/ " 

ribosoi1es. 

b) The results fit the rule, ' that the codon and anticodon 

in an antiparallel manner pair, and that the pairing 

in the first two positions of the. codon of the standard 

type is (A pairs with U, and G pairs with C), while in 

the third position it. more complicated is. 



c) A ring of males in coastal areas were descended from 

birds especially among the broken chains of races which 

were interbred to overlap the range of even-coloured 

types generating too much activity causing species to 

spread with such beautiful experiments that dominant 

traits were unable to survive the duration expected. 

A. a) The phage viruses are killed by exposure to ultra-violet 

light. 

b) Some triplets may code for more than one amino acid. 

c) By analogues of the bases of DNA, mutations are produced. 

d) Electrodes are sensory impressions to circuits which map 

the cortex. 

B. a) It is unfortunately possible that a few dodons may be 

ambiguous, that is, may code for more than one amino acid. 

b) The mechanism of protein chain initiation is possibly 

different in mammalian cells from the mechanism now 

established in bacterial cells. 

c) And copied prior to cell division, the DNA model built 

by Watson and Crick suggests how the genetic information 

stored is. 

d) The significance created cell free systems with observation 

that glands could effect plausibility to become enlarged 

peptides occupied by syndromes. 



C. a) In showing in detail how the four-letter language of 

nucleic acid controls the 20-letter language of protein, 

the code confirms the central theme of molecular biology 

that genetic information can be stored as a one-dimensional 

message on DNA and be expressed as. the one-dimensional.. 

amino acid sequence of a protein. 

b) A mechanism for protein chain initiation fairly recently 

discovered was for example in the, colon bacillus, 

formyl-methionine, which by a special tRNA carried via, 

can initiate chains, although it not clear is, if all 

chains in this way to start have or what the mechanism 

in all other species is. 

c) Old world races could be replaced in Sierra Nevada if the 

connecting links were not among the mammals but instead 

the territories overlapped to such an extent giving 

considerable difficulties in the sub-species, which 

created allele drops from Mongols in blood groups in 

each generation, but these separated into one. 

A. a) DNA is at the very core of biological inner space. 

b) The efficiency of biological processes depends upon 

enzymatic protein molecules. 

c) By dominant or recessive genes, many inherited disorders 

are controlled. 

d) Replication is linear in order of DNA pairs, chromosomes, 

meiosis. 



B, a) Vitamins appear to be present in nearly all living 

cells and this is another confirrcticn of the unity 

of life. 

b) Information concerning the shapes of intact protein 

molecules can be obtained by X-ray structural analysis 

of crystals of the protein. 

c) After the nucleus divides by neiosis, the- number of 

chromosomes in each gamete half that present in normal 

cells is. 

d) Direct recognition. for disease demonstrated acute 

notches, that the formylatable variety during catalytic 

reductions, failed to confirm in black time. 

C. a) The fact has emerged that the genetic code shows that 

the change of an amino acid in a polypeptide chain could 

be caused by the alteration of a single base in the 

relevant nucleic acid, a change frort glutdmic acid to 

valine is caused by mutation of the appropriate base. 

b) 
, 

The phenomenon of virus reproduction has in detail as 

it occurs among the bacteriophages been studied, and in 

some way phage particles attracted to cells of bateria 

are, where they by their tail-pieces to the cell'wall 

of the host became attached and their DNA into the 

bacterial cell. inject. 

c) The code obtained in the multiple binding initiated 

considerable stress only because the triplets failed to 

establish all of them preventing smaller numbers of codon 

assignments to be aligned satisfactorily and the consequence 



0 

of this gave clearly unambiguous experiments no 

results because methods for trinucleoside 

diphasphate synthesis could easily code. 

A. a) Mongolism involves an entire chromosome rather than 

one particular gene., "t 

b) A, second, hormone produced by the pituitary gland is 

oxytocin. 

c) Accurate identification of amino acids, the technique 

of. chromatography made possible. 

d) Ghiberellic acid might flash flower buds with rudimentary 

iodinated proteins. 

B. a) The fertilized egg has the remarkable ability to form 

all the complicated structures which are characteristic 

of the adult organism. 

b) Every cell normally contains equivalent chromosomes and 

identical. DNA as a result of mitosis and this mechanism 

ensures genetic continuity. 

c) ; ich serve specific functions, a trend toward the 

specialization of cells, in the progression from 

simple to complex animals exists. 



d) The ambiguous mutant is inevitably necessary at high 

latitudes because this initiation complex establishes 

much faster concentrations of precise mammals. 

C. a) Some genes are abnormally changeable, one of the genes 

needed to produce colouredgrains in an ear of corn for 

example, may mutate as often as once in 2,000 germ cells, 

while other genes are so stable that they fail to mutate 

during millions of mitotic and meiotic cell divisions. 

b) Genes do not express themselves in the ga: iet. e. s;, so that 

lethal factors transmitted through the sperm and ovum 

can be, but in the monoploid ganetophyte plant condition, 

the active lethal gene would not by the presence of a 

normal allele suppressed be, and the outcome would failure 

to survive be. 

cý Haemoglobin obtained fron tobacco plants gave -fra6mientax-j 

evidence which suggests that hydroxylamine treated under 

the correct conditions of double strands effectively 

changed lyzozyines that were produced in the amino acid 

sequence of a colon bacillus therefore base substitutuion 

natants could have been changed by each of the phase 

-shift mutations. 



A. a) Sex linked disorders include colour blindness, muscular 

dystrophy and haemophilic,. 

b) genetic characters can be acquired by incorporating 

viruses into naolei. 

c) That for cystic fibrosis a cola ion abnormal recessive 

gene is. 

d) Muscle led darker regions of actornyasin to insulated 

wave-like apparatus. 

B. a) Mendel did not find gene linkage groups in the pea plant 

but he only tested seven pairs of alternative traits. 

b) The ultimate purpose of body coordination is survival, 

by maintaining the normal homeostatic conditions 

essential for the life of cells. 

c) As the fertilized egg passes into the uterus it adapted 

to receive the embryo, prodivi(Ing food and disposing 

waste is. 

d) There is no tailor made building determined cafactors 

since analyzing knowledge grows in law magnesium 

circumferences involving penetration much faster. ' 

C. a) In higher organisms, genetic recombination is as necessary 

as mutation to provide the variability required for 

evolution and since the only way in which genes can become 

recombined in advanced organisms is by means of the 

sexual process, sexuality can be regarded*as essential 

to evolutionary change in these organisms. 



b) Existing frequencies of genes in a population would 

to be maintained expected be, unless by a directive 

factor such as mutation, recombination, selection 

and migration to a now environment modified, thus 

affecting the stability of populations, besides the 

effect of chance, known as random genetic drift 

accounted for must be. 

c) Streisinger's work involved the transitions of only 

non-overlapping bases and the hypothesis encoded by 

triplets lying between the affected sites enabled the 

molecule being duplicated to exist at same subsequent 

point in the riddle in order to examine 'wild' types 

, tiwhich synthetic messenger RN! 's produced inadequate 

reverse changes for acceptance. 
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TEXT I. 

Generalisation I 
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r1 
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TEXT NO. 1 

(1) Knowledge of generalisations or themes. 

1. The ambiguous nature of the terms variety and species. 

A general evaluation of the terms species and variety as 

considered by 19 naturalists. The author clearly indicates 

that it is extremely difficult to establish fixed criteria 

of these terms. This difficulty is emphasized by the existence 

of a vast number of doubtful species which occur in nature. 

2. The role of individual differences in natural selection 

Individual differences are of the highest importance from 

the evolutionary standpoint, since they provide material 

for natural selection to act upon giving an evolutionary 

progression in tine from such differences to varieties and 

finally to species. 

j. Arbitrary nature of the terms variety and species 

A species is an arbitrary term given for convenience sake 

and not essentially differing from variety or individual 

difference. 



7a. Lubbock shows degree of variability in the main nerves 

of coccus as variable as venation of leaves. 

8: Some authors argue that important organs never vary but 

these argue in a circle since these rank organs which 

do not seem to vary as the only important ones'. 

Paragraph 3. 

9ý Doubtful species are most important for consideration. 

Men a naturalist can unite by the presence (or presumed 

presence) of intermediate links, two forms, he treats one 

as a variety and one as a species, ranking the most common, 

or the one first described, as the species. 

10': To deteri: iine the ranking, the opinion of naturalists of 

wide experience and of sound judgment should be sought, 

sometimes it is necessary to decide on a Majority vote. 

Paragraph L. 

11. Vague and arbitrary distinction between species and 

variety is -qualified by the study of a wide number of animals 
in many countries: 

11 a. Birds in the Galapagas Islands and the American mainland. ' 

11b. Insects in Madeira which are classified by ollaston as 

varieties and by other entomologists as species. ' 

lie., Even Ireland has sone animals classified as varieties by 

some and as species by other taxononists. 

lid. British and Norwegian Red Grouse ranked by some ornithologists 

as two species, by others as one species (Norwegian) änd 

one variety (British 
. 

12. 
, 

Distance has been used as a criterion, but where is the 

lirait - between neighbouring islands or across the ocean? 



Paragraph 5. 

13. Phytophagic'varieties, and species of insects are those which 

feed on different types of plants and are classified as 

such, when there is a narked distinction in the larva 

and adult of both sexes; as species, and when the differences 

are not so Marked, as varieties. 

11+. This criterion , can be ambiguous and Mr. :: 'a1sh, an entomologist 

ranks those insects which freely interoross as variettes 

and those which appear to have lost this power as species. 

15. In the above case, it is difficult to, trace intermediate 

forms and this is a naturalist's best guide, since he can 

rank these as varieties of the extreme forms which he 

ranks as species,. 

Paragraph '6. -* 

16. Few naturalists maintain that animals never present varieties 

and therefore rank individual differences as being specific, 

implying a separate act of creation for each. 

17:;: A definition of terms is essential as a basis of discussion 

on ranking by competent judges. 

Paragraph 7. 

18. It is in the best known countries with the most useful 

plants, that the greatest number of doubtful species are 

apparent. 

19r. The co: ion oak is. classified by Gerrian naturalists into a 

dozen species and by other naturalists as a dozen varieties. 

19b'. Another' example is that of the sessile and pedunculated oaks 

which are, ranked as species by some and as varieties by 

other naturalists of equal repute. 



Paragraph 8. 

20. * A de Condale's memoir on the oaks of the world eraphasizes 

the problem. He specifies a dozen characters, which differ 

on the same branch of the same tree, and which have been 

used as specific criteria according to Asa Grey. 

21. A. de Condale ranks criteria of specific value those 

characters which do not vary on the same tree. 

22. He concluded that it was a Mistaken. viewpoint that the 

majority of known specifies are clearly limited, and that 

doubtful species are in a minority" This only applies when 

no detailed studies have been undertaken: 

23; The best known species have the greatest number of sub- 

species and varieties. 

23a. Quereus robur has 28 varieties : vainly clustered around 3 

sub-species, intermediate types are rare and if these would 

be lost, according to Asa Gray, the 3 sub-species would 

attain the rank of species, with the 5 other admitted spe©. es. 

24.. Of the 300 species which were claimed for the oak f&Aly, 

two thirds are provisional only. 

25. A. de Condale no longer believed that species were irrmutable, 

but concluded that the derivative` theory was the correct 

one. 

Paragraph 9. 

26. When a young naturalist studies unknown forms he is at 

first perplexed in his assessment of varieties and species 

and at first decides on many species, later he reduces 

the number of species and increases the numberI of varieties. 



27. Clearly, there is no line of demarcation drawn between 

individual differences, varieties, sub-species and species, 

the differences blend in an insensible series and this 

series impresses the mind with the idea of actual passage. 

Paragraph 10. 

28. Individual differences, though of the smallest interest t6 

the taxxnnonist are of highest importance for us, as they 

represent steps towards slight varieties, permanent varieties, 

sub-species and species. 

29. With respect to the more important and adaptive charact4rs, 

this passage may be attributable to the cumulative action 

of Natural Selection. 

Paragraph 11. 

30. Not all the varieties or incipient species attain the 

rank of species, some may becone extinct or remain as 

varieties. 

31. If varieties were to exceed in number the parental species, 

the former would be ranked as species and the latter as 
% 

variety. 

Paragraph 12. 

32. Species is an arbitrary tern used for convenience 

(Generalisation 3) sake and not essentially differing from variety 

or individual difference. 



TEXT 2 

Generalisation I 

P. 1. 

Generalisation 2 
1 

P. 2. 

Generalisation 2 

,ý 

General) 

P. 8. 

'Pogo 

Generalisation 3 



TEXT NO. 2 

(1) Knowled 
ge of Generalisations or tholes. 

1. The relationship between the strudle for existence 

and natural selection. 

As a result of the struggle for life, favourable varieties, 

however slight, are preserved, since these tend to survive 

and multiply with the consequence that these favoured traits 

are inherited. As a result of this struggle, some varieties 

evolve into distinct species, and groups of species into 

distinct genera. This is the essense of Dar inian Natural 

Selection. 

2. 'The struggle for existence. 

A struggle arises because of the geometric rate of increase 

of organic beings. In the absence of such a struggle, the 

rate of increase would be such that no land could accommodate 

the product. As more individuals are produced than can 

survive, the struggle must ensue and evidence of the struggle 

exists at intra and interspecific levels, particularly 

applicable at the young stages of organisms. This struggle 

is also related to the physical conditions of life which 

include indirect and direct effects of climate, and space 

limitation., The interrelationship between these factors 

is very complex and still obscure in many ways. 

3. ' Huffan Pra atisn. 

Death is prompt, no fear is felt, Urar in nature is not 

incessant and in any case the yigor. ous and healthy survive. 



Appendix A. UNIT 2. 

Experiment' --1 ; 
(Unit 3). 

. 
6.1. The analysis of the learning material Text No. 2. 

-ITEMS 

. Paragraph. 1 . 

1. How do varieties become distinct species and groups of species 

becone distinct genera? 

2. This results from the struggle for life. As a consequence 

of this struggle, varieties which are beneficial to the species 

in their complex relations with nature, would survive and 

favourable traits inherited, , 6; -; favoured individuals and their 
offspring tend to survive. 

3. This principle of the survival of the fittest, the author calls 

Natural Selection, to distinguish'fru'Li r 's seloctian. 

1.: The terr. º Survival of the Fittest used by H. Spencer is more 

explicit, according to the author. 

5; Man can accumulate and preserve by selection those varieties 

produced by nature as seen in domestic breeding, but Natura]. 

Selection is a power incessantly present and i: a;: ieasurably 

superior to man's efforts. 

Paragraph 2. 

6. ' The term Struggle for Existence relates to the life of the 

individual and success in leaving progeny. This struggle 

relates to food, supply, clinatic rigours and with other 

organisms for space. 

7a. ' Two canines in a time of death struggle with each other for 

food. 

7b. Plants in a desert struggle against drought. 



7c. A plant producing annually 1,000 seeds of which only 1 on 

an average comes to maturity struggles with plants of the 

same kind und of a different kind. 

mistletoe plants on the sane branch of tI* 7d. Several seedling 

last tree struggle for Food and space. 

7c. Mistletoe seeds are disseminated by birds and therefore 

struggle with other fruit bearing plants in tempting birds. 

Paragraph 
-3. 

8. The struggle for existence follows from a high rate all 

organic beings increase. 

On the principle of geometric increase the numberu would quickly 

become so great that no country would acco, imodate them.. 

9. As more individuals are produced than can survive, the struggle 

for existence must ensue either between individuals of the 

sane species, different species, or with the physical 

enviromient. 

10. It is the doctrine of Maethus applied to the whole animal 

and vegetable kingdoni in complete force, since in nature no 

artificial increase in food, nor controlled breeding exist. 

11. Although some species may now bei increasing in numbers, ý1l 

cannot do so, :. for the world could-not accorinodate them. 

12. Even slow breeding man has doubled in 25 years and at this 

rate in less than a 1,000 years there would be no standing 

roora for his progeny. 

13. Linnaeus calculated that an annual plant producing 2 seeds 

annually and producing the equivalent number of seedlings, 

which also produce 2 seeds, would in 20 years amount to 

I million plants. 



4. 

14. The elephant which is the slowest breeder of known animals 

with a ninimum rate of breeding of 6 offspring'in 60 years, 

would in'750 years amount to 9 million elephants fron one pair. ' 

Paragraph I. 

15. The checks to this increase are'ruany but their exact nature 

in many cases is obscure. 

16a. Eggs of young organisms tend to suffer rsost'. 

b. Out of 357 weed seedlings, 295 were observed to be destroyed 

by slugs and insects, 

17a. The most vigorous plants outgrew the other plants in the sane 

area. . 

b. From 20 species growing on a plot of mown turf, 3' x 4. '*, nine 

species completely perished. 

Paragraph 5. 

18a. - Frequently it is not obtaining food, but the serving of prey 

which deterc. iines the average nwnber of stock within a species.. 

b. Stocks of partridges, grouse, hares, depend on destruction 

by vermin. 

19. On the other hand, elephants and other large animals are not 

destroyed by beasts of prey, therefore in these cases obtaining 

food is the important factor. 

Paragraph 6. 

20... " Climate plays an important part in determining the average 

numbers of species as illustrated by periodic extremes of 

cold or draught, which are most effective checks. 



21. In the winter of 1854/5,4/5ths of the bird population in 

the author's g; -irden fiere destroyed, and one must renienber 

that 10; o is a high rate of mortality in man. 

22. Clinate also reduces food and intensifies conpetition between 

organisms. 

23. This is seen when one travels fron south to north or dare., -, t, ' 

to dry conditions when certain species become rarer not only 

due to the direct effects of the elements but a change in 

climate might favour some species over others. 

2J. ß.. In arctic conditions, su^maits or deserts, the struggle for 

life is almost exclusively with the elements. 

Paragraph 7. 

25. :: any cases are on record to show how complex and unexpected 

are the checks and relationships between organisms. 

26. Ikunble bees are necessary for the fertilization of some 

varieties of clover as shown by protecting heads of samples 

and comparing the results with the unprotected. These bees 

alone visit red clover to collect nectar. 

27. Hence one can infer that if the whole genus of humble bees 

become extinct the red clover would become very rare and 

disappear. 
, 

28. The nw_: ber of humble bees depend on field-mice which destroy 

their pests and according to Col. Nevaan, Hore than 3rds. 

are normally destroyed. 



29. The number of mice depends on the number of cats to a large 

extent as shown by the fact that nests of huk1b1o bees are 

more numerous nearer small towns and villages. 

Paragraph 8. 

30. The struggle is generally more severe between closely related 

species if they come into competition than with distinct genera. 

31a. One species of swallow dominates all others in the U. S. A. 

b. The raissel thrush increase in Scotland was correlated with 

a decrease in the numbers of the song thrush. 

c. In Russia the Asiatic cockroach has eliminated i. ts.. larger 

congener. 

d. In Australia the imported hive bee is exterminating the 

stingless native bee. 

e,. One species of charlock has been known to supplant other species. 

32. e can dimly see why competition should be more severe between 

allied farms which occupy the sane niche in the economy of 

nature, but in any one case the precise reasons are very 

difficult to evaluate. 

Paragraph 9. 

33. In trying to give one speoies advantage over another, one sees 

how difficult the evaluatjon of this struggle is, thus 

convincing the author of our ignorance of the mutual 

interactions of living organisms. 



3L.. (Summary )Ono can according to tho author, only bear in Hind such (leading to j 
(Goneralisation) factors as; the striving to increase in a geonetric 

2) 

ratio, the struggle for existence in each gencration at 

some stage and season, with the consequence of much 

destruction. 

35. lien one reflects on the struggle, there is a human consolation 

that this war in nature is not incessant and no fear is felt 

and that death is quick. 

36. The consequence is however that the rigorous healthy and 

happy survive. 

Total number of items _ 1+7. 



TEXT 3 

Generalisation 1' 

P. 1. 

alisation 3 ((ý ( Generalisatioi 2 

P. 3. P. 2. 

Generalisation 3'" 

P: 6: r 
ri 

1- P. 7. 

1' 

. . 11 
Generalisation I 

P. 11 

Generalisation 3 

P. 12 

Generi isation !. 

P-13 

I'. 14 



Generalisation 1 (Theme) 

Paragraph 1 

Item 12 3a 3b 456789 

Generalisation 2 (Theme) 

Paragraph 2 

Item 10 11 12a 12b, 13a 13b, 14, 

Generalisation 3 (Theme) 

Par<,. pranhs 3 L. 

Z 17 25 

T 18a 26 

E 18b 

m 18c 

Parag raph 11 

. .. ...... .. ... :.. 

44 45 46 47 48 49 

14a 14b 1l4. c 14. d, 15 16 16a 16t; 16o 

$""" 11"" 25' = 44 items 

567 

27a 30.33- 
0 4% 

7b 2 31 34 

28 31a 

29 31b 

... 

35 39 4+0 50 

36 39c. 
... 

41 - 51 

37 " 39b tý2 

38 39c 43 

18d 32a 39d 

19 32b 

20 32c 

21a 32I 

21b 

22 

23 

24. a 
2L-b 

Generalisation 14. (Theme) 

Paragraph 13 Paragraph 11+ 

Item 5 
53 

Item, 54,55,56,57,58,59,60. 

Theory - Themes 1,3 and 4. 
Total number of items = 85. 



TEXT NO. 3 

(i) Knowledge of generalisations or themes 

1. Concept of Natural Selection 

This concept arises as an extension of the observation of 

man's selection under domestication and out of the realization 

of the importance of the struggle for existence affecting 

favourable varieties ensuring their survival and purpetuation. 

2. Sexual Selection 

Sexual Selection is considered as a facet of Natural Selection, 

but-distinguishable from it in that sexual selection is less 

rigorous and the consequence of it does not involve death to 

the unsuccessful but few or no offspring. 

3. Natural Selection can account for many phenomena in nature, in 

particular divergence, extinction and general advance in 

organisation. 

Natural Selection can account for the constant differences 

between species in a much more logical way than chance alone, 

and can account for the relationship between varieties, species 

genera and whole classes of organisms. It takes into account 

the tendency to advance in organisms from simpler forms to 

more complex forms, and the continued existence of lowly forms 

can be accomnodated,. since Natural Selection does not compel 

progress, but functions by select progressive lines. The more 

diversified the descendants, the better is the chance of survival. 

Simpler organisms have a survival value in their own matrix. 



L: Analogy drawn between the process of Natural Selection and 

a living tree. 

All organisms are related in groups and sub-groups, analogy 

represented by a highly branched tree. 

(2) Knowledge of theories and structures 

Theory of Natural Selection 

1. Natural Selection can fully account for the existence of the 

wide range of organisms, which can be classified into groups 

and subordinate groups because of the existence of certain 

affinities between them. 

2. Natural Selection entails extinction and divergence, and 

there is ample evidence from palaeontology and present day 

forMs to substantiate that these phenomena have occurred and 

are still occurring on a large scale in nature. 

3. Natural Selection accounts for the general advance in organisms, 

since it operates by selecting improvements in relation to the 

environmental niches of organisms. It therefore incoporates 

the progression from variety through incipient species into 

species, genera, families, orders and classes of organisms. 

At the same time the process of Natural Selection accounts 

for the existence of lowly organisms, since they also possess 

a survival value within their environmental matrix. 

5. Natural Selection is the outcome of a struggle for existence 

which arises because of the tendency of all organisms to 

reproduce, in ßeorzetric ratio. The production of such rest 

numbers conflicts with the limitations of the environment in 

relation to food supply; space and climate. 



6. The struggle for existence operates to select favourable 

traits which arise as individual differences in organisms. 

'7. These are perpetuated through successful breeding, since 

such favoured traits have a survival value. 



. TEXT NO. 3 

UNIT 3- Experiment One 

Paragraph 1. 

1. How will the struggle for existence act in regard to 

variation? 

2. Can the principle of selection seen in domesticated breeding 

act in nature? The author claims it can. 

3a. The numerous-individual differences and varieties and their 

inheritance must be accepted in nature as under domestication. 

3b. Their occurrence is not roan-made, he can only accumulate those 

that arise. 

! ý. The complex and dynamic interrelationships between organisms 

and their physical. environment, accounts for the importance 

of v ýriations which'might be of advantage to the organism. 

5. Variations useful to man have occurred in domesticated organisms, 

so according to the author it is logical to extend this to 

nature and that variations favouring certain organisms have 

occurred. 

6. Accepting a struggle because of the high rate of increase or 

organisms, some individuals will have an advantage over 

others and will survive and produce offspring. 

7. Unfavourable variants would be destroyed and would not 

produce offspring. 

8. The preservation of favourable traits and destruction of 

unfavourable traits, the author calls Natural Selection or 

Survival of' the Fittest. - 



g. Traits neither in3urious nor favourable would not be 

affected by Natural Selection and would either be left 

as fluctuating elements or become fixed. 

Paragraph 2: - 

10. Sexual Selection depends upon the struggle between the individuals 

of that sex usually male for the possession of the other sex. 

The result is not death to the unsuccessful but few or no 

offspring. 

11. Sexual Selection is, therefore, less rigorous than Natural 

Selection. 

12a. Victory depends not only on vigour but in possessing special 

weapons. 

12b. A harmless stag or spurless cock would have poor chance of 

success. 

13a. Sexual Selection by allowing the victor to breed will maintain 

thesd weapons at optima from generation to generation. 

13b. In the same way, man selects the best cock for fighting. 

i.. This battle of sexual selection is extensive in nature. 

14a. Male alligators have been described as fighting, bellowing 

and whirling like Indians in a war dance, for the possession 

of females. 

1Lb. Male salaons have been observed fighting all day long, for 

possession of a female. 

11. c. Male stag beetles sometimes bear wounds from the huge 

mandibles of other males: 

14d. The males of certain hymenopterous insects have been frequently 

seen by M. Fabne to fight for a particular female who sits 

by the combatants. 



15. The battle is severest between males of polygamous species 

and these are often provided with special weapons, 

16. The males of carniverous animals are already well arried, 

but in addition special means of defence have been 

developed through sexual selection. 

16a. As in the mane of the lion. 

16b. The hooked jaw of the halo salmon. 

16c. The shield may be as important to victory as the sNord or spear. 

Paragraph 3. 

17. The effectiveness of Natural Selection is apparent in this 

complex illustration of its action. 

18a. ' Certain plants possess glands which. secrete sweet sap (nectar), 

probably as a form of excretion. 

18b. This takes place through the stipules of members of the 

Leguminoseae and at the backs of the loaves of coraraon laurel. 

18c. This sap is sought by certain insects for food. 

18d. - Let it be assumed that in some plants variants were produced.. 

so that the juice was secreted by the flowers, so that insects 

visiting the flowers would bring about cross pollination. 

19. Cross pollination leads to the crossing of hereditory traits 

of two separate plants and this is known to lead to vigorous 

offspring. 

20. Plants which have the largest nectaries and, therefore, most 

nectar get cross-pollinated more often than others, and 

therefore these plants fore dominant varieties within species 

in one local area. 



21a. Similarly flowers which possess any special advantages 

for cross-pollination in relation to the insect visitors 

would have an extra advantage. 

21b. The position of stamens and stigma can be critical and 

those plants which have their stamens and stigma placed in 

relation to the size and habits of the particular insect 

which visited them in such a way to favour pollen transport 

and deposition, would be favoured. 

22. Similar illustrations can refer to pollen feeding insects 

instead of nectar feeding insects. 

23. '. This association sets up an efficient means of cross-pollination 

as shown by male and female holly trees with vestigial male 

or female sex organs, i. e. 'unisexual flowers, since even on 

a windless cold day when bees are low in number, ample pollen 

was shed on a female tree 60 yds. away from the nearest male 

tree; 

2L. a. On the basis of a physiological division of labour, constant 

cross-pollination in a species would render self-pollination 

superfluous and, therefore, male or female organs would become 

vestigial in some flowers on one plant. This would lead to 

selection of complete separation of sexes. 

2Ifb. This is seen in some species of holly in North America when 

at present an intermediate state is to be found, i. e. 'more 

or less dioeceous. 



Paragraph 4. 

25. Varieties are incipient species and, therefore, how are 

-- - the lesser differences between varieties augmented into 

the greater differences between species, i.. e. how can the 

divergence in character be accounted for? 

26. Chance might cause one variety to differ in some character 

fron its parents ctind the offspring of this variety to again 

differ in the same trait, but chance alone cannot account 

for the constant difference of species of the sane genus. 

Paragraph 5. 
27a. In domesticated anmale, chance does not account for the existing 

breeds but selection by man. 

27b. As seen when one fancier breeds for a short-beaked variety 

of pigeon and another for a long-beaked variety. 

28. Men breeding for swift horses and Men breeding for strong 

horses would again select different characters and produce 

different varieties. 

29. In moan's productions we see the principle of divergence of 

traits which steadily increases the difference between 

varieties according to selection. 

Paragraph 6. 

30. Natural Selection acts exclusively by the preservation and 

accumulation of favoured variations and the result is an 

improvement in relation to life and this gradually leads 

to an advancement in organisation of organisms on a large 

scale. 

... 



31. Advancement in organization is a complex phenomenon to 

evaluate owing to the differing standpoint of naturalistst 

31a. Sorte naturalists take the criterion of the amount of change 

from larva to adult. 

31b. However, in some parasitic crustaceans, the adult is less 

mature than the larva. 

32a. Van Boer's standard is judged by the author as most relevant, 

namely the amount of differentiation of organs in the adult. 

32b. To this the author adds the amount of differentiation of 

organs in the adult in relation to specialization of function, 

Cr as Milne Edwards would express, the completeness of the 

division of labour. 

32c. Excnples of confusion again arise as in classifying boney 

fishes as the highest and other naturalists classify the 

shark type as being closest to the next group, the Amphibians. 

32d. Similarly, in the plant kingdom some plants with complete 

and. elaborate flowers are classified as the highest, while 

others classify those with reduced and modified flowers as the 

most advanced. 

Paragraph 7. 

33. Taking high organisation and a physiological specialisation 

of organs as a basis, Natural Selection leads to this 

standard, since the accumulation of variations in organs 

resulting in their more efficient performance is an advantage. 



31+. On the other hand, it is possible to see that Natural 

Selection can fit organisms with well adopted organs 

(during the struggle to occupy different niches in the 

economy of nature) into niches where these organs are 

superfluous and therefore retrogression would take place. 

Paragraph 8. 

35. From the tendency to advance, the existence of lowly forms 

in general and within each major class needs clarifying. 

36. Lanarck who believed in an innate striving for perfection 

accounted for this by supposing that lowly forms were being 

continuously and spontaneously created. 

37. Within the concept of Natural Selection, progression is not 

compelled, but Natural Selection takes advantage only of 

those favourable traits which appear in organisms. 

38. Lowly forms are also adapted to their simpler environment 

and within this riatrix degrees of advance have taken place. 

Paragraph 9. 

39. Altogether the diverse causes accounting for the existence 

of lowly organises include: 

39a. No development of favourable traits for Natural Selection. 

39b. Time 
, 
factor' to brief a duration. in many cases. 

39c. Retrogressive organisation. 

39d. Under the simple conditions of life a high organisation 

would be superfluous. 



Paragraph 10. 

40. With reference to the beginning of life, with living matter 

organised at a very much simpler level, how did the first 

steps in advance take place? 

41. According to H. Spencer, the progression of unicells 

dividing and forming multicells, would be due to the fact 

that, homologous units of any order become differentiated 

in proportion as their relations to incident forces become 

different. 

1.2. Even at this level there would be some struggles for existence 

between closely similar organisms. 

! ý3" In any case there must be many factors yet unexplained in the 

interrelationships of organisms at present and with the past. 

Paragraph 11. 

44. Organisms exhibit a multitude of individual d. ifferences.. 

45. The geometric rate of increase of or anises results in a 

struggle for existence at some period in their life history. 

46. Because of the complex interrelations of organisms with 

themselves and their physical environment a diversity of 

structure would confirm an advantage in adaptation and survival. 

1+7. As variations useful to clan have been selected under 

domestication, so in nature because of the successful 

variations,. new variants would become established. 

48. Such variants being successful in the struggle for existence 

would tend to produce offspring similarly endowed. 



Z. 9. This principle of preservation the author names, Natural 

Selection or Survival of the Fittest. It leads to an 

improvement of each organism in relation to the environment 

and consequently to an advance in organisation. Nevertheless, 

lowly forms will survive ana. be fitted for their niches in life. 

Paragraph 12. 

50. Natural Selection entails extinction and this has occurred 

in nature as geological evidence shows. 

51. Natural Selection leads to a divergence in character, since 

this favours survival and this accounts for the progression 

of varieties into species into genera families, order and classes. 

Paragraph 13. 

52. Divergence and extinction can, therefore, account for the 

relationship between organisms, namely between varieties, 

species genera, families, orders and classes. 

53. If species had been independently created, how would it be 

possible to account for this classification of organisms? 

Paragraph 11+. 

4. The affinities or organisms in one class can be likened to a tree. 

. 
55. The green twigs represent existing species and the same twigs 

have overpowered others in some way as some groups of species 

have dominated others. 

56. Extinct species are represented by the older and dying branches, 

. the connection of the former and present buds by ramifying 

branches can represent the classification of extinct and 

living species into groups and subordinate groups. 



57. Of the young twigs, few survive to form great branches, so 

it is with species few survive to give modern descendants. 

58. Orders, families and genera, which now have no living 

representatives, only fossils, are represented by the 

fallen branches. 

59. The rare living branch low down on the fork of the tree, which 

has somehow survived, is comparable with the rare animal such 

as Lipidosiren or Ornithorlynchus, which connect two major 

branches of life, having survived by occupying a protected 

non-competitive niche. 

60. Buds continue to give rise to buds, giving branches overlapping 

other feebler branches, so is represented by a generation 

the tree of life, the dead branches of which fill the crust 

of the earth and living branches ramify over it. 

k 



Appendix A Unit 2 

Experiment 2 (Unit 3) 

TEXT NO. 1 

2.6.1. The lEn:. lysi$ of the Le<arni Material. 
Item Classification (based on The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives) 

A. Knowledge 

A. 1 Knowledge of Specifics 

A. 1(i) Knowledge of Terminology (underlined with dotted lines in the items). 

Perceptual activities 

Neurocheraical activities 

Neuromotor activities 

Endocrine activities 

Neurohormonal. action 

Motivated listening 

Auditory masking 

Skeletal muscle reaction 

Orienting reaction 

Visceral muscle response 

Peripheral glandular response 

Sound arousal 

Sound detection 

Sound discrimination 

Cochlear potential & aural microphinic 

neural differentiation Space/time pattern theory 

Semantic value 

Volley principle Auditory neurone 

A. 1(2) Knowledge of specific facts (sp. f) specified against the relevant 

items. 

A. 2 Knowledge of gays and Means of dealing with specifics. 

A. 2(1)Knowledge of Trends and Sequences underlined with continuous line 

in the items, & 

A, 2(2)Knowledge of Classification and Categories (K%Cl: ) (specified 

against the relevant items). 

A. 2(3)Knowledge of Criteria (i/Cr. ) (specified against the relevant items). 

A. 3 Knowledge of Universals and Abstractions 



Ä. 3(1) Knowledge of Generalisations 

1. Perceptual Behaviour 

The perceptual behaviour of hearing has many dimensions, 

including sound arousal which involves attracting attention 

by sound stimulation, perceptual orientation, which consists 

of assuming postures which faciliate sound reception, sound 

detection, sound discrimination, and motivated listening, 

such as, music appreciation. 

2. Perceptual Activities 

Perceptual activities involve a series of interactions 

between sound, the ear processes, neural systems of the 

brain and related neurochemical and neuromotor activities. 

These interactions involve reception of sound stimuli 

and the responses which alter the metabolic and behavioural 

state of the organism. 

j. Sound Properties 

The physical and psychological properties of sound are 

enumerated and there is no one to one relationship between 

them. Auditory detection and discrimination are closely 

related to these properties. 

A-3 (2) Knowledge of Theories and Structures 

Hearing is not a single process but a generalised activity 

involving several dimensions of response each of which serves 

in maintaining the efficiency of the organism as a whole. 

It includes such perceptual behaviour as sound arousal; 

orientation, detection, discrimination and motivated, listening: 



Perceptual activities such as the processes of the ear, neurosensory 

and neuronotor activities all interact harmoniously. Hearing is 

associated with the emotional state which add aesthetic value to the 

perception of sound. Sound detection and discrimination are closely 

related to the properties of sound and how these affect the physiology 

of the ear and nervous system. 

If an item is considered to be relavent to more than one category 

in the above classification, it is classified within the division of 

highest complexity within the knowledge category. 



Paragraph 1. 

1. Perceptual activities. The perceptual activities in hearing 

are diagrammed in Fig. I as a series of vital interactions 

between the physical energy of sound, the processes of 

the ear, the neural systems of the brain, and related 

neurochemical and neuromotor activities. 

2. Five forms of response which alter the metabolic or 

behavioural state in relation to sound stimuli are skeletal 

muscle reaction, visceral muscular response, peripheral 

glandular response, endocrine activity, and neurohormonal 

action involving release of such compounds as adrenalin, 

acetylcholine, and serotonin in synaptic centers. 

j. Fig. 1 shows the feedback relationships involved in 

into , rated. hearing behaviour. 

3a. Muscular activity, as in arousal behaviour, changes the 

posture and state of the body in relation to the sound source. 

3b. Contractions of small muscles in the middle ear alter sound 

transmission by the eardrum. 

3c. Visceral activity ray supply more blood to the, ear -md brain, 

thus changing the oxygen tension of the system and the 

sensitivity of the organism to sound stimuli. 

3d. Hortionos present in the nervöus. system both facilitate 

and inhibit synaptic activity, thus changing the state 

of the organism, possibly of the ear itself. 

3e. Release of chemical substances by secretory glands, such as 

tears and perspiration, raäy alter the efficiency of auditory 

discrimination as well as, perceptually motivated activities 

such as sustained listening. 



Paragraph 2. 

Hearing is thus not a single process, but a generalized 

activity involving several dimensions of response, each of 

which serves certain integrative functions in maintaining 

the efficiency of the individual in responding to sound 

stimuli. 

5. These phases of hearing behaviour differ especially in 

their tiding relative to the onset of the sound stimulus. 

6. Sound arousal. Sound arousal is attracting attention by 

a sound stimulation. 

7. Hearing, along with cutaneous perception and visual 

perception, is a significant means of arousal to action. 

8. Sounds can arouse people from deep sleep and activate the 

individual under many other circumstances. 

9. The arousal reaction by sound or other stimuli is a release 

or triggered type of response involving reflex changes in 

posture, its well as selective inhibition and activation of 

smooth muscles and glands. 

10. The pupils of the eye dilate and there are reactions of the 

small muscles of the middle car., 

11. The reaction time of this startle pattern to sound stimuli 

may be as low as 0.01 - 0.05 sec. - - 

Paragraph 3. 

12. Orienting reactions. Orienting reactions are next in time. 

In in these consist of turning the head and assuming 

postures which facilitate the reception of the sound stimuli 

in question and reduce the effectiveness of interfering sounds. 



13. Orientation to sound is much more obvious in many animals, 

involving specific movements of the ears as well as more 

general postural responses. 

Paragraph L.. 

14. Sound detection. This consists ±i finding or noting a sound 

source within a background environment of other sounds or- 

other kinds of stimuli. 

Paragraph 5. 

15. 'Sound discrimination. This involves comparing, ordering, 

or arranging two or more sounds in torms of the discriminable 

properties of sound: pitch, loudness, timbre, volume, timing, 

duration; and location in space. 

Paragraph 6. 

16. Motivated listening. I otivated listening involves all 

of these primary phases of hearing integrated into 

sequential motivated behaviour in response to sustained 

speech, music or noise. It is sound perception organized 

in relation to adaptive behaviour. 

17. Listening can be measured in terns of the stimulus 

conditions of its occurrence and by means of psychological 

Scales. 

18... Administration of attitude scales and preference scales, 

measuring the time of listening to sustained speech or 

music, and recording the level of emotion and motivation 

are all means of assessing the perceptual value of 

music or speech sounds. 



19. A critical dimension of listening is the semdntic value 

of symbols, words, code signals, or other sounds. 

Standardized articulrtion tests made up of syllables, 

words, or short sentences give a measure of the 

effectiveness of speakers and of sound generating and 

transmitting devices in providing Meaningful information 

to a listener. 

20. " Listening may be directed toward specific sounds or it 

may be supportive. 

21. The presence of some effective sound in the environment 

appears to be essential for the psychological well-being 

of most individuals. 

21 a. The disorganizing effects of isolation on man and animals 

appear to be related in part to the supportive value of 

sound and of listening, for complete and prolonged absence of 

sound has been found to cause marked emotional depression. 

21b. Music can serve a positive supportive function in work 

situations and can facilitate the rhythm of many work and 

play activities. Even moderate levels of noise may act as 

an alerting stimulus conc: ition and facilitate work. 

21c. Excessive sound, however, either music or noise, acts as 

a stress source, and can disturb' efficiency of certain forms 

of work behaviour. In addition to direct injury to the ear, 

excessive noise may also produce lang-terri, stress effects on 

the auditory mechanism as well as the whole neurophysiological 

system. 



Paragraph 8 

22. Sound properties. The properties of sound can be described 

in terms of the physical correlates of the-sound stimulus, 

and in terms of the psychological dimensions of auditory 

response. 

23. The three main physical properties of sound are frequency, 

intensity, and complexity of sound waves. 

214.. The principal psychological properties are perceptions of 

pitch, loudness and timbre. 

25. Although pitch'is closely related to frequency, loudness 

to intensity and timbre to complexity, there is no one-to-one 

relation'between the physical and psychological properties 

of sound. 

Paragraph 9. 

26. In its simplest form, a sound wave is described as simple 

harmonic motion, portrayed visually as a sine curve (see 

Fig., 2a and b). 

27. One upward swing of the carve and one downward swing 

represent one rarefaction and one condensation, or a single 

cycle of vibration. The number of complete cycles 

occurring' each second determines the frequency of the 

sound wave, while the square of the amplitude of 

displacement or height of the curve represents the intensity 

of the sound. 



28. The two waves in Fig. 2a represent pure tones of the same 

intensity but with different frequencies, while the two 

waves in Fig. '2b represent tones of the some frequency 

and different intensities. 

29. Sound waves can also vary in complexity. Fig. 2c represents 

the waveform, of a musical tone (See Fig. 2c). 

29a. It can be seen that the pattern repeats itself, or is 

periodic. 

29b. Fig. 2d represents noise, a complex sound stimulus with no 

apparent periodicy in its waveform. 

Paragraph 10. 

30. Sound detection. There are two aspects of sound detection 

which should be considered: detection of a sound stimulus 

.. 
in an othenvise sound-free field, and detection of a sound 

stimulus in the presence of a second masking sound. 

Paragraph 11. 

31. Limits of hearing. The frequency and intensity pattern 

which'are perceived as sound have definite limits, which 

vary to some extent from one individual to another and 

under different, conditions. These limits of hearing also 

vary markedly from one animal species to another. The limits 

of hearing are represented graphically as the area of hearing. 

32. Fig. L. shows that human individuals normally perceive as 

sound those frequencies between about 16 cps. or lower, 

and 20,000 cps. with the greatest sensitivity around 

1,000 - 1., 000 cps. That is, the audibility curve, showing 

absolute thresholds for different frequencies, dips lowest 

for -frequencies 'of around 1 , 000 - 1,000 cps. 

t -- 



Paragraph 12. 

33. The area of hearing varies with age as well as with 

injuries and other defects. Sensitivity to higher 

frequencies typically decreases with age. 

34. Some animals such as the bat, mouse, rat, cat and dog 

have a frequency range beyond that of man. The bat may 

- hear tones as high as 75,000 cps. "Silent" dog whistles 

produce tones above the range of human hearing, but still 

within the dog's upper limit. 

Paragraph 13: 

35. Auditory masking. It is sometimes impossible to detect 

one tone in the presence of another tone or noise. The 

first tone is said to be i. asked by the second tone or noise. 

36. The masking effect is defined as the difference between 

the absolute threshold of the masked tone and the threshold 

of detection of this tone in the presence of the masking 

sound. 

36a. In general, the masking effect is greater for tones near the 

masking sound in frequency, although tones higher in 

frequency than the masking sound are affected more than 

lower tones. 

36b. The range of frequencies affected is greater, the greater 

the intensity of the masking sound, and the lower the 

frequency of the masking sound. 



Paragraph II, -. 

37. Sound discrimination. mien a listener is thoroughly 

f . liar with a situation so that he knows to within a 

small number of alternatives what each message will be, 

he can comprehend two simultaneous messages, but when one 

or both messages are drawn from a larger number of 

possibilities, the filter in the brain lets only one 

message come through. 

38. How does the filter work? Studies of the artificial 

generation of speech sound have thrown light on the problem. 

When the rate of modulation intensity is the same for two 

sounds, the hearer perceives them as one sound. 

38a. It is reasonable to suppose that a nan can listen to one 

person and ignore another prinarily by selecting from the 

mass of sounds all those frequencies that are being modulated 

at the saue rate. 

38b. Since it is unlikely that the vocal cords of two speakers 

would vibrate at exactly the sane rate at any moment, 

nodulr: tion would alnost always provide an important (if not 

the sole) means of separating a pair of voices. 

39. It is suggested that the rate at which the sounds are being 

modulated controls the rate of stimulation of nerve fibres. 

10. - If so, the brain could pick out one voice by focussing its 

attention on all auditory nerve 'fibres that are being 

stimulated at the sane rate. 



i+0a. Superimposed upcn this selection, experiments have shown 

that the content of speech can take precedence over its 

physical characteristics. How the brain focuses attention 

on meaning is an almost complete mystery. 

Paragraph 1 5,. 

41. Response of auditory system in hearing. The ear (see Fig. 6) 

is a system for transducing the mechanical energy of sound into 

electrical energy which triggers nerve impulses in the 

auditory nerve. 

42. As sound strikes the eardrum it causes the three small bones 

of tha middle ecyr to vibrate. 

43. These movements set up corresponding vibrations in the 

oval window, and thence in the fluids of the cochlea. 

44. The auditory organ of the inner ear, the cochlea (see Fig-7a) 

is an enclosed structure which is coiled upon itself for 

22 turns. 

1+5. It contains three fluid-filled canals: the ascending 

(vestibular) canal, which leads from the oval window to the 

apex (helicotrena); the descending (tympanic) canal, from the 

apex down to the round window; and between the the smaller 

cochlear canal. (see Fig. 7b). 

4.6. The gelatinous-fibrous membrane making up the base of the 

cochlear canal, the basilar nembrane, it relatively narrow 

near the oval window and widens as it ascends towards the 

apex. 

47. Upon this membrane is the organ of corti and its hair cells, 

are thought to be the true receptors of hearing. 



Paragraph 16. 

1F8. Cochlear resolution of sound. The ability to hear many 

different frequencies as distinct pitches is related to the 

ability of the cochlea to resolve these frequencies. 

48a. Between about 200 and 2,000 cps. this resolution is 

accomplished by differential response of the basilar nembrane. 

43b. The cochlea has different resonance values at different 

points along its length, so that high tones cause the 

fluids and membrane to vibrate near the base, and low tones, 

near the apex. (See Fig. 8a). 

L8c. Vibrations of the oval window probably set up travelling 

waves in the fluids and membrane which cause maximal vibrations 

at the place with a natural resonance value corresponding 

to the sound frequency. 

l8d. Below 200 cps. the membrane vibrates as erhole, or nearly so. 

1.8e.. Different intensities cause vibrations of the membrane of 

different amplitude. (See Fir. 8b). 

48f. If two tones are present, the vibration of the stronger will 

overlap the weaker, so that the latter is masked. (See Fig. 8c). 

4.8g. A very intense sound may cause the hair cells to be thrown 

off the membrane at a place correeponding to the frequency 

level of the sound (See Fig. Fad). 

Paragraph 17. 

49. Cochlear potential and aural microphonic. The cochlea 

transduces sound, energy at all audible frequencies into 

electrical energy. 



Z9a. If electrodes are inserted into an animal's ear (see 

Fig. 9), a potential of 4.0 - 100 microvolts is found to 

exist between the fluid of the cochlear canal and the 

organ of corti, with the greatest potential near the base. 

. 9b. Thus current, which exists when no sound stimulus is 

present, can be recorded by means of amplifiers and meters 

attached to the electrodes. 

1.9c. A sound stimulus acting on the cochlea modulates the 

sustained potential, setting up a cochlear or aural 

nicrophonic, which reproduces the sound frequency with 

high fidelity. 

4.9d. This aural microphonic, which varies between 0.5 and 

100 microvolts, can be amplified and recorded on an 

oscilloscope or reconverted to sound by means of a 

loudspeaker. 

49e. The magnitude of these potentials varies in a linear way 

with the sound intensity. When different levels of the 

cochlea are tested, a naxinal microphonic effect for low 

tones is picked up at the apex, and a maximal effect for 

high tones at the base. 

1.9f. The lower intensity thresholds for the microphonic response 

define a curve which is similar in form to the audibility 

curve for hearing. 

'50. It is generally believed that the aural microphonic is a 

means of differentially stimulating either the hair cells 

or the nerve fibres in the organ of corti. 



Paragraph 18. 

51. Neural differentiation. Sensory nerve fibres, originating 

at the hair cells at all points along the organ of corti, 

emerge from the cochlea to form the auditory nerve 

(VIIIth cranial nerve). 

52. This nerve enters the cochlear nucleus in the medulla 

oblongata, from which point connections are made witjh 

other centers in the midbrain, cerebellum, thalamus, and 

temporal lobe of the cortex (See Fig. 10). 

53. Discrimination of sound stimuli depends on differentiation 

of neural action at all levels. Three principal kinds of 

differential neural response can be demonstrated. 

5Z In the first place, it can be shown that different regions 

of the basilar menbrane have specific spatial representation 

in the auditory nerve and brain centers. When the ear is 

stimulated by tones or clicks, or when the cochlea is 

stimulated (Fig. 10), the electrical response of the nerve, 

cochlear nucleus, nidbrain, thalanus, cerebellum, or cortex 

can be amplified and recorded. By such means it has been 

found that the basilar membrane is projected spatially in 

all of these neural systems. 

Paragraph 19. 

55. The second type of neural differentiation is a temporal 

one. Within limits, the frequency of a stimulus sound 

is reproduced by the synchronized electrical response of 

the auditory neural systems. 



55a. This neural response does not-have the fidelity of the 

cochlear microphonic. The electrical response of the 

total auditory nerve, for example, faithfully reproduces 

the sound stimulus to frequencies up to 4,000-5,000 cps. 

but not higher ones. 

55b. At higher frequencies, the neural synchronization is very 

poor. Furthermore, the fidelity with which the electrical 

response of higher centers of the brain, such as, the 

thalanus, cerebellum,. and cortex, follows the sound stimulus 

in frequency is far less than that of the auditory nerve 

and lower brain centers. High-fidelity frequency 

differentiation is probably mediated by the lower auditory 

centers of the brain.. 

Paragraph 20. 

55c. The ability of the auditory nerve and brain tracts to follow 

the frequency of sound cannot be based on the response of 

single neurons, for the maximal rate of firing of single 

auditory neurons is probably not, over 700-800 impulses 

per second. The synchronization produced is explained by 

the volley principle. (See Fig. ii). 

55d. The volley principle postulates, that different single 

nerve fibres react alternatively to successive waves in the 

sound stimulus. : hen the frequency of a sound is too high 

for any one fibre to fire at the sane frequency, a number 

of fibres coordinate their response to produce a synchronized 

response in the group of fibres which faithfully reproduces 

the sound frequency. If the intensity of the stimulus is 

increased, the total number of impulses in the nerve is 

increased but they still synchronize with the sound frequency. 



Paragraph 21. 

56. Still another differential response has been found in 

second-order auditory neurons, one synapse removed from 

the neurons leading from the cochlea. By inserting 

electrodes of nicroscopic size into the cochlear nucleus, 

it is possible to record the electrical response of single 

second-order neurons. Neurons can thus be found which are 

selectively tuned to certain frequencies, at which frequency 

less energy is required to excite them. 

56a. Although this neuron tuning is very sharp near threshold, 

as the sound intensity is increased, each neuron responds 

to a broader band of frequencies, typically spreading more 

toward lower frequencies than toward higher. 

56b. Neurons responding to very high frequencies apparently are 

more sharply tuned than those responding to lower frequencies. 

Paragraph 22. 

57. Space-time pattern theory. The various facts about cochlear 

and neural response make possible a theoretical interpretation 

of how sounds of various frequencies and intensities are 

discriminated (See Fig. 12). In general, the most widely 

accepted theory of haring is multidimensional. Pitch 

perception is believed to depend upon a combination of place 

localization of mid-frequency pitchcs in the cochlea and 

nervous system, and of frequency representation, especially 

of low and high pitches, by means of synchronized neural 

response. 



Paragraph 23. 

58. Integrative control. Integrative control involves both 

neural and biochemical pathways in determining the muscular, 

neurohumoral, humoral, organic, and metabolic activities of 

hearing, and processing the feedback information from these 

activities. 

59. The levels of interaction involved in various aspects of 

hearing behaviour are detailed in Fig. 15. 

60. The properties of sound perception, such as pitch and 

loudness, which correlate closely with variation in the 

sound stimulus are determined very largely by the functions 

of the cochlea itself. 

61. Other effects, such as combination tones, are defined by 

processes of distortion in both the cochlea and in nerve 

transmission. 

62. Finally, more complex levels of integration determine 

emotional effects, consonance, dissonance, intelligibility, 

semantic value, and specific response control and 

reinforcement related to learning to perceive sound and to 

regulate motivated listening. 



Appendix A, UNIT 2. 

Experiment3, (Unit 3) 

2.6.1. The analysis of the learning material. 
CLASSIFICATION OF ITS (TIM TAXONOMY OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES, 

KEY 
_ 

A Knowledge of Specifics 

Knowledge of Specific Fact K. of Sp. Fact. 

Knowledge of Terminology ----- in text. 

B Knowledge of Ways and Means of dealing with Specifics 

Knowledge of Conventions - K., of Conv. 

Knowledge of Trends and 
Sequences - K. of. Trends 

Knowledge of Classification 
and Categories - K. of Class. 

Kowledge of Criterion - K. of Crit. 

Knowledge of Methodology - K. of Method. 

C Knowledge of Universals & Abstractions in a Field. 

Knowledge of Principle - K. of Principle 

Knowledge of Generalizations - K. of Gen. 

Knowledge of Theories and 
Structures - K. of Theory. 

K. of Specifics K. of ;. 7ays and : Beans 

22' 16"' 

Total no. of items = 90 

KEY 

least relevant to Summary A, 

more relevant to Summary B. 

... most relevant to Summary C. 

K. of Universals 
& Abstractions 

52... 



Classification of Items 

O= number of ... items 

Paragraph 1. (1)-1. K. of Theory 

It is a 50 year old hypothesis, that genes bear in coded form 

the specifications for all the protein molecules the cell requires 

for its existence and reproduction. 

(2) 2. K. of Theory 

In last 15 years the relationship between molecular structure 

of the genes and the coding instructions they carry and the cell 

proteins has been made explicit. 

(3) 3. K. of Theory 

One can trace the transmission of coded message from its original 

site in the genetic material to the finished protein molecule. 

Paragraph 2.4. K. of Sp. Fact 

The genetic material of the living cell is the chain-like molecule 

of deoxyribosucleic acid (DNA) 

5. K. of Sp. Fact 

The cells of many bacteria have only a single chain. 

6. K. of Sp. Fact 

The cells of ma^mals have numerous chains clustered in chromosomes. 

7. K; of Sp.. Fact 

The DNA molecules consist of a long back bone made up of repeating 

groups of phosphate and a5 carbon sugar 

8: K. of Sp. Fact 

To this backbone side groups called bases are attached at 

regular intervals and these are adenine (A) guanine (G) thyrnine (T) 

and cytosine (C). 



(1ý 9., K. of Gen. 

These side groups of DNA are the I+ "letters" used to decipher 

the genetic message. 

(5) 10. K. of Principle 

The exact sequence of bases along the length of the DNA molecule 

determines the structure of a particular protein molecule. 

Paragraph 3.11. K. of Crit. 

Proteins are synthesized from a sot of 20 amino acids that are 

gained to form the long polypeptide chains of protein molecules. 

12. K. of Sp. Fact 

Each protein has its own sequence of amino acids 

13. K. of Sp. Fact 

The number of acids in a polypeptide chain is 100 - 300 or more. 

Paragraph.. (6) 14. K. of Theory 

The genetic code is not the message itself but the dictionary 

used by cell to translate from the 4 "letter" language of the 

necleic acid to the 20 "letter" language of protein. 

(7) 15. K. of Theory 

The machinery of the cell translates in one direction only, 

from nucleic acid to protein. 

(8) 16. K. of Theory 

In making this translation the cell 
, employs a variety of acessory 

molecules and mechanisms. 

k (9) 17. K. of Principle 

The message in DNA is Ist transcribed into messanger RNA. 

18. K.. of Sp. Fact 

RNA has 4 bases, 3 identical with DNA but the 4th is URACIL (U) 

instead of thyraine (T). 



(10) 19. K. of Principle 

In this ist transcription of the genetic message the code 

letters A, G, T and C in DNA give rise respectively to 

U, C, A and G. 

20. K. of Conventions 

As typically represented the dictionary of the genetic code 

enploys the letters found in RNA rather than those in DNA. 

Paragraph 5. 

(11) 21. K. of Theory 

The code could be easily broken if one could determine both 

the amino acid sequence of a protein and the Base sequence of 

that piece of nucleic acid which codes it: 

(12) 22. K. of Principle 

The determination of the base sequence of a long nucleic acid 

molecule is very difficult and therefore indirect methods of 

code deciphering must be used. 

Paragraph 6ý 

(13) 23. K. of Principle 

Indirect experimental evidence suggests that the code is a triplet 

code and that each group corresponds to one anino acid. 

2Z . K. of Class. 

This group is called a codon. 

(i i) 25. K. of Principle 

Using 4 symbols in groups of 3 one can form 64 triplets. 

(15) 26. K. of Principle 

Most of these stand for one aairio acid or another and therefore 

an amino acid is represented by several codons. 



(16) 27. K. of Principle 

Adjacent amino acids are coded by a "codons which do not overlap. 

Paragraph 7. 

(1 ?) 28. K. of Gener. 

Marshall W. Nirenberg explained how the composition of many of 

the 64 triplets was determined by experiment. 

29. K. of Method 

The technique used was the synthesis of polypeptide chains in 

a cell free system, made by breaking open cells of BE. Cali and 

extracting from them the machinery of protein synthesis. 

30. K. of Method 

The system was then provided with an energy supply, 20 amino 

acids and one or another of several types of synthetic RNA. 

31. K. of Trends 

Although the exact sequence of bases in each type was random 

the proportion was known. 

32. K.. of Sp. Fact 

It was found that each type of RNA directed the encorporation of 

certain amino acids only. 

Paragraph B. 

(18) 33. K. of Principle 

The composition of the codons was obtained but not the order 

-- of the bases in any one triplet. 

34. K. of Sp. Fact 

Of the 40 codons listed by Nirenberg, 35 were correct. 



(16) 27. K. of Principle 

Adjacent amino acids are coded by a "codons which do not overlap. 

Paragraph 7. 

(17) 28. K. of Gener. 

Marshall N. Nirenberg explained how the composition of many of 

the 64 triplets was determined by experiment. 

29. K. of Method 

The technique used was the synthesis of polypeptide chains in 

a cell free system, made by breaking open cells of BE. Cali and 

extracting from them the machinery of protein synthesis. 

30. K. of Method 

The system was then provided with an energy supply, 20 amino 

acids and one or another of several types of synthetic RNA. 

31. K. of Trends 

Although the exact sequence of bases in each type was random 

the proportion was known. 

32. K. of Sp. Fact 

It was found that each type. of RNA directed the encorporation of 

certain amino acids only. 

Paragraph 8. 

(ý 8) 33. K. of Principle 

The composition of the colons was obtained but not the order 

of the bases in any one triplet. 

3tß. K. of Sp. Fact 

Of the lß. 0 codons listed by Nirenberg 35 were correct. 



42. K. of Method 

They did so by the neat trick of passing the mixture over a 

nitrocellulose filter that retained the ribosomes. 

2.3. K. of Trends 

All the tRNA molecules passed through the filter except those 

specifically bound t:;, the ribosome by the triplet. Which they 

were could be decided by using a mixture of amino acids which one 

kind of amino acid had been wide radio-active, and determining 

the amount of radioactivity absorbed by the filt; r. 

Paragraph-12. 

144. K. of Sp. Fact 

The triplet GW retained the tRNA for the amino -acid valine, 

whereas the triplets UGU & UUG did not. UGU codes cystine and 

WG, lencine. 

Paragraph 13. 

4 5. K. of Method 

Nirenberg and his colleagues synthesized all 64 triplets and 

tested there for their coding properties and similar results 

have been obtained by Khorana and others. 

Paragraph 11+. 

4 6. K. of Sp. Fact 

Class to 40 of the 64 triplets give a clearly unambiguous answer 

in the binding test. 

(26) 47. K. of General 

The binding test therefore gives meaning to the majority of 

triplets but does not firmly establish all of then. 



Paragraph 15. 

(27) 48. K. of Theory 

The Genetic code obtained in this way with a few additions 

secured by other methods is listed in diagram 3. A distinct 

plan can be worked out between triplets and amino acids. 

Paragraph 16. 

(28) 49. K. of Principle 

Triplet. codes for the same amino acid are rather similar. 

50. K. of Sp. Fact 

a. All four triplets starting with"AC code for threonine. 

51 . 'K. ' of Sp. Fact 

b. - This pattern holds for 7 of the amino acids. 

(29) 52. K. of Principle 

In'every case the triplets XYU and XYC code for the sarge amino 

:: c. id and in many cases XYA and XYG are the sane. 

(30) 53. K. of General. 

Thus an amino acid is largely selected by the Ist 2 basis of 

the triplet. 

51. x. K. of Crit. 

Given that a triplet codes for valine, we know that the ist 2 

letters are GU. 

55. K. of Trends 

This pattern is true for all but three of the amino acids. 

a. Lencine starts with W or CU 

b. Serine starts with UC or AG 

c. Arginine starts with CG or AG. 

(31) 56. K. of General. 

In all other cases the amino acid is uniquely represented by 

the Ist 2 bases of the triplet but the converse is not always true. 



(32) 57. K. of Principle 

Given that a triplet stnru's with CA it may code for either 

histidine or glutomine. 

Paragraph 17. 

(33) 58. K. of Theory 

The most direct way to confirm the code is to synthesize a 

riessenber RNA molecule with a strictly defined base sequence 

and then find the aging acid sequence of the polypeptide 

produced under its influence., 

(32) 59" K. of General. 

By brilliant combination of chemical synthesis and enz\ne catalysis 

Khorana and his colleagues made long RNA molecules with various 

repeating sequences of bases. 

(35) 60. 
, 
K. 

, of Principle 

One RNA molecule has the sequence UGUGUGUG ....... which is read 

as triplet UGU, GUG, UGU, GUG, producing a polypeptide of 2 

amino acids. The product is CYS - VAL, 'CYS - VAL......... 

Paragraph 18. 

(36) 61. K. of General. 

Because the starting point is not clearly defined the honolypeptides 

XYZ, YZX, and ZXY can be produced. 

" 63. K. of Trends 

Thus poly AVC Makes: - 

poly iso leueine 

poly serine 

poly histidine. 



64F.. K. of Sp. l'iact 

This confirms that, 

AUC codes for isoleucine 

UCA for serine 

and CAU for histidine. 

65. K. of Trends 

A repeating sequence of four bases will yield a single type 

of polypeptide with a. repeating sequence of four amino acids. 

(38) 66. K. of Theory 

The results have amply demonstrated that the code is indeed a 

triplet code. 

Paragraph 19, 

67. K. of t; iethod 

Khorana has so far confirmed 25 triplets by this method including 

several that were doubtful on the binding tests. All the triplets 

can eventually be checked in this way. 

Paragraph 20, 

(39) 68. K. of Principle 

Another method. of checking the genetic code is to discover the 

three bases making up the anticodon in a particular tRNA. 

69. K. of Sp. Fact 

The first tRNA to have its entire sequence worked out was 

tRNA alanine. 

70. K. of Sp. Fact 

A Altmine tRNA from yeast contains 77 bases. 

71. K. of Sp. Fact 

A possible anitcodon near the middle of the molecule has the 

sequence IGC, : here I stands for inne a base closely resembling 

guanine. 



72. K. of Sp. Fact 

Hans Zachau has established 16 sequences of 2 closely related 

senine tRNA's from yeast. 

73, Y. of Sp, Fact 

James Madison has worked out the sequence of tyrosine tRNA, 

also from yeast. 

Paragraph 21. ' 

(40) 74. K. of Principle 

A detailed comparison of these three sequences, makes it almost 

certain that the anticodons are alamine - IGC, senine - IGA and 

Tyrasine GFA. 

(1ý1ý 75. K. of Principle 

Other workers have shown that the anticodon for valine is IAC 

and phenylalanine is GAA. 

Paragraph 22. 

(42) 76. K. of Principle 

All the results fit the rule that the codon - anticodon, pair 

in antiparallel manner and that the pairing in the ist 2 positions 

of the codon is of the standard type, i. e. A with U and G with C. 

The pairing in the 3rd position is more complicated. 

(4+3) 77. K. of Principle 

Evidence shows that one tRNA can recognise several codons provided, 

that they differ only in the Ist place of the CODON. 

78. K. of Sp. Fact 

A Holly's alanine tRNA recognises GCU, GCC and GCA. 



Paragraph 23. 

(1i4) 79. K. of Principle 

The author suggests, that this is because of a 'wobble' in the 

pairing in the 3rd place and a theoretical model does explain 

the observable results. 

(45) 80. K. of Principle 

The suggested rules for the pairing in the 3rd position of the 

anticodon are presented in table form but these rules are 

speculative. 

(i. 6) 81. K. of Principle 

The likely codon anticodon pairings for Valine, serine, tyrosine, 

alanine and phenylalanine satisfy the standard base pairings in 

the first'2 places and the wobble hypothesis in the 3rd. 

Paragraph 24. 

(1f7) 82. K. of Theory 

Several'pöints lout the genetic code need clarification. 

a. Triplet UGA has still to be, allocated. 

b. Punctuation marks are only partially understood. 

c. Both triplets UAA and UAG can terminate a polypeptide chain, 

but which triplet is normally found at the end of a gene is 

still uncertain. 

Paragraph 2 5. 

(4.8) 83. K. of principle 

Problems for the future include 

A doubtful codons. 

a. Clarifying the punctuation marks. 

b. delimit ambiguity and extend the code to many species. 

c. Are all alternative codons used equally? 



re 

(49) 84-. K. of Principle 

B The machinery of protein synthesis 

a. How many types - of tRNA are there? 

b. What is the structure of the ribosome? and how does it 

work and why is it in 2 parts. 

c. What controls the rate of protein synthesis? 

Paragraph 26. 

(50) 85. K. of Theory 

The major unsolved problem will be the structure of the genetic 

code. Is the present code the result of a series of evolutionary 

accidents so that the allocation of triplets is arbitrary or are 

there profound structural reasons for the relationship? 

86. K. of Crit. 

Such questions are difficult to answer since the genetic code 

originated at least 3 billion years ago. 

87. K. of Sp. Fact 

The origin of the code is close to the origin of life. 

88. K. of Trends 

It is most likely that most of the evidence has disappeared. 

Paragraph 27. 

(51), 89. K. of Theory 

The genetic code is a major milestone on the road bf molecular 

biology, It shows in detail how the L. "letter" language of 

nucleic acid controls the 20 "letter". language of a protein. 

(52) 90. K. of Theory 

If this'confirms'the control theme of Molecular biology, namely 

that'genetic. information can be stored as a one dimensional message 

on nucleic acid and. can be expressed as the one dimensional 

amino acid sequence of protein. 



THE GENETIC CODE. 
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f, ppendix A. UNIT 2. 

Experiment 5 (Unit 7) 

2.6.1. The anal sis of the Learnin Material 
ULTSSIETUTTION OF _ _'! ; 

(THE 
_. 

'E ATIONAL 
. 
oBJEC`tIVES ) 

KEY 

A Knowledge of Specifics 

Knowledge of Specific Fact K. of Sp. Fact. 

Knowledge of Tcriinology ------- in text. 

B Knowledve of T7avs and Means of dealing with Specifics 

Knowledge of Conventions - K. of Conv. 

Knowledge of Trends & Sequences - K. of Trends. 

Knowledge of Classification and 
Categories - K. of Class. 

Knowledge of Criterion - K. of Crit. 

Knowledge of Methodology - K. of Method. 

C Knowledge of Universals & Abstractions in a Field 

Knowledge of Principle - X. of Principle 

Knowledge of Generalizations - K. of Gen. 

Knowledge of Theories and 
Structures - K. of Theory. 

Text A. K. of Specifics K. of Ways & Moans K. of Universals 
Abstractions. 

26 44.44. 

Total no, of items = M. 

Text B. K. of Specifics K. of 'mays Ileans & K. of Universals 
& Abstractions. 

23 34.44 

Total no. of items = 101 

KEY 

least relevant to summary 

more relevant to suinmory 

... most relevant to summary 



TEXT A. 

The role of light in photosynthesis - D. L. 11RNON 

ITEMS 

Paragraph 1. 

I. In time the thinking of workers in photosynthesis 
(K/Tri. ) 

crystallized into two points of view., 

I 

2. One view considered that (H) is an 'active' species of 
(K/Th. ) 

hydrogen atom that can force itself on the carbon-dioxide 

molecule. 

3. Such a 'eaction is unknown elsewhere in Biochemistry. 
(K of sp. fact) 

.. The adherents of this view saw in it the very uniqueness 
(K/Th. ) 

of photosythesis and buttress their hypothesis with a 

number of theoretical arguments. 

5. Without going into the theory it can be said that not 
(K of Grit) 

convincing experimental evidence has so far appeared to 

support it and there is much evidence against it. 

Paragraph 2. 

6. On the second view point, the conversion of CO 
2 and water 

(K. /Th. ) 
to carbohydrates proceeds by a path that is not peculiar 

to photosynthesis in fact the path is considered to be 

essentially a reversal of the route by which carbohydrates 

are decomposed to CO2 during respiration. 

7. Then the role of the hypothetical (H) would be to form 
(Wth. ) 

compounds that can drive the 'dark'-reactions of respiration 

backward in the direction of synthesis. 



ENERGY TRANSFORMATIONS 

Paragraph 3. 

8. T6 appreciate the proposal we must consider the process 
(K of Cri`t) 

of respiration. 

9, The energy released in respiration is transferred to two 
(K of Sp. Fact) 

compounds, that are literally the power supply of life. 

10. One of them is ATP which has been called the universal 
(K/Sp .) 

energy currency of living cells. 

11. Every vital process from the contraction of a muscle to 
ýK/sb. ) 

the synthesis of a hormone draws on ATP. 

12. ATP contains 3 phosphate groups and it is made in the 
(K/Sp. ) 

mitochondria by the addition of a third phosphate to 

adenssine diphosphate (ADP) and the bond to the third 

phosphate is where new energy is stored. 

13. It is as though the bond were a coil of spring which is 
(K, /Crit. ) 

compressed when the phosphate is attached. Then the 

phosphate group is removed the spring extends, thus 

releasing the stored energy. 

iii. In respiration, the energy that compresses the spring comes 
(K/Crit. 

from the oxidation of carbohydrate and hence the formation 

of ATP in the mitochondria of a respiring cell is called 

oxidative phophorylation. 

Paragraph ! ý. 

15. The second of the key compounds is reduced pyridine nucleotide. 
(K/Sp. ) 

There are two kinds, triphosphopyridine nucleotide (TFNH2) 

and diphosphopyridine (DPNH2) both abbreviated as (PNH2). 



16. Each is a powerful biological reductant i. e. it can force 
(K/Sp. ) 

its hydrogen atoms on other molecules. PNH2 participates 

in many oxidation-reduction reactions in living cells, one 

of these provides energy for phosphcrylation itself, thus 

some PNH2 is oxidized to make ATP. 

Ptiragraph. 5. 

18. At this point it may be worth considering the terms 
(K/Cl. ) 

oxidation and reduction on which our entire storey turns. 

Oxidation means removing electrons from a molecule and 

reduction means adding electrons; so that whenever electrons 

are exchanged between two substances one is oxidized and 

the other is reduced. 

'19. Almost every such change is accompanied by the release or 
(K/SP. 

absorption of. energy. It makes no difference whether we think of 

the energy as arising out of the pull exerted on the electron 

by `oxidising power. These terms have meaning only in relation 

to a specific pair of substances which always interacts 

in the sarge way. 

Paragraph 6. 

20. Of of an electron travels in company with a proton, in short (K/sp. 

as part of a hydrogen atom. 

21. " In this case oxidation means removing hydrogen and reduction (Wet. ) 
means adding hydrogen. Thus "PN" is reduced to "PNH2" and 

"C02" to a cmxbohydrate by the addition of hydrogen. 



Paragraph 7. 

'22. To return to photosynthesis, the viewpoint that it involves 
(K, /Th. ) 

a special way of converting CO2 to carbohydrate was dealt 

a severe blow by modern studies of cellular metabolism 

that have utilized radioactive tracers. 

23. Investigations have proved that all cells devoid of chlorophyll, 
K/P'- 

such as liver cells can synthesize carbohydrates from CO2 if 

they are furnished the necessary energy in the form of ATP 

and PNH2: 

214.. Apparently the breakdown of carbohydrates can be reversed. 
(K/Pr. 

And if in the liver why not in plants? 

P aragra'ph 8. 

25. There therefore grew a suspicion that there is no special 
(K/Th. ) 

photosynthetic way for assimilating CO2 and that all cells 

whether they contain chlorophyll or not may accomplish it 

essentially by reversing respiration. 

26. This idea drew support from the work of Melvin, Calvin and 
(K/Crit) 

Benson of the University of California, who traced the path 

of Carbon in jhotosynthesis from CO2 to carbohydrate. 

27, They identified many intermediate products identical with 
(K/Sp. ) 

those formed when carbohydrate is burned in respiration. 

28. Once'the'photosynthetic carbon cylce has been established 
(K/Sp., ) 

each of its features was discovered in various cells that 

assimilated C02 in the dark. 



29.. Trudinger and Aulient have demonstrated the complete cycle (K/Th. ) 
in the non-photosynthetic bacterium Thiobacillus denitrificous. 

Paragraph 9. 

30. In all these dark reactions energy was provided by ATP and (K/SP 
" 

PNH2. 

31. This implied that the function of light must be to manufacture (K of Crit. ) 
ATP and PNH2. 

32. In-1951 workers in 3 laboratories discovered that isolated 
(K/Sp. ) 

chioroplasts do make PNH2 in the light. 

33. The whole problem of the role of light seemed very near solution. 
(K/Crit. ) 

34. Presumably the mitochondr... a in phötosynthetic cells could 
(K/Crit. ) 

obtain PNH2 from chloroplasts and with'it manufacture ATP. 

35. The model was reasonable and widely accepted. It was believed 
(K, /Crit. ), 

that the problem was solved. 

Paragraph 10. 

36. ' There was one major difficulty in tho Model in that the most 
(K/Crit. ) 

specialized ghotosynthetic cells in leaves have very few 

mitochondria, being filled with chloroplasts. 

37. These few could not produce enough'-. ATP to support the 
(KVCrit. ) 

vigorous photosynthetic activity of chlo=oplasts. 

38. A search was made to see whether chloroplasts produced (/Tri. ) 

anything other than PNH2. 

39. In 1952+ we found that chloroplasts alone carry out conplete 
(K/Tr. ) 

photosynehhesis. 



40. If chloroplasts converted CO 
2 

into carbohydrates by a (Pr. 

reversal of the breakdown reactions, they must have been 

able to poke ATP. 

Isolated chioroplasts. 

Paragraph 11. 

41. Our first task was to be sure that photosynthesis in our 
(K, /Crit. 

chloroplast preparations was really the same process that 

occurs in living cells. 

1+2. In the next few years sie subdivid-cd chloroplasts into various (K/Ii: Ieth. 
parts and identified in them or isolated from them the 

individual enzyme systeus that catalyze the step by step 

transformation of CO2 into carbohydrates. 

, 
1+3ti The products of assimilation - identified with radioactive ( Sp. 

tracers, crroratography and radioautography - proved to be 

the some as in photosynthesis by whole cells. 

Paragraph 12. 

44., - The experiments demonstrated, that the assimilation of 
(Pr. 

CO2 in isolated chloroplasts is a reversal of the 

carbohydrate breakdown reactions. 

Further, the energy for the process is provided jointly 
Pr. ) (K/Pr. ) 

by ATP and PNH2. 

2f6. TThen experimental conditions were arranged so that on? y (K/Crit. )- 

one of the pair was formed in light, no carbohydrates were made. 

Paragraph 1 3. 

/+7. We were now virtually certain that the role of light in 
(K/Tr. ) 

photosynthesis is to supply ATP and PNH2. Final evidence 

Was forthcoming when we separated the light and dark phases 

of photosynthesis in chloroplasts. 



48. ', 7e illuminated a chloroplast preparation but did not supply (K/Meth. ) 
C02, so there was no raw material for manufacturing 

carbohydrates. Instead we supplied large amounts of ADP, 

inorganic phosphate and TPN. 

49. The result was the evolution of oxygen and an accumulation 
(KISP") 

of ATP and TPNH2. 

Paragraph 14. 

50. Now we extracted the enzymes for CO assimilation, discarding 
2 (Ic/Me th. 

the green part of the chloroplasts and with it the light 

absorbing chlorophyll. 

51. Using ATP and TFN112 madam when the light was on, the enzymes 
(KcTri) 

proceeded to assimilate CO2 in the dark and to produce the 

sarge carbohydrates that whole chloroplasts and intact green 

leaves manufacture. 

52.. In a further experiment PNH2 and ATP taken from animal cells 
(K/Meth. ) 

were supplied to the ehzyries in total darkness. 

53; - Again the extracts assiEilated CO2 and made the familiar 
(K/Sp. ) 

compounds: 

Paragraph 15. 

54. At this point the objectives of our research narrowed to 

the problem of identifying the reactions through vahich 

light energy forns ATP and PNH2. 

Photosynthetic Phosphoscylati cn. 



Paragraph 16 

551 Since the manufacture of PNH2 by chioroplasts in light 
(K/Grit. ) 

had been observed before, we decided to concentrate on the 

completely unknown process by which ATP is synthesized. 

56. Very early we established that isolated chloroplasts could (K/Tr. ) 
apply absorbed light purely to the formation of ATP. 

57. We discovered this by depriving illuminated chloroplasts 
(K, /Meth. ) 

of CO2 and pynidine nucleotide while giving theca large 

amounts of ADP and inorganic phosphate. 

58. With no raw material for making carbohydrate or even PNH2 
(K/Tr. ) 

the chloroplasts used light energy to force the third 

phosphate group on ADP to form ATP, which accumulated, in 

substantial quantities by the end of the experiment. 
4 

59. This process was called phtosynthetic phosphenylation, or 
(K/cl. ) 

photophosph, erjlation to distinguish it fry oxidative 

phosph'orylation by mitochondria. 

60. To biochemists imbued with the idea that the energy of 
(K/Pr. 

ATP comes from burning 
. carbohydrates it was as if we had 

suddenly learned how to get electric power directly from 

coal or oil, without burning then in a generating plant. 

Paragraph 17. 

61. About two years ago my associates and I constructed a 
(K/Tr. ) 

theoretical model that seems to fit the experimental facts 

of photosynthetic hp osphorylation. 

62. It was suggested by another lhctocheraical m action, whose details 
(K/Sp. ) 

were worked out in 1942 by Lewis and Lipkit of the University 

of California. 



. "1 

63. We proposed that, in the primary photochemical act, a (K/Th. } 
photon (quantum unit of' fight strikes a chlorophyll 

molecule, exciting one of the electrons to an energy 

sufficient to remove it from the molecule. Having lost 

an electron, the molecule is now in a position to act as 

an electron acceptor. If it took back the electron directly, 

it would merely re-emit the light energy that had just been 

absorbed. 

64.. Under the proper conditions light does cause pure chlorophyll 
(K/Sp 

") to fluoresce in just this way. 

65. The reaction that makes the phosphonylation possible is the 
(K/Th. ) 

capture of the excited electrons by a molecule such as 

Vita: An K. Now the electrons are forced to return to chlorophyll 

in a series of graded steps, resembling those in respiration. 

Paragraph 18. 

66. The downhill path we have traced takes electrons from 
(K/Th. 

Vitamin K through a number of cytochromes - iron containing 

pi ents and finally back to chlorophyll. 

67. The "waterwheels" that drive the synthesis of ATP are 
(K/Th. ) 

thought to be linked with the cytochrome chain. 

Paragraph 19. 

68. The electron transport and its coupled phosphenylation 
(K/Pr. ) 

reactions are analagous to and identical with their 

counterparts in oxidative phosphenylation. 

69. Only the light induced production of a high energy electron (K/Pr. ) 

and its ultimate acceptor are peculiar to photosynthesis. 



70. Because the electron donor and acceptor are the same 
(K/Crit. ) 

substance - chlorophyll - and because no outside donors 

are involved, we have named the process cyclic photophosphtrylation. 

Paragraph 20. 

71. There seems little doubt that photophosphcrylation is a 
(K/m. ) 

primary and critical reaction of photosynthesis. 

72. In most organisris however it is not the only one. 
(K/Th. ) 

ý.. 73.. : Light is required to make PNH2 which furnishes the hydrogen 
(K/Pr. ) 

to reduce CO2 to carbohydrate. 

71.. The fact, that chloroplasts do under certain conditions use 
(xlPr. ) 

light solely for the manufacture of ATP raises an interesting 

question. 

( 
75- Are there any photosynthetic cells in which photophosphozrlation 
h. ) 

is really the only function of light, and which manufacture 

their reducing substance by a dark reaction? If so, they 

would exhibit the simplest and most primitive forms of 

photosynthesis. 

Paragraph 21. 

76. Recently it was found that the anaerabic red sulphur bacteria 
(K/Sp 

" 
chronatiun is just such an organise. 

77. Chromatium grows only in the light. The bacterium can use 
(K/SP") 

CO or acetate as the source of carbon. 

78. " To assimilate CO it requires a source of hydrogen with 2 (K/Sp. ) 
which it can form necessary PNH2 in the dark. Acetate 

however is assimilated by a somewhat different chemical 

pathway which does not require an external supply of hydrogeýr,,. 



79. When supplied with hydrogen. and CO2 cr acetate the only 
(K/Tr. ) 

thing that chromo tiürn makes under the influence of light 

is ATP. 

80, Chromotium groups anaerabically and thus cannot make ATP 
(K%Sp") 

buy oxidative phos horylation. 

81. To test whether ATP is indeed the sole product of the light 
(K/Meth. 

reaction in the assimilaticn of CO2 or acetate, vie placed a 

cell-free preparation of chronotiun in the dark and added ATP. 

82. This preparation synthesized organic carbon compounds in the 
(K/Tr. ) 

dark, just as chroriotiun does in the light., when it is not 

supplied with LTP but has to make it from ADP and phosphate. 

83. Light and ATP were entirely equivalent. 
(K/Pr. 

Paragraph 22. 

8tß.. In chronotiun supplied either with hydrogen gas and CO2 
(Pr. ) 

or with acetate, the role of light is limithd to making ATP 

by cyclic pl ophosphorylation. 

85. However, plzo osynthetic bacteria can also make use of other 
(K/Sp. ) 

hydrogen donors. 

86. Inorganic materials such as thiosuiphato and organic acids 
(Y, /Sp. ) 

such as succinate. 

87. The hydrogen in these substances does not. have enough 
(K/SP") 

reducing capacity to convert PN to PNH2 in the dark. 

Additional energy is required. 

Paragraph 23. 
Noncyclic Photophosphorylation. 

88. In the photosyrthetic rode of life of these bateria, which 
(K/Pr. 

grow without oxygen, the energy must come from 1igh.. 



I 

89. How do they use light to reduce PN with thiosulphate or 
(K/Pr. ) 

succinate? Recently vie have found that our picture of 

electrons excited by light applies. 

Paragraph 2 4. 

90. A number of investigators had shown that the eytochromes 
(K. /Tr: ) 

in photosynthetic cells became oxidized when the cells are 

illuminated. 

91. Our theory suggests that electrons are transferred from 
(K/m. 

cytochrone to chlorophyll, replacing the ones expelled from 

chlorophyll by the action of light. 

92, Now we find that the oxidized cytochromes are in turn 
(K/Tr. ) 

reduced by thiosulphate or succinate. 

93. The result is that electrons donated by thiosulpl; ate or 
(K/Tr. ) 

succinate are transferred via cytochromes to chlorophyll 

and-aro, then raised at the expense of light energy to a 

reducing potential suff. cient to make PNH2. 

Paragraph 25. 

91.. The fate of these activated electrons is different however 
(x/Th. 

from that in the cyclic route. They do not return to 

chlorophyll but are eventually transferred to external acceptors. 

95. Three of these have now been identified, nitrogen gas which 
(K/Sp 

") is converted to ammonia, 2 which is converted to PNH2 and 

protons which are converted hydrogen. 

96. Here light is used either to produce PNH2 or to fix 
(K/Pr. ) 

atmospheric nitrogen. 

97. In travelling this non-cyclic route the electrons also 
K/P'" 

give up some of their energy to the formation of ATP. 



Paragraph 26. 

98 . It seems that green plants also have an-open ended route 
(K/Pr. ) 

of electron transport for making PNH2 as well as the 

closed path of c clic : ph 7 hos, horylation. 

99. The essential difference between their noncyclic electron 
(K/Pr. ) 

transport mechanism and that of bacteria resides in the 

fact that chloroplasts derive their external electron 

supply from water. 

100. The electrons from water have an even smaller reducing capacity 
(K/Pr. ) 

than those from thiosulphate or succinate. 

101. Therefore green plants, depend unconditionally on light 
(K/Pr. ) ' for 'raising' the electrons from water to a reducing 

potential sufficient to form PNH2. 

Paragraph 27. 

102. In the course of our studies of 111 reduction by chloroplast 
(K/Cl. ) 

we found that it is accompanied by the formation of ATP. 

We named this reaction non-cyclic photophosphs. "rjlation. 

103. It is accompanied by the evaluation rather than the absorption 
(K/Tr. ) 

of oxygen as in oxidative phosph,; rylation. 

101. The formation of ATP results not in the ultimate oxidation, 
(K/Tr. ) 

but in the reduction of PN. 

105. As with cyclic photophospht.:, Xylation, the noncyclic type 
(K/Crit. ) 

ý... _ _. .. has now been confirmed and elucidated in a nunber of 

laboratories. 



Paragraph 28. 

106. The noncyclic mechanism however cannot by itself supply 
(K/Pr. ) 

all the ATP needed for assimilating CO2 in the manufacture 

of carbohydrates, and additional ATP must be supplied by 

cyclic, photophospho lotion. 

Paragraph 29. 

107. Our theoretical model of photosynthesis is reasonably 
(K/Th. ) 

complete, although several features remain to be confirmed 

by experts. 

108. The role of light in the primary photo chemical act is 
(K, /Th. ) 

simply to raise the energy of the electrons in chlorophyll. 

, 
109. Then cellular chemistry takes over, shunting the excited 

(/Th. ) --" ." 
electrons into different downhill paths, where their energy 

is cönverted into chemical energy and is harnessed to derive 

several possible reactions. 

110. Thus the essentials of photosynthesis is the conversion of 
(K/Th. ) 

light energy into chemical energy, which can be used by the 

cell in various ways. 

119. Most commonly it is applied to the assimilation of 002, 

but this is by no means its only possible use. 

Paragraph 30. 

112. In all photosynthesis, bacterial or green plcnt. the common 
(K/Th. ) 

- denominator of the energy conversion process is cyclic 

photophosphor_Ylation; the manufacture of ATP at the expense 

of light energy. 

All photosynthetic organisms and only photosynthetic 

organisms perform this feat. 



113. The assimilation of CO2 and the evaluation of oxygen are. 
(K/Th. ) 

processes that the cell may but need not carry out while 

performing photosynthesis. 

111.. Indeed bacterial studies show, the list of processes that 
(K/Th. ). 

are driven by trapped light energy should be extended to 

include nitrogen fixation and the evolution of hydrogen gas. 



TEXT B. 

The Ilechanism of Immunity 

ITEMS 

Paragraph 1. 

1.. Deliberate defense against infectious disease started in 
(K/Tr. ) 

the late 18th Century with Jenner's discovery of the 

principle of iruaunity, so triumphantly demonstrated by the 

success of Jenner's vaccine against smallpox. 

2. Today the technique of imrLunization provides protection 
(K/Tr. ) 

against all the significant diseases that have not been 

eliminated by public health measures or by chemotherapy. 

Paragraph 2. 

3. Although the practical problems of immunization have been 
(K/cl. ) 

solved, immunization remains an important branch of modern 

medicine. 

4. The immunologist of today is not so interested in how to 
(K/Crit. 

immunize effectively against diptheria or poliomyelitis, but 

in understanding the process of immunity. 

5.. He is concerned with such problems as skin graft; which are 
(KICi. 

successful between identical twins or on one individual but 

not from any one individual to another. 

6. Why occasionally fraternal twins share 2 blood groups and 

accept skin, grafts from each other. 

7. Ty an individual. who suffered a single attack from a virus 
(K/Cl. ) 

20 or 60 years ago continue to produce antibody against the 

virus. 



8. ' Why are there autoirulune' diseases such as rheumatoid (K, /Cxit. 
athritis in which an abnormal immune reaction is directed 

against the body's own cells and tissues. 

9. Any modern formulation of immunological theory must supply (K/Th. ) 
at least provisional answers to these and more other equally 

complex questions. 

Paragraph 3. 

10. Immunology is a discipline in its own right, able to make (K/Th. ) 
rich-contributions to the understanding of central problems 

of biology, notably the nature of genetic information and the 

mechanism of protein synthesis. 

11. Both these problems are tied to the theory of immunity. 
(K/Th. ) 

... 
Paragraph 1+. 

12. In its modern form orthodox immunological theory holds that 
(K/Th. ) 

the central feature of im unity is the production of antibody 

by a specialized group of tissue cells known as plasma cells. 

13. Antibody is a globular protein of blood plasma which can be 
(K/Sp. 

identified by its physical behaviour as a 'gamma globulin'. 

14. Each antibody has a highly specific affinity with the 
(K/Pr. ý 

particular antigen which stimulates its production. 

15. An antigen may be part of a virus, bacterium or foreign 

tissue cell, or a fragment of some; such structure, a protein 

or polysacch, cride. 

( 
1j, Antibody protects the organism against a foreign substance Pr. 

by combining with it and thereby rendering it inactive. 



Paragraph 5. 

17. Antigen and antibody are large in the chemical sense. 
(K/Sp. ) 

18. Antibody globulin has a molecular weight of 160,000, and 
(K/Sp. ) 

antigens are of the order. 

19. The sites of chemical activity which bring antibody and 
(K/Sp") 

antigen together represent small portion of those complex 

molecules. 

20, A single site is equivalent to the region occupied by 
K/Sp" 

3 to 5 of the hundreds of amino acid units in t.: protein, 

or nonosacchanide units in a polysacchanide. 

21". These small regions of unions are called antigenic determinants 

or the antigen and specific patches on the antibody. 

22. According to the orthodox theory the 2 combine because the 

geometrical confi; uration of the specific patch is complementary 

to the pattern of the antigenic detei-minant. 

23. They fit each other as a key matches a lock. 
(K/Crit. ) 

24. In this scheue which was influenced by Ehireich, Landsteiner 
(K/Pr. ) 

and Pouling the specific patch on the antibody acquires its 

pattern by being synthesized in contact with the antigenic 

determinant. 

25. The antigen itself is presuc: ably taken into the cell and 
(K/Tr. ) 

comes into action after the a. *nino-acid units of globulin 

have been assembled by the cells machinery and are in the 

process of being; folded into globulin fora. 



26. At the folding stage the globulin is brought into contact (Kf Tr. ) 

with the antigen and is moulded into the required complementary 

pattern. 

Paragraph 6: 

27. This is the simplest form of the 'instructive' theo of (KiTh. ) 

antibody formation, the antigenic determinant supplies the 

information from which each specific antibody is constructed. 

28. The instructive theory does not account for several (WCrit. ) 
significant processes associated with immunity, such as the 

persistence of immunity and the origin of the autoimmune 

-- ; diseases. 

29. A fundamentally-different view has been advanced by the 
(K/Th. ) 

proponents of the selection theme 

Paragraph 7. 

30. The theory holds that antibody molecules are made in essentially 
(K/Th. 

the same way that other proteins are synthesized,, i. e. according 

to genetic instructions of the cell. 

31. At no time does infomation enter the cell from the outside. 
(IVP'") 

32. Instead, for each one of the thousands of possible foreign 
( Pr. ) 

antigens, the body already contains a cell or group of cells 

genetically capable of synthesizing the appropriate antibody. 

3 3. Each of these cells of groups of cells "knows" how to make 
(Pr. 

the specific antibody, even if the complementary antigen 

never enters the body. 



C 
3j. The function of the antigen is simply to select and 

Pr. 
stimulate the proliferation of the approximate group of 

cells, thus increasing production of the required antibody. 

Paragraph 8. 

35" The idea of selection has been central to biology ever since (Ic/Pr. 

the publication of the 'Origin of Species'. 

( 
36. The environment selects among organisms for the differential 

Fr. 
survival attributes or potentialities which are conferred 

upon them by genetic processes. 

37. The sun does not breed maggots in a dead dog unless the (MCrit. 
fertilized fly deposits the necessary genetic information 

in the carrion. 

( 
3j. No one now seriously argues that evolution produced the whole Pr. 

and the giraffe by the Lararchian formula according to which 

the function of the environment is to mould, first plysically 

and then inheritably - in the right direction. 

39" Recently, however, some investigators have held that bacteria 
(K/Tr. ) 

show a wide capacity to produce 'adaptive' enzymes on demand. 

40. It was indeed observed that bacterial cultures can start (K/Sp 
") 

producing new enzymes when presented with unusual substances 

in their nutrient. 

L. 1. But it soon became clear that the 'adaptive' enzyme formation 
(K/Crit. ) 

is a much subtler phenomenon. 

( 
1-,. Current interpretation tends towards the view that a bacterium 

Pr. 

can produce a given enzyme only if the necessary information 

is incorporated in its genetic mechanism, the experimental 

change in the environment allows the emergence into activity 

of what was formerly only a latent capacity. 



Paragraph 9. 

43. It is likely that views of antibody formation will change (K/Th. ) 
in the sarge direction, toward a wider acceptance of 

selection theories. This ap. oroach of selection leads more 

directly to the central process in immunology, which is 

defined as the differentiation between the self and the 

not-self. 

41F. The body does not nom-ally produce antibody against its own (K/Sp. ) 
tissues, although it is at least potentially capable of 

producing antibodies against any protein or any other substance 

of appropriate. molecular character that is not present in the 

body. 

l+5. The implications of this fact are the most important reasons 
(K/Crit. ) 

for favouring a selection theory of immunity. 

Paragraph 10. 

l6. Most proteins are antigenic to an organism that has not been 
( SP") 

concerned in producing them. 

4 7. At present only one protein is known well enough to permit (K/Crit. 
a comparison of its chemical structure with its immunological 

activity. 

48. - This is insulin, one of the smallest proteins, the full 
(Kisp") 

sequence of amino--acid units has been worked out for the 

insulins of several animal species. 

49. Insulin is not antigenic in the animal that produces it and it 
K/Sp " 

also happens that it is a rather mild antigen, most diabetics 

can receive beef or sheep insulin for years without trouble, 

but some become resistant because they are making antibodies 

against it. 



50. This difficulty can usually be circumvented between by 
(K/SP. ) 

, 
using pig insulin. 

51. The difference between pig and beef insulin is known. 
(K/Sp. ) 

52. If an insulin is antigenic for a manual it is because this 
(K, /Sp. 

sequence differs from the corresponding sequence of the 

animals' own insulin. 

Paragraph 11. 

53. These days genetics has become very close to biochemistry, 
(K/Cl") 

and an antigen, like aEene is a relative concept. 

"511. A gene is an entirely devised entity to explain an observable 
(K/Crit. ) 

hereditary difference between two inter-breeding stocks or 

individuals. 

'55" Long stretches of a chromosome must remain genetically silent, 
(K/Crit. )- 

if there are no regions of observable difference between 

available stocks. 

56. An antigen is also an expression of difference. It contains 
(K/Crit. ) 

patterns which differ fora any pattern present in the animal 

in which it is tested for antigenicity. 

57. In one animal, one part of a foreign protein may be antigenic 
(K/Grit. ) 

in another species an entirely different segment of the same 

molecule may stimulate the antibody reaction. 

paragraph 12. 

t58. 
Even though insulin is a poor antigen it does present the 

Pr. 
central question, how does the 'insulin resistant diabetic' 

recognise the tiny difference between beef insulin and his 

own insulin and so make antibody against the former? 



C59. 
This is a question of information in that how does the body 

Pr. 

generate the information needed to distinguish foreign 

chemical configurations from its own? 

Paragraph 1 3. 

60. The most important clue is provided by experimental 
(K/Crit. ) 
11 manipulations that trick an organism into accepting as its 

own a substance or a cell that genetically speaking has no 

right to be there. 

61. The most impressive examples comes from rare experts of 

nature by which genetically dissimilar human twins share a 

common placental circulation , in, their mother's uterus. 

62. This will ensure that each twin receives a variety of cells 
(K/Sp. ) 

I from the other, including cells that can settle down in the 

bone marrow and multiply to produce the red blood cells. 

63. Three pairs of such twins have been identified in life, 

they were found to have two blood groups, their own and their 

twin. 

6k.. Such fraternal twins have a second striking difference from an 
(KISP. ) 

ordinary pair. of dissimilar twins; twins who have developed 

in the usual fashion from two separate placentas will not 

accept skin transplants from each other, while fraternal 

twins with double blood groups accept skin grafts. 

65., This indicates that self-recognition in the antibody producing 

system is not due simply to hereditary traits. Rather, 

self-recognition seeps to develop as a secondary process 

sometime during embryonic life. 



Paragraph 1la.. 
_ 

66. Much work has been done in recent years on the experimental (K/SP. 
demonstration of irinunological tolerance, most often in mice 

and rate. 

67. Laboratories possess likes so similar genetically that each (K/Sp" ) 
individual will accept grafts. 

68. Two 'illuminating experiments have been carried out with 2 
(K/Meth. ) 

suitable strains. A and B. in both an emulsion of cells 

from a mouse of strain B is inoculated into a vein in the 

face of a now born mouse of A strain. 

Paragraph 15. 

69. In the ist experiment cells from the spleen and kidney of an 
(K/Meth. ) 

emnryo of mouse B are inoculated into a new born mouse of 

strain A and the mouse develops normally. -hen a piece of 

"B skin is grafted it 'takes'. 

70. If the A nice are white and the B black the A mouse presents 
(Klsp" 

the unprecedented anomaly of a patch of healthy black hair. 

7j. In the, -2nd experiment another mouseling of strain A is 
( K, /Meth. ) 

inoculated with cells from the spleen of B mouse. 

'72. The'result is disastrous. Depending upon the number of 
(K/Sp. ) 

cells and the particular pair of mouse strains being used, 

the mouseling either dies or develops slowly into a scruffy 

individual suffering from runt's disease. 

Paragraph 16. 

73. An oversimplified explanation is that in the first experiment 
(K, /Crit. 

host A becoines tolerant of B cells implanted in its tissues 

after birth. 



7i.. As a result 1, tolerates a graft of B skin. 
(K/Crit. ) 

75. If an equilibrium is to be reached the implanted B cells 
(K/Crit. ) 

must become tolerant of their foreign host as well as vice 

versa. 

76. The embryonic B cells do become tolerant, but in the second 
(K, /Crit. 

experiment the adult B cells set up their own immune reaction 

against their host and produce runt or death. 

Paragraph 17. 

77. A detailed consideration. of many phenomena of the some 
(Y"/Pr. ) 

general quality permits the formulation of the key question 

in the self and not self problem. What, is the process by 

which the body learns during development to differentiate 

its own substance from that of others? 

78. Tr ere or what is the dictionary that the body must consult 
(K/Pr. ) 

to decide whether such and such is foreign or belongs to its 

own language. 

( 
79. Jerne beleives that the dictionary lists only foreign words 

Pr. 
and that it has in it a list of all the foreign words without 

ever having heard them 

Paragraph 18. 

80. Such a dictionary can be pictured in several possible ways, 

but it must contain a large number of patterns (words) 

which among then can offer a complementary specific antibod 

patch to correspond with every possible antigenic determinant. 

81. This is not as unlikely as it sounds because the number of 
(K/Ctit. ), 

determinants is not large,. and both the antigenic determinants 

and the specific patches are small configurations. 



82. The number of different 3 and 4 letter combinations to the 
Pr. 

20 letter alphabet of amino acid units in proteins is 

respectively 8,000 and 150,000 and these are few compared 

with the number of cells in even a mouse. 

83. It is estimated that only sore '10,000 different patterns are 
(K/Pr. ) 

needed. 

Paragraph 19. 

81+. It is not difficult to imagine how the body might create its 
(K/P'") 

foreign word dictionary. The lymphocytes are the most likely 

oarriers of the words, or antibody patterns. 

85. In the early stages of embryonic life the ancestors of these 
(K/Pr. ) 

cells are assumed to be highly mutable in this particular 

quality. 

86. - Their genetic material would change spontaneously in a random 

position creating all the antibody patterns. 

87. Each cell through division would become the ancestor of a 

small group of cells called a clone, all identical and all 

carrying the pattern for one or at most a few specific antibodies. 

88. Since the mutation would be random, body antibody patterns 
(K/Th. ) 

against antigens in the body would arise, it is therefore 

necessary to posulate that such cells are destroyed by contact 

with their corresponding antigen. 

89. Thus during the early phase of an embryonic development 
(xcPr") 

"forbidden" clones that match 'self'-antigens would be 

eliminated as they arose. 

41--. ". 



9D. Foreign antigens cannot normally reach an embryo, but 
(it /Pr" ) 

when they do, they come to be accepted as self. If not 

foreign antigens reach the embryo, it retains all the 

foreign patterns. 

Paragraph 20. 

91. Later in embryonic life the rate of mutations of 
K/P'" 

immunological cells would decrease drastically to the 

mutation rate found everywhere in the body throughout 

life. 

92. Forbidden clones would continue to arise, though infrequently 

and would normally be killed off, or at least inhibited, 

while still immature. 

93. Mature immunological cells instead of being destroyed by 
(c//r. ) 

the appropriate antigen, would be stipulated by it to 

proliferate, producing among their offspring a great many 

of the plasma cells that probably manufacture the actual 

antibody molecules to combine with and decultivate foreign 

antigens. 

Paragraph 21. 

94. The theory is called the clonal-selection theory because 
(K/m. 

the action of the antigen is simply to select for 

proliferation that particular clone of cells which can 

react with it. 

95; In the origin a1'form of the hypothesis each clone was 
(K/Th. ) 

believed to. -carry only the pattern, but two patterns 

per clone now seems to accord better with evidence from 

observations. 



Para graph 22, 

96. Many immunologists are highly-sympathetic to the general 
(K/Th. 

idea of a clonal-selection theory, but are sceptical of the 

necessity. öf limiting the capacity of a given cell or clone 

to one, two or at most three patterns. They would prefer a 

substantial number, perhaps 10 to 20 related patterns per clone.. 

97. Some press the idea to its logical conclusion and assume that 
(K/Th. 

every cell which is a potential antibody producer carries its 

own complete foreign-word dictionary and can therefore recognise 

any antigenic determinant and through its descendants produce 

antibody against it. 

Paragraph 23. 

98. The main virtue of the clonal selection theory in which not 
( Crit. )_ 

. more than"3 antibody patterns are carried by a single cell 

or clone ds that it is in principle and in practice a4ienable 

to a variety'of experimental tests. 

99. So far no one has offered an experimental means of 
(K/Crit. ) 

differentiating between an instructive theory and the theory 

that every immunological cell carries all possible antibody 

patterns. 

' 
, tpp. Furthermore it is dLfficult to picture how everyone of these 

(J /Crit. 
cells could contain all the information needed for the 

recognition of every foreign antigenic determinant. 

101. The idea of a pre-adopted pattern determined by the genetic 
(I{/m. 

materiel which is the essence of the clonal selection theory_ 

seems to fit better with modern conceptions of protein synthesis 

than the rather crudely mechanical concept of the orthodox 

instructive theory. 



APPENDIX A UNIT 2. 

Experiment 2 Unit 

2.6.3. " The question -! &ýapcr A. 

1. What are the series of interactions involved in hearing? 

(Recall Complex) 

2. Describe TWO feedback activities involved in integrated hearing 

behaviour. (Recall Complex) 

3. List the main phases of hearing behaviour. (Recall Complex) 

1ý. Reflex actions involved in an arousal reaction include changes in 

posture, selective inhibition and activation of smooth muscles 

and glands, the pupils of the eye (dilate ). Delete the 
(contract 

erroneous reflex action. (Recognition) 

5. What effect has the prolonged absence of sound on man and 

animals? (Recall Simple) 

6. What are the three main physical properties of sound? 

Physical 

1 
2 
3 (Recall Simple) 

Ti 'Group a), b), c) and d) together into 2 pairs, so that the members 

of each pair have one factor in corm on. 

a b 

0d (Recognition) 

8. What is the greatest sensitivity range of hearing in an average 

human? Tick the correct statement. 

1,000 - 6,000 cps. 

6,000 -20,000 cps. 

1,000 - 1,000 cps. (Recognition) 



9. The range 
, 

of frequency affected is greater 
a) the greater the 

b) the lower the 

Insert the appropriate missing words in the gaps in a) and 

b). (Recall Simple). 

10. 'c'hat is meant by sound discrimination? (Recall Complex). 

11. Ts the auditory organ of the inner ear called: - 

a) the basilar membrane. b) the cochlea. c) organ of corti. 

(Recognition). 

12. Describe the effect on the cochlea if two tones of different 

intensity are present. (Recall Complex). 

13. What is the effect of very intense sound on the cochlea? 

(Recall Complex). 

14" To which neural systems is the basilar membrane connected 

spatially? (Recall Simple). 

15" Insert the missing group of words. 

The maximum rate of firm�g; of a single auditory neurone 

is not over ................... 
(Recall Simple). 

16. "That is meant by integrative control? (Recall Complex) 

Recall Complex Recognition Recall Simple 

8 ý+ 44. 



APPENDIX A. UNIT 2. 

Experiment 2 (Unit 3). 

2.6.3. The Question Paper B. 

1. What are the series of"interactions involved in hearing? 

(Recall Complex) 

2. There are FIVE forms of response which alter the metabolic or 

behavioural state in relation to sound stimuli. Describe 

TWO responses. (Recall Complex) 

3. List the main phases of hearing behaviour. (Recall Complex) 

4; What is the lowest reaction time of the arousal reaction to 

sound stimuli? 

a) 0.01 - 0.05 sec. 
b) 0.01 0.03 

c) 0.01 - 0.08 " (Recognition) 

Tick the correct time. 

5. What effect has the prolonged absence of sound on man and 

animals? (Recall Simple) 

6. What are-the three Hain psychological properties of sound? 

Psychological 

1 

2 

3 (Recall Simple) 

Select the statement which determines the frequency a) and 

intensity) of a sound wave by inserting a), b) against the 

appropriate' line: 

(i) The number of complete cycles occurring in a second determines 

(ii) The square of the amplitude of displacement (or height of 

curve) determines (Recognition) 



8. The bat may hear tones as high as: 

75,000 c. p. s. - 

95,000 c. p. s., 

25,000 c. p. -s. 
Tick the correct statement. (Recognition) 

9. The masking effect of a tone is (least ) for tones nearer the 
(greater) 

masking tone in frequency. Delete the incorrect word. (Recognition) 

10. What is meant by sound discrimination? (Recall Complex) 

If. 17hat are considered to be the true receptors of hearing? 

(Recall Simple) 

12. Of what importance is differential resonance values to the 

functioning of the cochlea? (Recall complex) 

13" What is the electric potential found to exist between the fluid 

of the cochlear canal and the organ of corti? (Recall Simple) 

%. What is a cochlear microphönic? (Recall Complex) 

15, U hat is meant by neural tuning? (Recall Complex) 

16. What regulates motivated listening? (Recall Complex) 

Recall-Complex Recognition Recall Simple_ 

8 if 4+ 



APPENDIX A. UNIT 2. 

Experiment 3 (Unit 3) 

2.6.3. The Question ::: fir . 
Recall Simple 

1. The genetic material of the living cell is the chain-like 

molecule .................. Complete this sentence. 

2. How many naturally occurring amino acids are there? 

3. What is the message carried by DNA transcribed into? 

l. Protein synthesis hakes place on the intrecellular inclusions 

called ................ 

5. In relation to the code, how is an amino acid largely selected? 

6. What does poly-AUC make? 

7. How did Khorana make long RNA molecules, with various repeating 

sequences of bases? 

Recall Conplex 

8. What is implicit in the hypothesis that the genes contain all the 

information needed for the cell to reproduce? 

9. Explain what is understood by the term 'codon'. 

10. 'w-,. 'hat is understood by the tern 'anticodon'. 

11. "What is the role of transfer RNA? 

12. Describe the nature of the pairing of a codon and anti-codon. 

13. According to Crick, what problems should further work clarify? 

14. 'What major problems will be extremely difficult to decide 

according to Crick? 

i 



Recognition 

15, Synthesis of proteins is accomplished by the intracellular 

particles called ribosomes. The coded instructions for making 

proteins are carried to the ribosome by: - 

a) A fora of ribonucleic acid called'iiessenger" RNA. 

b) 11 it nn it "transfer" RNA. 

C) it of it nn it "soluble" RNA. 

d) " if it "" "ribsomal" RNA. 

Select the correct statement. 

16. A codon is: - 

a) A group of bases on the messenger RNA corresponding to a 

particular amino acid. 

b) A code which was a triplet code. 

c) A triplet of bases on "transfer" RNA. 

d) A group of bases on "soluble" RNA corresponding to a 

particular amino acid. 

Select the correct statement. 

17. UGU-GUG-UGU--GUG-UGU...... 

When the biochemical machinery reads the above code as triplets a 

polypeptide will be produced with an alternating sequence of 

amino acids. It was found that the product was: - 

a) cystlne - histidine 

b) histidine - glutamine 

c) serine - arßinine 

d) cy3tine - valine. 

Select the correct combination. 

18. Unerl{tne the anino acid(s) which differ in that the first two 

bases of the triplet can vary. 

} 



19" ANTICODON "CODON 

a) U a) U) 
C 
A 

b) C b) U 
C 

c) G C) G 

d) I d) A 
C. 

Pair up the correct combination of anticodon to codont 

20. Which of the following codon - anticodon pairs can be identified 

with the amino acid alanine? 

a) b) c) d) 

CODON GCC UCU GUC UUC 

ANTICODON CGI AGI CAI A%G 

21. The "Wobble" Hypothesis accounts for: - 

a),. that one tRNA can recognise several codons 

b) that leucine codons can start with UU or CU 

c) that messenger RNA differs in the first place of the codon 

d) the formation of a two hydrogen bond link. 

22. Of the 40 codon compositions listed it is known that: 

a) 35 

b) 25 

c) 23 

d) 33 

were correct. Select the correct answer. 



APPENDIX A. UNIT 2. 

Experiment 3 (Unit 3). 

2.6.3. The Question Pa-per ý. 

Recall Simple 

1. There are four standard bases. Name them. 

2. The number of &mino acids in a polypeptide chain range from? 

3. Of the 40 codons listed by Nirenberg it is now known that ...,....... 

were correct. Insert missing ntuaber. 

what was the trick used by Leder and Nirenbert? 

5. How many kinds of amino acids would be theoretically contained in 

a repeating sequence of four bases, XXYZ? 

6. What have the results to date demonstrated about the code? 

7. Close to .......... of the 64 triplets give a clearly unambiguous 

answer in the binding test. Insert the missing number. 

Recall Complex 

8. What do the DNA molecules consist of? 

9. What. was the technique used by Marshall W. Nirenberg to 

determine the' composition of the 6i. triplets by experiment? 

10. What, is understood by the tern "anticodon"? ' 

11. Explain why it is concluded that an amino acid'is largely 

selected by the first two bases of the triplet. 

12. That is the "Wobble" hypothesis? 

13'. What, is to be discovered about the nachinery of protein synthesis? 

14. In what way is the genetic code a major milestone in molecular 

biology? 

.ý... 



Recognition 

15. To the backbone of DNA side groups called bases arc attached 

at regular intervals. These bases are: - 

a) adenine guanidine thytnine uracil 

b) cytosine thymine uracil adenine 

c) guanine thymine adenine cytosine 

d) thymine inosine adenine cytosine 

Select the correct statement. 

16. GENETIC CODE 

ACU 
ACC 
ACA ' 
ACG 

GCU 
Gcc 
GCA 
GCG 't ) 

GGU 
GGC 
GGA 
GGG 

UUA ) 
UUG 
CW 
CUA 

Against each block pair u the corresponding amino acid from: 

(i) the list below: 

a) 'leucine 
b) glyceine 
c) threonine 
d) valine. 

17. Underline -the amino acid which differs in its coding characteristics. 



w 

80, RNA BASE 

Sequence 

a) (XXYZ)n a) 

b) (XYZ)n b) 

"c) (XY)n c) 

d) (XYXZ)n d) 

Pair up the correct combination from th 

and the expected Amino Acid Sequence. 

AMINO ACID 

Sequence expected 

ab ab 

aaa 

ab cd 

abcd 

e list of RNA Base Sequence 

J9. A method of checking the genetic code is to discover the three 

bases making up the anticodon in a particular type of "transfer" 

RNA"(tRNA). 

*Alanine tRNA from yeast contains: 

79 bases 
99 
67 it 
77 rr 

Select the correct answer. 

20. Which of the following statements does Crick regard as a major 

unsolved problem? 

a) How many types of tRNA are there? 

b) To extend the code to many other species/ 

c) Is the code the result of a series of evolutionary accidents? 

d) The exact machinery of protein synthesis. 

21. Probably the most direct way to confirm the genetic code is to 

synthesize a messenger RNA molecule with a strictly defined base 

sequence and find the amino acid sequence of the polypeptide produced 

under its influence. The most extensive work of this nature has been 

done by: -- 

a) Nirenberg and Leder. b) Holley. c) Khorana. d) Crick. 

-Select: the--correct name. 



22. Which of the following molecules represent the genetic 

material of the living cell? 

a) Transfer ribo-nucleic t Cid. 

b) Deoxy ribo-neucleic acid. 

c. ) Messenger ribo-nucleic.. acid. 

d) Amino acids. 

Select the correct answer. 



APPENDIX A. UNIT 2.. " 

Experiment 4 (Unit 5). 

2.6.3. ' The 6 types of tasks used in the test booklets in 

Experiment Four. 

TASK 1 .. ' 

Insert the missing key vzord(s) with the exact original word(s). 

TASK 2. ý 

Select the original missing key word(s) fron the list, and insert 

in the sentence. 

TASS: 

Insert another word (or group of words), to equate tith the meaning 

of the original missing key word(s). 

TASK 4. 

Select the word (or group of words) to equate with the meaning of 

the original missing key word(s), from the list and insert in the 

sentence. 

TASK . 

Generalise each sentence; i. e. 'use the set of particulars in the 

sentence, to abstract a more general statement, which may extend 

beyond the given data. 

TASK '6. 

Apply the concept of parsing, reviewed in the sentence Analysis 

Progrcirne, to each sentence. 



APPENDIX B. UNIT 3. 

Experiment 1. 

3.3.1. - Experimental Group, Item Score, Thome Score, 

Control Group, Itc: a Score, Theme Score. 

- The Mean iter scores, standard deviation und 

t tests for Experimental and Control Groups. 

- The distribution of subjects into high, medium 

ana low item scorers. 

3.3.2. - The Input Time (I. T. ) Suiuniary Time (S. T. ) and 

Surrary Length (S. L. ) for the Abstractors (C) 

in the Experimental Group. 

The Input time (I. T. ) Suu nary Tire (S. T. ) and 

Summary Length (S. L. ) for the Mass Producers (A) 

in the Experimental Group. 

- The Input Time (Z. T. ) Siri ry Time (S. T. ) and 

Suamazy'. Len,,, th (S. L. ) for the Selectors (ß) 

in the Experimental Group. 

- The Input Time (z. T. ) Sum ary Time (S. T. ) and 

Su.: ary Length (S. L. ) for the fºbstraotors (C), 

Mass Producers 
. 

(I1) -and Selectors (B), in the 

Control Group. - 

- The ; lean 'I. T., S. T., and S. L. of the Mass Producers (4} 

in the Experimental and Control Groups. 

- The Mean I. T., S. T., and S. L. of the Abstractors (C) 

in the Experimental and Control Groups. ``' } 

The I can I. T., S. T., and $.. L. of the Selectors (ß) 

in the Expreririent l and Control Groups. 



Experiment 1 (Cont'd) 

3.3.2. -. A Comparison of the I. T., S. T., and S. L. in 

Experimental and Control Groups, 

- An Analysis of I. T., S. T., bbd S. L. in Experimental 

and Control Groups, for each of the 3"Texts. 

3.3.1.. - Original Scores of subjects in Experimental and 

Control Groups. 

- Total Item Score percent, Measure of Performance (P) 

and Measure. of Selection (S) for subjects in the 

Experimental Group in Text J. 

- Total Item Score percent, IIeasure of Performance (P) 

and Measure of Selection (S) for subjects in the 

Experimental Group in Text 3. 

- Total Item Snore percent, Measure of Performance (P)and 

Measure of Selection (S) for subjects in the Control 

Group in Text 3. 

'Distribution of subjects in the Experimental Group, 

according to Total Item Score, Measure of Performance, 

Measure Of Selection in Text 1. 

- Distribution of subjects in the Experimental Group, 

acc! riling to Total Item score, Measure of Perfornance, 

Measure of Selection, in Text 3. 

- Distribution of subjects in the Control Group, 

according to Total Item score, Measure of Performance, 

Measure of Selection in Text 3. 

- The Mean Difference, Standard Deviation and related 

t tests for the Total Item score, Measure of Performance, 

and Ideasure of Selection from Text I to Text 3 in the 

Experimental Population. 



APPENDIX D.. 3.3.1. EXPERIMENT J. 

CHART 1A 

SUBJECT 

EXr'ERII5ENTAL GROUP 

rr'M CnnRr. muFnrtF crnuF 
i 

TEXT 12 TEXT 2' TEXT 38I TEXT 1t TEXT 2 T 

1 
ý_ 

? 32+ 40 73, -'-'- 3 3 

2' 30 37 2 3 4 

3 36' 39 4.3 3 )+ 

4 33` 26 40 2 3 4 

5 36 .1 4+9 3 1 4 

6 . 33 1 39 -78 2 3 4 

7 29, 1.0 
i 

76 2 3 ` 4. 

8 9 i0 1`9" 0 0 0 

9 11` 12 20'' 2 3 4 

10 X10 12 17 .2 
3 3 

11" 6 9 12 3 3 3 

12' 18 25 35 
,1 

1 1 

13 16 17 32 0' ; 1 0 t 

14- 12 18 36 0 2 Z 

15 13 21 0 1 20 

16 16 26 0 33 1 1 

17 22 25 41 3 2 3 

18 hi 21 ý 21+- 2. t 39 3 3 

19 18 20 36 3 

20 1'7' 20 $. -36 i1 2 4 



APPENDIX B. 3. . 'I. 

CHART lb Experiment 16 

. "'SUBJECT CONTROL GROUP 

21 

'22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34. 

35 

36 

37 

30 

39 

40 

.: J 

,,, 

. '. , 
7 }. 

64 + 3 

70 3 

68' 3 

72 3 

-66 3 

-ý.. _.. 17 0 

13 0 

21 3 

33 1 

31 1 

32 1 1 

32 

26 0 

30 } 1 

28 2 

29 2 

39 2 

45 2 

1+7 2 

49 3 

rw 



/ PRENDIX B. -' 3.3.1 . 

Chart 1C 

, -, ', The Mean-Item Scores, standard deviation ana t tests 

for the experinental and control'groüps. - 

GROUP' SUB-GROUP 
hierýxn Score 

Text 1 Text 3 

Standrind 
Deviation 

Text 1 Text 3 t value 

Probabili 
ty Level 

Experi- A 78.71; 86.75 6.65 7.30 1.884 0.10 
mental 

B 40.44 44.33, 7.66 6.99 1.151 0.25 

C 21.25 20.0 5.25 4.32 . 345 0.25 

Control A 79.8 3.96 1.855 0.10 

B 1+1.16 9.27 . 009 0.25 

C 120.0 5.0 

I 

Chart ID 

. Distribution of subjects into high, medium and low 

item scores-in-Text 1in the Experimental Group. 

NUly 3ER OF TH . IES 

0 1 2 3 

HIGH A 0 0 "+ 3 
SCORE 

MEDIUM B l' 3 1 1 
SCORE 

LOW C 0 2 1 
SCORE 

CHi square -= -15'. -80'5 ' iý _ '02) 



APPENDIX' B. - 3; 3; 4 

Distribution of subjects into high, medium and low 

item scores in Text 2 in the Experimental Group 

NUI.. IBER OF THEMES 

0 1 2 

HIGH 
A SCORE 0 0 0 6 

MEDIUM B 0 4 2 SCORE 

LOW C 1 0 0 3 SCORE 

(CM square =16.72 -P = : 01) 

_. . ., 

Distribution of subjects into high, medium, and low 

item scores in' Text 3 ih the Exneriraental Group 

NUI. SER OF TIWES 

0 1 2 3 . ! 4. .. 

HIGH n 00 0 0 SCORE 

MEDIUM B 13 1 3 4+ SCORE 

L0.7 C 10 0 2 1 SCORE 

(CHi. sguare = 9: 3 p -- . 3ý 



APPENDIX B, 3.3.1.. 

Distribution 
. of subjects into high, ' medium and low 

iten scores in Text 3 in the Control Group. 
. 

NU MER OF THEMES 

0 12 3 

HIGH 
SCORE. A 0 0 0 5 0 

MEDIz B SCORE ý 5 5 1 0 

LOW C 2 0 0 1 0 S 

(CHi square = 22.385 p= . 01) 



APPENDIX B, 3.3.2. 

CHART 2A 

Experiment 1. 

T EXFERIP, 'MTAL INDIVIDUAL IT, 
GROUP- 

STRAGTORS (C) ST. AND SL 

INPUT TL E (IT) SUMMARY TIME (ST) SUMMARY LENGTH (SL) 
E per�15 lines 

y 
per 15 lines per 15 lines 

X of text of text of text 

T 

. 92 .8 3.92 

8 2 . 95 .8 3.62 

3 . 88 .8 3.33 

1 2.56 .6 9.68 

9 2 2.17 1.4 12.8 

3 2.21 .9 

1 1.8 . 8>+ 8.96 

10 2 2.38 . 66 7.24" 

3 2.15 . 545 4.57 

1 3.16 . 82 3'. 84 

11 2 3.14 1.52 11.33 

3 2.3 . 636 7.63 



APPENDIX B. 3.3.2. 

CHART 2b 
Experiment 1. 

SUBJECT EXPERIMENTAL 

. ý... __ ý. GROUP MASS PRODUCERS (A) INDIVIDUAL IT, 
AT n,,, 1 q T. lY UlY1ýL' tl 1 

E INPUT TIDE- SM BURY TIME SUMIti11. RY LENGTH 
X IT (ST) SL 
T per 15 lines per 1 lines t per '15' lines 

of text of ext of text 
1 3.6tß 2.5 32 

1 2 4.95 2.2 28 

3 3.51 2-15- 32- 

1 . 
6.0 1.2 21a. 

2 2 5.0 2.6 39 
3 4.6 1.2 23 

1 1+. 9 1`. 8 19 

7- 2 4.4 1.. 7 28 
3 3.7 1.56 28 

1 6.04 1.0 19 

3 2 "4.14 1 *1 20 

3 3.27 419* 13 * 

1 5'"5 1.2 22 

1+ 2 '1.6* . 86 14* 
11 

1 "6.8 -1.6 31 
5 2 `5.05 "1.2 27 

3 
_4.63 

* 1.2 * 17 * 

1 3.0. 1.28 22 

6 2 '3.61 1.9 35 

3-- 
'. 

3.60 1.6 32 

-*- moved out of group to Selectors., 



J PI'ENDIX B, 3.3.2. 

Experiment 1. 

CHARS On 

SUBJECT 
EXPERIMENTAL SELECTORS (B) INDIVIDUAL IT, 

(R(TTP ST nncl SL 
NUMBER T 

E INPUT TIME SUIBIARY TIME SUMMARY LENGTH 
X (IT) ST SL 
T per 15 lines per 15 lines per 15 lines 

of text of text, of text 
1 2.8 1.4. 10.24. 

20 2 4.43 1,. 3 13.43 

3 '4.12 . 909 17.0 

1 4.60 .4 17.2 

12 2 4.. 23 . 95 "19.04 

3 4.36 . 909 15.15 

1 1.4 , . 81 11.4 

13 2 1.33 ". 80 11.2 

3 1.42 .. 9 11.9 

1 2.24 1.48 13.2 

14 2 4.00 1.517 15.23 

3 3.90 -. 909 17.15 

1 3.2 1.6 9.6 
19 2 2.52 2.14. 17.52 

3 3.03 2.27 17.45 

1 1.24 1.2 14.08 

15 2 2.1+3 1.85 22.71 

3 1.21. 9,70 11.21 

1" 2.6 1.12 9.68 

16 2 3.71 1.04 20.95 
3 3.0 2.1 20.33 

1 1.76 1.0 9.68 
17 2 1.14 1.0 12.8 

3 1. o6 1.03 8.73 

1 3.56 1.6 13.76 

18 2 4.85 1.517 ; 21.43 

3 2.39 1.03 16.36 



APPENDIX B, 3.3.2. 

Experiment 1. 

CHART 2d 

SUBJECT T 

CONTROL GROUP 

INPUT TIME 
(IT) 

INDIVIDUAL IT, 

SUMMARY TIME 
ST 

ST, and SL 

SMEARY LENGTH 
(SL) 

X per 15 lines N per 15 lines per 15 lines 

T3 of text of text of text 

MASS (A) 

21 5.636 1.51 2J+.! 5 
22 3.45 2.27 23.15 

23 7.69 2.87 28.38 

PJ+ 3.757 2.575 24.54. 
25 3.606 2.21 26.66 

if 

1 

ABSTRACTORS (C) 

26 3.00 

27' 3.57 

28 4.60 

. 303 

1.21 

. 515 

2.42 

10.18 

5"45 

SELEC'L0Rc; (B) 

40-- 1.66 . 969 16.81 

16 3.36 1.42 14.21 

39 2.42 1.363 16.12 

-38 3.151 1.666 20.36 

34 5.90 1 1.87 18.66 

37 1.84 . 878 13.63 
35 1.1-84. 1.212 10.90 

29' 3.53 . 606 18.33 

3d 3.93 "515 9.54+ 

32 4.09 "757 11.51 

33 1.30. . 606 10.90 

31 5.00 0909 
8.909 8 

.. 

t _ý 



Ai'Y0DIF_ i, 3.3.2 

Experiment 1. 

2e 

l perimentai Group - Mass Producers(A-) Mean and Standard Deviation 

INPUT M SUBJECTS SUMAARY TDTE SU MARY LENGTH 

lean 4.8145 (7) 1.511 21.00 
TEXT + 

Dcv. 4.. 1F77 . 512 9.933 

Mean 4.525 j11.783 29.50 `TExT 2 (6) 
Dev. . 5296 . 527 6.07 

Mean 3.852 1.70 28.75 
31 (4) 

Dev. . 1: 36 . 484. S 3.699 

0MT12RO L GROUP -11-TASS PRODUC '' M 

clean 5. -133 2.287 30.83 
T. XT 3 (5) 
} Dev. 1.636 . lß5'14 6.201 



APPENDIX B, 3.3.2. 

Experiment 4. 

CHART 2f 

Experimental Group - Abstractors(a, )rioan and-Standard Deviation 

INPUT TIME SUBJECTS SU; 2'IARY TI1: E Sti; L t. A Y LENGTH 

Dean 2.11 6.575 
TEXT 1 (4) 

Dav. . 839 
.. 

09 2.714 

TEXT 2 
A4ean 2.235 

(h. ) 
1.095 8.747 

Dev. 0.797 . 370 3.593 

F I P: Iean 1.885 . 720 5.987 
iTEXT 3 (4) 

Dev. . 582 
.. 

138 2.102 

CONTROL GROUP 'ABS'J"k-'CTORS (C r 

Llean 3.723 . 676 5.99 
. TEXT 3 (3) z 

Devi, . 662 . 387 3.15 



APPENDIX B, 3.3.2, E 

Experiment 1. 

CHART 2ý 

Experimental Group - Selectors B Iean and Standard Deviation 

INPUT TDIE SUBJECTS SU NARY TIiIE SUMIthflY LENGTH 

Mean 2.60 

I 

% 1.19 12.093 
TEXT 1 (9) 

Dev. 1.02 . 366 2.490 

Mean 3.021. 1.30 16.82 
TEXT 2 (10) 

Dev. 2.981 . 4-29 3.85 

Mean 2.532 
1 

1.168 13-844 
TEXT 3 (12) 

Dev. 1.186 . 511 3.031 

CONTROL GROUP - SELECTORS (B) 
} 

Mean 3.282 1.0226 13.924 
TEXT 3 (12) 

Dev. 2.191 . 4+30 3.780 
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APPENDIX B, 3.3.1-. 
CHART Experiment 1. RESULTS. ANALYSIS OF 1 THE IN TERMS OF 

Experimental Group 

Theme 1 Text I Theme 3 Text 3 

Total items = 33 5'" 15*' 13' Total items = 1f4 81I" 25' 

SUBJECT Total items Nol of No. of Total items No. of No. of 

1 22 t+ 8 35 7 9 

2 22 + 8 32 6 8 

3 27 5 10 25 7 9 

1. 23 4 8 23 8 9 

5 26 5 9 26 8 8 

6 22 5 7 36 8 10 

7 21 5 6 37 7 11 

8 9 2 4+ 11 3 5 

9 10 5 6 8 7 1 

10 8 5 2. 7 7 0 

11 7 5 2 10 8 2 

12 16 2 5 21 3 5 

13 14 1 5 17 1 5 

14 12 1 5 18 2 !4 

15 15 1 4+ 19 2 3 

16 12 2 4. 16 3 4 

17 18 3 8 23 6 9 

18 18 3 7 20 5 8 

19 11+ 2 6 19 !,. 8 

20 15 2 6 20 5 7 

". " -Vtýxy; "1eýzari it us 

-Li ftia3. evant items. 

CHART 4a Original Scores of subjects in experimental and control groups 
as;, measured by number of total items and number of items in 
each category of relevance. 



AND 
Control Group 

Theme 3 Text 3 

Total items No. of"' No. of SUBJECT 

28 5 7 21 

32 7 6 22 

30 6 7 23 

32 8 7 21i. 

31 7 8 25 

12 3 6 26 

10 3 5 27 

12 7 4 28 

16 3 6 29 

14 2 5 30 

18 t,. 6 31 

16 2 6 32 

13 2 6 33 

14. 2 7 34- 

13 3 5 35 

14- 3 6 36 

21+ 5 7 37 

25 6 6 38 

26 6 6 39 

26 7 5 40 



APPENDIX B, 3.3 . 4. 

Experiment 1. 
CHART 1,. b 

RESULTS 

EYPER: C, IE TAL GROUP 

Theme I Text I 

Total items = 33 5*** 15' 13* 

Subject Item, %I Pleasure 
. of Leasure of Measure of Measure of 

Performance 
ý Selectivity1 Perforiance7 Selectivity. 

1f 70 

2 67 

3 81 

4 70 

5` 78 

6 67 

7 

8 27 

9 30 

10 2L 

11 21 

12 48 

13 42 

14 36 

15 4+5 

16 36 

17 5tß 

18 3t., 

19 42 

20 45 

80 18 67 52 

80 18 67 52 

100 19 83 56 

80 17 67 52 

100 19 78 54. 

100 23 67 55 

100 2tß. 61 52 

4.0 22 33 66 

80 40 56 100 

80 50 44- 100 

100 71 39 100 

40 13 39 4+ 

20 7 33 43 

20 8 33 50 

20 
16 

28 33 

4-0 17 33 50 

60 17 61 61 

60 17 61 61 

40 14. 44 57 

40 13 44 53 

'PI' , S1 = ... 

3 
1 

P2 S2 = .. +... 



APPENDIX B, 3.3. . 

Experiment 1. 

CHART !a RESULTS 

EXPEIIII1ENTAL GROUP 

Theme 3 Text 3 

Total = 44 items, 8'. il" 25' 

Subject Item a 
Measure of 
performancc 

Measure of 
Selectivity 1j 

Measure of 
Perfori, lance2 

Measure of 
Selectivity2 

1 75 88 20 89 52 

2 73 75 18 814. 50 

3 57 88 28 8&+ 61. 

4 52 100 35 89 71. 

5 59 100 31 k 61 

6 82 100 22 95 50 

7 8i. 88 19 100 51 

8 25 38 27 42 73 

9 18 88 83 42 100 

10 16 88 100 37 100 

11 18 100 80 42 100 

12 48 38 14 42 38 

1 3 39 13 6 32 35 

14 41 25 11 32 33 

15 4.3 25 10 26 26 

16 36 38 19 37 44 

17 52 75 26 84. 69 

18 45 62 25 63 65 

19 4.3 50 31 63 63 

23 45 62 25 63 60 

pl SI = ... 

P2 P2 = 00 +, ... 



APPEJTDIX 3,3.3.24_. 

Experiment 1. 

CHART -L. -41 RESULTS 

CONTROL GROUP 

Theme 3 Text 3 

44 items 8040' ii' 25' 

Subject Item % Measure of 
Performance 1 

Measure of 
Selectivity i 

Measure of 
Performance2 

Measure of 
Selectivity2 

21 64. 63 18 63 43 

22 73 88 22 68 41 

23 68 75 20 68 43 

2)+ 73 100 25 79 47 

25 70 88 23 79 48 

26 27 38 25 47 75 

27 23 38 30 42 80 

28 27 88 58 58 90 

29 36 38 19 47 56 

30 31 25 14 37 50 

31 41 50 22 53 55 

32 36 25 13 42 50 

33 29 25 15 42 62 

34. 32 25 14 !. 7 61+ 

35 29 38 23 42 62 

36 32 38 21 1+7 64 

37 54 63 21 42 50 

38 57 75 24 63 448 

39 59 75 22 63 41+ 

40 59 88 27 63 46 

t 

P1 S1 = ... 

P2 S2 = .. +.., 



APPENDIX B. 3.3.4. Chart e 

EXPERBIENTAL GROUP 

Theme 1 Text I 

... very highly relevant 
Total items = 33 5"" 15'" . 13" "" highly releiant 

least relevant 

SUBJECT Total Item % Measure of Measure of IIeasure of Measure of 
Performance Selection Perforr_lance2 Selection2 

3... - ýt 81 100 19 83 56 
5 78 100 19 78 54 
4. 70 80 17 67 52 
1A 70- 80 - 18 67 52 

2 67 80 18 67. 55 
6 67 100" 23 67 55 
7 6if 100 X14. 61 52 

17 54. 60 17" 61 61 
18 54 60 17 61 61 
12 48 40 13 39 14 
15 45 20 6 28 33 
20 B : 45 40 13 14 53 
19 42 40 14 44 57 
13 4.2 20 7 33 4.3 
16 36 40 17 33 50 
14. 36 20 8 33 50 

9 30 80 4.0 56 100 
8C 27 4.0 22 33 66 

10 21. . 80 50 44 100 
11 21 100 71 39 100 

11 21 100 71 39 100 
10 Ci 21+ 80 50 44 100 

9 30 80 40 56 100 

8 Cii 27 1 

1 
40 22 1 33 66 

1 

6 

The score distribution for Total items, Measure of Performance and 
Measure of Selection in theme 1 of Text I in the Experimental Group. 



APPENDIX B. '3,3-4. 

Total items = 44. 

Chart 4f. 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Theme 3 Text 3 

8". " 11.. 25. 

... very highly relevant 

., highly relevant 
least relevant 

SUBJ13CT Total item % Measure of Measure of Measure of Measure of 
Perform ance1 Selection1 Performance2 Selection2 

7 84. 88 19 100 51 

6A 82 100 22 95 50 

1 75 88 20 89' 52 

2 73 75 18 814. 50 

5 59 100 31 814. 61 

3 57 88 28 814. 64 

17 52 75 26 84 69 

1. 52 100 35 89 74 

2 4.8 38 14 1+2 38 

18 B 1+5 62 25 68 65 

20 4.5 62 25 63 60 

19 4-3 50 31 63 63 

15 4.3 25 10 26 _ 26, 

14 4.1 25 11 32 " 33 

13 39 13 6 32 35 

16 36 38 19 37 4+ 

8 25 38 27 t+2 73 

11 18 100 80 4.2 100 

9C 18 88 88 42 100 

10. 16 88 100 37 100 



Chart 4f conto d. 

i 

SUBJECT Total item % Measure of.. Measure of Measure of Measure of 
Performance Selection1 Performcncý Selection2 

5 59 100 31 814- 61 

4 52 100 35 89 74. 

3 ' 57 88 - 28 .. 8z. 64 

17 ßi . 52' 75 26 814. 69 

18 4.5 62 25 63 65 

20 4.5 62 25 63 60' 

19 4.3 50 31 63 63 

16 36 38 19 . 37 44 

12 leb 38 11+ 1+2 38 

11+ Bii 1.1 25 11 32 - 33 

15 4+3 25 10 26 26 

13 39 13 6 32 35 

11 18 100 80 4.2 100 

10 Ci 16 88 100 37 100 

9 18 88 88 42 ' 100 

2 Cii 25 38 27 42 73 

The score distribution for total items, Measure of Performance and 
Measure of Selection in Theme 3 of Text 3 in the Experimental Group. 

1'. Uniforts group of Mass Producers 
IZ. 

Bi = Uniform group of Selectors 

Bii = Uniform group of Selectors 

Ci = Unifora group of lbstractors 

Cii = Unifora group of Abstractors 



APPENDIX B. 3.34-. Chart 4g. 

CONTROL GROUP 

Theme 3 Text 3 

Total. Items = 44 80" W" 250 

... very highly relevant'' 
highly relevant 
least relevant 

SUBJECT Total Item y Measure of Measure of Measure of Measure of 
Performance1 1: Selection1 Performance2 Selection? 

24 73_ 100 25 79 47 
22 73 88 22 68 41 
25 A 70 83. 23 79 48 
23 68 75 20 68 43 
21 64 63 18 63 43 

39 59 75 22 63 44 
40 59 88 27 7 63 3 6 4 
38 131 57 75 '24 63 -, 

f 
48 

37 54 63 21 42 50 

. 31 . ;" 12 50 22 53 55 
29 ý36 38 19 47 56 
33 Bii~ .. 36 .... 25 13 42 56 
34 32 25 14 47 64 
36 32 38 21 47 64 
30 31 __ .. 25- 14 37 50 
35 29 38 23 42 62 
33 29 25 15 42 62 

28 27 83 58 58 90 

26 C 27 38 25 47 75 
26 23 30 30 42 80 

Ci 
1 

27 08 58 58 90 

Cii 27 38 25 4.7 75 

23 38 30 42 80 
1 

The score distribution for total ' ite: s, Measure of Perforiaance and 

Measure of Selection in Theme 3 of Text 3 in the Control Group. 
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APPErMr_ 
Ex eriinent 2. 

3.8. -u : - Objective Test Scores for 

individual subjects in Group 1; 

in Group 2; in Group 3. 

3.8.2. Individual distribution of Objective 

Test Scores for the Experimental 

Population in Experiment 2. 

3.8.3. - Individual differences in Recall Simple 

and Recognition Scores and. Recall Complex 

Scores in Pretested ctnd Unpretested 

Question papers. 

3.8.5. - Individual Input and Output Times for 

subjects in Group 1; in Group 2; in 

Group 3. 

- The t and p values of the Mean Input 

and Output times of the sub-division 

of Group 1. 

The t and p values of the Mean Input 

and. Output times of the sub-division 

of Groups 2 and 3 
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APPENDIX B. 3.8.2. '.. -Chart 26, "*'-"' 

Tho distribution"of--individual scores 

in Groups 1,2, and 3. 

Wi 2&3 
Quest, (Not.. Protested) 

R. S,. + Recognition 

GRP., 2. &"3, 

', '.., Quest .' 
(-Pretest). 

R. S. + Recognition 

GRP. 1 

Quest. A &B* (Not Pretest) 

R. S. + Recognition 

SUBJECT SCORE SUBJECT - SCORE SUBJECT SCORE" 

22 8 21 8 1 8 

%115 8 
-22 '8 1 8 

1 23 8 2 .8 

-; 7 7 
, 11 8 5 8 

'16 7 12 8 2 7 

11 7 13 8 5 7 

29 7 14+ 8 3 7, 

21+ 7 16 ., 8 3 7 

23 7 24 7 1+ 7 

21 7 25 7 4 7 

18 7 28 7 9 6 
25 6 ` 29 7 10 6 

26 6 ; 17 . 7 5% 5 

27 6 ý8 
. 7 10 5 

12 "6 19 7 .8 5 

15 6 20 7 6 5 

19 6 26 6 6 4 

20 6 27 6 7 4 

28 5 30 6 7 3 

30 --- -"5.. 
- i 

15 6 8 3 



APPENDIX B. 3.8.2. Chart 2a 

GP. 2&3 

Quest. (Not Pretest) 

Recall Complex 

SUBJECT SCORIA 

A13 
''-3 7 
P.. 6 
12 G 

1.4 5 
22 

B"17 3 
: _24 3 
1: 15 2 

-1 F3 2 

-20 2 

'' 26 2 

-27 2 

-28 .. 2 

-30 2 

c-29 i 
* 25 1 

*16 1 

-19 1 

The distribution of individual scores. 

GP. 2&3 

Quest. (Pretest) 

Recall Complex 

SUBJECT SCORE 

A 13 8 

11 8 
22 7 

21 6 

23 6 
12 6 

14 6 

15 5 
16 5 
17 5 
2tß 5 
25 5 
26 5 

B 1ß 3 

27 3 
20 2 

20 2 

29 2 

30 2 

19 2 

GP. 1. 

Qu©st. A &B (No Protest" 

Recall Complex 

SUBJECT SCORE 

L1 8 

2 8 

5 B 
8 

1- 7 

2 7, 
3 7 

5 7 
if 6 
if 6 

B9 1;. 
10 3 
10 3 

9 2 
C7 

8 1 
6 
6 0 
7 0 
B 

*= Effective in pretested Question paper 

- Ineffective in pretested Question paper 
A= Effective sub-group 
B= Ineffective in sub-group 
C= Very ineffective in sub-group. 



APPENDIX B. 3.8.3. Chart 3a. 

Individual differences in Recall Coriplex Scores in 

pretested and unpretested Question papers for 

" Groups 2 anc73. 

SUBJ'tCT Not P. T. F. T. Difference 

13 3 8 
. 
0.. 

23 7 6 r1 

22 6 7 +1 
21 6 6 0 

12 6 6 0 

11 6 8 +2 

14 5 6 +1 

17 3 5 +2 

24 3 5 +2 

15 2 
_-5 +3 

18 2 3 +1 

20 2 2 0 

26 2 5 +3 

27 2 3 +1 

28 2 2 0 

30 2 2 0 

29 12 +1 

25 15 44 

16 1_. 5 -+4 

19 1 2. +1 

11 - 20 A pretested lean Difference 

21 - 30 B pretested = 1.25 



APPENDIX B. 3.8.3. Chart 3a. 

Individual differences in Recall Simple and Recognition 

scores in pretested and unpretested Question 

papers for Groups 2 and 3. 

SUBJECT Not P. T. P. T. Difference. 

17 8 7 -1 

23 8 8 0 

13 8 8 0 

1tß 8 8 0 

16 7 8 +1 

11 7 8 +1 

29 7 7 0 

24. 7 7 0 

23 7 8 +1 

21 7 8 +1 

18 7 7 0 

25 6 7 +1 

26 6 6 0 

27 6 6 0 

12 6 8 +2 

28 5 7 +2 

30 5 6 +1 

15 6 6 0 

19 6 7 +1 

20 6 7 +1 

11 - 20 IR Pretested Mean difference 

21 - 30 ß Pretested = "55 
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APPENDIX B. '3.8.5. 'Chart 5b. 

,. SUB-DIVISION INPUT TINTE QU. A. QU. B. 

A Effective (a) t = 4.3 t= . 449 t = . 475 

A' Effective (b) p = . 02 p= . 25 p =" 25 

A Effective t = 3.4 t=2.48 t = 2.77 

B Ineffective p = . 01 p= . 05 p = . 05 

B Ineffective t = 5.36 t=2.33 t = 4,73 

C Ineffective p = . 01 p= . 10 p = . 02 

A Effective t = 4: 73 t=3,78 t = 4.1+3 

C Ineffective p = 0.2 p= . 01 p = . 002 

The t and p -values of-the mean input and output times 

. of the sub-divisionsfor GROUP 1. 
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ýF 

APPENDIX B. UNIT 3, 

Experiment 3. 

3.13. 

3.13" 

3.13.1. 

3.13.1 " 

3. '13.11 

wn-r 

-- Objective Tests and Summary Scores 

for the subjects in GROUP A; 

in GROUP B; 

in GROUP C; 

in GROUP D; 

- Input and Output Time in minutes 

for the individual subjects 

in Groups A and ß; 

in Groups C and D. 

- The Frequency Distribution of scores 

in the Recall Simple, Recall Complex 

and Recognition sections of the 

Objective Test A in the experimental 

population after learning. 

- The Frequency Distribution of scores 

in the Recoil Simple, Recall Complex 

and Recognition sections of the 

Objective Test B in the experimental 

population after learning, 

- The Frequency Distribution of scores 

in the Recall Simple, Recall Complex 

and Recognition sections of the 

Objective Test in Groups A and B 

before learning (the Pretest). 



3.2. 

3.13.2. 

3.7 3.2.. 

3.13.5. 

- The Mean Input and Output times, and the 

standard deviations in the experimental 

population.. 

- Comparisons of the Experimental groups 

within the identified effective and 

ineffective divýsions. 

- Comparisons of the effective and 

ineffective divisions within the 

Experimental Groups. 

Comparisons of the scores in the 

Pretestel an3 Unpretested Question 

papers in the Experimental population. 
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APPENDIX D. ., 3. '13.1. 

%`hart Ic. 
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16 

12 

8 

4 

00123678 

16 

12 

00123156? 8 

= immediately 
after learning 

= post 1 week 

RECALL SIMPLE 

RECALL COMPLEX 

RECOGNITION 

The frequency distribution of scores on the Recall Simple, 

Recall Complex and Recognition sections of the Objective 

Text A in the experimental population after learning. 



APPENDIX B. 3.1 ý. 1 . 

Chart 1 d. 
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immediately 
after learning 

post 1 week 

RECALL SIMPLE 

RECALL COMPLEX 

RECOGNITION 

The frequency distribution of scores on the Recall Sipple, 

Recall Complex and Recognition sections of Objective Test B 

in the experinental population after learning. 
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APPENDIX B. ' 
_ . 

13.1 
. 

Chart 1 e. 

20 

16 
SUBJECT 

FREQUENCY12 

8 

0012 3ýý 5 

The frequency distribution of scores on the Recall Simple 

Objective Test in Groups A and B before learning. 

20 

16 

SUBJECT 12 

FREQUENCY 8 

4 

001235678 

The frequency distribution of scores on the Recognition or 
Multiple Choice Objective Test in Groups L. and ß before learning. 

20 

16 

12 
SUBJECT 

FREQUENCY 
ß 

4 

1 v1cJ cF . "Q p(p 

The frequency distribution of scores on the Recall Complex 

Objective Test in Groups A and B before learning (the Pretest). 
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APPENDIX B. 3.13.5. 

Chart 5a. 

DIVISION 

E. E. 

E. I,, 

I. I. 

GROUP 

J/B (7) 

C/D (19) 

AB/CD 

Qu. Preteste1. Qu. Un retested 

Qu. L. QU. >L. 

t=" 578 p=). 25 -immed- 
iate 

= 1.52 p= . 25 - post 
I week 

t= . 293 p= . 25 
t= . 61 p= . 25 

t=1.71--y.. 7 10 t=. 867 p=>. 25 

t= . 929 p=',. 25 t= . 32 p=>. 25 

A/B (11+) t =. o6l. p ?. 25 

t=2. x. 3 P= . 02 

C/D (6) ! 

t= . 37ßßp= . 25 

AD/CD t= . 248 p=?. 25 t= . 131 P ='. 25 

t=2.35 p= . 02 t= . 640 p=>. 25 

A/Ba ()+) t= . 656 p=x. 25 

t=1.21 p=. 25 
b(5) t=1+. 82 p= . 002 

t=5.0 p='. 001 

C/D (5) t= . 236 p_ "25 

ABa/C t=. 360 p-). 25t= 226 p>. 2 

t=1.17Mp = x. 25 t= . 844 P =ý. 2 

ABb/C t=2.37_p=. 05 t=. 385_p=>. 25 

t-5.23 p=. 001 t=1.17 p=> 2 

The t and probability values for comparisons of the scores in the 

Pretested and Unpretested Question papers in the experimental 

population. 



APPENDIX C. IThTIT 5. 

Experiment 4. 

5.3" - Individual scores for the sentences 

in the six groups for the six types 

of Tasks. 

- Individual combined input/output 

time for the sentences in the six 

groups in the six types of Tasks'. 

5.3.1. - The mean time (minutes), standard 
deviation, t and p values for the 

six groups according to the Task order. 

The mean score, standard deviation' 

t and p values for the six groups 

-according to the Task order'. 

Friedman two way analysis of variance 

by ranks. 

- The sumrzary of the analysis of variance 

tests, 

.) Score/order of task 

b) Time/order of task. 

5.3.2. The individual distribution of scores 

for Category C, B and A sentences 

for the combined Tasks in the 

experimental population. 

5.3.3. 
- 

- The a/b, c and d mean score % in the 

six groups for the combined A, B and C 

Categories of sentences on all Tasks. 

- The c/b, c and d mean score %, 

standard deviation %, t and p values 

in the six groups for the combined 

categories of sentences in Tasks 1-6 

inclusive. 

- The a/b, c and d mean score %, 

standard deviation %, t and p values 

in the six groups for Category A 

sentences in Tasks 1-6 inclusive. 



5.3.3.. (Cont'd) - Tree a/b, c and d mean score ö 

standard deviation jo, t and p values 
in the six groups for Category C 

sentences in Tasks 1-6 inclusive. 

5.3-4., - The summary of the analysis of 

variance 

a) Score/Type of Task in the 

combined A, ß and C Categories 

of sentence. 

b) Score/Type of Task in the C 

Category only. 

5.3.5". - The mean time (in minutes) standard 
deviation, t and p values in the six 

groups, according to the Type of Task 

for Category A sentences. 

- The mean time (in minutes), standard 

deviation, t and p values in the six 

groups, according to the Type of Task 

with d (semantic distortion) sentences 

excluded, for the Category A sentences. 

- The mean time (in minutes), standard 
deviation, t and p values in the six 

groups, according to the Type of Task 

with d (semantic distortion) sentences 

excluded, for the Category B sentences. 

The mean time (in minutes), standard 

deviation, t and p values in the six 

groups, according to the Type of Task 

with d (semhntio distortion) sentences 

excluded, for the Category B sentences. 

- The mean time (in minutes), standard 
deviation, t and p values in the six 

groups, according to the Type of Task 

with d (semantic distortion) sentences 

exclu. led, for the Category C sentences. 



i, 

5.3-5" (corit'd) 
- The mean time (in minutes), standard 

deviation, t and p values in the six 

groups, according to the Type of Task 

with d (semantic distortion) sentences 

excluded, for the Category C sentences. 

- The 5u r. iary of the analysis of variance 
f test for Time and Type of Task. 



APPENDIX c: - 5: 3'. 

UNIT 5" 

Chart 3a; '.. 

Individual scores for A. B and C sentences, 

in the six Groff for the six Types of Tasks. 

GROUP__ 
- 

SUBJECT 
A 

Sentence B 
C 

8 
ß 

-1 18 

TASK 8 
SCOßE8 88 

2ß 18 

8 
8, 

18 
6 

'8 

8 
8 

612 

A 7 6 8 8 6 8 
1B 7 8 ß 8 6 8 

C 12 17 13 14 8 12 

A 8 8 8 8 6 

2B 7 6 8 4 
C 2 11' 5 0 9 

A 8 8 7 6 

3 !ýB 8 7 6 7 6 6 
C 8 14 9 11 8 10 

A 8 7 1 7 6 
4B 7 7 4 4 4 

C 3 9 0 2 0 -- 

A 8 8 5 8 0 7 
B 6 7 5 5 0 8 
C 

. ý__w ý ý ýý 

10 17 5 9 
ý 

0 
r . ýrr 

12 
ýr .ý ýrrrr ý. rrýr rrrrýrrrw. rr . ý ý 

A 

rrrrrrr 

5 

rr.... ý. ýrr 

8. 

rrrýrý 

4 

rýrr .ý 

b 

r r 

6 

, . 

8 

6iB 8 7 6 6 2' 8 
C 10 1 18 4 6 0 12 

A 6 - 8 6 6 4 8 
7B 6 8 3 6 2 

C 10 16 3 6 0 12 

2A 8 8' 6 8 0 8 
8B 6 8 5 8 0 8 

C 11 18 5 11 0 11 

A 8 8 8 8 6 8 

9B 7 8 8 8 6 
0 14 18 16 16 8 12 

A 7 t8 2 5 0 8 
10 B 8 8 2 5 0 8 

C- 
", " ~" "" " 

rý 

-Wrýrrr--- 
13 

-Yrrrrr 

16 
r-rtes-rrr 

2 
r rýrr 

10 
rrYrýý 

0 
Mrrrý. r 

12 
rar , ý" 

Continued Overlea 



GROUP SUBJECT SENTENCE 11 2 
TASK SCO 

3 
RE 

i. 5 6 

A 7 8 7 5 0 8 
11 13 5 8 6 3 0 6 

C 13 17 7 6 0 11 

A 8 8 6 7 0 2 

12 l3 t. 8 6 6 0 6 
C 12 10 10 9 0 10 

A 8 8 8 5 0 8 

13 n 2 7 6 6 0 8 
C 8 1 4.1 10 4 0 11 

A 7 8 3 5 0 4 
14 $ 6 8 3 5 0 )+ 

C 5 12 2 6 0 4 

A 8 8 8 8 6 8 

15 B 5 8 3 6 4 8 
C 6 15 7 6 0 7 

rrrrrrrýrrrrrrrra rrrrrrrr rr ý. r rr-r. ýrrr rrrrrr rrrrrr rrrrrr rrrrrr rrýr rrrr 

A 8 8 8 8 6 8 

16 B 7 8 8 8 4 8 

C 9 17 6 9 0 10 

A 8 ß 1 7 0 

17 B 5 8 5 5 0 
C 5 6 2 6 0 12 

A 8 8 8 5 0 8 

1ý 18 B 7 8 5 5 0 8 

C 8 18 Li. 8 0 12 

A 8 8 8 6 2 )+ 

19 33 4 8 4 7 4 4 
C 7 18 7 12 0 8 

A ß 8 8 E 6 7 

20 8 8 8 8 6 8 

_. __. ___ rr 

C 

rrýrrrrrýwr 

12 
rr. ýrý. rýr 

18 
rrý... rrr 

16 
rr. ýrrrr 

16 
rýrrr 

8 

r rrrrrr. r 

11 

rrrrrrý'ý'r. 

r-- 

Continu4d Overleaf/' 



GROUP SUBJECT SENTENCE, 1 2 
TASK SCORE " 

34 5 6 

A 3 8 8 6 6 8 

21 B 7 7 6 6 8 
C 12 14 11 8 4 10 

A 8 3 6 8 4 - 
22. B 8 8 7 8 0 - 

C 71 11 9 13 0 - 

A 8 8 5 61 2 - 
5 23 B 7 8 5 7 2 - 

C 15 18 12 14 4 - 

A; 8 8 3 8 0. 8 
2t,. B 6, 3 8 8 0' 6 

C 14 18" 16 17 0 8 

A 7 8 3 1; 5 0 4 
25 B 7 8 3. 5 0 5 

----- - -"--.. -ý 

C 
-----w-""--- 

5_. 
---- 

1 
------ 

2 
------- 

6 

-- - -- 

0 
----- 

4 
------ 

A 8 8 8 8 6 8 

26 B 8 3 7 8 6 8 
C 12 ' 16 . 15 14 8 11 

A 8 a 5 6 
!0 

6 
27 B 6 8 2 6 2 1+ 

C 6 12 3 8 0 6 

A 8 8 8 8 4 8 
6 28 B 8 8 8 8 6 8 

+ C 16 17 16 18 8 12 

A 4 6 3 t. 0 4 
29 B 2 6 2 1 0 4 

C 3 2 0 0 2 

A 7 8 3 6 0 4+ 

30 B 6 8 4. i6 0 5 
C 4 10 4 7 0 4 
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APPENDIC C. 5. ., 1. 

Chart 3.1. The mean time minute standard deviation 

t and p values for the six-rouos according to 

Task ORDER. 

TASK "0RDER 
ist TASK 2nd TASK 3rd TAStt 4th TASK 5th TASK 6th TASK 

Mean 157.5 154.2 161.7 154.2 154.. 7 152.7 

Standard 
deviation . 48.08 36.93 48.63 51.31+ 36.75 54.06 

ft=. 
1217 t=. 271 t=. 237 t=. 08 t=. 069 

p>"25 p>. 25 p>. 25 j p,. 25 pß. 25 

Chart 3.1b. The mean score, standard deviation, t and p 

values for the sir groups according to Task ORDER. 

TASKJRDER 

st TASK 2nJ. TASK 3rd TASK lath TASK 5th TASK 6th TASK 

Mean 1014.. 6 103.8 104.1 100.2 103.6 101.1 

Standard 48,3 37.5 44.7 35.9 x+1.1 40. x+ 
deviation 

t=0.025 t=0.152 t=0.097 

p >. 25 p >. 25 1) . 25 



APPENDIX C. 5.3.1. 

Chart ' 3.1 c. Friedman Two Way Analysis of Variance 

by Ranks Suns of Ranks for Treatments. 

Number of CHi 
Subjects Squared 

Batch 1' 23456 Time/ 

6,14.. 0 . 9.0 
.. 

25.0' 
. 

14.0 
, 

31.0 33.0 Tas e 23.90 

Batch 2 

Probability_ 

P40 . 0,0i 

123456 Time/ 
6 23.5 23.0 22.5 21.5 15.5 20.0 

Task 2.10 0.800 <p40.90 
Order 

Batch 3,1 
234.5 6 Score/ 

6 21.5 34.0 12.0 21.5 7.0 30.0 
Task ý5. a2 p<o. 001 Type for 
the 
combined 
A, B, C, 
Categories 
of sentences. 

Batch 4123456 
Score/ 22.17 p<0.001 

6 19.0 33.5 15.0 22.0 7.0 29.5 Task 
Type 
for the C 
Category 

Batch 5 
123 1+ 56 Score/ 

6 21.0 22.5 17.0 23'. 0 22.5 20.0 Task 
1.21 0.900<Pc0.95 

Order 
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APPENDIX C. 5.3.1. 

Chart 3.1 d. 

Sunmar y of Analysis of Variance 

Score / Order of Task 

Source of Sum of Of Mean Variance 
Variation Squares Squares Ratio 

Treatments 1892.9167 5 378.5833 0.190 

Groups -- - --"96.5833 5 . 19-3167 0.010 

Residual 1.9831.2500 25"' 1993.2500 

Total 51820.7500 35 

APPENDIX C. 5.3.1. 

Chart 5.1d. Summary of Analysis of Variance 

Time / Order of Task 

not significant 

at i% or 5% 

levels 

Source of Sun of of 
Mean Variance 

Variation Squares Squares Ratio 

Treatments 2525.1389 5 505.0278 0.247 not significant 

Groups 11569.1+722 5 2913-8944 1.424 at 1% or 5% 
levels. 

Residual 51170.3 611 25 2046.81+ 

Total' 68264.9722 35 



APPENDIX C. 5.3.2. 

Chart 3.2a. 
Th e individual distributio n of scores fo r 

Ca tegozr C, Ba nd A senten ces for the 

-co mbined tasks in the expe rimental popul ation. 

SUBJECTS 1 C B A 

TOTAL 30 92 46 46 

28 ' 87 tß. 6 44 
9 81+ 46 4.6 

20 81 4.6 45 

High 1 76 45 43 
Scorers.. 26 76 45 46 
)70 in, C 24 73 

1 
36 40 

23 71 35 1 
35 

3 60 40 
1 

45 
21 59 4.2 46 

8 56 35 33 
53 28 34 

5 53 . 32 36 
10 53 34. 33 
19 52 31 36 

Medium 16 51 43 46 
Scorers 12 51 30 31 

46 in "C 6 50 37. 37 
18 

, 
50 33 37 

7 4+7 32 38 
13 1+7 29 37 
22 45 37 41 

15. 41 34. 46 
2 35 37 46: 

27 35 28 33 
Lon 17 31 31 32 
Sco e s 30 29 29 28 r r C 

14 29 26 27 

25 28 20 27 

4 17 31 35 
29 15 15 21 



APPENDIX C. 4.3-3. 

Chart 3-3a. 

The a b, c anal d mean s core % in the six 

groups for the combined A, 13 and C 

Categories of sentences on all Tasks. 

Categories A, B and C sentences Ion all Tasks 

normal syntactic semantic 
distortion distortion 

a /b c d 

Mean Score % 69 63 67.0 
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APPENDIX 5.3. l . 

Chart 3. lfa. 

Summary of Jnalvsis of Variance 

Sourc© of 
Variation 

Treatments 

Groups 

Residual 

Total 

Score e of Task in cornbinecl A, Ban C Categories. 

Sure of of 
Mean Variance 

Squares Squares Ratio 

11011.3333 5 2202.2667 

926.6667 5 . 185.3333 

2067.0000 25 82.6800 

1 4005.. 0000 35 

26.636 ** indicates 
significant 

2.212 differences at 
0.01 levels. 

AP, MDIX--5.3.4. 

Chart 3.1+a. 

Summar of Analysis of Variance 

Score/T. yp e of Task in C Category only. 

Source of Sum of of 
Mean Variance 

Variation Squares Squares Ratio 

Treatments 12555.2222 5 2511.01 144 11+. 738 ** 

Groups 829: 5556 5 165.9111 0.97+ 

Residual 4259.4444 25 170.3778 

Total 176144.2222 35 

** indicates 
significant 
differences at 
0.01 levels. 



APPENDIX C. 5.3 . x. 

Chart 3.5a. 
The mean time (in minutes), standard deviation, 

t and p values in the six groups according to 

the typ e of task foP Categ ory A sentences. 

TYPE OF TASK 
Category -A: K5 
Sentences TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 TASýt4 TASK 6- 

Me-an Time 21.3 18. "0 32.9 23.4 26.9 x+1.9 

Standard 
. 93 5 3.25 B. 68 3.00 0.176 8.57. 

Deviation 
e i 1t1.0921 It3.602 

p. 25 1 

2`4721 p . 02-. 05 

2: ' 

t2.31ä 

p . 05- 

p. 02 

__ _ _. _. _. , ..... _.. _. _ ! "428, p . 001 

t5.84.3, p . 001 
r 

tl. 653 p . 10 

t. ß. 566 
_p . 001 

Chart 3.5h. 
The mean time (in minutes), standard deviation 

t and p values in the six groups according to 

type of task, with d (semantic distortion) 

sentences excluded for the Category A sentences. 

Category A 
TYPE OF TASK 

Sentences TASK 1 MASK 2 TASK 3 TASK 4. TASK 5 TASK -6 

Mean time 11.1 13.3 21.4 17.3 26.9 29.3 

Standard 3.56 2"? +3 x+"59 2.70 0.176 x+. 50 
deviation (! 'd) Jý 

t 8Q50, pi. 00i 
- 814. 

t-12.477,, p . 001 t 1.15 

1 
_t 

2. '679, 
"p . 02 

.2 

it 7.953, p. 001 



APPENDIX C-- 5-3-5- 

Chart 3.5c: 
The mean time (in minutes, ) standard deviation, 

t and p values in the six groups according to 

the t ype of task for Categ ory B sentences. 

Category B TYPE0F TSK 

Setences TASK- I TASK 2 TASK 3 TASK L. . 
TASK 5 TASK, 6 

Mean Time 37.3 30.6 "52.5 36.5- 39.9 ; 
. 
69.2 

Standard 
deviation 

I 10.906 5.122 13. 404 4.726 4.65lß 10"7ä+ 

t1 . 246 t3.420 420 t 2.62, E 
p _p 

01 2 
__t02 

t 1.971 P. 10 

t1.8 97 .0 1 i , ý. ' t tß.. 661-, p. 001 

t 7.247, P: 0o1 

t 2-05, P-05 

t 6.225, P"ß 

Chart 5d. 
The mean time (in minutes), standard deviation, 

t and-p values in the six groups according to 
the type of task, with d (semantic distortion) 

sentences excluded for the Category B sentences. 

TYPE0FTASI 
Category B 
Setancas" TASK 1 TASK 2 TASK 3 TASK 4, TASK 5 TASK 6 

Mean time 
23.6 - 20.3 . 36.4 25.6 39.9 49.4 

-d 
Standard 
deviation 6.862 4.307 11.. 015 3.169 4.654. 13.538 

lt ý. 06 . t_2.21 1 

6.2_ P : ooi P. '°5 

p"5 

t=5.697 . P. oo'l 



APPENDIX C. 5.3.5. 
Chart 3.5e. 

The mean time (in minutes), standard deviation, 

t and ,p values in the six groups according to 

the type of task for Category C sentences. 

Category C TYP E0FTASK 

Settences TASK I TASK 2 TASK 3 TASK 14. TASK 5 TASK 6 

Mean time 79.7. 71.05 90.7 77.9 61.8 103.6 

Standard 20.09 13.5+ 17.73 17.89 + 10.82 22.21 
deviation 

't. 799 
t t1.973 ' t1.139 i 

p" 25. 
_J 

2.10 +I `p "25 

t. 919,. p. 25ý 
t . 684, p . 25 

t1.7831_ p . 10 
fi 

t2.8(D42 P -22. 

t1.016, p . 25 

t2.019, P "05 

Chart 3.5f. ' The mean time (in minutes), standard: deviation, 

t and p values in the 'six roues according to 

the type of task, with d "(semantic distortion 

sentences excluded-for the Category C sentences. 

Category C T YP E0FTASK 
Sentences TASK 1 . TASK 2 TASK TASK TASK TASK 6 

Dean time. 17.2 1+2.2 56.7 48.3 61.8 67.0 

Standard 
deviation 18.80 8.60 13.65 10.05 10.82 13.35 

-d i 
I. t1.901, - p. 2j ,I 

li t 0.677 

t 3.17 p"o1 ý 

"t '0.668, p. 25 
t 2.063) p . 05 



a 

APPENDIX C. 5.3. . 

Chart 3.5g.. 

Swnm3ry of Analysis of Variance 

Time/Type of task. 

Source. of Sun of Mean Variance 
Variation Squares of Squares Ratio 

Treatments 22447.4722 5 14489.4944 15.676 ** 

Groups 7082.8056 5 1416.5611 3.9+6 

Residual 7160.0278 25 286.1011 

Total 36690.3056 35 

** indicates 
significant 
differences at 

0.01 levels. 



Appendix D. UNIT 7. 

Experiment 5. . The'Pilot Study 

7.3"" The questionnaires, Pretraining immediately, 

Post-Training and 3 months Post Training. 

. 
7.:. 3.: "The raw Item scores for the experimental population 

in Sessions 1,3 and 4. 

7.4.5. . The raw Tthe scores for the experimental population 

in Sessions 1p3 and 1+. 

\ 



APPENDIX A. Unit 7. 

7-3- 

CHART 3a. 

1. Name 

2. School 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7" 

8. 
a 9. 

10. 

Experiment 1. 

QUESTIONNAIRE (PRE) EXPERIMENT 

Age 

Advanced Level Subjects 

I st, 2nd or 3rd year? 

Grade obtained at '0' level in 'A' level subjects? 

Grade obtained at.. '. 0', 'level:: in : English 

Grade obtained at '0' level in other languages? 

Assess yourself in your Advanced level subjects as follows: - 

v. good good credit satisfactory poor 

What were the ten grades in your Advanced level subjects in 

the last two years? 

11. Enumerate your methods of preparation for a broad essay type 

of task. 

12. Enumerate the techniques you generally use to summarize a fairly 

complex piece of knowledge. 

13. Select fron the following list the techniques most 
, 

useful for 

any summarizing activity. 

1. Look chiefly for details 

2. Write out lists of authors or terms 



3. Try to understand the meaning of each sentence. 

4. Memorize items such as rules, steps in a process,. 

descriptions. 

5. Look chiefly for the main points. 

6. Start with an exploratory read. 

7.. Organize related paragraphs into groups. 

8. Write out selected samples, such as definitions, 

outstanding facts, major concepts. 

9. Re-read difficult sentences slowly. 

10. Review the text and attempt to recall relevant data 

under sub-headings. 

11. Review parts of the text difficult to recall, not long 

before summarising. 

12. Make detailed notes, 

13. Spend most of the time on part of the material which 

is unfamiliar. 

1Z+. Carefully read the text through several times. 

15. " Skim over the text to get the outline only. 

1i.. Enumerate which of these techniques (if any) you have used in 

the last year. 



4 

1 

Experiment 5. 

CHART 3b. 

QUESTIONNAIRE (POST) EXPERIP, 4ENT (IrMMEDIATE) 

1. Name 

2. School 

In your last summarizing activity, did you use any of the 

" techniques offered to you during, the learning sessions? 

If so, list the techniques you used and comment briefly 

on their relative value to you. 

5. Did you find the last summarizing activity easier, the same, 

or more difficult than the first? Give details. 

6. Do you think you have written a better sur. *iary? 

7. Do you think you will use this training for future activities 

demanding an interpretiere : ctivityýý"" 

8. Any other convents? 



Experiment 5. 

CHART 3c. 

READING AS ALEARNING SKILL. 

QUESTIONNAIRE = . 
POST 4 MONTHS 

1. Nabe 

2. One of your responses to the imn ediate post training questionnaire 

affirmed your intention of using what you had learned. Have 

you done so during the last four months? 

(If 'no' omit questions 3 and )+) 

3. Of the various techniques learned during the training session 

which do you remember and practise most? 

"1. 

0 

2. 

3" 

4 List the particular learning activities for which you now 

find yourself using these techniques. 

5. Can you describe in some detail the various techniques explained 

to you during your training? 
lý 

6. If you can't remember all of then, can you suggest why you 

may have forgotten then. 



7. Comment in your own words on whethor your work has improved 

a) in your own opinion 

b) in terms of your teachers' assessment 

8. Would you welcome a longer period of supervised training 

to improve your learning? 

9. Have you become more aware of how you learn? 

10. Do you find yourself using any new techniques or approaches 

to learning which you have developed for yourself? 

11 . Have you, as a result, stopped using any old methods? ' 

12. Do you think you would benefit from further systematic 

information about learning as a process? 

13. Thich of the following staterlents best apply to you: - 

a) I now learn quite differently and much more effectively., 

b) I now learn more effectively. - 

c) The training session was quite useful. 

d) I derived some benefit from the training session. 

e) The training session was a complete waste of time. 
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ABSTRA0T 

The project was concerned with action research wined at improving the 

range end effectiveness of readinE-to-learn. Students (Advanced Level and 

Undergraduates) report reading-to-lecsn 2roblcns but they arc only vaguely 

aware of the cognitive organisation (intuitive tactics and strategy) which 

underlies and structures their reading behaviour. The research emphasis 

was therefore prirktirily learner oriontatcd. 

2. This approach clarified such issues as: 

(i) Learner interpretation of instructional directives to learn for 
specific tasks. 

(ii) Learner methods of translating the task definition into an 
operational plan for reading. 

(iii) The systematic relationship between the tactics and strategies of 
reading (the tine-structure of reading behaviour), and the 
variety of reading outcomes, within sentence, paragraph and 
chapter sized texts. 

(iv) Training procedures (incorporating feedback of performance) by 
which a student can explore now tactics of reading-for-learning. 

3. This approach has required the development of three now techniques : 

a) A method for recording reading behaviour. 

b) A nethoc. by which the ! structure of a text'can be systematically 
described. 

c) A system of training procedures for encouraging students to develop 
nore effective methods of reading-for-learning. 

1+. The on2iricý1 data showed that there were two related aspects in 

developing more effective reading-for-learning; the first was to develop 

a clearer definition of instructional directives and the second was the 

ability to translate those into effective operational plans. As a result 

of individual differences in cognitive structure and skill, students differ 

in their operational task definition in relation to specific leerning 

outcomes. The plans of a 'beginner' or an 'expert' nay bring about the 

same outcome but they differ considerably. Students also differ in their 

training needs within a training procedure for reacting-to-learn effectively. 

This enphasiscs the need to level a hierarchically or nz'sed learner- 



controlled pro, annc of self-d_inosis and training. 

5, The theoretical outcome of the research was a tentative model of 

the student learning by reading. This model is based on the concept 

of a dynamic interaction between the learner's cognitive structure and 

skill, the learner's task definition and how this becoucs operational, 

and the syntactic and semantic structure of the text. The model can be 

considered as a hierarchically organised multi-level description of the 

reading process. The reading stratc y formed of the tactics aLnd the 

learning outcone, reprosent the obscrvC. b1 of this interaction. The 

model was influenced by the theories of J. Bruner, G. Uller, N. Chousky 

ctnd R. Gagne. 

6. The research gras directed towards the identification of strategies 

and outcomes of roa&ing-to-learn, with the double aim of investigating 

these areas and training students to increase their skill; both these 

airs were in line with en; cavours to increase self-organisation and 

individual autonomy in learning. 

7. Whilst the goals of the re oc. rch were largely achieved, the 

results hevc illuninated a number of practical ana theoretical issues 

that need further investigation. 
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'Why can't you draw what you soo? ' is the imenorial 

cry of the teacher to the student looking awn the 

microscope for the first tine at some quite familiar 

preparation ho is called upon to cl-raw. The teacher 

has forgotten and the student himself will soon forgot, 

that what ho sees conveys no information until ho knows 

beforehand the kinI of thing he is expected to see. 

PB. Meaavöi967 



A structured flora dia rgcrn of the Preface. 

The numbers in the blocks indicate the paragraphs. 



THE PREFACE 

l.. " This prcf -. co is intended as ,,. proliminary access ing d ovicc. ' 

It introduces the accessing system. ' of which it itself is a part. 

It explains the distribution of descriptors within the dissertation 

and contains a glossary of the key descriptors. (Squires 1970., 

Vickery 1968). - 

2. The empirical studies reported, which deal Ath the search 

behaviour of students, in order to retrieve information within a 

learning context, through the medium of the printed word, have also 

served to emphasise the importance of accessing devices,, which faciliate 

this search. In practical terms this means paying much more attention 

to this information store in relation to its retrieval. Thisdbpends 

upon the provision of accessing devices which faciliate retrieval. 

3. The accessing devices made available in this dissertation are of 

two kinds; those in the text and those outside it. Within the text 

the devices which are provided include: the spatial division of 

information in large chunks, paragraphs, headings and sub-headings, 

cross reference to the appendices, to other parts of the text and to 

the bibliography, and many key terris or definitions have been underlined. 

Outside the text the accessing devices provided include: the table 

of contents, i-Lich represents a sequential description of the information 

dealt with, a new accessing system, the structured flow diagran, which 

represents the interrelations between the main descriptors 
J# 

and the 

glossary. 

4. The rationale governing the sequence of the table of contents 

is explained in the general introduction in Unit 1. ' 
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Following the plan outlined by Marquis (1 %8), the programaze 'design 

was sequenced into seven phases; the problem formulation, the review 

of existing knowledge, preliminary observations, model or theory 

construction, the formulation of a series of experimental studies, 

the application of the revised model to the educational problem, 

and a final assessment of the theoretical outcome. 

5. The rationale governing the development of a new accessing 

system, the striictxrgd flow diagram, is summarized as follows. In 

textual materials, the only relation always made explicit is a linear 

progressive one; there is assumed to be some rationale behind the 

sequencing of material described in the table of contents. However, 

various types of logical relationships exist in written material, 

which a reader can manipulate according to his needs or queries. These 

do not necessarily coincide with the order of the table of contents 

or descriptor headings in each chapter. The structured flow diagram, 

presented as an accessing device, within this dissertation, represents 

an attempt to describe one other relationship, namely that of the 

generic relationship between the main units in the table of contents 

and between paragraphs within these units. Structured flow diagrams 

were developed and used within the empirical studies reported, and 

their (what is beloved to be) novel use as an accessing device, 

grew out of the findings of these reported studies. 

6. The structured flow diagrams, which aim to express the generic 

relationship between the main units or paragraphs are of two kinds; 

I. An abstract of the generalisations dealt with in the 

te3tt, is printed in each block of the diagram. This 

type of flow diagram is presented in Unit One, at the 

of the literature review. 



II. No abstract of the generalisations dealt with in 

the text is presented in the flow diagram. The 

reader has to construct these abstracts, in order 

to evaluate the generic relationships implied by 

the diagreaa. Examples of this type of flow diagram 

are found at the beginning of this preface, a"er the 

table 
of Contents, and at the beginning of each 

theoretical Unit (i, 6 and 8). 

Type I provides the reader with a more detailed organizer (Ausubel 1960) 

for information retrieval, than Type II. The purpose of Type I. üncl II is 

to encourage greater active participation in reading, within a guided 

frs rework. 

7. The -Rationale of the Glossas r. 

Psychology acts upon and is acted upon by other disciplines. 

Its terminology, unlike most other sciences, is not entirely the 

result of a systematic reappraisal; it gathers its terms and concepts 

from an untidy area of related disciplines. Some of the outstanding 

terms, which are used as descriptions vrithin the text are glossed in 

an attempt to explain their usage within the semantic environment 

dealt with. The function of this glossary is sec3n as a mediating 

device, between the possible meanings already available to the reader 

and the meaning which governed the usage of the terms, within the 

context of this dissertation. 

The main descriptor torus are: 

the Stimulus Situation (block i) 

the Terminal Response (block 2) 

the Learner (block 3) 

the Reading Process (block 4) 

the Levels of Behaviour (block 5) 

the Instructional Procedure (block 6) 
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UNIT 1. The Problem Formulation and ßevieyr of Existin,, Knowledge. 

1.1 General Introduction 

The'research project here reported forms part of a larger research 

programrae at the "Centre for the Study of Human Learning" which is 

part of the School of Social Sciences at Brunel University, This 

progra=me is planned. as an integrated set of projects, focused on the 

central problem of student learning and staff teaching. ' The ultimate 

aim of -the research proýxamme is to help students and staff to develop 

an effective repertoire of learni% and teaching skills. Such skills 

include: listening in lectures, seminars, tutorials and inf6 rmal group 

discussion; ' wýritin, -, for personal notes, essays, examinations and 

research reports; - : ýaýing, formally in lectures,, seminars and informally 

in tutorials; manual de? ýý: ýktj in practical work and ? ýeadLiln from books., 

charts., the blackboard, films and teaching machines. 

The broad aim of the research strateMr reported was to probe into 

student learning processes, through the medium of reading, in an attempt -,, 

to extend both the range and effectiveness of reading skills. One 

of the central learning skills demanded of a student is that he or she 

learn by reading: books-have always been a main source of information 

for learning. Today the proliferation of books and printed matter 

brought about by the information explosion confronts the student _ý, 

population with much more reading material than it can digest. In 

addition, the new technology of learning has greatly extended the range 

of such educational devices as teachin, - machines, programmed texts, 

programmed text books. 
-and 

textbooks with elaborate information 

retrieval devices. This information explosion and technological 

revolu,; ion in education further emphasiscs the predominance of the 

written word. Reading is therefore considered as a major learning skill. 0 

At the research frontier of any given field, the pursuit of knowledge 
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can be dominated by either the 'pure' conception that Itruthl, for its 

own sake justifies the means, or the fapplied' conception that the 

valuation of 'truth' lies in its usefulness. Often the orientation 

of research is not vdiolly 'pure' or 'applied'-and., to a largo extent,, 

the apparent antitheU 'ical conception is artificial rather than real.. 

The formulation of a practical problem is often only perceived in the 

context of a theoretical conception. and the verification of a theory 

often throws up practical problems.. AccordinG -to modern scientific 

philosophy, the final test of a theoretical formulation is its pro- 

dictivoness in terms of real situations. Medawar (1969a) has pointed 

out that in the 'hypothetico-deductivel conception of modern science, the 

two apparently contradictory conceptions are reconciled. The 'pure"and 

'applied' conceptions can be regarded as 11tvio successive and complementary 

6pisodes of thought., that occur in every advance of scientific under- 

standing. " In other words, any research project depends upon a complex 

dynamic relationship between the so called 'pure' imaginative creative 

phase and the so called 'applied' critical evaluative phase, for its 

successful operation. 

The specialists at the frontier of educational research are not all 

agreed on the relationship be-'L, 17een pure and applied research in a given 

research programme. Elel (1969) and others J, =cs (1913), Estes (1960) 

argue in favour of a direct applied approach designed to yield information 

immediately useful in the solution of contemporary educational problems. 

In their view experience not experiment, discussion, reasoniný5 and con- 

sensus not riGorously tested theories should form the basis of research. 

This view is diametrically opposed to that recently expressed by Cronbach 

(1966) who argues 'chat efforts to improve education at the technological 

level would be largely futile and'that significant improveme'nt could 

a4st come from a fundamental understanding of -the basic elements of 

education, such as learning and motivation. Of the educational research 
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workers whose contributions are eeferred to in this project, most share 

this latter view. The author accepts, however., that this opinion rests 

more on faith and hope than on evidence and logic, However., an under- 

lying assumption of this project has been the concept that a deep under- 

standing of the learner is essential for the development of an 

effective teaching procedure. Hcnce, pure research with its emphasis 

on the establishment of a systcm of concepts and relations has formed the 
U) Q Qýý : 

foundation of the research strategy. 1he ultimate goal was., 
&94ýrc, 

applied and as a result the research strategy i-vas seen essentially as 

action research relating to the specific educational problem of developing 

an instructional procedure to encow age students to improve the range and 

effectiveness of their methods of reading. The outcome of this approach 

has been a dynamic mix, between the pure and applied conceptions of 

research, 

The project'was planned " an integrate& set of exi: ý6rimental studies, 
focused on the central educational problem of the student as a learner of 

com2lex verbal material., through the medium of the written word. it 

represents an attempt to broaden and le%then the scope of a research 

entity so thak, its merits can be verified. 

Followiný-, the plan outlined by I-Aarquis (1948). the project was 

sequenced into seven phases. The temporal sequence of the phases was 

not fixed, although there was a natural order of approach. The seven 

phases arc listed as follows: - 

1. The problem Formulation 

UNIT 1 From the existing theoretical hypothesis concerned with 

learning, basic assumptions and a general experimental 

approach was adopted which provided the vocabulary and 

conceptual framework for interpreting the problems of 

student verbal learning, 
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UNIT 1. 

2. Revier of ExistinG Knowledge 

This took the form of an extensive literature review 

and participation in formal and informal discussion, 

vzü. th research colleagues. The culmination of this 

activity was the establishment of a basic approach 

to the problem of the student as a learner of 

intellectually complex matter. 

3. Preliminary Observations 

UNIT 2. This involved testing techniques, exploring the 
and 

UNIT N.. 'problem' and testing the basic assumptions. 

1+. Model or Theory Construction 

This involved the formulation of a preliminary model, 

UNIT 4. which represents a systematic interpretation of the 

student as a learner of intellectually complex matter. 

This model formed the basis of subsequent testing. 

5. Formulation of an ',, m ical Study 

UNIT 5. This study was planned for testing the model and for 
and 

UNIT 6. its further development in order to increase its 

usefulness. 

6. Application of the Model or Theo 

MUT 7. 
This represented the final test of the model in that 

. 
its degree of usefulness was tested in the practical 

educational problem of the learning situation. 

7. An Assessment of the Practical and Theoretical Outcome 

This gras an attempt at analysis and synthesis. It 

r 8. -involved a critical reappraisal of the model developed, 
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with suggestions for further investigations. 

In 'pure' research in its strictest sense, phase six is not involved, 

since the final goal is that all postulates should be tested by making 

deductions f rom them., whinh arc cxporim--ntally testable. With the 

exception of Skinner, psychological thinking within learning theory has 

tended to cmphasise the 'pure' or theoretical over the 'applied' or 

practical issues. Theories have oftun developed from logical argument 

and tested by makin,, -,, deductions vihich are experimentally testable, without 

any reference to the practical problem of the real learning situation. 

Such theories, divorced from practical problems, have subsequently been 

found inadequate, since they fail to produce solutions to these problems. 

In 'applied' research the overall goal is the application of the model 

to the practical problem. However, in the present state of the growing 

field of learning psychology, any conceived model rarely predicts directly 

the complex uncontrolled conditions, of the everyday situation. The 

application of a model demands a degree of 'psychological engineering' 

Y, hich has become the province of the educator. Iffiether the research 

programme is 'pure' or 'applied' in orientation, the cycle is'rarely 

completed, since the achievement of the final stages in either opens up 

new theoretical and practical problems, which initiate the cycle again. 

In other words any research entity is reiterative, 

1; 1.1, Statement of the Problem 

Students often experience difficulty in reading new subject matter 

in order to 'learn' it. Some report that they find it difficult to read 

through the text and that they often fail to maintain attention beyond 

five or ten minutes; others report that even though they have read the 

text and thought that they 'understood' it, they cannot apply the 

information adequately in any kind of performance testing situation. 

Students also report that., several readings of tho same text reveal 

different 'meanings. ' Many of them appear not to have developed the 
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skills of selection and self-organisation needed for rapid and effective 

learning. 

Most students say that they can read, but they are not aware of 

precisely how they do it. They arc only vaguely aware of -the cognitive 

and emotional. organisation which underlies and structures their reading 

bchavi-our. Part of the problem is, thereforo,, how to increase students' 

awareness of their own intuitive tactics and stratogies for information 

rotrieval and storage. The other part of the problem is how can they be 

cneouraged to increase the range and effectiveness of th, 3ir roading skills? 

According to Dc Cecep (1969a), we have passed through a whole era 

1.1; 2. 

of educational research or, teaching methods that makes global comparisons 

of old and new instructional techniques, especially in connection with 

television, the film., the lecture, discussions, programmed im tructions 

and the text book, vrith little understanding of the basic variables and with 

little control over extraneous influcnecs. Such research has had few 

theoretical or practical rusults. Do Cocco points out, that at most such 

research has had a propagandistic and commercial value. 'There is a broad 

jump from fundamental psycholinguistic research on -the grapheme/phomeme 

stage of early reading skill and the complex and essentially unanalysca 

problem of instruction, in'd-n 1,4-, bor oskills of roading. 'The problem of 

instruction in reading skills is fundamontal. To solve it, in spite of 

the wcrk of Bruner I-Iillcr Pia3c-, t and others no psycholinguistic model 

which could form the basis of an instructional procedure, has been 

developed. 

The Eyperinental Approach 

It is difficult to assess to rtat degree learning characteristics 

(as reflected in reading characteristics) are innate or acquired, 

Hawcvcr, the impetus of modern developments in the field of cognition 

serve -to emphasisc the importance of the ecology of learning and opens 

up the interesting possibilities of the influence of cognitive develop- 

ment through syrtanatic intervention., Again, it is felt there is a need 
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for : uliý-ý d'ofinition of ýrý-ýCLL'3. C damnoions ci' an anju ý-LL; Idn 6h, ý sc-', c; nata 

of' rindcrn thuorýcs of 1, ý - -, , -, j. t -L, m -ý.; ', ablifliricnt of Air-bhur 

, Sonc, 'alisations such as and 

and cýr: cralisation. 

to- IT'lithin IdE, j. 'i- oý , 'ý- - 

-ify riothods (stmtcgius : -, nU tý. cticu), of rm. ding (i) Ida--rit 

i amin, 10 rind to rcl,,, Uýý , )L' 1, -ý- j 

in raind such f.,. c-'Lor-, as v, ýr', --ý-'ky oý" conditiý)-ns iitnin 

loarn, -. r th, ýý sýnicturý; of -ý. rittun riaýorial and the typo 

of loaxnin;; cas'c s c, 

(ii) Plan anc' dcvclop reLrainint-, schenics to suit ýzch lc,; rnor (i. o. 

L, o av-u(-ýmipu to -, nfluonco quali'LLalbively -,, h(., ef'ficijncy o, 'L 

lcarn-ý. mý), and to cvalua-'Ge lu-, ýchniqucs of , 3,21"-dia6nosis and- 

contml at vaxious lovels of orý,, anisa-'Llion in rGadin,,,, for 

lcarr_ing. 

Rcshapc or cluvelop I urthor a moc; cl of lcarnin, ý:,,, which 'Vakcs tho 

abovc into accouni. 

1.1.3, Some Basic Assumptions 

Lu na o- tiý zw u: 3. of by rcadinC, in iccrncd ý: i .ut. ý Iýj 

order to porform Gcr-Gain tLshs. A llý-OrLXclaic; al ordcr of ! ý; vcls 

L, . , ý- - U, -0".. lc--,, rn: i n,,: in c. -, la J; ion '- , ý: ý --, - ýt,, j 
-1 1961ý) - 

1,. vcl of abstraction oi` 

: co ni. tion of chL: concept, of 'oup: -, of 

ores,, phrc, sos and clause,,.. 

cognition of Lho conccpc of ,; ord 

and tlac tcxtual org an:. L., a I cion u. 

;, 1dholc. 

cncc, . cognition of nt t}i,, OR. DE of 
" 
" 
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rycqfýnition of Lio nouns, v(., rbs, 4L. 

)r, -; I)osi as, i. c. syný,,,, ctic structuru. t ior 

01 oL1: ;ni, ý2 (I I .-ord 

dIPAW AD WARAP mm ýdp* . 1W A* W OP. 

[000. 

11 grin uud cord 

s,.. " s! _! " . 0-0.49 

11tiin u.; 

pr_: i"ý quL: ý, zý:. to r; ýading. 

-cu vl-. r:., ) I, ýkil1, 

2.1 G-L'ackcin in -ý, riaiclh thu 

rcader is continualiy prodictin, tný,, contcryL at various lcvcl., ý of mcaning 

and us, -; s his cycs to chcck hc, -., - L-, Iics, - Tn,. ýanin-s match to the printod 

structuro of the tort (ThoraZ. 1'. 19169). 

3. Intolloctual (lcý)(, -nds upon an int(-ýrplay of I-n int,. jinal 

caT)acity i;, ýnabically ir. LariU--d ana o ir -'-, h, - catornal social skills of a 11 

given cul-L'lurc. th,; uff icicncy of coýýni L'ivo map I can, thoruf orc, 

b-, cnIiancý; d by ýh-' dcvclopmý,, nt and -., xactice of -Lochniquos -L'or coding 

vorbal inforDation according, to its moaniq, ) structure. 'I'n, -; explicit 

exercise of this 'L-, (.., chniluj could -; xtcrid tho cr)EniU'ivo po'IQýnýial of a person 

so thLat a moro cfficicnt can opor ato as a rc. foront for tho 

matchinrý of' oxtornal inf'ormation in ordcr f or it to bý, undorstood 
I 

(Bruner J. 1964). 

42 Th,,, writtan -,., -ord is not lin--ýar in mc, -. ninL,;. Soctumtial stlatc- 

monts diffor in that thCy May dcall ý, -: itl-i spý.. ciPic and rolatively concreto 

or more coi-, iplex and rc; lativoly abstract daýa (D,,. Locuw 1965). 2ho roadcr 

exerts a selective filter on thý tQýxt (Broadbent 1958)., and ihilc 

ordinarily the information is cv, -Lluatcd inplicitly, difficulties arise 

if the tcxt is not, undcrs-t', ood. Thý oxorcis,, of inforr. iation 

01495ification, can -ýervc as a n,. ýthod of cxplicit evaluation so that thu 
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organisation and interrelation of the various components of the 

communication can be better understood. 

5. If training to read is to be effectual,, it should be related to 

a loarninG theorywhich socks consistently to account for 'insight'. 

(Bayles 1952). Procedural emphasis thus shifts from more repetition, 

which is the outcome of traditional behaviourism, to conceptualisation 

which is the outcome of the cognitive approach. Insight is here defined 

as a 'sense of pattern' thich is not to be cquatcd vrith Gestalt, but 

0" 

with tli-, n7 
aormectionist - cogriitive vievrpoint, that it consists of an 

j ut egration of external information -which is organised into higher 

order ensembles making possible the use of larger units of information 

for the solution of problems. Both the component parts and the whole 

pattern behave under similar laws, but since the parts arc integrated 

into an organised unit, it neans that there arc characteristics of the 

i7holc that do not apply to the parts (Miller, Galantcr and Pribram 1960). 

6. The growth of 'insight' in the learning process is considered as 

an open system irith inputs and. outputa operating in a dynamic equilibrium., 

so that the equilibrium of the learner is changed. to a more complex 

level of equilibrium. When the equilibrium is disturbea, as when a learner 

encounters new concepts, it is restored. when the new concepts have been 

incorporated into the new pattern (Piaget 1950) 1957). 

7. Loarning is usually measured. against criteria predetermined by 

the experimenter in the laboratory or the tutor in the classroom. The 

c mpLrical studies which fellow aim to investigate the process of 

learning by reading or input activity, and to establish relationships 

between this and tho output which is achieved. In brief., the 

investigations are laarncrýorientcd. (Jahoda & Thomas 1966: Kelly 1955). 

8. Learner participation in the learning process initiates and 

maintains motivation and increases morale provided that he operates within 
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a control system., so that any confusion or disorganisation in the learning 

can be detected and compensated (Thomas 1968). 

9. Accepting the need for communication betvicen the learner and 

the instructor, it is essential to develop a common language. Gagnc'(1965) 

argues for a langwige which is base& on Controlled experimentation, 

basic research with emphasis on a deep understanding of such basic 

elements of education as learning, motivation and instruction. The 

outcome of this approach to educational research is to relate and to 

examine the relationship botween educational objectives and hupan 

performance. Gagne' argues that this relationship should be operationally 

linked: the objectives should be considered in increasing levels of 

detail in relation to a specific task, and the performance should be 

analysed and linked to the task. 

1.2 Literature Review 

1,2.1. Theoretical versus Practical Problems: 1,,, Iolar versus Molocular Models., 

1. Theoretical systems have developed in parallel with experimental 

studies of learning. However., their interrelationship has not always 

been constant. Early in tho history of verbal learning psychology, the 

empirical work concontratod on practical problems vrith a bias to education, 

but with the groirth of knowledge and ideas a theoretical involvement of 

empirical work became more markod., with the result that original 

practical problems were in danger of being ignored. Ideally, the 

applied psychology of learning should be of importance not only as a way 

of putting theory into practice, but as a way of evaluating further 

the boundary conditions of the theory. When the theoretical model 

is inadequdtoly developed, (which is tho "-ccoptcd situation of learning 

psychology at the present time), applied psychology has to concentrate 

upon the practical aspects of the learning problem with a longer term 

goal., that inferences from such studies are of relevance within a 
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a theoretical model building framework. The general tendency in the last 

decade has been to emphasise theoretical differences to the exclusion of 

the reality of the basic learning problems, which have become magnified 

as a result of the educational oxplosion catalyscd. by the technological 

revolution. Such theoretical differences mark a necessary --., )haso in the 

development of a rapidly growing subject. However, there is a danger 

that an individual roscarcher talkcs a stance, vrhich becomes too in- 

volvca with the theoretical iosucs of the day and, as a consequence, 

any ensuing programme becomes divorced fron the realities of the learning 

situation, in relation to education. Another factor, which must be borne 

in perspective, is that hopes for an all embracing "Neirtonian" formal 

theory of learning of "Hullian" dimensions have rapidly become a 

diminished goal as a result of the rcalisation of the immensity of the 

problems involved. The tendency is, therefore, to omphasise miniature 

model systems of molecular rather than molar proportions, so that 

research programcs arc related to specific dimensions within a more 

restrictive theoretical bounaary. Jenkins (1954) distinguishes three 

levels of psychological theory: lovol ono contains the relatively 

raw limiodiatoly apprehended', ispecific' data; level t-uo contains 

concepts and laws which are sumnarics of their observed relations to 

level one; level throe contains a fornal mathematical or logicqa 

system ihich explains the laws of level two, which in turn explain the 

cvcnts of level one. At prosent, tho Liodols of learninr; theory arc 

sets of level two concepts and lw. -., s and are, thorofore, of molecular 

rather than nolar dimcnsions. 

2. Within this differential of theory and prac-tiso, and of molar 

and molecular model buildinG, tho author has taken the stankpoint that 

a research progra=o on human verbal learning should first and foremost 

be realistically based on tho specific problcms apparent; on the other 
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hand, an overall view of the present- state of learning theory is accepted 

as essential if the results are to be not only applicable to that specific 

problem, but to be taken into account vdthin a franc-work of theoretical 

fortiulation of molecular dimensions. ýVhothcr or not this molecular 

theoretical systor, becomes knitted into one of molar dimensions (výhich 

is the utopian goal of any researcher), depends upon further verification 

or refutation within a larger research policy Geared to a formal and 

all-cubracin, theory of learning, frora wl-dch accurate predictions 

about all aspects of loarnin: -, can be made. The action research reported 

in this disseitation is concerned idth problems of short-torn learning 

of intellectually complex matter through the medium of rcadiný, -, Ath the 

ultimate ain of developing a theoretical model of molecular dimensions 

vrithin which predictions can be made for the systematic intervention of 

the process in order to remudy it at tho individual level. 

3. This literature survey concerns itself v, -Ith two theoretical 

c aspects: a review of knowledge of the comcetionist and cognitive 

theories of learning, and a rovievi of knowledge of the practical aspects 

of the educational problem of the student as a learner of intellectually 

complex matter through the medium of reading. 

Ij2.2. Review of tho Thoorctiw. 1 Probjec. 

1. Accepting that the operational aspect of the research is 

essentially applied., the basic assumptions which underly the orientation 

of the research strategy ston, however, from a consideration of inter- 

protations of learning, in particular whother a connectionist or 

viewpoint is most acloquent in accounting for learning. The 

shifting positions reprosentea by the noo-behaviourists and cognitive 

theorists is considered by YCendlor (1964) to emphasise that original 

basic differences in the psychological dilemma as cpitomised in 

Skinner's and 11iller's extromo connoctionist and cognitive approach to 
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verbal learning, have become noro apparent than roal. The apparent 

differences reflect "personal proforonco for models and language 

systems adopted to represent buhaviour instead of fundamental 

theoretical assumptions. " Within this melting pot of neo-conncctionist - 

cognitivo ideas, thQ tradition of thu natural scionccs has omphasisod the 

importance of public observation and public evidence, of cause and effect 

relation-ships; of the linear logic rolationship of information; the 

concept of a hierarchical org. -Lnisation of component parts and the use of 

porformanou models. The emerging connoctionist - cognitive inter- 

protation of complex verbal loarnin- bcL-Lviour ususthe hypothetical 0 

constructs of the cognitive theorist or the intervening variables of 

the conncctionist thoorist to explain Stimulus-Rosponse relations. 

_ --. - -., - _M 
L ý. 2. In thG. modiational of Osgood (1952) and Kcndlor 

(1964), a rapprochement betwoon cognitive and bohaviouristic theories 

has taken place. Those mcaiational hypothesis explain the role of 

stimulus producing rosponsus as botvocn the 

initiating stimulus and the torminating response. If responsos are 

considered as providing cues., which consist of complex verbal cues., 

tha ensuing inforencos rulato to a connectionist-cognitive theory w-ithin 

v, hich the cognitivo, theorist statcmunts such as Levrin's life 
-2, -sZzjýo 

(1935) 

Tolman's (1932), 1 2M2. ýtatioaEý and pma Uller's 

Aný (1960), Alisubol's Rýo ýLstructurcs (1960), Bruner's 

strategies (. 19'56), and Piago-b Is ppf,., (1937), arc accepted 

and reinterpreted as stimuli produced by the individual's own responses, 

Within the connoctionist tradition, the 'inferred elements' of internal 

stimuli aA responsus of Guthrie (1952), the habit str2,, aýh drive and 

incqntivc potivation rl, 3diating 2rocesscs of Hull (1943), and Spence 

(1956), -ýhc compound habit family hierarchies of 11altzman (1955), and 

Staats (1963), kILc one factor sign-loarnin mediating process of Mowrar 

(1960), sboi. that a single Stimulus-Rcsponsc association corporcalisod in 
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the reflex ara is inadequate to account for the complexities of learning 

b,:. haviour. The intornal stimulus'ana response, mediation hypot 0s is of 

Osgood (1952), and Kundler (1963), has formed a realistic bridge bcty; ocn 

traditiorLal connoctionist and cogmitive conceptions of learning. 

Another of fshoot of a noo-connectionist - cognitive approach to 

conplox verbal loarnir4gr is qZborncýiý3., R7t (1948) 
, 

L: U-, o a connectionist 

theory those feedback models are concornod with informational connections 

between stimuli and rosponsos. Stimuli servo as tho in , responses as 

the output and the individual as the system. Negative feedback is 

the process by which stimuli control rosponscs. The feedback model is, 

1: U, 'c cognitive thoorics, concerned- with ways in -which purposivo behaviour 

is maintained by a floxiblo control syston that takes tho structure of 

the environment into account. Valuablo aspect of this approach is that 

it omphasises the continuous control of sequences of behaviour, and in 

so doing, conbinos a prociso riolocular analysis Uth a flexible purposive 

vim; of molar analysis. 

Another valuable aspgct of thcsQ feedback models arc -the role 

of negative feedback in the performance vith the output being fed back 

to control the operation. An amalysis of the explicit value of 'this 

feedback in a specific learning ovent could be made use of in any in- 

struction desigmod to intervene systematically in the learning process. 

Yet another valuable aspect of the feedback model is that learning can be 

, 
jRij&p_ in feedback mechanisms - i. e. ct change in the interpreted as a : qýh 

vray the systorm deals v.,, ith deviation, which is possibly related to the 
tryinS out of different rosponscs until one of 

then is successful. 

Bolviviour is thus not merely a collection of stimulus response units in 

traditional conncetionist terns, but a continuous2Z onaoing process. 

To the extent that a theoretical systom has conditioned the 

design goals and interpretation of the research strategy, this noo- 

connoctionist - cognitivo conccption orientatod tovcxds cybornotics has 
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provided the guiding principles. 

considered as f ollows: - 

Essentially the system can be 

neo- coýnXive-, noo-connoctionist Learning Behaviour 
system 

inita Autonata 
cybernetic 
syston Complex Storage 

Input 
Systen 

nco-conncctionist 
system 

Ind-opondent 
variabl(, s 
external 
stinuli 
which set up 
the rocliating 
responses and 
rhich can be 
manipulated 
ana con- 
trollod by 
the 
experimenter. 

nco-cognitive 
system 

Output 
Systcm 

Dopondcnt 
variablos - 
torninating 
ovort rospons 
which can bo 
observod and 
moasured. 

I 

In this reported research strategy, the LrýdqpcnLq t variables of 

the input system consisted of tho writton information providod on the 

reading rccordor and tho instructional-, diroctives he kcpendent variables T 
which were observed and measured consisted of the vrritton overt output 

stcrs and 
trot 

Intcr-vwya7dr,, v,, 
variables - 
mediating 
covert 
responses - 
the cuo value 
of stimuluý, 
producing 
responses. 

Inner states - 
s ch orm as% 
inagos, life 

space, sign 
gestalt 
expectation, 
cognitive maps., 
personal 
constructs 
cognitive 
style 

e 

which took thc. fom of ca surmary or rospons, -- to Objoctivo tosts. The 
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reading recorder provided a technical device for detecting and noasuring 

the modiatkna or change in negative f codback at the molar level 

in terms of tho lines of thcý toxt and textual organisation as a whole. 

This provided tho roadip, & stratp, 7 In most reports of empirical work 

in verbal learning psychology, those moaiating responscs aru ; ýqqrroa 

rather than. 6bsoryqd, 'T-h, 
ý experimontal approach is consiacrod as original 

and novel and results arc considerod to bo of particular relevance to 

-the nodol-building approach of mcdiatin- procosscs at the n. clar level. U 
The design of this aspect of the rosoLrej, B'bratogy v,, as largoly in- 

fluonced by Kelly (1955), who emphasisod the importanco of making public 

the private construings or mediating phase betwcý.; n stimulus and response. 

A comparable study at a difforont lovel is the selection strategies of 

Bruner and his 13SOCiatOS (Bruner, Goodnow ana Austin, 1956). They 

describe ways in which individuals can learn concepts. Selection 

stratogics control tho order in which examples =d non-examplos appear. 

They havo three purposes; they maximiso the opportunity to obtain useful 

information about the concept; they &duce the strain of assimilating 

and keeping track of information and they rugulato the amount of risk 

taken in reaching a solution. The difference between these selection 

strategies and a rQading strategy, as observed by moans of tho recorder, 

is soon to be related to levels of learning. In selection strategios 

n the nature of the concept (coniuctivo, disjunctive or rolauod), is Imov,, n A 
before learning takes place, and the infcrnation concorning the n. -Uributos 

and values of tho concept to bc learnt is immediately available as dis- 

PL"Ycd on tho 81 cards. 
, 

In raading to learn 
) nany kinds of concepts of 

varying, attribut-s and volucs may bo involvocl and. the linuar orclor of the 

vxitten information precludos all information being awailablo at one time. 

Tho nature of the concept is also not fully apparont. Thu text must 

first be explored for its conceptual information bofore the concepts 

can be lcarnt. In comparison with selection strategics, rcadinE; 
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strategies arc socn to reprcsont two levels of learning. 

5. Three qucstions arc of central importanco uithin a theoretical 

formulation of mediating procosscs in relation to verbal cola-2ptua 

kýarm-ng- no qqqrcd, how it dcvclops thr2aab a cý and 

and how it rolatos to thought? 

1.2.2. L The Mediation Procass and Verbal Loarnir 

6. The study of verbal loarn-i-ng, and verbal behaviour begins with 

the connectionist approach of Ebbinghaus (1913), vrith his studios of 

momorisation of verbal lists. Up to the present tine, it is a matter of 

considcrabl, ý debate as to what verbal responses are loarnt, letters, 

syllablc; s, phonemes, morphcnes, words, phrases, sentences or trans- 

fornational rules and how those external stimuli, which became intornallýy 

represented,, are lin1cod to meaning.. In this arco. the psychological 

diloma between cognitive and connoctionist theories remains acuto, 

although a closer union of tho two approaches is realistic if the cuw 

function of words, as external stimuli, that mediato internal processes, 

is takon into account. 

7. To the traditional cognitive theorist, thought has boon 

experimontally linkod to perception as well as to learning, although the 

nocessity of learning in tho development of thought is acknovilodgod.. A 

background to th,. ) study of thought in the cognitiv, 3 tradition begins with 

the early Gestalt psvaholo In thj gostalt tradition'. as reflected 

in th, ý studios of T-iorthciner (1945), Kohler (1925) 
. 

Kofýa (1935) and 

Katona (1940), learning tzkos th. -; 
forn of jE, 2ý which is Clefinod as a 

suddenly occurrin3 rQorganisation of th,; fitU of cxporionco. Howevor, 

this vici,, point of insiSht docs not -take into account tho transfer from 

previous learning oxporiý; ncus as opitomizod by Harlow's studios of 

loarning Rot (1959). Lewin's studics of mntivation and porsomility 

in tho Gcstalt tradition accounts for learning and thought within his 

concept of life space (1935).. 
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This reproscnts -the totality of factors which dutcrminc- bohaviour at a 

given timc, phenomenological space contains th,. ý individual, the goals ho 

is socking, tho barriers that rustrict his movemonts and the paths he 

must follow. Learning involves a changc; within the life space, but in 

his thcorising this aspoct of how lifc space is changed by 
.; xternal 

cvcnts is not dcvolopod in dotc-til. As a rcsult., Ljvdnts thoorctical 

system is useful for stating tho rosults of ccrtain kinds of learning, 

but of little value in predicting what learning will occur under what 

conditions. The first offortB in combining -U-ho advantages of a 

cognitive and connoctionist approach to lcarnin3 was Tolman's 210- 

acstalt,, klýý(ýa (1932). DravTing from VIatson's bohaviourisra (of stimulus 

and response associations) -to Lewin's 

he constructs a purposive bchaviouristic thoory of le, -xnD-ng, which deals 

with goal directoad whole acts of tho crganism. What is learnt is 'sign 

significato expoctations' and not respcnscs as such. Th,; relationship 

bc; tv7ocn tho sign and thQ significato (an early and later stimulus), is 

cs-bablishod in accord Eith contiguity and this established rolation is 

thQ cxpcctation. At the molar lovol, this expectation bccomes the goal, 

and a givý.; n Goal nay bo approached by a variety of different acts. To 

account for this he takýs the individual's cognition or 'perception 

and boliefs' into account. This corresponds to Lewin's life space. it 

is within thu intorvening variablos rýpros(; ntcd by sign-significato 

expoctations that a union of connoctionist and cognitivo approachcs was 

initiated. Other cont-omporary cognitive thoorists have doscribod the 

intervening variables in terris of the organisation of thought into 

internal hierarchies. Thought is described in torms of internal 

hierarchies and there exists In sub and super-ordinatc, organisation cf 

lmovrlcdg, ý and of Vchaviour. Such tcrms as Isubsumption' usud by 

AusubQl (1960) and schumata uscd by Piagot (1937), usod by 

Brunor (1956), and plans usod by Killcr and Pribran (1960), inply a 
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hierarchical organisation. 

To Ausubol, tho acquisition of new moaning is the sub,. Osunption of now 

I material under more inclusive ideas alruady o' , isting in the cognitive 

structure. Piaget (1937) conceivos dovolopnont of intellectual processes 

of children as a continuous interaction of thu child Tdth the onvironment. 

As thc; child continues to cope with the unvironmont his mental processes 

become more complex. This coping requires more than the simple habitual 
WkLcvl 0.4t 

responses which he has tormod assimilcatio-n andAof equivalence to Skinner's 

oporant behaviour. Instcad, tho child must rcorganisc his thinking and this 

develops now patterns of responses which Piagot called Ischemata. f The 

child in learning must change old into now more complex schemata and this 

process he has termed accommodation. This procoss of roorganisation takes 

place in sub-stages and stages. Bruncr (1964), interprets cognitive 

grovith from the 'outside int as well as frori the 'inside out'. Grovith 

from the 'outside in' depends upon the mastery of skills transmitted by 

the culture, language being a prime oxamplo. This tics up with 

anthropological evidence and inplics that changes in man have been 

alloplasticl- ho has changed by linking hirisolf vrith novel external 

implementation systems. Ilan's bohaviour is a product of the dynamic 

irrLeraction of an inherent biological capacity with cxternal implements 

which amplify his ratiocinative capacitics as oxonplified by lanGuago, 

myth, theory and cxplanation. This depends upon an internal roprosenta- 

tion of the conplox environment in which he lives and an integration 

whoroby infoxnation is organisca into higher order onsemblos which can 

be usod for the solution of problons. Bruner distinguishes three modos 

of reprosonbation enactive (through motor responses), iconic (through 
J_ 

visual rospons,; s) andgýbojLc Their (through verbal responsesi 

appearance in the life of a child is in that order, cach depending on 

tho previous one for its development, yet each remains as an intact 

entity throughout life. It is in the growth of synbolic ropm3ontation 

that the greatest thicket of psychological problons is found. As a result 
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of its acquisition the productive cloricnts of the mind bocome apparent. . 
Bruner's concern is for productive thinking. He doscri1bos Iýnothctical 

modest and 'cumulative constructionism' to describe typical patterns of 

student thought. He omphasises the learner's nood for active cnE; agemcnt 

in what hu learns and to organise information within hicrarchical, levels., 

into coýnitivc structures which are meaningful, to him. Intellectual 

capac, itios are developed and intolloctucca conp 04wonec achieved whon an 

individual is allowod froodom of scarch and (I ircovory. Bruner (1956) 

describes selection strategies which roprosent intellectual processes 

(as riodiating procosses) through which concopts arc acquired. Thoso 

reprcsont ways of handling and procussing information. Hillcr. 

Galantor and Pribram (1960), assume that bchaviour is organised into 

hierarchies. Those hierarchies are totally different in conception 

to the habit family hierarchies of Hull and Maltzman which refer to the 

ordering of responses in terms of response strength. Their hierarchies 

are defined as levels of internal rcprcsontations. These hierarchies 

arc concerned not only izith the organisation of knowledge, but vrith how 

knowledge becomes action. In this, those researchers have bridSod the 

gap botv; ccn thought and action, and this is their conception of the 

Plan. Tolman went no further -than the conception of thought, and he has 

been criticisod. by many connectionist theorists for leaving his rats 

thinking in the mc _% A plan is any hierarchical procoss in the 

organism that can control the order in i., rhich a sequence of operations 

can be performed. Imarq is -the torm given to organisod knowledge and 

is equivalent to Bruner's cognitive structure and Piagot's schemata. 

These authors stress their cognitive approach and draw up sinilaritics 

between William Jamost concept of the 'will' (1890). and -their 

definition of plan. They refor to Bartlett's schcraata (1932) as ways of 

organising our past experience for recall and usc, and tho similarity of 

Lovin's concept of intontion, and their ovn description of thought and 

action is omphasisod. Within this hierarchical conception of thought, 
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Chorasky's thoory of ýransfornatioml Gramrzr anathe complcx (1957) , 

organisation of thought that this implies can be . 11booptod. 

To the traditional connectionist, thought is the product of 

loarning and the stucly of thought is pursued by systematically manipulat- 

ing thQ environmental stimuli that control learning. Guthrie's 

connoctionisL thcLEy (1952) which is an offshoot of ýTatsonian theory (1913), 

reduces all learning to a simple associative rule; any combination or 

totality of stimuli which has accompanied a novcment idll be f olloviod by 

that novoncnt when the combination occurs again. Complete luarning thus 

occurs on the first occasion on which a stimulus is paired with a response. 

Guthrie is concornod vrith stimuli and rcsponsos at a molecular level and 

viewed in this detail no total stimulus pattern nor response pattern is 

over exactly like another. Generalisation is considered as gross stimali 

consisting of overlapping pools of minute stimuli. Motivation and reivard 

have no main status in this system. Thorndiko (1932) and Skinner (1957a) 

represcixic similar contemporary viovToints which omphasiscs reinforcement as 

a basic factor in learning in the connuctionist tradition. Like Tolman, 

they tend to deal with acts at the nolar level. Their studies are 

essentially practically biased. to the problens of education rather than 

to establishing a theoretical system of learning. Skinner, hov,, ovcr,, 

regards th, -, two paradigms, cgnýUtionjn. ý, and instrunental-loa xr, as 

representing different kinds of learning. Hulls. doductive connectionist 

system (1943), which stons from vVatson and Thorndike, represents the most 

anbitious attempt to develop a formal theory of learning. The systcri 

consists of 9 basic sets of postulates from which levels of learning nay 

be dcducod in quantitative form. The two notions of habit strength and 

drivo, doducti6n -,,. ro cat tho contrc of thoir syston and can bo rogardod 

-is intervuning variables. Habits arc formed and increase in strength 

as a function of the nunbor of reinforcements and the ariount of drive 

deduction. Drive has an activational role through its riultiPlicativc 
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relation with habit strength and in addition, exercises a stimulus role. 

Emphasis of this stimulus role permits Hull to cxplain cxpcrimonts uhich 

otherwise would be classed as cognitions and has led to challenging *ideas 

on goncralisation. gradients and discriminative characteristics of drives, 

In the tradition of Hull, 11altzman describes thinkinglas intervening 

variables. His basic concept is habit family hierarnli which operates jiLe Ly 

as a convergent or divorgont mochanisra (1955). To account for the 

changes in habit family hior, -xchy, 1-faltzman utiliscs ImovilodgO of 

conditioning and mediated goncralisation. Maltzman's conceptualisation 

of thinking opitomiscs the mechanistic connoctionist viewpoint of learning. 

His hierarchical conception of thought is of an entirely difforont one to 

that of the cognitive theorists. Maltzman's conception cxplains, 

re roductive thouaht rather than novel pZ2ductiva thinhl:. na. While the 

cognitive approach concentrates more on the internal states or intervening 

variables., and the connoctionist approach concentrates on the extcrml 

states or independent and dependent variables, the connectionist-cognitive 

approach takes both aspocts into account; tho external stirauli, the' 

modiational process or covert response which is triggered off as a result 

of exposure to -those stimuli, and the overt responsus which become 

associated with these. 

9. The nediating hypotheses of Osgood (1952), Movirer (1960), 

Kendlor (1963) and the hierarchical vertical and horizontal conceptions 
P 

of Gagne (1965) can bj considered as a rmprochmont between the cogriitive 

and connective schools. The knowledge hierarchies of Gagne explain 

within a connectionist-cognitive languagO of inacpandent., intcrvening and 

dependent variables., how tho range of human learning from simple rosponse 
J* 

learning to problem solving takes place. Gagne's description of typos of 

human learning includes horizontal response chains and vertical 

hierarchies of concepts and principles. He d-istinguishcs_8 types of 

hum, -, m learning from verbal associate lcarning consisting of chaining 
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of tvio or more previously learned stinulus-rosponso bohaviours, MaIIBLe 

di sc2: jjRm: jm-j t Lljon of specific stimulus response patterns, concept ana 

. 
11 21: 3L. nci]2 c learning, which is criticall, *ýr dopmdent upon intcrrLIl neural 

processes of representation,, which in nanp lanLuawo 'plays a very 
'a 

dotorrAned role an(I problem solving, which imp3, ics the combination of 

concepts ana principles loarnt into a greater variety of'novol higher oraer 

principles. 

10. To d-istinguish a number of loarning types is not a novel idea 

in the history of learning psychology. Ono of the most wiacly accepted 

distinction is that lo, -xning consists of the classical Pavlovian 

conditioned response , and trial and error learning as 
I 

typified by Harlow's 

learning sets. Skinner considers it to be a basic and essential 

distinction (1957). Hull, in his major formal comoctionist thoory 

ccnsidorod tho aistinction to bo ona of difforcrit cxp(ximonta conditiom 

ý Skinner distinguished rather than of different underlying mechanisms, 

chaining as an iaentifiablo form of lo, -xning and used this principle in 

his systomatic shaping of operant behaviour, the technique by which he 

trained animals to perform complex acts that arc outside their normal 

range. Hull., in his account of habit fanily hierarchies accepted the 

principle of chaining as well as of conditioning,, and trial and error 

learning. Tolman, in his theory of purposive bohaviourism distinguishes 

6 kinds of learning of the molar level (194-9). V-1ithin this conception 

Tolman attempted to account for the considerations of Freud. on the 

psychoanalytical theory of motivation (1935); Guthrie on the stimulus- 

response connections learned by contiguity (1952), Lovrin's paths and 

barriers of life spaces. (1935), and Skinner's conditioned roinforccnents 

(1957). However, vrithin this cognitive franework of interpreting the 

modiational process of learning, he failed to provide detailed laws of 

Skimcria-n dincnsions nor general principles of Guthxian dimensions. His 

system cannot, therefore, be applicd in practical learning situations. 
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Another modern psychologist in the noo-connoctionist-cognitive framework, 

Moymor (1960) discusses nulti le discrimination learning and concept 

learning as well as the simpler kinds of learning. 

Those attempts to categoriso learnin- types in the 0 

connoctionist, cognitive and noo-connectionist-cognitive systems, reproscnt 

a revolt against other psychologists within thoso systipms who contend that 

all learning is basically -the same. Watson and Guthrie in tho early 

connuctionist tradition., and Thornaiku, as well as Killer and 11ovrrer in 

the latcr connoctionist traaition, maintainca this. 

12. ' Gagne doscribcs 8 varieties of lcarninoý that aro distinguishable 

from each other in terms of the conditions required to bring them about. 

His criteria of classification arc essentially practically based. on 

simple observation, but the implication is that there rwo, 8 corrospanding 

kinds of changes in the mediating processes or internal states of -the 

nervous systom which need to be identified and accountod. for. Whether 

these changes are structually different or energetically different, remains 

to be soon, but those changes arc clearly distinguishable outside the 

human organism in terms of the conditions that must prevail for each to 

occur. Gagn'c accepts tho possibility that as roscarch continues now 

formulations of those conditions might be nocessr-try. The analysis of 

Bloom (1956)., based upon instructional objectives of learning in which 

verbal learning is categorisod into the acquisition of knowledge and ý 

other skills., comprehension,, roblem soljk#iF,, p2athosis, analysis and 

evaluation, may well, have to be taken into account in this'respoct. How 

those identifiable abilities and. skills relate to Gagne"s learning types 

requires evaluation. - In brief, the varieties of learning which have 

been currently distinguished by Gagne are.: 

Type 1 Si2zal Lear The individual learns to make a 

general response to a signal. This is 

the classical conditioning response of 
Pavlov. ", 
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Typo 2, S-tinulus-Rosponse Loarhing The loarnor acquircs a precise 

response to a discriminated 

stinulus. What is lecwnod is 

a connection (Thorndiko) or an 

instrumentcal response. (Skinner) 

Type 3. Chaining 

Typo 4. Verbal Azsociation 

Typo 5. Illult Lpjcý Dis crininat LoR 

Vlhat is acquirecl is a chain of 

two or nore, stiriulus-response 

c onncc tior)z 
. 

The learning of chains that are 

verbal. B, -, tsic, -tlly,, this is 

similar to Type 3. However, the 

use of language in the hunan 

nakos this a spocia-I tYPe 

because intornal links nay be 

seloctod from the indiviclualls 

previously learned repertoire of 

language. 

The individual learns to nolcu 

different identifying rusponscs 

to as many cliffercnt stimuli, 

which nay resemble each other 

in physical appearance. 

Although the learning of each 

stinulus-responso connection is a 

sinple typo 2 occurronec, tho 

connections tend to interforo vrith 

each other's rotontion. 
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Typo 6. Concopt Lcrxni! 2Z The loarner acquircs a capability 

of making a common rospcnsc to a 

class of stimuli, that may differ 

from each other widely in physical 

appearance. He is able to make 

a rosponso that idontifics an 

cn-birc class of objocts or ovents. 

TYPc 7. Principlo Learning In sinplost tcrns, a principle 

is a chain of two or more concepts. 

It functions to control behaviour 

in tho mannor suggostod by a 

vorbalised rule of the forn, IfIf 

A then B". where A and B are 

concepts. 

Type 8. Problem Solving Problorl solvime, is -Li kind of 

learning that requires the 

internal events usually called 

thinkine. Two or more 

previously acquired principles 

aro somchow conbined to producc 

a now capability thit can bo 

shom to depend on a "higher 

order" principle.. 

Each type of learning begins with a differont state of the organism and 

ends with a different capability of performance, It is, therefore, implied 

that the differences mong the varieties of learning outweigh their 

sirli, itics. Since the most important condition that distinguishes one 

from another is its prerequisites., Gagno has constructed a vertical 

hicrarchical organisation of learnins types in which the prerequisite of a 
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more c--nplux typo doponds upon tho accomplisLmcnt of a simpler learning 

typo. This hierarchical organisation can be rQprosont-gd as follows: - 

Type 8 Problon Solving 

Typo 7 Principles 

Typa 6 Concopts 

Type 5 Multiplo discriminations 

Typo 3 and 4 Verbal associations or other chains 

Type 2 Stin, Lius, - responsu connections 

Conccpts 

13. A consideration of tho thoorotical intorprotations of vcrbal 

loarning focuscs attcnticn on cýnccpk JLcrR, - n and utilisation. In tho 

In tho noo-connectionist-cognitivo framoviork of intorprotation this 

represents the central issue of the role of modiational processes or 

intervening variables in learning behaviour. The studies of Harlow 

has shown he,,; concepts formation can be non-vorbal (1959), Howovor, 

the roports of Livblinskya (1957) and Luria (1959) shovis that the use of 

verbal language greatly facilitates concept formation. Luria considers 

that through the symbolic propcxtics of langua0c, children learn a much 

more complox adaptation to the environment than they would, othenrisc. 

This is because through the use of they arc able to manipulate 

whole groups of concepts in complex ways so as to sot up rules by i&ich 

they regulate their bohavicur. Jensen (1966) has proposed a theory 

to account for the development of the orginisation of verbal behaviour. 

He describes various types cf verbal learnina which develop vidthin various 

ago Groups. In the final stages of verbal lo, -xning, internal verbal 

utterances (V), represent a mcaiational process betwocn the stimulus (S) 

and the response (R). This development of S-V-R learning distinguishos 

between animal and huri, -,. n behaviour according to Jensen. This develop- 

mont of verbal behaviour eventually roaches the level of the fornation 
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of conceptual hierarchies. On the other hand, Carroll (1965) inter- 

prots all concept formation as prevorbal. He conceives of words, 

meanings and concepts as three relatively independent series with complex 

interrelations. Carroll describes concepts as "classes of mental 

experiences learned by organisms in the course of their life histories. " 

The forriation of particular concepts depends on experionces with 

positive and negative examples of those concepts. . These arc the 

necessary conditions. ' The sufficient. ocnditions include set., reinforce- 

nont of responses and sequencing of positive and negative examples. The 

viewpoints of Piagot, Bruner and Killer onphasiscs the dynamic aspects 

of concept foniation and utilisation. 

14. * Attempts have bkion raaac by Shannon and Noaver (1949), to 

relate concoýt fornation to infornation thcor 
. 

Utilising information 
I-. --- -: Y 

theory, there has boon groiTing interest in the study of complex human 

behaviour through simulation by conputers. Computer research in thinking 

is illustrated in the study by Newell, Shaw and Sirion (1958). They 

assume a number of storage contres (nonory), processes that use the 

stored infdrmation and a sot of rules for combining these processes into 

programmes of information processing. They reject the traditional 

connectionist conception of the nervous system. as a passive photographic 

plate because this overlooks the importance cf thj system's responding 

to complex and selective ways to simple stimulation. The nourophisiology 

of the noo-cormcctionist is more sophisticated with Hebb and his theory 

of rovcrbcrak4i 
.. g -21Lrcuits 

(1949). The big question of their inter- 

pretation is whether they are studying operation of the computer rather 

than human thought and problem solvingý The brain as tho control of 

human behaviour is an vastly complicated syston.. Analogies between the 

nervous system and a telephone exchange systcm have had their uses. 

Similarly, the concept of coriputcrs through finite automata (McCulloch 

Pitts 1943), is useful in understanding the nervous systan. A machine 
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which is capable of learning not merely by utilising what has boon built 

into it, but also by acquiring information 'to which tho machine is exposed, 

and using this information predictively. Such a machine must possess a 

built-in capacity to learn. Through finite autonata or an information 

theoretical model it is possible to conceive of the computer any way via 

111co. According to George, (F. H. George 1961), the principles of 

classification stachastic storage, conditional probabilities, 

goncralisation and built-in systens, -we involved in finite automata., 

Feedback is taken to be implied by the organisation., which is essentially 

an claboration of an input/output system %rith complex storage andwith 

modification of rospcnse tondoncics, through experience. At the highest 

level., there is the problem of symbolic representation of input-output 

events. This problem of how lan&uago is stored and used represents one of 

the big challenges of the future. This can bo related to the problems 

of information thqcry. This theory can bu rogardod from at least three 

levels, EntaRtic, semantic and pZaMatic (Carnap, 1958). Syntax is a 

formal set of signs that havc certain graxriatical properties; they follow 

rules that allov, a certain sot of conbinations to occur and not others. 

Signs in tho syntactical nodal relate to objects and relations which 

is concerned with semantics. The behavioural effects of language in 

social interaction is prarpatic. Thu study of human verbal learning 

cncorporatos all three levels ef information theory. 

15. Goncral behaviour systoris theory incorporates riost aspects of 

information theory and also deals with the transmission of both information, 

and energy, and with the relationships between information and energy 

transfer. In living systems the process of coding which nakes possible 

for energy oxchan2; c to bo information exchange is basically of two kinds 

innate or luarnt, although the distinction is ofton not distinct. In the 

former, the information is encoded on the complicated DNA molecule as 

specific sequences of the 4 specific pjjrino nmd pyrinidine bases. The 
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The question at the nourologic"al and chemical level., therefcre., is how the 

learnt bol-kiviour is encoded? Since DITA codes its information to the coll 

in its ccntrol ef the synthesis of specific pro-Lein molecule., it is possible 

that stinuli in the environment codes information within the central nervous 

systou in the form of specific protein molecules.. Some anino, acids 

specific to the brain cells have boon isolated, such as, amino butyric acid., 

The relationship bcti, *; ccn information and matter has a reality in cnpiricism. 

The law of entropy, the second law of thermodynanics, points to the 

specific relationship between energy (E) and entropy (S). Einstein's 

theory of relativity includes the basic equation E=1,10 2; Weiner and 

Sh=, non havo virritten equations uhich correct tho n3tion of entropy ivith 

the nogative of informtion 

S =-H 

a coribination of the -ibov-- equations: 

E MC 2 

I 

SH 

acnonstratos that thore is a highly complcx but t3 a dogroo, quantifiablo 

relation between mass (natýcr or energy) and infon-2ation. In other woras., 

the Platonian metaphysical conceptualisations of the relationship of forn 

and matter has a, reality in empiricism. According to James 11illcr (1955), 

this implies a basic role of information theory in science. Information 

which can be measured in bits. or larger units. can ccnvoy qualitative or 

formal structural aspects to any system. It ca-n describe the non-random 

relationships in vihich energy is organised. Informadon and energy co-exist 

as companionato aspects of every system.. According to IU-Uor, this fact 

should load to a bettor understanding of the system knovm as the brain and 

the messages or information conveyed or stored in it. 

16. MccLawar., h-ývicvcr, points to tho error of equating in antithosis 

biological crCanisation and infororttion th -ý11(13aipb=L il ý cK and 
. 
2rL lip -- 
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non-randonnoss. He onphasises that a thoory of order which represents 

tho nc-., Tj2; L c 1,2r : L, and structural inteigation of living or&ý'Inis-rls 

raaains to be developed. It must be bcrno in perspective that the 

concepts of entropy and thormodynmio order are appropriate whon dealing 

with energetics; of information t hoory T; hcn studying how nossages arc 

sent and acted upon, and of probability whcn dealing -vrith phoncmana. that 

have a randorn clerient. Lacking tho thoorotical equipment it remains 

to be soon whothcr the solution lics within the confines of C; cnerarl 

behaviour systems theory in which the parts and tho wholes bohave 

according to similar laws, or within the Gestalt cencepts which represent 

the opposite pole to empiricism and analysis, in i&ich the laws of the 

whole are not connected and do not apply to the parts, 

17. Sir Charles Sherrington (1906), tho pioncor of research in the 

nervous systeri, reachod the conclusion that energy and mind are phonomena 

of tvic categories, vith the brain as an organ of liaison betwea. -i thou. 

Sir Cyril Hinsholwood, presiding at the British Association (1968) said 

"what remains utterly incomprohensible is how the brain becomes the 

vehicle of consciousness. " At tho edge of Biclegy, we meet the ch. nsn 

betwoon what science describes and. what the mind experiences. 

Certainly, the crucial question of whether we do, or do not (within our 

present theoretical systems) understand the principle of lifo, is being 

reconsidered by ca small Group of proninent contemporary scientists. 

Professor C. H. Wadclington (1969) and a sriall group of matherriaticians and 

jToc that a major upheaval in present pkysicists (the Serbolloni Group) ar 

ideas is i-Lninont. Th, ý,. y argdo that neo-D=-Trinlam and inf or-riation -theory 

cannot account for all *'Lh(; phononona ý, f life. Recently, Professor 

David Bohm suggested that rather than the parts of a living structure 

dotormining the vihclos the r,, holo -.: iay bo determining thu parts. Reno' Toric ' 

(1950), dravis an ItcpolcMrl to dcscribe tho (lovclcpront cf living forms. 
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He maintains that in Biology thoro exists formal structures - geometric 

entities which determine the forms of living nattor. At this resoarch 

frontier it is very much an open question whother a mentalistic cognitive 

approach in the traditionan gestaltian sense, cr a noo-connectionist- 

cognitive mechanistic approach to learning Vall finally load to an 

a(loquate thoorotical system to prodict learning. Miller's psycho- 

linguistic concoption (1965). 
*, that the moaning of an utterance is riot 

a linear sun of the meanings of the word. -, that comprise it, is of 

particular relevance in this context. This implies that tho studies of 

the noanings of isolatod words is of limited valuo, and that attempts to 

predict meaning or wora compounds by vicighted averages of the meanings 

of their components cannot be successful. In gestalt terminology, 

11illor claims that 11the whole is greater than (or at least differýnt f-ýom) 

the sun of the parts. " 

1.2.2.2. How languarc is aUiAE. ý, d 

18. Ccnocrning the first of the three issues relating to verbal 

learning, namely hm lanLýIpaýgaq is acquired. two najor and contrmtin 

cormoctionist and qaMiA: kin.: ýk(ýyapkn tz vco ue 
_jtý. 

which are in curreyý_jae, 

emlDhasiso the lack pf a gcnerpjly acceptocl theory. 

19. In Skinner's functional, 
. 
ýsts of verbal behaviour., only ýýal, v 

external conditions arc relevant (1957b). His system does not account 

for the ocntribution of the organism tc verbal behaviour. For Skinner, 

verbal behaviour is that behaviour we observe in cvcrydiy life. Although 

he insists on empirical explaxiaticns of verbal bchaviour, his own 

analysis of linguistic bohaviour rests cn a speculative extonsion of 

his experimental -analysis of aninal, bohaviour. 

20. Chomsky (1959) objocts to Skinner's analysis cf Ir-orbal 

bchaviour in that he seeks to observe the causes vithout considering the 

neurological M, -, kc-up of the spoaker and, what the speaker contributes to 
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learning 
.,. ncl performance. Chomsky stresses the central inportance of 

the spoakerls'ability to goneraliso, hypothosise and process information. 

Loarrdng thecry must oxplain according to Chomsky that. "'all normal 

children acquirc essentially comparablo grarm-lars of great complexity 

with remarkable rapidity. " Thu tram f orrmational jTammar of Chomsky 

assumes -that lrkaguago is a system of rules which =n be variously 

arrangea to fox-m and understand now sentences. Knoviledgo of a 

language is thus based upon an intuitive mastery of the rules. The two 

essential concepts of transformational grammar are the Kernel sentenco 

and transfonis (1957). Chcmshy defines the Kernel sentence as the under- 

lying structure which expresses all tho syn-tactical rolatiens and 

functions-that appear in W- sentence. Postal (1964) has used the 

concept ef pýKasq rinaers to describe underlying linguistic structure. 

Phrase makers describe the parts of the subjoct-prodicate, structure and 

how this structure becon-cs groupcd into specific sequences of a sentence.. 

The transforriations represent a combined product of linfuistic structure 

and psychological processes within the speaker. 1-1iller (1962) has used 

Chousky's transformational rulos as a basis for psycholinguistic rescarch. 

He has investigated tho encoding decoding process which he describes as 

the tc, arrango gramnatical rules to form now 

sontences. He is particulcxly conocrned with the ralationship between 

nemory and syrrbactic structure, an(I vrith the relationship between the 

various syntactic structures and undorstanaing. 11-lillor points out that 

as a result of his studios thero nust be far more to Imcc-ming' th m, 

rcfcrenco, in terns of an arbitrary association betwoun some Ircforontt, 

and a 'thing'., and then reducing the reference to a simpler matter of 

conditioning. 11iller (1965) pointstD tho major shortcoming of Skinner's 

approach as ignoring the syntax of the sentence and the distinction 

between the language and the user, 'and the biological sub-structure 

ncccss,, z7 for speach. Skinnor, and more recently Broadbent (1970), 
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points out that tho fact that grt-a-mar has rules need not imply that 

lan,,,, uago is loarnt by mcans of these rules. He argues in arialogy: the 

fact that a person extends his arm and body in a skilled manner to 

catch a ball., does not imply that he has lc, -xnt this movement by means 

of the rules of biochcmicrýl muscle contraction and physics. It still 

romains to be soon whother the more cognitive studies of sentences and 

phrase makers will roveal more nabout the nature of langucago and thought 

than the connoctionist studios of single words and syllables, 

coUd 21. If Chomsky on the one hand ana Skinner on the other, 

accept the cue function of words as external stimuli which nodiate 

interml responscs, and the possibility of behaviour chains capable of 

horizontal and vertical arrangements, this would result in a 

rapprochoment botviocn thcri. This approach is opito-misod in the 

hier. -xchical thacry of Gagne. 

1.2.2.3i The Dcvclo£mcnt of LanMIrtüýý thrcui±, A an ýücs 11 stages 

22ý Concerning the dovelopriont of language through ages and stages., 

there exist two soparato schools of thought. According to Sigel (1964), 

the basic issue which cliffererybiatos the two schools of thought is thus: 

Does dovolojZ,. jont always follow the same pattern so that there is a fixed 

oraor of ages and stages, or is aovolopricnt a product of learning 

experiences which differentiate ability, knowledge ana skill for each 

individual? As in the case of the controversy botwoon comectionist rmcl 

cognitive thocrics on the nature of levxning, thu issue may be a product 

of the tradition of roscarch rather than the product of contrary assumptions. 

The former Europoan school opitomiscs a basically 'pure' or theoretical 

approach -vdthin a system called the age. -doponaent theory and the latter 

American school epitcmises the experimental approach. In the now 

experimental vigor of Piagct and in the increasing developmental 

interests of American exporimontal psychologists, it is possible to 
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envisage a rapprochgMent. This would consist of accepting the con- 

coption that the development cf learning depends upon the acquisition 

of the necessary prerequisites in the terms cf Gagne. This is 

deponaent on the timo-sp, -, -tn of the developmental intellectual life of the 

individual. The process of roorganisation of the cognitive schemata 

of Piagot during development, takes place in ages and stages as shown 

by Eniin - Tripp (1960) would thus be dependent upon the acquisition of 

the necessary prerequisites. Within the thecrotical environment of 

this rapprochement, Erwin-Tripp and Miller (1962). have shown how the 

study of linguistim relates to the ac2. uisiticn of lanZage. The child. 

must loarn the sound system, (phonology) and 6rc-cuinar ýlinguistic) when 

acquiring language. After the one and later two word stagc* of utterancess 

the lmarked 
_Ear. matical systems appears when markers such as ? the' 

before a noun and the introduction of verbs after Icant and before ling' 

arc practised. This appears to be a simplified nodal of the adults'- 

language. Erwin-Tripp and Miller take the view that Iti-ansfornational, 

rules' may well explain tho riechanisri of the acquisition. Werner and 

Kaplan (1950), have investigated tho acmlisiticn and jScncralisation of 

moaning in relation to language. Related torns. which in adulthood arc 

difforcntiatud in poaninglare often confused in chilaren. During 

development, children use sentence contextual clucs to discriminate aria 

garier, alisc mcanIng. Asch and Norlove (1960), have usod torns with 

double syntactical functions to cor. parc the linguistic behaviour of 

children cf different ages. Thc; results show that tho rocogni-tion of 

multiple ncan; LnSS is not the rcsult of discrimination. The same term is 

first usod in different contoxtual situations without the roc, )gnition 

of sinilarily of syntax. Recognition of the multiple function cones 

later with practiso ancl is an individua. 1 rather than rago-group attribute, 

De Coccýo (1,969b) poLits out that in lwxnin,,, ý words hnvo nultiplo rather 
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than single nmnings, th, ýý chila domo-mstratos an innato hierarchical 

orgIcnisatim :T th(-u, -, ht. Bri-n-in and Bork- (196)0) deal with pyntý, ctiR 

ca -nrics anO, functicn as distinct aspocts ,fa 1, gun -M Thoir studies 

show the clostý correspondmco botivoon -the dovolopncnta-l curves of both 

aspects which unphasises tho f aq,, 2njJ. Za and 

structuru. The qucsti, -n ru!,. iains viliothor -the mcaning and the structure is 

loarnt together as ,,. whole, or becmm,:; associated Ihrough contcxual 

practise? Th,; adcption of a comprohonsivo systun of education has 

focused attention on tho relationship between social clazs language 

and ncanin, - Bernstein (1901) has shown social class differences in 

the use of language. 
. Ho has formulated linguistic differences as 

elaborated and rQstricted codas in the nidUe and lower social cl. --, sscs, 

ruspcotivoly, The claboratce codes, aro sinilar tr, Chrmsky's description 

of zYntax and tho failure of lower classes to learn the elaborated code 

roprosonts tho failure ta naster tho syntax of their oim language. The 

characteristics cf elaboratcd and restricted ccecs give a Urccti(-n to the 

orRý, %nisation cf thou, ýht.. Tho inplicatims of this m loarning -xo IX 

crucial educational rolovanco. The syntactical nako-up of n, subject 

nust be taken intc, account as one of the inclepon, ýIent variables. 

Approuchos to 1.1caning 

23. - Thorc runtains tho crucial questicon at tho rosecarch frontior of 

psycholegical lo! -xrxing thc, ýry, ulkat is -the ne, 1naing.? The 

cognitive theorist assorts ran inaircot relatinnship between the physical 

World and cogmition. 1,1ords becmme mcaninGful when they recall images 

thrýt are copies of the objects they nano md when they are incorporatca 

with other words in the cognitive structure of the individual. To the 

omnoctivo thocrist. T. is reduced to a functicn, of specific vrxiablcs, 

such as Word froquency. I-lord frequency is a ricasure of the frequency 

with which individuals arc exposed t, 
-, words. 
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. jzý - 
24. Ogdon and Richards (1953), takc a co.., rmitL-ý. q standpoint and they 

ý_ýnbcl (word) -ma the referent make the crucial distincticn botvicon the y, 

(thing). 'The relitionship bot-vicon the two is ti 
-. 

does AmLedl. - Mcaninp 

net adhere in the direct word-object rultationship. Chaso, (1931) Points 

out that the absonco cf a direct rolation has alloyrcd certain rion to 

probato -thL, cxpcrtiso cf word gamors and decoption. 

25. Ncblols (1952) connoctionist approach idontifics ncaning with 

ass, ýciational ac ab it 
_jtroa[ýjh, 

which is , lifforont concept trý that r)f the h, 
- 

str2neýh described by Hull and LIaltzman. 11caning as such is not discussed 

within the Hullian system., although a connoctionist interpretation of 

neaning could bc nado in torris of habit strength. Noble defines moaning 

as the rican nizibor of c, ýntinuod written rosponscs given within a one-- 

ninuto period to a particular word. - This is a strictly functional 

concept, although in his definition of ecri. plcx ncaniný;, ivhich is considered 

as a product of cortain responses producing stinuli, that in turn give 

rise t- a h-: ýst of now rospons, ýs; those stinuli ,. ro internal or pro-. 

priocoptivo and have sono sirtilarity to Osgood's nodiating stimulus. 

Ncblo? s associative stE(anath appears to be an : Lipartant conponont of 

meaning, bixL', A-her compGncrybs of roaning, such as, tho ýy_ntactical 

rc; lation wor(Is have to one another and to sc-n-L'. oncus, the ability of 

individirýlR to chorso bc-twocn -ltcrmtivo meanings and the rolraticn of 

the acquisiticn of noaniný; to previously acquired noaning an"' to the 

influances cf cul'buro aro ýbvicusly also inportant. 

26. osgoocits ncc,, -c(, nnocticnist-c,, - - approach (1952) craphasiscs ýnitivc 

the inpcrtanoe cf Inodiational ocesses' t, -, ace-unt, for the difference 
---2 

no. -(- 
in responses elicited by words and the ýbjocts which thay represent.. 

He cbservcs that words elicit -nly part of the rosp--nsos vdiieh the 

associated. object clicits. Tho wnrd. rcspcnse is rofcrrel, tc as rm 

(which is an abbroviaticn for riediating react-ion), this produces a 
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riccliatino stinulus Sm. that in turn may result in a variety of overt 

rcsponsus. Osgood offers his theory in a connectionist stinulus-m3ponsc 

context, but tho modiational process he describes is not accessible 

to observation and is inferred in a cognitive ocntext. Osgood and his 

associates have studied nodiating responses in terms of the dinensions 

of R Thay developed a technique Imcm as sonantic differential 

where pairs of words were selected which dofino a dinension of meaning, 

such as hard-soft. They claim that ultimately it is possible to 

dotorninc how nwW dimonsions arc required in order to describe the 

meanings of all words. Each of these separate dimensions would be 

oquivalent to each separate modiating response. The several different 

ricdiatiný-, responses occurring at tho same time with different 

intonsitics in response to the stimulus word would detormina the meaning 

of that word. ' Dimensions which they have avaluated include lovaluatively 

'strong-weak' and lactive-passiveý dimensions. The somantic differential 

technique has been shovn to have limitations owing to the difficulty 

of ranking certain 'concrotol or specific viords. However, its develop- 

mont represents an intorosting apprcach to the quantitative understanding 

of meaning. ' Erwin-Tripp (1960) has pointea out that tho factors found 

by Osgood in the scnantic, differontial studios may be the roferentýj for 

the several torns which arc uscd as RLyýncn M. s prior to differentiation 

of finer distinctions betwoon attributes. Xatz and Fodcr (1963), have 

attempted to describe the characteristics required by a somantic thoo 

of Lan-i. They distinguish between ý, Tamatical and sonantical thecEz 

of language. Tho, somattic thocry should account for the individual's 

ability to interpret tho sont=cos of his languaGo. Acccxdin,, r to those 

roscarchors, tho acquisition of transforrmtional gra-mar, doos not 

complete the cxplanaticn of why the mtive spoaker is able to use ana 

unaerstanu nciv sontenecs. ' Sontancos of different syntactical structure 
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can havo identical sontcmus of similar syntactical structuro 

2 shý-, uld accrmnt for the can have difforont moaning. A sonantic jlýla2ýr 

e. semantic relations botwoon norphoms in a scntonce. It sMula predict 
A 

cases in which the sense cf a mc-rphone --r string of norphomes in a 

sentonco rostricts tho rango of ncaning of rthcr morphones in the 

sentence. A sonantic thee must possess 12rojoction rules' as one 

of its components. The effect of the projocticn rules must be to 

select th-- a2prcpriate sense of each morpheme in a sentence in order to 

provide the correct readings for each distinct gramnaticLl structure of 

that sentence. These projection*rules need. to be evaluated in detail for 

the formulation rf a formal system which can be conputorisca. In order 

to interpret meaning in its fullest sense., tho, 'conbinational power' of 

Dliller, which results in the transfornation of syntactical structures 

and the 'p3jq of Katz , and Fodor' which result in semantic 

as distinct from syntactic dcnceptions, must be taken into account. 

Whether those conceptions represent two aspects of tha same phenomenon, 

or whother thoy represent two onti: bies interrelated in a complex and 

dynamic way rennins to be established. 

1.2.2.5-The Mccliation Process and lovols of Th6o= 

27. StemninG frou the concept of the nccliatin7, Z: Eocess of the no, -- 

comocticnist-cognitivo thoo"riet, ' from Osgccd to Bruner and Pribram and 

the h, -xdviear/scftwoar computer language of the cybornetician, tho emergence 

of a new all-or-, bracinS theory c--f learning seems conceivable. Any ncdcl/ 

theory for behaviour must be at nany levels, and those must be compatible 

and closely integrated. Ultinately, it -must be possible to describe 

behaviour at the psychological, nourop', I-iysiolcgical and biochenical level. 

. 
Llclceftcal- This lit-craturc survoy is concorned TrIth tho nolar i2ac level 

of theory. The assunptions that underlie it hr,; icvcr rulate t: ) all 

other levels. The ccncoptualisati, )n of Pribran extend fr. cia nourophysical 
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to psycholog-Ical levels (Pribran 1960). He Ins rejected the classical 

concept of thu reflex arc as thu fundaucntal pattern for the 

org, -. nis, -. ticn of all behaviourtand maintains that a description of 

behaviour must be made at nolar and ncloculenX levels simultaneously 

since the former arc nado, up of the latter. His theory of behaviour 

is i and intuitive and inferred fron observations of ILMýjt-s 

and ctholog: Ls-ýS. Behaviour is hierarchically org, --LniscLl,, i. e. it is 

organisod sinultanecusly at several levels of complexity., Atu all levels, 

behaviour is considered as a sorvo-oporation and one which suggests 

graded rosponscs in crGanisation. In hun, -n verbal behaviour 2hoAqMcý1 are 

crganisod. into RoKp]2cmes; Liorj2hcn2s arc strung toL; cther to give words 

and pLrýýascEL, pllrases in a proper sQquonco, forn sentences and a string 

of sentgnces, make an utterance. A conpleto description of an utterance 

involves all levels.. The hierarchical organisation. of verbal behavicur 

or plan must relate to an internal-stcrage or roprosentaticn in the 

cerebral cortex, tc. form ; a-, Zes or Pp yýc Structures. A Plan nust 

comprise part : ýf the AIRa. Gc since otheniise it could not form a basis for 

behaviour. Changes in the Inaac can bo affected only by oxccuting a Plan 

for selecting, stcring or transfcrning information, Changes in the Plan 

can be Laf-Pectod chly by information dravm from the InaEa,. ' According 

to Pribrw. the transforriation of Thag03 into Plans in human verbal 

behaviour is a verbal trick. Inagcs and Plans arc inf crenocs which can 

be dcscriboa in cybernetic torris as strraGc con-tros and programmes or 

hardwear and s of twear. 

28. To translato the conceptual ido-- , -,. f harawcar ancl softi7car 

into nourophysiclogical terns is a fertile and much discussed area of 

study. Broadbont's'hypothetical constructs of the nervous system bascd 

on cybernetic principles is shown on the following page (Broradbent 1958)e 
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3 events. v 

0 

A tentative information-flow diagram for the organism, as conceived at 
the present time by Broadbent. This diagram contains many of the views 
cf recent workers; it covers Brown's research on immediate memory, 
Doutsch! s and Uttlcy's on learning and the work on anticipation and 
refractioness as well as that on noise, multichannel listening and 
prolonded performance. 

This infornation_jLeRF7 m2del allows future contact with physiology, but 

does not assume physiological detail. The model is developed from 

detailed evidence about behaviour and assumes the plausibility of 

causality between observeables and unobserveablas which allows vc-aid 

inferences to be drawn about events in the brain. Broadbent stresses 

the need to issue in experiments which involve observeables. The use of 

pjkýrncýLc aLiý as four main advantages according to Broadbent h, 

(Broadbent 1958). 

1. It allows Stimulus and Responscs to bc kopt as obscrveablcs., 

It allovis a servo-operation conceptualisation of the 

Stiriulus-Responso transfornation, rather than the reflex 
I 

are open chain modol whichrefers to a peripheralisation 

which is not rawVs justified. 
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It allows for the combatibility of tho description of the 

integrative action of the nervous system in terms of 

inf 02'riantion flow and physiological knowlodge as it 

bocoracs availablo. 

It onphasises the relationship between stinulus now present 

and others which raight have boon present, but are not. 

This appears repeatedly in the study of skill and of 

perception generally as a matter of primary importance. 

29. The research progranric of this reported dissertation is 

concerned. irrith the theoretical problem of relating rcading-to-loarn 

Straý, 2ýýLas or Plvms to a niniature (riolocular) pp chRlo ,y_ 
of the student as - learner of va-itten infoxnation and ultimately to 

a molar thecry which can describe the norvcus system. 
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1.2-3. Rovicw of the Practical (EducatiRnII) Eý2ý; Lori 

1. Thcre is amplo oviaenco to show that in criploying written 

information as a modium for learning, nost students operate well below 

their potential reading efficiency. Reading is considered to be one of 

the most complex skilled performances of which human beings are capable 

(McLaughlin, 1968), and yet paradoxically within our educational system, 

it has been commonly assumed, that once an individual has been taught 

-to translate 'strings of letters' into words no further instruction in 

the skill of reading is needed. There is a large gap between grapheme/ 

phoneme instruction on the one hand., and the complex appreciation of 

meanings, central to -the study of science and literature on the other hand. 

Another factor contributinL; to the inefficiency of reading is that the 

school learning experience of most students has tended to be tightly 

circumscribed and monitored. This has meant that success can best 

be'achieved by accepting the structure and standards offered by the 

teaching staff. Personal responsibility of learning is abdicated for 

all but -the lowest level of self-organisation within their own learning 

activity, including reading (Thomas, L. 1969). Many students appear 

not to have developed the skills of selection and self-organisation 

needed for efficient reading-to-learn. They can point in the direction 

of difficulties, but can seldom put their finger on the problem. They 

can report reading problems only as vague areas of unease, and they 

are only vaguely aware of the cognitive and emotional organisation which 

underlies -the structure of their reading behaviour. The practical 

, 
E_3! namely, is it possible to intervene 
.p 

obl2m n, on a central ispu! ý 

_k _An 
order to encourage 

, ystematically_j,, n he process of re2A141E7 s tI 

students to be more effective learners? To answer the question. it is 

essential to evaluate in explicit terms thý. 

and to evaluate the learning outcome, in other words., iýhen a student 
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is engaged in verbal 'learning' through the medium of -the written word, 

what precisely does his behaviour involve? To do this it is necessary 

to assess which factors determine what will be learnt and how raRidly 

it will be learnt? In other words, it is nece3sary to consider what 

learning is. This problem needs to be examined at several levels and 

along several dimensions. For this purpose, -am assessment of 

definitions of learning and of the elements which make up a learning 

event is useful. 

2. No one definition of learning appears to be acceptable to all 

psychologists. However, it is possible to agree on certain phenomena to 

which the term is not applicable. Hill (1964a) points out that Y&a'v is 

learnt need not be correct or adaptive, need not be conscious or deliberate 

and need not involve any direct overt act. LearninG has survival'yalue 

in the process of Natural Selection. since it can be adaptive and can 

lead to self-sufficiency in relation -to the environment. Learnt 

behaviour in contrast to innate behaviour frees the individual and the 

species fromevolutionary time. Behaviour which is learnt, can be 

unlearnt., modified) discriminated and generalised; innate behaviour is 

stereotyped and inflexible. Learnt behaviour is transmitted through 

the culture, which is itself cýanged as a result of the emergence of 

new patterns of learnt behaviour. For the purpose of this research 

programme, such conceptions about what learning is or is not, are not 

directly relevant. It is necessary to define learning more closely. ' 

Selection from the definitions available, presents difficulties, because 

they reduce the total concept of the process. In this reductive process,, 

something is lost, so that the choice of definition must reflect the 

predisposition and purpose of the user.. The author has selected the 

definitions of Kimble andWozy (De Ceccjo 1968f) and Gagne (1965) as 

being most useful. Kimble and Gomezy define learning as a relatively 



Pe manent change in a behavioural te Ldency (which they equate 1-dth 

performance), and is the result of reinforcement. g is an 

inferred state of -the organism and as such is distinguishable from 
.. - ___ r- 

performance, which is an observable state of the organism. This 

concept of learning can be reproduced as followz: - 

Behaviour Relatively 
before Learning permanent 
Learning change in 

behaviour 
after learning 

Observed Inferred Observed 
State State State 

A C 

A ancl C represent different observeable states. 

The nature of the relatively permanent change in a behavioural tendency 

after learning depends on the stimulus situation, which is related to the 

purpose of learning or the set task. An analysis of a complex learning 

task., identifies several sub-tasks, which must be learnt in the process 

of learninL.., the task proper. The terminal behaviour or response of the 

overall task and the responses of the sub-task, may fall into different 

categories of observed behaviour and, therefore, require different 

#1 learning conditions. According to Gagne 1965), the factors which 

comprise the different learning conditions are represented by Lhe 

sa, odbilities of the learner (pre-requisites) and the stimulus situation 

outside thelearner. Each set of conditions distinguishes one variety 

of learning. Within the definition of Kimble and Gomezy and Gagne'. 

the author interprets a complex learning task as seen overloaf: - 
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The interaction between the stimulus situation and the internal state 

represents one facet of the learning situation. During this inter- 

action between the stimulus situation and the internal state of the 

ý: LijnAbjn is set up. The nature of the connection learner, an S-R rellt 

cannot be directly observed (in organismic behavioural terms), although 

it is assumed that some day studies of nervous system functioning may 

provide a much greater understanding of the mechanism involved, than 

is novi available (Broadbent "Moon Mountains".. 1958). However, in 

observing the interaction between the internal state and external 

stimulus situation, which represents the conditions of learning for 

each type of learning (Gagne"s 8 learning types), it is possible to 

describe the requirements for the S-R relationship. During learning, 

there must be a transformation between the Stimulus (3) and the Response 

(R) within ihe learner. The requirements of the observed transformation 

(in organismic behavioural terms) between S-R represents one aspect of 

the transformation within -the learner (in neurological, biochemical terms). 

From -the observed transformation, it is possible to make some inference 

about the kind of transformation that takes place within the learner, 

AB discussed in the theoretical review (1-5 2), Gagne interprets these 

transformations from simpler to complex learning types as a vertical and 

horizontal hierarchical organisation. 

-3. Within this conception of the learning process., the 

experimental studies on student learning through the medium of reading, 

reported in this dissertation can be understood as follows: - 
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The reading records obtained by means of the rmaing record= UrfLt2, 

2.4), thus represent an observRable measure of the interaction between 

the stimulus situation and the internal state of the learner; in other 

words., they represent ono aspect of the inferred transformation between 

the interim and overall stimulus and response situation. Part of the 

aim of the study can thus be expressed as the quest for the identification 

jntýEpre of the sub-tasks within an ove*, -', l task, Rý. i 

This identification'is inferred from -the reading record and how this 

relates to the outcome of learning. The interim stages of each 

successfully performed task can thus be explicitly recorded in terms of 

the learner. This stage of the research programme is seen as a pre- 

requisite for the larger aim of instruction in reading to learn. The 

analysis of -the sub-tasks and the inferred requirements for their 

performance as inferred from the reading record can be used as feedback 

in the instructional process. Mat makes reading to learn such a highly 

complex skill is that during reading, 'the stimulus situation is under '- 

the control of the learner, in other words, the learner selects from the 

potential stimulus situation of the written material the stimuli which 

interact with his internal state at each stage in the ongoing process of 0 

learning to perform a complex highly skilled task. The learner defines 

the instructional directives in his own terms which more or less reflect 

the objectives intended by the directives, and this aspect of the 

stimulus situation is also under his control. The degree to which it 

is under his control depends on the degree to ihich he can explicitly 

define the task in operational terms. Inefficient reading-to-learn can 

thus be understood to be the inability to set up Lan 0 imal stimulus 

search behaviour to meet the internal capabilities, at each stage of the 

ongoing process. An explicit analysis of the learning conditions 

(comprising internal capability and stimulus situation) which make up 
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a complex learning task, used as feedback to incroase the awareness of the 

learner to the learning situation, would, under this assumption, improve 

his learning efficiency. 

The author also considers the learner orientated definition of 

Jahoda and Thomas (1966) as useful, Jahoda M. and Thomas L. F. have 

suggested -that difficulties in assessing the kind of learning that takes 

place have arisen because -the terminal pcrformance is often judged against 

criteria determined by the instructor. They suggest that the learner's 

interpretation of the terminal performance may differ from that of the 

instructor. His inferences concerning his learning All relate to his 

own definition of the task., and his terminal performance All differ from 

that expected. It is implied that the differences in interpretation of 

the terminal performance originates from the lack of a language to describe 

the explicit nature of the learning conditions necessary for successful 

performance of a particular task. Jahoda and Thomas have identified 

three types of learning. From the above, it will be apparenb that these 

types are not, however, considered in the same category as Qagne's 8 

learning types, which wore inferred from the 8 distinguishable conditions 

for learning. Implicit in Jahoda and Thomas' interpretation of learning 

is the conception that, since learning is an inference from behaviour, 

differencob in learning relate to differences in interpretation of the 

terminal performance. Learning Type A is measured by comparing the 

learner's terminal behaviour with the purpose of the instructor; Type B 

is measured by evaluating changes in terminal bohaviour against purposes 

which are expressed by the learner, and Type C is measured retrospectivelv 

by the learner by cvaluatiný, changes in terminal behaviour that only 

become clear to him during or after the learning activity. Learning 

Type B and C are learner as opposed -to instructor orientated, while 

Learning Type A is instructor orientated. Learning Typo B is a special 
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type of Type C where ideally the learner is under complete explicit control 

of his activity. Jahoda and Thomas stress that much of the controversy 

in education derives from different viows of the process of learrdmg. 

Value systems are differentiated according to the different emphasis on 

each type of learrdng. 

A recognition of the importance of the learner's definition 

of the learning task, within the Psychology Department of Brunel has 

markedly influenced the design and goals of this empirical work, on 

learning by reading. Studies have been designed to take into account 

the behavioural patterns which are observed during learning as woll as 

the change in bohaviour after learning. The rosearch emphasis is 

lcarner orierytated. --I-. --- ---- 
This approach to the learning problem is concernecl vrith an 

analysis of the factors which determine what is learnt and how it is 

icarnt? This implies that, the internal capabilities or 'conditions' 

vrithin the learner, which in Gagne's terms represent the prerequisites for 

learning, need to be evaluated. The behavioural observation of the process 

of reading-to-lcarn recorded by means of the reading device which 

represents ono aspect of the transformation between stimulus and terminal 

response can in the language of the noo-connoctionist-cognitive theo- 

ýntýicaLl_Mstem, be related to one aspect of the-mcdiatioFjaj_p? ýoýeRs. 

In accepting this very important comparison, the theoretical problem 

of model construction and the practical problem of educational 

application became very intimately interrelated. The theoretical goal 

and part of the practical goal, which determine the research programme 

bec, ame equated. The practical goal extends to the application of the 

theoretical inferences about learning, in an attempt to encourage students 

to increase their efficiency. 

It is recognised that Gagria's interpretation of internal 

conditions necessary for learning as internal capabilities forming a 
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prerequisite for each learning type is one aspect of the total conditions 

involved. Motivation attitudes and values also datermin-3 lcarrdng. 

Such human dispositions as those are of tremendous importance in the 

learning procoss, but this research programme, which is defined within 

specific dimensions already outlined and related to molecular rather than 

,, 
does not attempt to deal with this aspect except molar model building 

in a tangential sense. The scope of the research programme is re- 

stricted, to that may be termed the intellectual Isubjeot matter' content 

and skill, that leads to improvement in learning. 

8. The issues of what is loarnt and how it is loarnt also relates to 

an assessment of all the elements in a situation esscihtial for learning, 

event. Gagne (1965) identifies three basic elements making up the ýýqEnLn 

1. The learner (human being or animal). For the purpose of 

describing the learning event, the most important parts of 

the learner are his senscs control ncrjouý pZ, t'ýrý and muscles. 

2. The events that stimulate the learner's control of his senses., 

spoken of as the stimulus situation. 

The action that rcsults from stimulation and subsequent 

nervous activity which is c, -L: Llccl a response. Responses may 

be described specifically at throe lovcls,, biochemical 

, 2hzskCLkqjZi:. R. ýý and behavioural. 

A lcarnin,: event takes place when the stimulation situation affects the 

learner in such a way that his responses change from a time before in that 

situation to a time afteý: it. The chan n. K(ýapMs(ýR is what leads to 

the concludion that lcarninS has occurred. In learner interaction with 

the environment the conditions., or intorrLil state at that given time, 

determine his selection of responses through his motor system. These 

conditions or mediating processes arc contred in the cerebral cortcX and 

are inferred from the behaviour of the learner. They relate to his 
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provious loarning, history. 

The oxporimenta-l design and interpretations of this reported 

1.2.3.1. 

research prcgramme attempted to t, 11cO into account the inferred 'conditions' 

within the learner, 'the stimulus situation and the response at the 

behavioural lo'cl., In this approach to the study of learning 

intellectually complex matter, throuiý, h the medium of reading, new 

techniques and equipment had to be developed. These are described in 

detail in UNIT 2, 'General Experimental Procedures. ' Essentially, these 

consisted of the which measured the behavioural 

responses during learning, a semantic evaluation of the structure of the 

written material which was used to manipulate-thc stimulus situation 

aEý thich and measure the response situation and instructional p3Mcndiýr 

were developed to control the stimulus situation and influence the 

response situation. 

10. The Rationale for tho Dcv2Lopg: ýilt of tho Reaqjny., Recorder. 

Few research proGrammes take into accomb the measurement of interim 

behavioural activity during learning. Most reports on learning are 

based on measurement of the independent and dependent variables (before 

and after conditions) from which the process of learning is inferred, 

Bruner's selection strategies (1956), however, describe methods in which 

individuals learn concepts. He used an array of 81 cards representing 

the various combinations of four attributes, each with three values, 

The subject was asked to select a set of cards, which share a certain 

set of attribute values. He was told to select one at a time and he 

obtained feedback as to whether -the card is a positive or negative 

example of the concept. , 
This card assortment method could have been 

adopted for measuring reading by assigning one sentence or 'item of 

information'. on each card. Early reading studies at the Centre were 

based on this technique. However, the number of cards required in 

? chapter' reading is so great as to make this method cumbersome in the 
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extreme. The measurement of eye movements during reading was also con- 

sidered as a method of obtaining a record of the process. Many workers 

are currently exploring this technique - Levyschoen (1969,, Lesovre, (1964), 

Cunitz, R. J. and-Stainman, R. M. (1969), Derek Fender (1964), 

Shackol (1953,1960) and Kamiya (1968). Large eye motions can be 

recorded by photographing the reflection of a light from the corneal 

surface. Another method relics on the fact that the eyeball has a 

small electric charge and its slow movements can, therefore., be measured 

by electrodes placed around the eye socket. Gosta Dohlman (1925) 

attached a mirror to a subject's eye with a rubber suction-cup so that 

a beam of light reflected from the mirror would trace the movements of 

the eyeball. In more recent adap, tations of this technique, the mirror 

is mounted on a contact lons. Such a mirror together vrith a simple 

projection system and a photographic plate, provides a rough record of 

how tho eye examines a scene. This method has, much to recommend it as 

regards precision, but for many reasons, did not meet -the varieties of 

dcmandsý imposed by the research programme. The delicate and complicated 

procedure locating apparatus on the eyes, the necessity of fixing the 

head in a stationary position, and the problems of being restricted to the 

measurement of a small =ount of the text, as well as the economically 

costly and very experimental stage of the technique, conditioned further 

considerations of methods of measuring reading. The reading recorder 

which was developed as a result is robust,, mobile, comparatively in- 

expensive and efficient in lo6citing reading Athin two or three lines 

of the text. The device is described in detail in UNIT 2 ('General 

Expcrimerybal Procedure'). 

1,2.3.2 11. The Ratiorkile for tL(ý. Res. Rý: ý. 14,. oýýLthe Text 

Various ways have been devised to assess the "readability" of prose. 

One is to use one of the several formulas that have been developed, 

dependent usually on measures of the O? ammatical complexity and vocabularXy 
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level of the matorial. Bjornsso; i (1968) has developed a readability 

index on this basis. His lix systcm. is based on two of tho twýblve 

grammatical criteria he originally considered. These two criteria are: 

the total longth of a scntcneýc*and the percerrtage of long words. The 

method of analysis consisted of counting the total number of words in 

a sentence and to add up words vith morc than six letters. Random 

samples of 100 viords and random samples of 10 sentences are selected 

from a text, the number of samples deponaing on the size of the text. 

The total value of the two criteria gives lix. The lix is compared 

against a lix table graded frbm easy to very difficult readability. 

Another method of describing the readability of a text is the "cloze" 

procedure developed by Wilson Taylor, whereby the deletion of every 

tenth word in a text, and an assessment of' correct guossca by a panel 

of readers is made. This method is generally considered to be more 

successful than -the first ) 
for example, in detecting that the proge of 

Gertrude Stein is fairly difficult., despite her use of short words and 

sentences of moderate length (Carroll 1965). Neither of those 

procedures were capable of being adapted -to the criterion of utility 

within the research programme. The criterion was that this description 

of the text could be used to arrive at: - 

a) The construction and distribution of objective tests 

which represented one form of comprehension test. 

b) An analysis of the informational item content and 

relevant selectivity of the "essay type" summaries 

which represented another form of comprehension test. 

As a basis for inf erring, the "learning outcomes" likely 

to derive from a particular reading record. 

d) Toaevelop mcaning flow diac. -rams of the text to be used 

subsequently in an instructional procedure vrith informationa. 1 
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fecaback in a learninG situationýto encourage students 

to develop now tactics and strategies in reading, 

Bloom's (1956) classification of educational objectives has boon used. 

extensively as 1-6 basis for developing objective -best items, which test 

different types of learninG abilities (American College Board Achievement 

Tests). A technique was developed by the author of assessing the , 

'informational' content of the text in terms of Knowledge items. according 

to Bloomts classification. This catogorisation. was explored by three 

or four independent experts (all teachers) in a particular Knowledge area, 

who formed a study group to discuss their descriptions. An "agreed sub- 

jective meaning structure" of the text was formulated. Bloom's approach 

to ways of ordering Knowledge, which influenced the development of this 

classification system. is based on the assumption that-language has a 

structure. It has deep structure represented by kernels and transforms 

and a more superficial structure in terms of the syntax and semantics 

of individual languages (Chomsky 1957). The semantics of a language 

represent the shared pool of 'meanings' which are representative of a 

particular culture. Bloom's semantic classification of knowledge is 

based on the distinction between items of knowledge, which represent 

Specifics, Eayý. rý 
_with and Universals and 

Abstractions. This technique is describea in detail in Unit 2, "General 

Experimental Procedure - Task Evaluation Techniques", and the texts 

I in Apponcu= A. described according to this technique are prcsontec 

1.2.3.3.12. The Rationale of the Instructiomal Poceaures 

Several factors determine the design of instructional procedures. 

Instructional objectives should be made explicit in terms of p22Rý: fic 

terminal pcrfoMarn(ýý which is the outcome of le 

Part of the aim of this research was to make instructional objectives 

(or instructional directives) explicit in terms of the interrelationship 

between s_trateýics, of b chaviour during learning, and terminal behaviour 
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after learning. TIOs depends upon an analysis of the objective in terms 

of the stimulus situation., mediational phase or interim behavioural 

activities, and the terminal response or final performance. As 

discussed in the immediately preceding paragraphs, the reading device 

recorded the modiatiorkil phase, and the technilueof using Bloom's 

knowledge objectives provided a yardstick for the control and measurement 

of the stimulus situation and terminal responses, The aim of such a task 

analysis is considered to be to help to determine the o2timum learning 

conditions for the variety of learning tasks a student must learn to 

Perform. Those conditions of learning arc both internal and external 

to tho learner (Gagne 1965). The internal conditions relate to the 

his present capabilities. 

The internal conditions which have major effects on verbal learning must 

relate to the level of mca Lin ýiv ý2 _(IToble 
1952) or 

Structure, (Brunor 1964), Cognitive Schemata (Piaget 1950) , Image 

(Mil . ler, Galanter and Pribram 1960), or Complexity of Learning Type 

(Gagnc 1965). Individual differences in reading may depend upon the 

different "mix of specifics" and "'universals and abstractions" in the 

person's Cognitive Structurc. Several external conditions also 

influ, jncc verbal learning: (1) instructions to learn, (2) practise, 

(3) reinforcement, and (4) interference. 

13. TMtruýt ns to Learn 

The problem in the learning situation is to focus attention on 

particular stimuli among tho deluge of stimuli which are available. 

Postman (1946) distinguishes incidental learning from intentional learn- 

ing: in incidental learning the instruction does not prepare the student 

for a test on tho materials: in Intontional learning the students are 

told before learning the materials that they vrill have a"cortain type of 

test. De Cocclo (1968a) points out that there are two types of 

incidental learning- in Type A the student is exposed to materials, but 
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given no instructions before given a surprise test. In Type B, the 

student is directed to learn a specific task but at the same time he is 

exposed to matorial not covered in the directives. The test he is given 

tries to uncover how much he learns of. the tasks not covered by the 

direction. This was tested in Experiment 3, Unit 3. McLaughlin (1965) 

points out that incidental learning is usually a misnomer. No 

experimental situation supports the beliof that a distinct learning 

process occurs výrithout motive, self-instruction or instructions to learn. 

Either the learning is orientated to the instructions to learn or 

orientated to self-instruction.. The former is related. to the TZJ2, e. A 

learning of Thomas and Jahoda (1966), and the latter to their Tae B 

learning. 
- pZc! ýýcp is to provide an instructional obJcctivR_. ( r 

jjw. ýMCAýqrýý. AirýectiveO vrith sufficient clarity or explicitness in 

relation to the, terminal performance to enable the learner to orientate 

of learning effectively towards this sot gýoal. 

That dnstructional directives do tend to influonce the ways in which 

students study has been reported by George Moyer (1935). Objective and 

subjective attempts at analysis of methods of study (discussion and 

observation), indicated that at an overall macro-level, students tended 

to review differently for essay and objective tests. The differences 

consisted largely of number and combiiLations of methods used. Paul W. 

T 6. rry(1933) reported that selections out of 67 standard methods of 

prediction f or loarning, made by 23 students which were judged to be 

best adapted for objective tests or essay tests, showed that in general 

mro. -thods for the former emphasised Idetailstand methods for the lattcr 

oziphasisod 'goneralisations. 1 No literature on this very important 

issuc has appeared until tho very recent roport by Paul T-orranoc (1969) 

vi*hlich confirmed some of the findings reported in Experiment 3, Unit 
_). I" 
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of this dissertation. Although his findings are complex and not alto- 

gethor conclusive, evidence regarding differential effects of the 

"recognition typo multiple choice test, " and the "divergent production 

creative applications test; ' items in relation to students' learning, 
.4ý 

seems to be strongest ana most consistent. 

14.2,, Practiso 

The value of practise in verbal learning is subject to consiaerable 

theoretical and practical debate. Students and teachers question its 

value in knowledge acquisition. The longer a person works at learning the 

more he will loam (UndoiTiood 1964). It can be interpreted and argued 

that the development of an internally hierarchical organisation of 

knowledge and skills - Co tivC Structure Ima depends on practise. 

The conditions of practise posos problems for the instructor. Underwood 

(1957,1961,1964a) considers tho value of massed or distributed practise 

in verbal learning; he concludes that the interval between practise must 

be shorter whon error tendency is high than it must be when it is lowý 

If the probability of forgetting is very high, massed practise should 

replace distributed practise. Do Cocclo (1968b) omphasises that the 

value of either forms of practiso diminishes in concept, principle and 

problem-solving learninýý if all other learning conditions are properly 

provided. Another valuable aspect of practise instruction is considered 

by the author to be j22Et or whole practise. Since learning the parts 

are only of value whon seen within the whole, the progressive part method 

(McGeoch 1942) which requires practising material, by combining several 

units into fewor units, is seen to be importani. This method is time- 

consuming, but often effective. This is taken into account in evaluating 

instructional procedures in reading to learn effectively. 

15. ý. Roinforcenent and its nature 

Reinforcement is a major condition for most learning. There arc 

currently two trends in the interpretation of reinforcement. Hull., 
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Ilowror, Miller, Lcyrin and Tolman have interpreted roinf orccmont as drive 

reduction. The other trend rolates to the learner's own responses as 

goal., as interpreted by Spence (1956), Shefficia(1950) and Prcmack (1959). 

Both interpretations indicate the fundamental hedonism of the psychology 

of loaxning. Vhcroas the tcrm reinforcement connotes the ýcdonic aspect 

of reward, in reinforcement as feedback the learmr is given knowledge 

of his current responses, which stresses its informational aspect, There 

is no evidence of methods of separating, tho roward function from the 

information function of rpinforcoment. Reinforcement as informational 

feedback plays a crucial role in skill learning (Travers 1963,1964). 

Do Cocclo (1968c) cmphasiscs that the importance of external reinforcement 

in feedback diminishes as the learner becomes more familiar with the 

skill: as the correct form of the class, relationships and solutions 

become clear to the student, he achieves scholarly independence whon he 

can generate his own feedback to test the adequacy of his performance. 

There are two aspects of informational feedback in -berms of relative 

effectiveness; namely, confirmation and prompting procedures. Prompts 

arc cues to guide the student to a correct response, which is sub- 

sequently confirmed or corrected. Prompts can be regarded as 

supplementary conditional stimuli (classical conditioning)., Confirmation 

can be regarded as roinf orcing stimul. 1 (operaec conditioning). Kimble 

and Milff (1953) showed that prompted instruction was superior to 

instruction vrith confirmation of results only on all items tcstcd4' Cook 

and Kendler (199-6) found that instructional procedures which provide 

the learner with sufficient guidance to avoid mistakes is superior to 

procedures vjhich only correct errors after they are made. Do Ceccio 

(1968d) points out that the balance between prompting and confirmation is 

a very delicate state - too much prompting in programmed texts can load 

to failure in the terminal test. Instructional procodurc geared to 
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encourage self-organisod learning woula enable the student to decide on 

the best 'mix' for him. jnjj, ýkr AII!: ý levels of 

instructional procodure for reading-to-loaxn effectively within this 

ip nd conf irming f eadback a 

inforration was provided. The prompting information related to the 

distribution and number of relevant informational items necessaryto 

complete the -bask, the conf irmation related to t ho actual items in the 

text. This is explained in Unit 2, "General Experimental Procedures - 

The Training Techniques. " One of the basic assumptions of this reported. 

research strpA(ýCAs that the provision of clear and adequate knowledrc 

. 
of results i yjýrý Pýrý jRýjcpy: ýJ: ýý and conf irmation at the appropriate level 

in the total hierarchical description of the task enables the learner 

to be avrare of the effects of his behaviour in terms of validatj; nG his 

terminal_Ecrýormance. 

16.4. Interferenco 

Interference factors are conditions of forgetting rather than of 

learning ana retention. Interference is tho competition of ola and now 

responses which results in forgetting. In retroactive inhibition what 

is learnt later in time interferes with the retention of what is learnt 

earlier. In proactive inhibition, what was learnt earlier in time 

interferes with the retention of what is learnt later. According to 

Underwood (1964b), proactive inhibition is the major cause of forgetting. 

This conclusion is at odds with the traditional belief that what was 

icarnt subsequently rather than what was loarnt previously was the chief 

source of forgetting. Concerning the amount of material presented in a 

learning situation, Miller(1956) presents evidence that the span of 

immediate or short-torTi memory is about 7 links (or bits of information). 

After 7 links, the information is recoded into larger chunks of infornation. 

Since the memory span is a fixed number of chunks, we can increase the 

amount of information retainod by building larger -chunks. Finally, the 
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serial position effect (Jensen 1962), points the tcnaoncy to rem,:. nbcr 

the material in the beginning and the end and to forget the material 

in the midcl1c. 

17. The Ariount of Instruction 

In evaluating an instructional procedure for learning, the'anount 

1.2.3-4- 

of instructional guidance must be taken into account. Bernard Corman 

(1957) using Katona's matchstick problems (Katona 194-0) studied the 

effects of various amounts of guidance on the lcarning, application and 

verbalisation of the principle and method required to solve the problem. 

He used three degrees of guidance; providing no information, some 

infomation and much information about the relevant principle and method. 

He obtained in general the followiri. 3 results: (1) as the amount of 

information about the principle incroasod., tho successful learning (simple 

requisition) increased: (2) although the amount of information did not 

affect the verbalisation (Yrriting) of the method, students who received 

information about the principle (either some or much), verbalised the 

principle better than did the studerits who received no information: 

(3) giving information was Eoru effective than withholding it, as fax as 

application of the principle was concorned. Bruner (1960) and Nedeesky 

(1967) recommend the use of three levels of guidance vrithin a series of 

instructional procedures: at the first stage the learner is providecl 

with detailed instruction relating to an analysis of the overall task, 

at the second stage more general instructions are provided, and at the 

third stage instructional objective is given. An assumption of this 

scheme is that during training, the overall goals "pecame associatedwith 

the detailed instructions. 

18. Tho ComDlcx Skilled Bohaviour of Rea In -to-Loarn 

A consideration of these various aspects of the design of this 

research stratc&y enphasises the complex skilled behaviour of reading-to' 

learn. In complex skills the individual must koep track of several 
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sourcos of information (stimuli), organise this information and control 

his responses (Fitts 1962). Skilled behaviour can be described. as the 

organisald on of S -. R chains into larger response patterns.. The more 

elaborate the skill the greater the number of individual S-R units and. 

S-R chains which must be acquired (Do Coccto 1968c)., Considerable 

evidence suGgests that the smaller units of behaviour which make up complex 

skills, are hierarchically organised into larger complex patterns. In 

learning skills, particular S-R units (Type 2 learning - Gagne) and, 

S-R chains (Type 3 learning - Gagne") must be learnt in a subordinate 

order before the skill can be performed. The skill is the. total response 

pattern. In verbal learning skills the responses are either coAvort verbal 

or overt motor responses of utterance (Jenson 1966). In physical skills 

thexesponses arc motor rosponses involving notion. Bryan and Harter 

(1899) observed that as students became more skilled in learning andiusihg 

Morse Code, the students seemed to tap pattqrýLs of dots and clashes, dealing 

with i--iholo words and subsequently irith phrases. Book (1908) observed 

the same development of response patterns in students learning to typo. 

The student tackles the learning of a noi:; skill with a verbal plan or 

strategy (Miller, Galantor and, Pribram 1960). According to those 

writers, the Plans of a beginner, and of the export, may bring the same 

result, but they are different in nature. The expert's version of the 

Plan is involuntary, inflexible and implicit; it is so automatic that he 

is unable to explain the execution of his performance. The beginner's 

Plan is flexible, voluntary and communicable to a degree. Until the 

beginner's Plan becomes automatic, he is not free to viork the skill into 

a larger more complex skilij This notion that complex skills (or plans) 

are tho result of the learning of sub-skills (or plans) is consistent 

with the idea of hierarchically organisod response patterns. 
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It is a notion of tho author that crcativity or open-onclod problon-solving 

activity can largely be explained by integration of automatic skills into 

a larger complex of skills. The issue of creativity is tied up with 

: Lckvcl of internal organisation of acquired automatic skills. Ono aspect 

of creativity could be the contn? llcd. flcxibiliýZ in the application of 

hierarchically related skills. 

19. In the learning skills, three phases are identified (Fitts 1962); 

the cognitive. the fixation and the autonomous - through which the 

student passes in learning a complex skill. Movin6 from one phase to 

another is a continuous process. In th-- cognitive phase the students 

attempt to intellectualise the skill - i. e. the students develop plans 

,, Ihich-rguido the execution of the skill. Essential to this, according to 

Fittsý* 'ýs the apelysis of the skill and a vorbaAsation of what is being 

learnt-.,. learning conditions essential to this phase are instructional 

procedures. - knowledge of results (reinforcement), practise and the 

establishment of appropriate expectancics. In most cases of human skill 

lcarninu5 this, first phaso is fairly short (Williams 1949), (Flexr: ian 1950). 

In tho fixation phaso., tho correct behaviour patterns are pract ised until 

the chance of making incorrect responsos is reduced to zero. This stage 

takcs longer than the coGnitive phase. The studont. is learning to link 

toGother the units or chains into a hierarchically organiscd plan. 

Finally, the autonomous phase is charactorisca by increasing the speed 

of performance. 

20. A complex skilled bohaviourisuch as reading, can be described 

and analysed as hierarchically organiscd verbal response patterns (Fowler, 

1962). Such responses vrithin the domain of reading relate to three 

main levels of structure: 

Level 1 consists of the graphic code of the phonemic structure of words; 

Level 2 the visual patterning of those word forms in sentence text 

sequences; ancl 
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workers have boon concerned Trith the physical aspects of reading, such as, 

ocular defects, porcoptual defects (dyslexia), faulty habits, restrictions 

of the semantic environment, and adequacy of typography and lighting. 

Those research workers who have concontrated on a psycholinguistic 

orientation have been, in the majority, concerned with the acquisition 

of skill at the level of graphorac-phonono correspondence. There is no 

evidence from the literature of an extensive invcstiZation into the 

ýj. Zhcr order skills of reading-to-loarn. DG Coccýo (1969c) omphasiscs : =Uz=ý 

that we have passed through a whole era of educational research on teach- 

ing methods that makes global comparisons of old and now techniques, Ath 

little understanding of the basic variables and with little control over 

extraneous influences. He stresses that most of the results obtained fron 

this approach has, at the most, propoganda and conr, ercial value. Do 

Coccto comments on the lamentable d4mp fronrescarch on gTapheme-phonome 

correspondence to the complex and essentially unamlysed problem of in- 

struction in reading skill, 

22. Graphene-phonomo corrosponaonce has boon oxtensivoly studiod by 

many psycholoGists. Gibson and'his associates (1962) have attempted to 

discover rules of correspondence between spelling and sound - i. e. between 

written and spoken langmage. Gibson assumes that in skilf ul reading 

'Superforms' or rules are nastercd which do: rinc spelling to sound 

correspondence. The child is thus able to goncrato the reading of new 

words and sentences vrithout single explicit instructions. A child's 

progress in reading depends upon an increasing mastery of superforms. 

The graphome-phonc-me correspondence is discovered with or without cxplicit 

instruction. Gibs. on's view of generative saRrforms is similar to that 

L. icrativo transformationil grannar. The initial teaching of Chorisky on E(ýi 

alphabet (i. t. a. ) invcntod by Pitman is of considerable popularity, 

although no theoretical formulation of spelling transformations or of their 
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use in reading is made clear. Following Gibson, if the learning of 

suporordinato rules i--ihich define graphono-phonome correspondence is an 

essential part of acquiring reading skill, then it is to be questioned 

v. rhothor the learning of additional rules, which arc later discarded, is 

of value. DoTminG (1964) su(-Xosts that there is some evidence which 

indicates that learning reading through i. t. a. reduces the difficulty of 

the initial stages of conventional phonome-graphomo correspondence. 

23. Robinson and Hall (194.1) have carriod. out some preliminary 

investigations in hiChcr level rcadiM-, abilitics. They have shown that 

good reading ability in one field is not necessarily correlated with good 

reading ability in another field. Differences in reading arc not only 

. 
quyLt ta 1 (ax. (i. e. speed), but also in the levels of skill used. They 

. 
k_ kjýý 

distinguish three levels of reading skill. Word-by-word reading-. 

flexible rcaqýnr - with adjustments in speed for conprohonsion difficulty, 

and, the use of phrases, sentences or groups of sentences in information 

retrieval; overdrive readinE, vdth a degree of prediction of #formation 

to be road matching with a very --oocl comprehension of reading. Those 
LD 

resc, coxchers have also shovm that matched groups reading two versions of 

the same text, one with access dGvicos (headings, sub-hoadings), and the 

other .. -; ithout, showed no significant d-ifferuncos in comprehension tests. 

They stress the need for instruction in how to use access devices norrially 

found in texts in ordar to increase efficiency of information retrieval, 

and distinguish between thQ external and internal accessing systems of a 

text. 

24. Of considerable popularity has been the use of various teaching 

aids to promote more ra, id rcadipes. These can be divided into three 

main categories, tachistoscopcs-. films anc1pacers, The principal purpose 

of those aids is to force the rcaacr to read faster, whereupon he may 

discover that he can 'take in' easy maýtarials norempidly -than he believed 
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possible. While this discovery may be of high motivating value for 

roading, ýý(I. instruction does noLlý, nM to increaso tho inaividualls rate 

of ccn-prohonsion. There is also some doubts as to whether the inercased 

officioncy in spood rcadinG is naintainca. Morton (1959) reports that 

trainees draim fron executive levels of the General Post Office Head- 

quarters had lost 201/1'. ' of their 5MI improvement on average six months after 

training. Some individuals had returned to their original speed. An- 

other approach in instruction to fastor rcading is training to vriden the 

eye span. Amblc (1966) has shovm that this is possible. However, 

Do Locuiv (1965) considers tho major problem to be RoA(ýRptR ; 1.1 rath or 

visual. He reasons that instruction should consist of techniques to' 

develop comprehon. sion skills rather than visual skills. Schlossinger 

( 1966 ) has shovm that individuals tend to road in phrases according 

to the grammatical structure of the material. He suggests that training 

to road in phrases would result in a. widcning of the eye span. Wales 

(1966) has shown that presenting sontonces in phrase units results in 

better mcnorisation than whon word groups are formed arbitrarily. 

Training of comprehension skills seems to bc the key issue in efficient 

reading, but no empirical work has been reported on this aspect of reading 

instructions. It bocano cloar that reading rapidly and reading efficiently 

are not necessarily synoWous. A reading course developed by Do Lceuw 

(1965) offers hiGhor oraor skills of reading, such as, scanning, skimming 

and skipping.. They also recommund phased roadinE, in the form of 

proview, faýt read and reviovi. Tho SO 3R Method (McLaughlin 1968) 

recommends Scan, Question, Read, Recall, Revise, in that order. Such 

dynamic reading apprbachas stross the role of purpose, comprehension ana 

methods of information assimilation. Those techniques of higher order 

rcaainG skill, whict are current2y very popular in commercial courses, 

bolong to the same category as Pitman' s Initial Tcaching Alphabet, in 

that no clear thowetical fomilation form a basis for their use 
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in reading instruction. Do Lecuvi (196 
, 

stresses the need for the 

development of a psychology of reading, to test the validity cf their 

instruction and to develop instruction further. Nona of the commercial 

courses available take into account a detailed analysis of instructional 

objectives, entering behaviour, instructional procedures an& performance 

assessment, nor how these parts of a teaching model are interrelated. 

25. At the present level of educational and psychological research, 

it can be said that while instruction to read at the grapheme/phoneme 

level of skill is paralleled with considerable psycholinguistic, research 

efforts, the onus is on the individual to develop hieLerorder skills for 

reading-to-learn. This partly explains wIW many intelligent adult 

readers operate well below -their potential reading efficiency. Poulton 

(1963) points out that the coiling to reading speed is set by the maximum 

rate at which information can be processed. The young child while 

receiving formal training in reading probably comes to read at a rate 

determine& by his capacity for information processing at that time. The 

training ceases but the information processing capacity continues to 

develop. Therefore it is not uncommon to find adults with inappropriate 

reading ith under-developed skills for extracting information g habits, w: 

from written material, and with reading speeds scarcely adequate for the 

-quantity of material requiring attention. Paulton, Morton, Tinker and. 

Robinson have reported empirical findings on the speed of readina versus 

coarehension. Rea ding rate was not central to the goals of this 

research study and their findings are, therefore, not reviewed. However., 

any of their'findings judged relevant to the results of, the, reported 

empirical work are CL%scussedin the appropriate empirical units. 

26. A review. of the literature on instruction in higher readin 

skills emphasises tha%r-, demand is far Eeater than knoviledEe of how to 

improve instruction. -ý Lýnlightcnccl instruction must rest on basic research 
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on behavioural processes. In the absence of sufficient knowledge 

on behavioural processes'. Gagný (1963) and McDonald (1965) have 

constructed teaching models that have heuristic value for research on 

teaching. None of -the models developed seem to include all the 

organismic, behavioural and cultural dimensions of teaching. Yet 

they are the most operational models available at present, A 

psychological model in the connoctionist tradition of S-R learning 

theory has been shown to be inadequate in successful teaching techniques 

and programmed texts (Do Cocco 1968f). Melton (1959) stresses that 

the problems of applying laboratory findings to educational setýings 

should be resolved by research and not by thcady extrapolation. ' 

Reinforcement for example may be a fairly precise operation in the 

experimental chamýlbcr, but in the class-room it is a mixture of motivation, 

feedback and reward. There is a,. veDr real need for the construction of 

an clabor viour for the 

development of an efficient teaching model. In the opinion of the author 

the combined methodological rigor and co, itivc rigor of the noo- 

connectionisl-co o thcorcticaL_MsýM provides the framework and 

impetus for the development of a suitablo psychological teaching model. 

Robert Glaser (1962) has developed a Istrippea-downt teaching model which 

can be incorporated into the noo-corwcetioni3t-cognitive psychological 

system. This model is represented as followst- 

ABCD 

Instructional Entering Instructional \ Performance 
4.7 Objectives Behaviour Procedures Assessment 

Instructional ob ectives-are those a student should attain upon 

completion of a segment of instruction. Enterinp, behraviour describes 

the student's level of attaimcn-t before he beginz; it refers to his 
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previous learning ability. Instructional Zroc2. Lures describe the teaching 

process. Proper management of this component results in those changes 

in student behaviour which is called learning. Procedures must vary 

Y,, rith instructional objectives. Performance assessment consists of 

tests and observations used to determine how well the student has 

achieved the instructional objectives. There are various other psycho- 

logical models of teaching, such as, Laurence Stolorovi and Daniel Davis's 

computer based model (1965), John Carroll's school teaching model (1963. ) 

and Ned Flanders' interaction model (1960) as well as historical models 

such as, 'the Socratic model (Jordan 1963), the Jesuit model (Broudy 1963) 

and the American Personal Development model (Cromin 1964). However, 

although more complex in conception than the basic teaching model of 

Glaser, they include some, or each of its four components. Vhat remains 

to be fully developed is an empirically tested theoretical formulation of 

each component and of the extent of the interrelationships between them. 

Do Occolo (1968f) has shown the guide-lines which would be fruitful in 

such a research programme. 

27. It is genorally considered that instruction is at the heart of 

the educational proo-Iss. A central purpose of instruction in education 

is considered to be that of knovilodEe gencralisation or knowledze trans- 

fer, which is to bo contrasted to the initial learning of knowledge 

(Gagne 1965). It is said that education should be ooncerne& not simp2Z 

with.: Lhýj pc s -o 
but with the use and generalisation of knovilodr, 

of knowledSo i,, n novel situations. Knowledge transfer cannot occur if 

knowledge itself `ias not boon acquired. Beyond this there is the 

important questicn of what conditions of instruction are required to 

encourage transfori, Osgood (1949) has developed a model for the transfer 

of trainily,,, ý1! 1: ic amouht of transfer from one task to another depends on 

similarity of s-ý! Lmulus anL_3: 2sponso. The model is partly based on the 
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mechanism of stimulus generalization that may underlie transfer phenomena. 

If two tasks present similar stimuli and require the same responses, then 

what is learned in relation to the stimuli Presented vrith one -task vrill, 

gencralise to the related stimuli provided by the second task. Thus, 

what is learned in relation to the one task is to some dotgree, transferred 

to performance on the second task. Osgood's model is applicable to the 

learning of physical skills, but in cases of academic learning, there 

are many instances which indicate that it is not applicable. In the 

area of complex verbal learning, it appears that transfer is much more 

dependent on verbal mediatina processes than on stimulus and resp2nse 

simijaL3:: t According to Ausubel (1963), transfer in complex learning 

situations takes place when an individual can code the information from 

two situations in the same wav. This is dependent upon the acquisition 

of concepts and principles. The learning of conceptual principles 

represents the acquisition of mediating processos that faciliatc related 

learning. According to Do Cccclc. (1968g) the acquisition of E ýce is 
a 

and RrinciElcs can be thought of as learning how to solve whole class 

of problems; when examples of the cLiss_of problems are presentecl, 

they can readily be solved. Gagne and Brown (1961) report the advantage 

of a guided discovery (G. D. ) programme'in bridging the events between 

concept, learning and concept utilisition. They suggested that the-G. D. 

programme required a systematic reinstatement of learned concepts by the 

learner. Bruner (1961) has-stressod the importance of learning through 

discovery. Bruner emphasises the learner's need to be actively involved 

in what he learns and to organiso information into cognitive structures 

that are meaningful. Intellectual capacities are developed and 

intellectual competence achieved when the student is allowed the freedom 

of search and discovery. Thomas (1967) indicates the possible outcomes 

of the freedom of search and discovery to industrial training. If the 

learner is involved. in his training, he not only becomes motivated, but 
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also he is encouraged to act in solf-organised ways. An individual 

becomes more ElLaptive and continues to learn after the sT)ccific traini 

conditions have been removed. The instructional procedures developed 

within this reported research programme for encouraging effective reading- 

to-loarn have depended on the assumption that the transfer of skill is 

related to two interrelated factors; verbal mediation, which accounts for 

the acquisition of concepts and principles; and the provision of freedom 

of search and discovery, which encourages intellectual potency. 

28. The notion of giving a learner some control over his learning 

activities is not now. The Oxbridgc tutorial system has traditionally 

provided students with some control over when and what they study. 

R. F. Mager (1963) has shown that when le. -amors were provided Ath a 

store of training objectives they were better in skilled performance 

than learners tightly controlled vrithin an instructional process. This 

encouragement of self-sufficiency is in accordance with considerable 

empirically reported and theoretical formulations of contemporary 

Psychologists and educationalists. Learner participation has boon 

shovm to "'maintain attention (Hebb 1958)", assist the procossing of 

information in an internal store so that it is catalogued meaninefully 

(Broadbcnt 1966) for tho effective retrieval of information in problem 

solving situations , Gagne and Brown (1961), and for higher skill, learning 

Bruner (1961). - Instruction in -the skills of reading-to-learn should, 

thereforo, proceed from an externally co ntrolled to a learner controlled 

system. This might be achieved by developing a progressive system of 

diagnosis and instruction. 

29. 
. 

Within this roportocl research programme, the author has begun 

to explore the problems raised by the need to develop a hicrarchical 

organiscd learner controllcL2Logramme of sclcEý: výc aL nd 

instruction, to mect jndivýýtjal ne2ds. Instructional proecdurcs 
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developed and applied Athin this reported research programme arc seen 

as aýprovisional phase in the development of a learner state of 5ýqntrollod 

flexLbilLty -he learnir4,, process. This ultimate goal is soon to be in t 

attainable within a succession of 2IL1 odes or sub=goals which serve to 

make the process of reading-; to-learn explicit at sentence, paragraph and 

chapter level in terms of the learner. Those episodes are not temporal, 

since they overlap, but there is to some extent a natural order of develop- 

ment. These sub -goals can be outlined as follovis: - 

(1) The 22SýorajLiRn of r2ýýainý,.. stý : 
(a) The relationship between reading, strategies and the varieties 

of outcomes of reading. 
(b) The role of roading strategies for inferring learning 

outcomos. 
(2) The eK21 ration of the structure of the iwitten material: 

(a) As an assossmont procedure for eusay typo summaries. 
(b) The construction of objective tests. 
(0) For describing the meaning flow relationships of the text 

to be used as feedback within an instructional procedure for 
roading-to-loarn. 

The exploration of task definition: 
(a) The effect of task directives on the learner's definition 

of the task. 
(b) The identification of the learner's translation of his 

formulation of the learning task into an operational plan 
for reading. 

The axmkoiL,,: ý 2_. ýý kqn pf aa instructional ]2r cedure in jij pttem to UL- 
eýs 2Lrý,, din o_1,2.,, jrn: Rýrstepaljýip. allv n 2M( in iAýI e jn(ýý I 

(a) To encourage students to interpret their o= pattern of 
reading as it emerged from the recorder, so that the task 
directives could be explicitly operated. 

(b) To study the effect of the provision of 'knowledge of re- 
sults' as feedback at different levels of detail and at 
different stages in relation to the learning task, the 
structure of the text and the reading strategy. 

(c) To develop interim tests or assessment procedures relating 
to each type of learning task. - 

(d) To develop a technique of solf-diagnosis (self-testing with 
informational foecIbeack)., 

(0) To develop a hicrarc hically organisea learner control of his 

strategy in relation to the complexity of the task, the 

structure of the material and th-- learner's o7, m internal 

capabilities.. 
(f) To take into account the complexity of the learning tasks ' 

the 

internal and external conditions necessary for learning andtho 

phases of learning a complex skill. 
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1.2.4. Thc, Ap logiccal lloclel pcR. ts_, tnd Utilitv of a Psycho' 

1. Having developed cn overview of the theories of learning and 

formulated the practical educational problem in the context of existing 

knowlcd. go, the last stop in this phase of the project was to establish 

the criteria which must be taken int, ) -account in a model building activity, 

of the student as a learner cX verbal material by reading. This nodel 

must reflect two related. aspects (Hill 1964b): - 

a) it rust provide a vocabulary and conceptual framework for 

., oxanplos of the problems of learning observoa; interpreting 

b) it must provide a conceptual framework within which practical 

solutions can be interpreted - i. e. the model directs attention 
to the variables that are crucial in finding a solution. 

This raodel nust be of value in four related ways (Hill 1964b): - 

a) it nust be testable cripirically (i, e. it nust gonerato ricaning- 

ful predictions); 

b) it must be reliable (i. e. -it Liust generate consistent 

predictions); 

c) it must be coherent- (i, o. it must not be in conflict vvith 

itself); 

d) it nust be c, -nprchcnsivo (i. e. it nust cxpl, -, Lin ra varictY of 

phontmcna). - 

2. Finally, the nodel must encý-. rporata the following behaviours:.. r. 

ming (1) the ýýppj(ýxýtijM ýf human sy-,., bnlic verbal lop. 

(2) the cognitive flexibilit-ý-r of bohavioar 

nf bohavicur (3) tho cognitive Xýkýýjý 

the pr,,,.,. otiso of ijýp I ý,,, xal . 
k(ý- learning skills 

_k: 
L, ýLt am 

(5) the influence of earlier learning cn Itter learning - 
knowledge tr, -, msf or 

(6) the actailea stimulus situation 

(7) the dyiLiziie structural relationship between the student's 

solocticn cf specific stimuli in the vcrtal learning environment 

ana tho rosponscs which follcw 
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the notivational (or any other) aspects cf feedback and 

reinforconcnt 

the cognitive ana enotional aavantages of scif-crganisocl 
learning. 

3. The r2ajor outcome of the theoretical aspoct of the preceding 

literature survey is the formulaticn cf a conceptual franeviork vrithin 

which a model building activity of the student as a learner of verbal 

(symbolic) material by reading can be developed, The maicr outcome of 

the practical aspect of the preceding literature survey isthO fOrmulation 

of a set of goals which provide the raticnale for the model building 

activity. In other words the pure and applied aspects of this research 

are intrinsically combined within one research effort. In suLL-lax-j the 

conceptual framework for such a model is presented overleaf. 
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UNIT 2- Prolird Methods. 

2.1 Goncral Experimontal Ilothod. 

In a particular Iroading-to-loarnt situation, a sixth forn or 

undergraduate student covers a largo amount of print in terms of 

its topographical ana sonantic 'layout'. Specifically, the student 

progresses through the print syntactically in terms of the words, 

sentences, paragraphs, chapters and semantically in terms of the 

specific and rclativc, 7 concrete to the norc complex ana rolatively 

abstract data. 
4. 

In an attempt to approach the reading problcn 3. n as 

close a 'real student learning situationt as possible, it was nccdssary 

to choose material Yd-iich was long enough to reflect th-ase levels of 

structure and short enough for experimental purposos. It was con- 

sidered that 'a chapter' ropro. scnts a suitable unit as a basis for 

cxporimentation, since on average it contains the appropriate level 

of textual organisation and intellectual complexity. 

Tho nature of tho inf ormation contained in tho unit depondod upon 
I 

the educational orientation of the experimental sample'.. AB a rule 

of thumb, the learning material was aimed to extend the student'& 

knowlodgo in an area in which he was already familiar, Ovorallp he 

would have sufficient prior knowledge of the specific torms so as 

not to hamper his progress through the text. The student's pro- 

experimental knowledge in a given areawas assessed orally by discussion. 

In Unit 5, 'the scntencol was used as the experimental unit and 

factors which determined tho selection and analysis of this experimental 

unit arc described in dotail in that unit. 
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Attempting to study the reading problem systematically 

involved developing a method for: 

(i) Recording a reader's progress through the material. 

(ii) Describing the structure of vwitten material. 

(iii) Interfering vrith the reading process' in order to 

improve it. 

These techniques -are outlined. as follows: - 

1) A reading recorder, produces a graphical record of 

the reader's protocol. ' The written material is viewed through 

a transparent screen or 1windowl, The operator can move the 

written material manually by turning a handle. An earlier version 

of -the reading recoraer, which aepended upon several enco(ling 

and decoding stages proved to be too cumbersome. The later 

version of the recorder involved fewer recording stages ancl was 

more reliable and accurate. Both versions are described on 

pages 9 and 10.. ' 

2) A method. for describing the structure of written information 

involved the compilation of a taxonomical index of the litems' 

vrithin the text. This was based on Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational 

Objectives (1956). ' This categorisation is carried out by three 

or four independent lexperts' in the content area, who compare 

descriptions to arrive at an "agreed subjective meaning structure" 

of the text. 

This meaning structure was used to: -- 

a) Construct two objective tests (A and B) (Experiment 2 and 3). ý 

b) Analyse the content and relevant selectivity of the 'essay 

type Summaries. . 

c) Infer the learning outcomes likely to derive from a 

particular reading record.. 
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d) Develop flow diagrams of the meaning structure of the 

text. These were used as part of an instructional 

procedure, providing information feedback in the learning 

situation to encourage students to develop new tactics 

and strategies of reading. 

A training procedure for extending the range and effectiveness 

of student reading for learning. This presented the learner with an 

opportunity to review his reading tactics. The procedural emphasis- 

was to encourage the learner to shift tha focus of learning control 

from the teacher to the learner. 

V$ Essentially the training procedure consisted of the provision 

of knowledge of results or feedback of information at different 
the 

levels of detail in relation to/learning task, the meaning structure 

of the text and the reading strategy. The aim of the training 

was to make students more aware of their own reading behaviour by 

observing the patterns which emerged from the recorder. The training 

procedure helped students to interpret these records and thus to 

experiment constructively with alternative methods of reading. There 

appeared to be two related aspects in developing more effective reading. 

The first vras to develop a clearer definition of the learning 

objectives., and the second was tho ability to be able to translate -these 

into effective operational plans (Miller, Pribran and Galaxitcr,,. 1960). 
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2.2. The SubJ2cts 

The experimental population consisted of students from a 

Public School., Grammar School, Technical College, College of 

Further Education, University College and volunteers from a research 

establishmont. Most were either pursuing or had completed the advanced 

level course in Biology. aFew were advanced level students in other 

subjects who had a good basic knowledge of Biology. The subjects 

were given time to familiarise themselvcs with the reading recorder 

and flifficulties or queries were sorted out in discussion with the 

experi; menter. The students set their own time limit in each 

experiment and by pro-arrangement they were prepared to participat6 

for 3-4 hours if necessary. The subjects worked individually in a 

silent room which was well lit and ventilated. Individual arrangements 

were made to participate in the morning, afternoon or evening. The 

subjects worked alone but coula call upon the experimenter if help 

was required. In order to maximise ego involvement., subjects were 

informed that after all the data had been processed, their individual 

reading protocols and scores would be reported to them. 

2.3. The Learninja Material 

Experiment i. 

Three sequential chapters from the "Origin of Species" were 

presentod in a sumewhat abbreviated form., with a range from 

approximately 3,000 words in the first text, 2,500 words in the 

second text, to 4,000 words in the last text. The chapters selected 

were - Chapter II, "Variations under Nature; " Chapter III "The 

Struggle for Existence". and Chapter IV "Natural Selection", in 

that order. 
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Byperiment 2 

The text used was a scientific treatise on 'Hearing' as 

expounded in the McGraw Hill Science Encyclopaediýa, consisting 

of approximate2Y 3,900 words. 

, xperinent 3 

An article from "Scientific American". October 1966, Vol. 215, 

No. 4, ent-itled "The Genetic coaell by F. H. C. Crick, was presented 

in an abridged f orn of approximatelY 3,100 words. 

ExperiaRr 
. ýt 

Tho 66 sentences which formed the substrate for this 

experiment were selected from a number of papers, vjhich dealt 

Tiith genetics. These papers were either reprints from "Scientific 

American" or from "Nature. " These sentences are presented in 

Appendix A, 2.3. 

Experinent 5 

The Genetic Code above and two matched articles of approximate3ý7 

3,450 and 3,800 words were selected from ý'Scientific American". 

Specifically these ivere, 11he Role of Light in Photosynthesis" by 

D. R. Arnon, November 1960, and "The Mechanism of Immunity" by 

Sir IlacFarlanc Burnet, January 1961. 
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2.4. The Reading Recorder. 

The reading recorder was developed at Brunel University under 

the supcrvision of L. F. Thomas (Rcader, Psychology Department). 

The purpose of the device 

This apparatus was designed to record how a person reads written, 

typed or printed text. The aim wns to produce a record which would: - 

a) Show how long was spent on each part of the text, 

b) show how the reader moved backwards and forwards 

through tho text, 

C) record to within an accuracy of I or 2 lines of tho 

text6 

The basic design. 

The text to be studied was typed on to continuous stationery 

and viewed from behind a transparent screen adjusted to restrict the 

viewer to 5 lines of print at one given time. The operator c: oUlCI nove, 

the print in both directions manually by turning a handle,, which was 

connected to the sprocket wheels on which the viewer was located 

directly via a spindle. To allow for peripheral vision., the number 

of 7, or(: Ls immediately visible in the window was in tho range of 7 to 

W words horizontally and 5 lines vertically. Poulton (1962) reported 

a significant increase in read errors (misreadings and omissions) 

as the size of the window in training to read films was reduced beyond 

7- 10 words horizontally. Poulton suggested, that determination 

in reading occurs as soon as restrictions are placed on vision. 

Poulton's data applied to moving filras. The movement of the print 

using the reading device was controlled by the operator and,, 

therefore, the ir. uiiediate field of vision nay not be so critical. 
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The early version. 

An electronic coding device was used to identify the position 

of the text in relation to the window.. The reading record was 

produced via a series of recording and decoding stages, first as 

tones on a tape recorder, then as punched paper tape from a 

Sequential Event Timer and Recordcr (S. E. T. A. R. ) and finally through 

an Elliott 803 computer on to the X. Y. plotter. Two additional 

switches were attacaed to tho recorde , one of which recorded note- 

taking and the other 'thinking' or non-reading activities. This 

proved to be a very ciraborsorie and unreliable m. ethod of recording 

and a simpler, more reliable version was subsequently developed. 

The later version. 

This reading recorder has a spiral potentiometer connected to 

the axis of the sprocket wheels carrying, the continuous stationery, 

This feeds directly into a servo-operated potentiometer pen recorder., 

producing an innediate record of the subject's reading behaviour. 

The loss of the numerical data from the S. E. T. A. R. proved less 

serious than the advantage of immediacy and reliability inherent 

in the improved technique. Again, separate event pens recorded 

note-taking and ýthinkingl or-non-reading sessions. 

Once the zero position of the text had been established and 

synchronized -vrlth the zero position on the potentiometer, the 

voltage presented by the potentiometer at any given point is 

proportional to the position of the text., 

The case containing the reading, recorder was dosigned. to guide 

the continuous stationery evenly from one interleaved pile to another, 

noveL-ient being equally easy in either direction, Students reading 

on this machine ver-y rapidly adapt to an automatic co-ordination 

of hand and eye. -. 
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Analysis of the Reading Records. 

The graphical records providecl by the servo-operated 

potentiometer pen recorder were analysed by means of the 

Sangw-io Chart Reader. This reader enabled measurements to be 

made along IxI ana 1ý1 ordinates, fairly quickly, with a high 

degree of accuracy. The full width horizontal and vertical cursor 

scales, which wore available with the Chart Reader were in inch or 

metric systens. The vertical line cursors for analysis of the 

read records were prepared especially for each experiment., in 

order to analyse the distribution of 'hesitations' and 'regressions' 

in the readz. These vertical line cursors wore prepared by mapping 

data-from 'control' read records onto transparent perspex sheets. 

The data consisted of, 'hesitations' in the control read records, 

which marked the distribution of paragra? hs, sentences., litems of 

clauses and verb placu-nents. A icheina 

illustrating the type of vertical cursors used in each experiment 

is presented as follows: -' 
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Such a detailed analysis was not available for the reading 

records of Experiment i. The earlier version of the recorder was 

used for this experinent. Thera were difficulties in obtaining. 

highly accurate graý-)Ucal records because of errors developed 

at the sound at S. E. T. A. R. stage of the recording, 

2.5. The. Tasks 

Two kinds of tasks, namely the preparation of a suziary and 

rosponses to objectivOlY constructed tests were selected as the 

goals of learning in the empirical work. 

Reasons for setting a Sur=Ey as a Learning Task. 

1, to-o-1--for analysis of performiance 

With reference to The Taxonomy the skill of summarisation. falls 

largely within the first category of intellectual abilities and skills, 

namely compiehension. The specified skill can make demand; to some 

degree, on powers of Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation as referred to 

in The Taxonomy. However, for the purpose of this analysis it was 

deamed sufficient to classify the skill solely as con2rehension. 

Specifically, a summarisation requires a background of knowledge 

and two types of comprehension behaviour, namely translation, which 

means that an individual can put a corLaunication into anothor form 

of communication,, (in this case, another verbal f orm) and interpretation , 

which involves dealing with a communication as a configuration of 

ideas, whose ccl. -jiprehonsion may require a reordering of the ideas 

into a new configuration in the mind of the individual. Hence it 

is possible to evaluate summaries using the guidelines of knowledge 

aný: comprehension as outlined in the Taxonomy, 
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2. Academic Interest 

From the above, it is r-:, ý, Cgnised that a summary demands a 

high level of intellectual abilities and skills, and for this 

very reason should provide an interesting representation of the 

learning process. 

3. Present educational ideals. 

Educational attitudes and goals in the 20th century place 

great e, aphasis on the ability to generaliso and use generalised ways 

of ittacking problems, This ability is closely related to the accepted 

psychological phenonenon of transfer. The inportance of transfer 

in the learning process has been eriphasised by J,, Bruner and others 

who hold the view that tnassive transfer' of basic ideas and 

attitudes is at the root of the educational process. Virtually 

all the evidence of the last two decades on the nature of learning 

has indicated, that massive general transfer can be achieved by 

"appropriate" learning even to the degree that learning properly under 

optimum conditions leads one to learn how to loam. Individual 

protocols geared to siLTuarisation might, therefore, shed light on the 

conparative officicncy of different methods of reading,. 

Reasons for setting Objective Tests as a Learning Task. 

A tool for the analysis of pgrformance. 

Objective tests are of high morit as a measuring instrument 

of attainment, free from the variables which exist in the more 

traditional marking process of essay type questions. A number of 

intellectual abilities can be separately tested with a high degree 

of precision. V-lurliirknus reports are available in the literature 

as guidance for their compilation (Neaelsky 1967, Ebel 1967., Gardener 
is 

1969). 'Tho Classification of abilities /bloarly illustrated in 

the College Board Achievement Tests ana Nuffield Project tests. 
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Academic interest 

The bulk of education, for a variety of reasons, is concentrating 

U on the use of objective tests) in order to assess the educational 

prograss of an individual and in order to assess the final achieve- 

ment., in a given subjectj Little is known of the effect of this 

development on tho learning process. The interesting question as to 

whother students prepare differently for objectivc tests and essay- 

type tests needs to be answered. 

2; 6. The Task Evaluation Tcchnijijcý. 

Arbitrary scoring of sumarics basod upon an intuitive assessmont 

was considered inadequate for the evaluation-of a learner's performance. 

A grid for the construction of objective test items had to be developed. 

A literature survey enphasised the paucity of established techniques 

for the'systematic description of material, (Unit 1, Review of the Practical 

(rýducational)Problem, 1.2.3). A technique was devoloped, which was based on 

a classification of knowledge as outlined in The Taxonomy of Educational 

objectives (Bloom, 1956). Accoraing, to "The Taxononyli, knowledgo can be 

classified from specific and relatively concrete to complex and 

relativelyabstract data. The learning materialvas assessed by a 

panel (three to four members which formed a Study Group) in terms of 

the taxonomical class ifi cation. 

AýLaLjjyxsis of the Texts 

The material was divided irlto "items of knowledge" and classified 

according to tho categorics described in "Tho Taxonony". These 

categories are itemis'ed in Tablo 1., ' This ana2ysis of the viritton 

material provided a basis for the preparation. of the objective test 

grid and for the systematic content analysis of each. sumary. 
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T. AB LE 1 

C. ATEGORIDS USED IN TEU ANALYSIS 

A. Knoviledgc -a prerequisite for all other intellectual abilities and 

skills and defined as -the rucall of naterial, representing the 

psychological process of remombering the facts and idea's stcred 

in the mind. 

Al. M=oiX of 122LI-EiM 

Al-l Terninolo - memory of the referents for specific symbols 

and terms. The ability to distinguish tho referents for words and 

to establish tho limit rdthin which a biolo,,,:,, ical term may have a 

meaning. 

AI-2 S ecific Facts - knowledge of specific biological facts 

relating to an understanding of a theory. 

. vs and Ileans of Dcalin- with SR cifics A2. Knowledge of lia- 

A2-1 Knowledge of Trends and Sequences - directions of phenomena ju 

vdth rcspoct to time - evolutionary progression of organisms. 

A2-2 Knoviledge-of Classification and Catc&orics - knovilcclgo of 

the classes, divisions and arrangomoixts which arc regarded as 

fundamental or useful for a given subject, field, purpose, argument 

or problem. 

Phylogonetic catogories; groups of plants and animals. 

Taxonomical categories; variety, species, genus, familyý oraer and 

class. 

A2-3 Lojilc& -,, Icthod2lg - knowledge of techniques and of I 

procedures employed in invcstigating a subject, field or a problem. 
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A24; Knowledgo of Criteria -knowledgc of criteria by which 

facts., ýprinciples, opinions and conduct are tested. 

Darivin's criteria for di-3tinguishing more variable species from 

less variable species.. 

Darwin's criteria for measuring the Struggle for Existence and 

Natural Selection. 

A3. Knowleage of the Universals and Abstractions in a Field. 

Knowledge of the i,. iajor ideas, schemes and patterns by which 

phenomenon and ideas are organised. 

These concepts bring together a large number of specific 

facts and ideas, describe the processes and interrelations between 

thom and this enables the subjvct to organise the whole in a 

parsimonious f oni. 

. A3-i Knowledge of Principles and Goneralisations - knowledge 

of abstractions which summarise observations and phenomena. 
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Knowledge of important concepts which make up the evolutionary 

theory. 

A3-2 Knowledge of Theories tmcl Structures - knowledge of the 

body of principles and genoralisations together with their interrelations 

which present a clear systematic view of a complex phenomeno n. This 

category differs from A3-i in that the emphasis is on a body of 

gencralisations which are interrelated to form a theory, while in 

A3-2 the generalisations are treated as pai, ticulars which need not 

be related to each other. 

Complete-formulation of theory of evolution. - 

N. B. In the analysis, if an itera'from tho text can be referred to 

more than one of the above categoriesj it is included in the 

highest levol category. 
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Item analysis consisted of a labelling of each item in the 

text as a 'unit of knowledge'. , Thus, the learning material (or 

text) was catogorisea into Specifies, -VVays and Mcans of dealing 

velth Specifies and Universals ana Abstractions. Then a flow diagram 

was propared of each text. This was constructed from a reconfiguration 

of the paragraphs of the texts in terms of its 'Universals and 

Abstractions'. and each paragraph was related to all other paragraphs 

in a generic sequence. The detailed analysis of the learning material, 

as well as the relevant flow dia, ýrams, are presented in Appendix A, 

When tho texts used in Experinent 1 were first analysed, the 

2.6.2. 

analysing technique was not fully developed. 'Themes' were identified 

and each 'unit of knowledge' was related to a 'theme' (or goneralisation). 

At this carly stage the 'themes' were intuitively inferred. In the 

latcr experinonts the catogorisation of 'units' became morc detailed and 

the identification of gencralisations became more objective. 

The SurmLE7 

výhen the learning te st consistea of the preparation of a sumnary 

of the material provided, an evaluation of the sumiaries was undertaken, 

using the item analysis prepared, from the learning material. An item 

was scored, if it was recalled close to the original form or if it was 

recalled as a variant. ,A variant is defined as a translation of the 

original., (The Taxonomy Comprehension, 2.00., Translation 2.10). 

A comparison was made between each subject's record and the analysis 

and floýw aia6ram of the original text in order to evaluate the degree 

of comprehension. Comprehension is referred to in terms of its 

classification in "Thu Taxonomy", as outlined in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

CATEGORIES USED IN SUIN11ARY ANALYSIS 
B. Comprehension - defined here as an ability which represerrbs an under- 

standing of the literal message of the text. In rcaching such 0 

an understanding, the student may re-order the communication 'in his 

Llind' to make it more mcanin; ýful. Two types of comprehensive 

bohaviour are demanded by the task, nancly: 

Bl. Translation - the ability to put a comunication in other words., 

only possible if an inaividual can give the denoted neaning to each 

of the parts of the text. 

B2. Inter-pretation- the ability to translate each of the major parts of 

a text and the ability to sort out the relative inportance of the 

various parts, their interrulationships and their relevance to 

generalisations as described in tho toxt. 

B1 & are assessed by referring the summary to the 'items' and a flow 
B2 

AIU-, ran of the text. 

In this way an estimate could be naale of cach subject's assess- 

nont of the text, in terns of the instructional directives. 
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2.6-3. The Oblective Test. 

All objective test items were confined to the knowledge 

section of The Taxonomy. Accordipgiy all items were planned to 

test the acquisition of knowledge only. Llthough somewhat more 

than rote learning is required for knowledge acquisitionp the 

form of the question and the level of precision required in testing 

for knowledge should not be too different from the way in which the 

knowledge was originally learnt. This meant that items in the 

objective test questions were constructed at the level of 

discrimination found in the text, rather than at an entirely 

different level. It must, thereforep be stressed that objective 

test items geared to assess other intellectual abilities, namely 

Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation, 

were not represented. Thus the test was deliberately designed to 

set a task very different from that of summary preparation; surinarising 

activity relioa not only upon the acquisition of knowledge,, but also upon 

the intellectual ability. of Comprehension. Two 

sources were consulted for the construction of objective test items, 

(Ebel i965 and Wood ig6i).. 

In Expbriment 2,, : ý3parate question papers, A and B were 

prepared., each composed of 16 questions. In both A and B the 

questions were structured as shown in Table 3. 
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TA13LE 3. 

i. RECOGNITION 2.. RECALL 3. RECALL 
S12,! PLE COMPLEX 

QUESTION- !,,, ultiple choice Remenbering single Remembering 
NAIRE questionq, words or phrases, Universals 

recognition of specific facts, Abstractions 
facts, terms & terms,, classifications i. e. major con- 
conce2ts- criteria, nethodolog 7. Copts. ' 

A 4 4 8 

B 4 8 

In Experiment 3, two separate questionnaires A and B were 

prepared each coiposed of 22 questions. In botli A ,. Lnd B questions 

were structured as shom in Table 4. 

TABLE 4. 
RECOGNITION MCALL S: C. -jPLE RECALL COHIPLEX 

QUESTION- J. jultiple choice Re,. -embering single Remembering 
NAIPLE questions words or phrases, UniversAcs and recognition of specific facts, 

facts, tems tems, classificatiorD Abstractions i. e4' 
, conc(`2ts- criteria, mothodolo major concepts. 

A 8 7 7 

B 7 7 

The original question papers in Experinent 2 and 3 are 

includocl in Appendix'A., ' 2? &. 3? 

All objective tests were scored by allocating one mark to each 

correctly answered question. No mark was allocated f; cra half 

correct answer. 

The six types of tcsts or icarnin, -- tasks used in Exporimont 4 

are dcscribcd in detail in the Experimental Method of Unit 5, (The Tasks, 

5.2-3). The tests are presented in Appendix A 2.6.3.. 
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2.7. The Trainina 'ýc! jlýnjLql 1ý: o odura) 

Tho development of a training tochnique for the'improver-lont of 

reading skill depended upon an assessment of how strategies of reading 

relate to learning. Experiments 1-4 inclusive were designed to trace 

out this relationship at different levels. Implicit in this training 

was the expectation that if a learner be presented with an opportunity 

to be made aware of his reading protocol, this could form a basis for a 

more precise assessment of the outcome of his activity against self- 

defined purposes. Within this prQmise, students viere encouraged to 

improve'their strategies of reading for efficient learning. 

The air, of the training studies was to develop the studentfs 

roading skill in two ways. Specifically, todz=lop now skills and 

apply these (1) in a variety of intellcctual ability test situations, 

and (2) at all levels of textual organisation and complexity. 

Experiments 3 and 5 report empirical work, in which a specific attempt was 

made to encourage the development of now skills (or tactics), in order 

to inprove the effectiveness of 'reading-to-loarn. 1 

In considering what the training skill should offer, other than 

the two skills specified, the instructional principles of Jerome 

Bruner (1961), and Nedelsky (1967), wore relevant. Those authors 

suggest that arjy instruction should involve throe levels of training. 

At the first stage the learner is provided with detailed instructions 

relating to the overall task, while at the second stage more general 

instructions are provided, and finally only the overall goal is given. 

Implicit within this scheno is tho conception tliat during training 

the overall goal becomes associated l. -vith all the detailed 

instruction. 
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This system for categorising airis had value in providing 

a way to develop a schema' for trairiing. Hence, the details of 

training at the 'sentence' and 'chapter' level ivere organized in 

two dimensions. Table 5 illustrates the two dii-mnsions of reading 

skill and level of instruction. 

LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION 

C3 
4-1 

C/) CJ 

cj 

C/I 

M 
1=1 

ci 

`j H 
E--*f 0 
co P4 

äý 

I23. 

___ 

IT 

I 

I 
________ 

TABLE 5. ' Two-dimensional table of training to improve strategies 

of reading for efficient learnine. Examples of how this was worked 

-I. 
out can be found in UNIT 7 vnder'Instructional Procodures. (7.2. ). 
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ir 

The development of a training technique which incorporates 

these dimnsions was designed to tako place in several stages, which 

can bo sut=ariscd as follovis: - 

STAGE 1 

In this initial stage an attempt was nado to assess at the 

chapter level the relationship between strategies of reading and 

the type of learning which took place (Experiments 1., 2 and 

SLIGE 2 

In the second stage., students were offered visual MLides to 

aid their reading for the purpose of conposing a sunnary (Experimont 

Group D). 

a) They were shovm how the pen recorder chart related to the 

detailed structure of their nothod of rcacling,. 

The record which was provided as a guide could be used at 

two lovols: 
- 

(i) A quick reference to it provided an indication of the 
number of 'main points' in the paragraphs (prompting 
ruinforcomcnb). 

(ii) A detailed comparison of the reader's record against 
the control record provided feedback as to exactly 
which iton in the text being roac! was a higher order 
item of relevance to tho summary (confirming reinforcenen). 

b) They were shown a structured flow diagram of -the text containing 

no words but numbered in a wqy that rclatod directly to the 

paragraph numbors in the text. This diagram was prepared from 

the higher order items in each paragraph, which were then 

linked according to their semantic (generic) relationship 
(prompting rcinforcenent). 

Use of these visual guides provided feedback against which a 

personal reassessment of -the outcome of the learning activity in relation 

to the instructioml dircetivos was encouragod. 

1ý. AGE I 

At this stage an attenpt was nadc to assess at the sontence level 

the rolationship betwoon, strategies of reading and the typo of learning 

which took place (Experiment 4). 
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STAGE 4. - 

In the fourth stage, the tactics or patterns of effective 

reading strategies which had been identified in Experiments 3 

and 4 at the 'chapter! and 'sentence' level were presented as a 

feed-back. The reading strategies selected were those, which 

related to effective generalisation. In ad(lition, each phase 

within the reading strategies was identified and described at three 

levels, the general, the specific and the detailed graphical record. 

The students were encouraged to make use of all three levels of 

instruction (UNIT 7, Experiment 5, The Pilot Study). 

STAGE 5. 

The empirical work reported in this thesis does not 

incorporate a detailed investigation of this final stage. However, 

the results of the empirical work havelea to a fonaulation of 

this final stage which is to be tested in the next phase of the 

longer term project. students should be encouraged to use the 

training discrirjdnately in order to operate at the level best 

suited for their individual 'conditions'. This depenIod. upon a 

development of a model of the student as a lerxner operating on 

written naterial, so that various interacting factors vould be 

taken into account and displayed to the stuaent. A presentation 

of this model as well aSrfurther suggestions for this stage of 

the scheme, are contained in UNIT 8. It is to be expected, that 

ultimately a training scheme can be formulated, which encourages 

self-organized learning, so that the student takes over the control 

of. his progress, in using reading as a learning skill. 
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UNIT An Empirical Stuay to Slarify the 'Probleml-and to-Test the 

Assumptions. 

EXPERIMENT 1 

Preliminarv Exploration of the Instructional Directives 

3.1 Introduction 

The experiment was exploratory on a fairly broad front; to test 

the reading recorder, to d evelop the technique for content analysis of 

0 

the learning material, to test the task evaluation teohniquet to 

evaluate ways in which subjects from a broad spectrum of the educational 

population differ in their reading strategies, to relate strategies of 

reading to learning outcomes and to evaluate the effect of increased 

familiarity with the knowledge area of the learning material on reading 

strategies and learning outcomes.; 

3. ý-. -'E xperimental Method 

Two groups of 20 subjects (Advance& Level studentsp Unaargraduýtes 

and Graduates) partioipated in this experiment., Members of the 

experimental group read three chapters from Darwin's tOrigin of Species", 

one at each of three separate sessions. The-control group read the 

last of the three chapters*, All subjects were asked to produce a summary 

of each chapter after the reading. No time limit was set but it vras made. 

clear that once the summary had been commenced... no back reference'to the 

learning material would be permitted, In the"experimental group the 
4. 

nterval between each session was not more than two weeks and not less 

than one week. For practical reasons this gap was inevitable. It wa s 

recognised that arq long-term memory toarry over, to each subsequent 

session coulahava been interfered with by more recent learning# 

especially,. if this was in arV way related to the knowledge area of the 

text (Ceraso 1961),. 

The selýction of the evolution texts as learning material 
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(Unit 2j 2.3, Appendix A. 2.61) was considerea appropriate to maximise 
was 

involvement. W cx'p=t, %t: Um /I that s ince the I Origin of Species I had 

profoundly influenced manyrýineteenth Contury'icientists and phi'losopherst 

such as, Kant, Pisarev, Freud, Pavlov, Jackson., Edinger, Kappers and , 

Herrick, all of whom had left a deep impact on the culture, ýthe recognition 

of the importance'of this original work would arouse interest'in the task# 

On subsequent discussion it was found that while-most participants were 

vaguely familiar with the evolution postulates of Darwin, very few 

had read the original book. Participants claimed that the three texts 

had interested them, and that they thought'they had understood them, but 

many were uncertain concerning the quality of their summaries. There 

were no drop outs. The rationale governing the choice of the learning 

material is summarised in Pisarev's original words; "This brilliant 

'thinker, whose knowledge is enormous took in all the life of. nature in 

such a broad view and penetrated so deeply into all its scattered - 

phenomena, that he discovered not an isolated fact but a whole series of 

laws, according'to which all organic-life on our planet is governed and he 

told of them so clearly, proves them so irrefutably and bases his 

arguments so-logiCially, that any human uninitiated in science'could 

be in a state of astonishment at not having thought out such conclusions 

long ago. Every educated person should make himself familiarý with"OThe 

Originýof Species', in it the reader will find the precision of an exact 

science, the breadth of philosophical generalisation and the irre- , 

. placeable beautyý which is the mark of the aesthetic. " The texts, there- 

fore provided an interesting matrix for studying learning strategies 

geared to a sunparising activity. The itemised analysis of the three 

texts is contained in Appendix A 2.6.1). 

Each summary was analysed in terms of the number of items recorded 

I identified themes or and related to the flow diagram which presentec 

generalisations for each paragraph (Unit 2). The, number of items 
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recorded for each summary was converted to a percentage of the maximum 

possible. The maximum number of items was taken as the total number 

of items into which each text had been analysed. This produced a measure 

of the nature and amount of omissions (or selections) and the extent of 

the organization of the summaries. The length of each summary (i. e. total 

number of words), and the time taken to write each summary were recorded. 

The input time (i. e. time spent on the reading recorder), and the 

patterns of reading within each read record or protocol were then related 

to the summaries. The experimental procedure is summarised in Table 1. 
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30 Results and Discussion 

3@3.1 Analysis of the Summary Score 

The mean item scores of the experimental group for the first and thi-d 

texts. did not differ significantly (p, <0.25), Neither did the control 

group mean item score for text 3 differ significantly from that of the 

experimental group for text 3 (p <0'. 25). The mean scores and standard 

deviation are shown in Table 2. The individual item scores 
t 

tests and 

probability levels are shown in Appendix B 3.3'01. 

GROUP TEXT IAEAN ITEM s 
SCORE PERCENT 

I! bc imental 1 50.0 23; 75 

- ' - -3--- -- 
ýý7-5- 2IL-a 

-- tý o i (ýon 3 1+7.65 21.79 

TABLE -2 
The mean item score percent for the Experimental ancl Control 
Groups in Texts 1 ancl 3. ' 

Each experimental and control group subject was classified 

according to the position of their item score in the total clistribution 

into: 

High scorers (A) 

me'aium scorers (B) 

Low s cor'er's (C) 

This distribution is shovm in Tables 3 and 
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TABLE 1+ 

The score distribution for items (percent) and themes (number) 
in the Experimental Group and Control Group for Text 3. 

TEXT3. TEXT 

Experimental Item Total Control Item Total Themes A 
Group Score Themes, = Group Score no. -of. 

Themes, 
Subject Percent 4 no. of Subject Percent 

'Themes 4. 

IU GH SCOR4 S (A) 

6 95 4 24 85 3 
7 89 4 22 82 3 
1 86 4 23 4, 86 3- 
2 77 4 25 77 3 

21 
. 
75 

- 

I EDIUM SCC RERS (Býj 

5 58 4 40 58 3 
3 56 4 39 55 2 

17 48 3 38 53 2 
4 47 4 37 45 2 

18 45 3 31 38 1 
11+ 42 2 29 38 ýJ 
19 42 3 32 38 1 
20 42 4 30 36 .1 
12 41 1 34 35 
16 38 1 36 34 2 
13, 38 0 35 33 '2 
15 35 1 33 31 0 

LOW SC M IS (C) 

24 4. 28 25 3 
22 0 26 20 0 

10 20 3 27 15 0 
14 3 
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Table 3 shows the high consistency of subject behaviour in terms of 

item score across the three texts. All medium and low scorers remained 

in their class. Four of the seven high scorers remained in their class., 

the remaining three changed their pattern of behaviour and became medium 

scorers. Table 4 shows that the distribution was more or less similar 

in the experimental and control groups, although differences in numbers of 

themes were evident. Tables 3 and 4 show that in all learning sessions 

high item scorers report a high number of themes; medium item scorers 

represent two sub-groups of high and low theme reporters; low item 

scorers represent two sub-groups of high and low theme reporters. Pro- 

gression from the first to the third learning session in the experimental 

group affects the distribution of high, medium and low item scorers in 

relation to mmbers of themes reported. The distribution of high, 

medium and low item scorers in relation to themes in the experimental 

and control group is different. The distribution of subjects into high, 

medium and low item scorers in relation to numbers of themes successfully 

reported, show significant differences in the experimental and control 

groups. (Appendix B. 3.3.1). 
'' 

The data in Table 5 shows that the experimental group rcported more 

themes than the control group. 

GROUP Total Theme 
Score 

,. Mean Theme 
Score 

Standnrd 
Deviation 

t valuc 'Level-of 
Probability 

Experi-. 
mental. 56 1.13 

3.07 
Control 36 1.8 . 857 p 0.001 

<0.002 

T. AB LE 5 

Theme Scores of Experimental and Control Group for Text 
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Tho theme score percent in the first and the third lar-wning sessions 

of the experimental 6Toup and in the lecxninG session of the corytrol 

group is shown in T,, -. ble 66 

GROUP SUB-GROUP Metm Thene Score 
Percent': Text 1 

Moan Thene Score 
Percent: Text 3 

Mcperi- A 81 100 
ncnt, -, il B1 25 63 

C 58 63 
Tot, U 57 70 
Group 

Control A 75 
B 37 
C 25 

Total 45 
Group 

Ta Tz 

Therac Scorc Porcont of Experimontoa rana 
Control Groups 

Inspection of Table 6 shows that all classes of subjects in the 

Experiment. il Group increase the number of themes as a result of 

increased familiarity with the loarninG material and with the taski 

It appears, therefore, that while nost subjects rewin consistent in 

their self-definition of the task across the three texts in terms of 

item score, they become more effective in numbers of themes reported. 

However., further inspection of Table 3 shows that not all medium and 

low scorers incroase the number of themes reportea. Tho high scoring 

subjects tended to increase the number of items rGpor-ted from the first 

to the third lerarnine sessions (, --L related t test was siGnific,, mt at p--. 02,, 

A- 
ijpcnO-ix B, 3.3.4, as well as number of thcnes. Tho ncaium and low scoring 

subjects maintnined the scarie number of items in the first ana 
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third learning sessions (Appendix B, 3.3.1), but some of these subjects 

increased the number of themes. The three high itcn scorers in Text 1 

viho redQfined their task in Text 3 to become medium scorers maintained 

a high level of number of themes. 

Table 7 shows the relationship between high, madium and low item 

scorers in the experimental and control groups and their levels of 

educatioml achievement. 

STUDENT HIGH ITEM 
SCORE 

MEDIUM ITEM 
SCORE 

LOW ITEM 
SCORE 

Experi- Advanced level 2 )+ 0 
mental 
Group Undergraduatcs 2 1 

Graduates 0 )+ 3 

Control Advanced level. 1 7 
Group 

Undorgraduates 1 4 

Graduates 3 1 

T. AB LE 2 

The relationship between level of cducational 
achievement and item score in Text 3. 

Graduates are approximately equally divided between the three 

score groups. Undergraduates and Advanced Level students cluster at 

the medium score. In view of the relatively small population this 

result should be interpreted vrith extreme care. 
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3.3.2 Analysis of InEut (Learning)-Time. Output (Sunmary) Time and 
Summary Length,, 

The individual input times, summary times and summary lengths for the 

three texts are shown in Appendix B, 3,3.2.. - Table 8 shows 

that no significant differences in input tine, summary tine nor summary 

length were apparent, for the experimental group as a whole between the 

first and the third learning sessions., although there was a tendency to 

decrease input time. The four high scorers who remained in their class 

for Text 1 and Text 3 showed a tendency to decrease their input tine 

but increase their summary length. . 
This tendency ties up with the 

significant increase in the number of items recorded, (p = . 020 Appendix 
I 

B, 3.3.4. ). The seven high scorers (madc up of the four who remained in 

their class for Texts 1 and 3 and the three who changed their class from 

high scorers to medium scorers from Text 1 to Text 3) showed a significant 

decrease in input time and a tendency to decrease summary time. This 

significant difference in input time could reflect changes in reading-to- 

learn activity as a result of changes in task definition. This factor is 

evaluated later in this result E; Qction (3-3.3. ). The nine medium 

scorers and the four low scorers showed no significant changes in input 

time., summary time, nor su=. ary length, However, the large standard 

deviations indicate that the subjects in these sub-groups were not uniform 

in behaviour. 

The mean input time, summary timo and summary length in the first 

learning session cfthe experimental group (Text 1) and the learning 

session of the control group (Text 3) were not significantly different. 

Neither did the input time, sunnary tino nor sunnary length differ in 

the third learning session of the experimental group (Text 3) and the 

learning session of the control group (Text 3). However,, a comparison 

of the high, medium and low scorers in experimental and control groups 

showed that high scorers in the control group tended to take longer on 
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their input time and. summary time (p=0.10). The low scorers in the 

control group took longer on their input time than the low scorers of the 

experimental group (p=0.02). This cIzatm is shovm in Appendix Pýs 
-3"-3-2- - 

In view of the small samples of theso sub-groups the data should be 

interpreted with caution. However, such da-ta might be of relevance in 

terms of the interpretation of the reading records (3'. 3'. 3. ). 

A comparison of the moan input tine, summary time and sumary 

length of the high, ucdium and low sccrers in both experimental and 

control groups showed significant differences (Appcnd: LXB', 3ý, '3; ý-! ). 

Inspection of these results shovis that: 

in -the first learning session 

of tho experinental group, low scorers spent less time on 

their sumarics and wroto shorter 

ones than the nedium scorers. 

lov, r scorers spent less tine on 

their input and sumarics and 

-; mote shorter sumarics than 

high scorers. 

riediuri scorers spent less on 

input times and wrote shorter 

sumaries than high scorers. 

In the second learning sossicn 

of the experimental group, low scorors wrote shorter 

siumaries than nedium scorers', 

low scoiýcrs spent less on input 

times, ana wrote shortcr 

surmaries than high scorers. 
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in the third learning session 

of the experinental group, 

in the third learning session 

of the control group, 

nediuri scorers spent less on sumary 

times and wrote shorter su=arics 

than high scorers. 

low scorers spent less on input time, 

sumary time and vwoto a shorter 

surmary than modiun scorers. 

3. ovi scorers spent less on input time, 

summary time and wrote a shorter 

sumary than high scorers. 

dediun scorers spent less on input 

tine) summary time and wrote a 

shorter sunmary than high scorers. 

low scorers wroto a shorter sunnary 

th4n medium scorers. 

jový scorers spent less on summary 

times and wrote a shorter summary 

than the high scorers. 

aeaium scorers spent less on summary 

tinc ana wroto a shorter sumary than 

high scorers. 

Within tho experimental and control groups the high (A), medium (B) 

and low (C) item scorers can be aixtingaisbac. in terms of gross measures 

of input and output activities. However, the differences in theme score 

within ona class of item score, particularly in the medium and low scares, 

may mean that these classes or sub-groups contain more than one type 

of reading strategy. This interpretation is supported by the high 
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3.3.3. 

standard deviations shown within the sub-7groups. In the absence of 

detailed reading recorcls it was impossible to relate the changes in input 

and output activities with any changes in the reading protocols. However, 

gross data of the reading protocols indicate certain differences between 

the high (A), medium (B) and low (C) item scorers. 

Amlysis of Reading Records and Discussion 

The reading records suffered frm a najor Maack in that about two- 

fifths of the recordings got no further than the tsounds into S. E. T. A. R.? 

stage. Thus, out of 80 subjects ( (3 + 20) + (1 *20) ) 45 ivere 

eventually plotted. by an x, y plotter. However, from these partial results 

and observational records from each session in terns of number of roads, 

number of note sessions, number of 'thinking$ sessions and duration of 

each read, some analysis was possible. Reading patterns could be 

grouped'into: ý 

a) A straightf orward "beginning to end" explorailion of the text 

with very few hesitations. This pattern seemed, to be associated 

with a general asscssnent of the text when practised as a first 

stage in a reader's protocol., or as a general review when 

practised as a last stage. 

b) A slower "beginning to end, ' exploration of the text patterned 
throughout with hesitations. This pattern sccned, to be 

associated with snall unit learning or the acquisit ion of 
knowlecIge relating to ýspccificsl 

. 

c) A scanning backward and f orward from one part of the text to an- 

other, either from sentences vrithin a paragraph or from. one 

Paragraph to another accompanied or unaccompanied by note making 

sessions. The -' notes prepared in the typeb read differed 
from those in the type 0 read, the former consisting of lists of 
"specific facts" and "tcrra-s" and the latter consisting of 

selected "translations" of groups of sentences or paragraphs. 
In some protocols, type b read occurred Urice or three times. 

Often the notes made in subsoquent type b reads approximated more 

closely to those made during the type c read. 
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d)Internittant periods of "no reading" activity at the termination 

of a particularl'beginning to end" read within the whole protocol, 
and/or at the end of the reading activity. 

Discussion 

Frori'an analysis of the input and output activities, and an analysis 

of the reading protocols, a classification of the subjects into three 

groups wqs possible. 

The High Iten Scorers (A) 

Those high scoring subjects Nvho did not attempt to differentiate 

between any of the itais of the text and whose summaries consisted Of 

efforts at recalling most of the knowledge items regardless of their 

degree of relevance within a summary of the text. The reading protocols 

of this group which were available consisted of the b and d read patterns 

described, the type of activity in d being largely devoted to verylengthy 

tmemorising' sessions. These subjects ýiere classified as Mass Producers. 

The Medium Iten Scorers 

Those medium scoring s, ubjects who selected some knowledge items from 

the text according to their 'evaluation of these items in terris of a 

surmarY. Some riedium scorers were more successful than-, others in that 

their selections of items related to tho thenes'of the text. ' The reading 
available the 

protocols/forthis group consisted of/a, and 
_d patterns-described, the 

type of activity Athin d involving tthinking' sessions further note a. u -p 

preparation sessions andýnote review seSSIons. These subjects were 

classified as Selectors and were further'differentiated into those' 

Selectors who reported thomcs adequately and those-Selectors who were 

unable to report the theries' adequateiy,, ' 

The Low Iten Seorers (C) 

Those low scoring subjects vdio selected few it(ns from the text 

according to their evaluation in termsýof a summaj7. Some low scorers 

were successful in that they attampto .d to formulate a very gencralised 
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version, relating to nost of the themes of the text. Some abstractors 

were less successful in that thcir selections of items did not relate to 

all the themes of the text. Very few reading protocols werc available 

for this group, but those that werc consisted of a, b and d patternsý 

described. These subjects were classified as Abstractors and were 

further differentiated into those Abstractors who reported themes in a 

highly generalised way and those Abstractors who failed to report themes 

adequatelyi 

3.3.4 Further Analysis of Sumnaries 

Introduction 

The evaluation of summaries in terms of Total nuiab'cr of items and 

Total =nber of themes reported, appears imdequate... "p-since the relation 

between the number of items and the number of themes reported is in- 

consistent. It is clear that Total item score alone is no adequate 

measure of summary performance. The results show that Mass Producers 

increase the number of items and themes with familiarity. The Selectors 

and Abstractors on the other hand represent mixed groups of high and low 

them reporters, and while item score appears to remain unchanged., some 

selectors and abstractors increase the number of themes with familiarity. - 

In order to identify these Selectors and Abstractors more adequately 

a more refined technique of evaluation was introduced. Firýtlýr; each 

iten identified in the texts was allocated one of throe categories of 

relevance in terms of the summary, Knowledge items were differentiated 

into very highly rolcvant highly relevant and least relevant 

for the summary. The analysed texts are shown in Appendix A. On 

the basis of this analysis two methods of assessing the performance 

of subjects were introaucod. 

1. A Measure of Perfornanco 

This measure was assessed by evaluating the most high3,3r 
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relevant item score in the summary and expressing this as a 

percentage of the total most highly relevant items identified 

in the original textj 

2. A Measure of Selection 

This measure was assessed by evaluating the most highly relevant 

item score in the sumnary and expressing this as a percentage 

of the total items reported in the sumnary. 

One major theme (or Gencralisation) from Text 1 (Goneralisation 1) and 

from Text 3 (Generalisation 3) were ana1ysed on this basis, and all 

summaries in the experimental and control groups were reassessed. This 

dn. ta is shown in Appendix B, 3.3.4. Since the number of the most 

highly relevant items in Generalisation 1 Text 1 and Generalisation 3 

Text 3 were very small in relation to the total number of items 

(5133 in Text 1,6/44 in'Text 3), it was'decided to base the assessment 

on the combined most highly relevant and highly relevant itens',, 

Rosults 

The three dimensions of categorisation, of subjects according to: 

Total item score, Measure of Performance and Measure of Selection, re- 

sulted in a more detailed differentiation of the experimental population. 

This data is shown in Appendix B, 3.3-4. Tables 9 and 10 show the 

position of each subject in the experimental and control groups according 

to the distribution of Total item scores, Measure of Performance and 

Measure of Selection. 
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T. AB LE 9 

KEY: 

A= HIGH SCORERS 
B= MEDIMI SCORERS 
C= LOW SCORERS 

TE XT 1TEXT 

SUBJECT Total Measure Heasure Measure Measure Total 
Item of Per- of of Per- of Item 
Score formance . Selection formance Selection Score 
Porcent Percent 

-1 
3 81 83 56 84 61+ 

3 
57 

5 78 78 54 84 61 59 
A4 70 67 52 89 74 52 

1 70 67 52 89:. 52 75 
2 67 67 55 84 50 73 
6 67 67 55 92 50 82 
7 64 61 52 100 51 84 

17 54 61 61 84 69 52 
18 54 61 61 68 65 45 
12 48 39 44 42 38 48 

B15 45 28 33 26 26 1+3 
20 45 44 53 63 6o 1+5 
19 42 44 57 63 63 43 
13 42 33 43 32 35 39 
16 36 33 50 37 hj+ 36 
14 36 33 50 32 33 41 

9 30 56 100 42 100 18 

8 27 33 66 42 73 25 
C 
10 24 44 100 37 100 16 

11- 21 39 100 42 100 18 

The distribution of the Total item score, Measure 

of Perf ornance and Measure of Selection in the 

Experimental Group for Texts 1 and 3. 
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TABLE 10 

KEY: 
A= HIGH SCOR13ZS 
B= MEDIUM SCORERS 
C= LOW SCORERS 

SUBJECT TOTAL ITEM 11EASURE OF MEASURE OF 
SCORE, PERCENT PERFORMANCE SELECTION 

24. 73 79 4.7 
22 73 68 41 
25 A 70 79 48 

23 68 68 43 
21 64 63 43 

39 59 63 44 
40 59 63 46 
38 57 63 48 
37 54 42 50 
31 41 53 55 
29 B 36 47 56 
33 36 4-2 56 
34 32 1+7 64 

36 32 47 64- 

30 31 37 50 
35 29 1+2 62 

33 29 42 62 

28 27 58 90 

26 r, 27 47 75 

27 23' 42 80 

The distribution of Total iten score, Measure of 
Performance and Measure of Selection in the 

Control Group... 
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These tablos show that the Measure of Performance and the Measure of 

Selection are better measures of subject performance than the Total item 

score. The high scorers (A) (or Hass Producers) could be distinguished 

by their high level of Total item score and mediocre selectivity. The 

medium scorers (B) (or Selectors) could be differentiated into those 

subjects whose performance in -terms of the most relevant items (Measure 

of Performance) was fairly adequate, and those subjects whose performance 

in terms of the most relevant itoms(Measure of Performance) was inadequate, 

The low scorers (C) (or Abstractors) could be distinguished by their 

selection of most relevant items (Measure of Selection) into those whose 

level of selection was very high and those'whose level of selection was 

not so high. 

Plotting the Measure of Selection score against the Measure of 

Perfornanco score in the experimental group for Text 1 and Text 3 shows 

changes in learning outcome behaviour. Table 11 shows this for the 

experimental group. The Measure of Selection score against the Measure 

of Perfornance score of the control group is also plotted in Tablo 11. 
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KEY Abstr, -ctors i, ii exporiment,,, l (Text 1-3) 

Abstr-. ctors control 
Selectors i, ii cxporinental (T(ý; xt 1-3) 

Scluctors control 
Ilass Producers experimental (Text 1-3) 

Ymss Producers control. 

0 
z 

ca loo-, 
CH 

80ý 

70. ý 

6o. 
9: 

50, 
All to 

40- 
ri 

C) 30 H 0 C/I 
C+-4 
0 20- 
Q 
NO 
C-3 

lo- 

4>- - --* 1 
Ai 

e*< 

x* 

'oo"o 

L/.. sui 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Percentage high lovel items identifica in the summary (Mcasurc of 
TABLE 11 Perfornance). 

Selection scores plotted against Performance %cores in the 

Exporimentzil Group for Text 1 -nd 3 and in the Control Group 

for Text 3. 
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Inspection of this graph and the data in Appondix B, 3.3-4., showing 

the difference in Total item soore., Performance z3oore -and Selection Ejeore 

in the experimental group for Text 1 and Text 3 indicate that as a 

result of increased familiarity specific changes in learning outcomes 

took place. These can be summarised as follows: - 

A. (J)The High Scorers or Mass Producers. 

Those subjects (4) who maintained their definition of the 

task for Texts 1 and 3 and increased their Total item score 

and Performance score but their Selection score showed no 

change. These Mass Producers can be considered to have 

improved rrithin their own definition but did not become 

more efficient sumnarisers. 

A. (ii) Those subjects (3) who adjusted their task definition from 

Texts 1 t3 3 and decreased their Total item score, increased 

their Performance score and Selection score. These Mass, 

Producers who redefined their task as Medium scorers or 

Selectors, bocane more efficient sumnarisers. 

B(i) The Medium Scorers or Selectors. 

Those subjects (4) who viere consistent in their task definition 

for Texts 1 and 3 and increased their Performance and Selection 

scores These while maintaining the same Total item scores. 

Selectors bectge more efficient supparisers 

B(ii) Those subjects (5) who maintained their task definition from 

Text 1 to Text 3 and who showed no change in Total item score 

and Performance score but decreased their Selection score. 

These Selectors tended to become less efficient sumnarisers,. 

C(i) Those subjects (3) who-were consistent in their task definition 

f-or Texts I and 3 but showed a tendency to decrease the Total 

item score and Performance score while naiimtaining their 
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Selection score. These Abstractors bocame more efficient 

within their definitiork. 

C(ii) The subject (1) who maintained his task definition ftrr 

Texts 1 and 3 and who showed little change in Total item 

score but tended to increase his Selection and Performance 

score. This Abstractor tended to become more efficient within 

his definition. 

3.4. GENERAL CONCLUSION 

1. The introduction of measures of higher order item selection., 

increased control of the assessment of sumiaries and resulted in a 

higher precision of learner classification, than that which was 

possible on an analysis based exclusively upon the criterion of Total 

item score. 

2, It was apparent that the 40 subjects who participated did 

not assess the task of summarisation in the same way when given the 

same instruotional directives and learning material. According to 

Total item score, Measures of Performance and Measures of Selection, it 

was possible to identify three classes of learners. 

CLASS A (The Mass Producers or High Scorers). 

The Mass producers who were consistent in their task definition 

and who reported a large number of items from each category of relevance 

and as a result, produced inadequate summaries. The Mass producers, 

who changed their definition and boo, --me Selectors and who as a result 

produced adequate summaries. 

CLASS B (The Selectors or Medium Scorers). 

The Selectors, some of whom could be further classified into 

those whose selection was more or less arbitrary in relation to the 

three categories of item relevance and as a result produced inadequate 

summaries,, and those whose selections followed a distinct pattern 
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relating to the higher order of relevant items and as a result produced 

acloquato sumnarics. 

CLASS C (The Abstractors or Low Scorers) 

The Abstractors., who were more or less efficient in their selection 

of higher order items, and who as a result produced abstracts rather 

than summaries. 

Individual variation within each class can be accounted for by errors in 

selection, and/or in the recall of'itens. Table 12 sunmariscs this 

interpretation of learner task definition. 
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THE CLASSIFIC. A21ON OF LEARNERS 

The Set Task or 
Instructional Directives 
(To compose a summary) 

'Conditions' vdthin the learner 
determining an orientation to the 
task in terms of the learning 
material provided, and the in- 
structional directives. 

CLASS CJSS B 

The Mass Producer, ' The Selector, a A long summary A medium length summary 

A, CLASS C 

The Abstractorý 
A short sumiary 

-Variation'in perf ormance vdthin each class accounted for byi 

increasing chance of error in 'recall 
of items 

increasing chance of error in selection of the 

most relevant itemol 

I 
Less More I 
Efficient Efficient 

, 
I/ J.. 

' .I attempt attempt 
at recall at re- 
less call 
adequate, more 
ranaorl adequateL 
omission subjects 
of better 
items) ai i gnea 
subjects within 
less the 
well task 
aligned defini- 
within tion. 
the 
task 
definition 

Less More Less 
Efficient Eff ent Eff, *-cnt 

attempt at Attempt Attempt 
selection at at 
more selection selection 
arbitrary, related not so 
subjects to higher well re- 
poorly 

, 
order latecl to 

aligned itoms) the 
within subjects higher 
task Well order 
defini- aligned items. 
tioný within 

task 
dofini- 
tion. 

More 
Eff * c'ent 

Attempt at stlec- 
highly lon 

sophisticated, 
subjects 
17011 

aligned 
vrithin 
their 
task 
defini- 
tion. 

TABLE -12 
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The distribution of efficient and inefficient sumarisers vvithin the 

class of Selectors and Abstractors accounted for the large standard 

deviation within the population in relation to the nean itcn score, nean 

input tine and sunnary tine as well as nean sunnary length, noted in the 

earlier result section (3.3.2 and 3.3.3. ). 

Within a hierarchical cirassificcation, the Abstractor represents the 

most evolved class., in that abstraction demands the highest efforts at 
extrapolation 

selection and the Selector falls within a lower class, since 
extrapolation - the demands of selection and i are less stringent and the 

Mass producer falls within the lowest class, since minimal selection andextra- 

cxtrapoL. ticn -arm demanded. Reference to The Taxonomy (Bloom 1956). 

Bruner's report on the Process of Education (1960) and Gagne's review of 

the Conditions of Learning (1965) validates this classification, sim e they 

conclude that the ability of recall of knowledge only is at a lower level 

of intellectual organisation than the ability of discrimination and 

comprehension. From the point of view of utility, the fairly substantive 

report. of the Selector, aligned to the higher order items of the textý 

is more informative to others, the bricf report of the Abstractor, aligned 

exclusively to the highest order items of the text is essentially a form 

of s elf-ref cr once., or for the specialist, while the long reports of the 

not only 
Mass producer covering most of the items is/tino consuming to readbut 

norc 'work"has to be done by the reader to evaluate the themes. 

The diversification of task definition vvithin the experimental 

population which resulted in three classes of definition, did not appear 

to show any relationship to educational achievement. The Graduate sample 

was fairly equally represented within the three classes, the Undergraduates 

and Advanced L-, vel students tended to cluster within one class, the class 

of Selectors. In view of the fairly small population any evaluation 

concerning task definition and educational achievement should be in- 

terpretod with extreme care. However, it is concluded that the 'cognitive 
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state' of each participant appeared to influence an individual 

interpretation, of the task (or instructional directives). 

4. Inpmvement in efficiency as a result of increased familiarity 

with the knowledge area of the texts was not a* universal phenomenon. It 

dependcd upon the task definition of the participant. Some Mass producers 

tended to improve within their own definition in that they remembered 

and reported more knowledge items. Other Mass producers redefined their 

task and became Selectors. Some Selectors improved within their 

definition in that they selected. more of the higher order items. Other 

Selectors remained ineffective and tended to become worse selectors in 

terms of the higher order items. Few learners defined their task as 

Abstractors, those who did so tended to improvqvdh-tin their defýnition, 

5. The reading records which were available indicated that 

Abstractors, Mass producers and Selectors were distinguishable. 

Vass Producers were conspicuous by 
i). The absence of ac type search read. 

(ii) Tho presence of the long b typo data processing read. 

(iii) The presence of the long A type 'non reading' activitY 
which consisted of a massive memorising session from 
detailed notes. 

Selectors were characterised by: - 

(i) The a type brief exploratory read. 
(ii) The long ]I type data processing reador reads. 

(iii) The c typo search read, a seaming backwards and forwards 
bet77cen various sentences and paragraphs in the text. 

(iv) The d type 'non-read-ing' activity, which consisted of 
furt-her efforts at evaluating the 'main points' and of 
memorising related items. 

Abstractors werc characterised by: - 

(i) The a type brief exploratory read. 
(ii) The h type data processing read of longer or shorter duratinn. 

(iii) The d type 'non-roading' activity Yhich consisted of the 

memorising and drafting of 'main points. ' 
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Any changes in input and output behaviour vdthin each class., 

possibly as a result of increased familiarity -vdth the learning material, 

could not be related to the reading records, because not all of these were 

available. It vras, therefore., not possible to relate changes in task 

definition (Mass producers in Text 1 beeanc Selectors in Text 3), to 

changes in reading tactics and strategy. Neither was it possible to 

relate changes in efficiency within the task definition (of Mass 

Producers, Selectors and Abstractors) to changes in tactics and strategy. 

Finally, it W-fts considered that, in order to identify more 

conspicuous changes in input and output activities it would have been 

necessary to extend the study to nore learning sassions within the 

knowledge area of the expository material, and to run these sessions at 

closer intervals for each subject. 

3.5. SIBRURY 
The introauction of ripre than oiýic crite3zion for the evpLluatýon of the 

simnpxies (Total item score, Measure of Performance, Measure of Selection)ý 
I 

was useful in differentiating the cxpeririental population in terms of their 

learning outcomes. These three criteria combined provide an index Of 

learner task definition. Advanced Level students . 
Undergraduates and 

Graduates interpret a particular learning task, such as, the preparation 

of a summary on a particular text, such as, the Darvirinian text's on 

evolutionary theory, in one of three ways. Subjects were classified 

as Mass producers, Selectors and Abstractors. This diversification of 

task definition did not appear to relate in any specific way to the level 

of general education achievement. However, the internal Iconditionst or 

'state' of each student lea to an individual interpretation of the task. 

Most students remained within their original definition over the three 

chapters read, but tended to change their efficiency within that definition. 

A comparison of the learning outcome (the summary) with the reading protocols, 

showed that some distinction between the three classes of task definition 
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could be ria-do in terms of reading tactics. However., owing to the 

unavailability of all the roading records, it vras not possible 

to relate changes in input (tine) and output (surmary time, length, 

score) activity to any changes in reading tactics and strategies. 



UND! An Empirical Stu& to clariLy the 'Problen' and to test the 
Assumptions 

Encrinent 2 

Further Explorrations of the Instructional Directives, Learning 

Material, Task Definition, Reading Protocols and Learning Outcomes'. 

X56 

3.6ý Introduction 

The second experiment vras designed to explore further the learner's 

definition of the len. rning-bask, and to assoss how this was related 

to I conditions I iýithin the learner, to the type of written material 

and to the type of learning task sot*. 

It was decided to construct a series of objective tests. it 

was important to rocognise that this type of learning task cliffored 
I 

considerably from that sot in Experiment 1'. Essay-typo tests (such 

as summarisation) diffcr from objective tests in a number of ways 

(Ebel 1965, Gardnor 1969). It wis possible, therefore, to test 

whether differenocs in tho type of tost cxpoctod aould influence 

the preparation subjects make for it'. To date, there is very little 

evidence in the literature on this issuc. Surveys of student opinion 

thirty years ago did suggest that students studied 'more thoroughly' 

in preparation for essay-type tests than objective tests (Meyer 1935), 

Terry 1933). More recently Torrance (1969), has ýhown some influence 

on a studentts learning of tho type of tost administered. 

3.7 Experinental Procodure, 

The experimental population, which consisted of thirty first-year 

Advanced Level students was divided into three groups. 
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GROUP 16 Ten subjects were given the general instruction... that 

the learning task consisted of recall and recognition responses to 

two separate objective test question papers A and B,, with 16 questions 

in each, 

GROUP 2# Ten subjects were pretested on Question paper A and were 

given the instruction that the learning task consisted of reanswering 

Question paper A and answering another Question paper B, which was 

of a similar type, with the same number of questions. 

GROUP 3. Ten subjects were pretested on Question paper B and 

were given the instruction that the learning task consisted of 

reanswering Question paper B and answering another Question paper A, 

which was of a similar type with the same number of questions? 

The value of the prelearning tests in Groups 2 and 3 was 

considered to be two-fold. Firstly., the pretest provided a measure 

of the 'knowledge state' of the learner in the cognitive domain to'be 

read and, secondly, any influence of the pretest on subsequent 

learning activity could be evaluatedý Reasons which governed the 

choice of the objective tests and the construction of the tests are 

discussed in Unit 2. The Question papers A and B are presented in 

Appendix A, 2.6-3. 

The learning material. 

The learning mat erial used in this study was the 3,900 word 

passage on 'Hearing' from the McGraw Hill Encyclopaedia, the analysis 

of which is presented in Appendix A. 2.6ý1, 

A comparison of the texts in Experiment i and 2 with reference 

to 'The Taxonomy' is represented in Tabýe 12. 
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TABLE 12 

Taxonomical Comparison Rf the Evolutionary Texts 
and the earing Text 

TEXT TEXT 
Knowledge Evolution Hearing 

i. 10 i. ii IAIa 
Knowledge of Knowledge of -To define technical 
Specifics Terminology terms by giving their 

attributess properties 
or relations. 
i. ilb 
Familiarity with a 
large number of words 
in their common range 
of meaning. 

Knowledge of the terms 
and concepts peculiar 
to work in science. 

iA2 I. i2a, 
Knowledge ofý 
Specific 

Knowledge of biological 
facts important to a 

. facts. systematic understanding 
of biological processes. 
I. i2b 
Knowledge of physics and 
chemistry important to 
an understanding of 
biological processes. 

1.20 1.21 1,21a 
Knowledge of Knowledge of To develop a basic 
Ways & Means Trends & knowledge of the 
of dealing Sequences. evolutionary 
with devc1opment of organisms. 
Specifics. 1.20 

To develop a knowledge of / 
the several dimensions of V 
response to sound stimuli 

1423 1623a 
Knowledge of Knowledge of classes, and 
Classification divisions which are 

V/ regarded as fundamental 
or useful in a scientific 
field? 

1.21+ 1.24a 
Knowledge of Know1ccIge of criteria by 
Criteria which facts and concepts 

are tested or judged. 
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TABLE 12 cont'd. 

Knowledge 

r- 
- 

TEXT TEXT 
Evolution Hearing 

r 

j 

1 . 30 
Knowledge of 
Universals &, 
Abstractions' 
in a field. 

*10 

V-11, 

1.31 
Kýowledge of 
Principles 

ý& Generalisa- 
tions. 

1.32 
ýKýowledge of 
Theories & 
Structure. 

1 -31 a 
Knowledge of the major 
principles and 
generalisations involved 
in Darwin' s evolutionary 
doctrine. 

i-31b 
Knowledge of the major 
principles and 
generalisations involved 
in hearing! 

i -32a Knowledge of the canplete 
f ormulation of the theory 
of evolution. 
i-32b 
Knowledge of the 
interrelations and 
organisation of the range 
of specifics and 
generalisations involved 
hearing. 

Ln 
I 

This taxonomical comparison of the texts indicated, that while 

differing in intellectual content., style and cultural importance, the 

intellectual organisation was similar. 

The 'Hearing' passage was chosen on the basis of being unfamiliar 

at this level of detail.. to the advanced level students. These students 

had not reached the stage, within their curriculum when this information 

was taught. However, to maximise ego involvement students were informed 

that the learning material related to their advanced level course and 

/ 

4T 

v 

that their individual scores and reading rdeords would be shown to theme 
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The Reading Records. 

The later version of the reading recorder was used in this 

experiment, so that earlier difficulties in the recording of the 

reading records were overcome. This technique yielded detailed 

records of the way in which each subject read the text. 

The Task Evaluation 

The tvo objective test Question papers A and B were scored by 

allocating one mark to each correctly answered question. The total marks 

per question paper was, therefore, 16. These marks were distributed 

as follows: - 

Four marks were allocated to the Recall simple questions, four 

to the Recognition,, or Multiple-Choice questions, and 8 marks to the 

Recall Complex questions. 

3! 81 Results and Discussion 
f. 

3.8-1- A Comparison of Performance in Question papers A and B in the 

Co4k4ta GroH2 (Group 
-i 

Tables 13 and 14 show the distribution of individual differences 

in the Recall Simple and Recognition scores and in the Recall Complex 

score in Question paper A and B for Group 
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TABLE 13 .' IndiviOual differences in Recall Simple and -Recognition 

scores for Grou2.1- (No Protest). 

Question paper A Question paper B Dif erence in 
Score 

8 8 0 

8 7 

7 7 0 

7 7 0 

7 + 

5 +1 

3 +1 

5 3 

6 5 

5 6 

TABLE ll*. Individual differences in Recall Complex Score for 

GroU. J. (No Pretest) 

Question paper A Difference in Question paper B 
score 

7 -, l +1 

7 ý. j 

87 

78 

660 

23 . +l 

330 

000 

0 

0 
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The scorc in questionpaper A and tho scorc in question paper B, 

was fairly balanced and shows no significaWc aifforonce. 

3.8.2. A 22aarison of the Effects of Two Instructional Directives 

The scoro frequency distribution of Gro ups 1., 2 and 

illustrated differences in the pro- and post-loaming states of 

the subjects as well as pro-tost influences on the learninG activity. 

Histograms illustrating ýhc distribution of Recall Sinple and 

Recognition scores and Recall Complex scores for subjects in each 

group are presented in Tables 15-20 inclusive. 



The Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Simple and 
Recognition Tests in Groups 1,2 and 3. 

>-i 0 p 
ý5 G9 

E-i 
ti 

012345678 
SCORE 

TABLE 1ý. Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Simple and 
Recognition Tests in Group 1. (No Protest). 

8 
71. 
6 
5-' 

E-1 3 
2 

rn 0 

143 

01234567 

SCORE 
TABLE 16- Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Simple and 
Recognition Tests in Groups 2 and 3 in question paper not protested. 

ý-4 
0 

CY 

P:, 

rn 

01234567 
SCORE 

T. AB LE 17. Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Simple and 
Recognition Tests in Groups 2 and 3 in pretested question paper. 

12, 
- 

3-111- 
101 

PRITEST 
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Test in Groups 1., 2 cand 3. 

tý 
z6 

012 
SCORE 

TABLE 18. Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Conplex Test 
in Groups 1 (No Protest). 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

0L012 

SCORE 

TABLE 19. Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Complex Test 
in Groups 2 and 3 in question papers not protested. 

t 

15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 

3 
2 

0 

01235678 

SCORE 

T. ABIE 20. Score Frequency Distribution of Recall Complox Test 
in Groups 2 ana 3 in Protested question papers. 
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3-8-3- The Classification of subjects on Performance 

Recall Simple and Recognition. 

The distribution of subjects according to their scores in the 

recall simple and recognition tests did not provide a clear-cut 

basis for sub-division, The relatively high score indicated,, that 

success did not depend upon the pursuit of a particular learning 

strategy. The Recall Simple and Recognition tests were not effective 

in discriminating between subjects. 

Recall Complex 

The distribution of subjects according to their Recall Complex 

scores identified effective and ineffective sub-Livisions. Three 

levels of performance were distinguished (Appendix B, 3.8.2. ). 

L 

Group i Groups 2 and 3 

SUB-DIVISION evel of 
Performance (No pretest) not pretested tpretested 

A Effective 5 7 13 

B Ineffective 2 9 7 

C -Very 3 
Ineffective 
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Differences in the score, frequency distribution in the pretested 

and unpretested question papers of Groups 2 and 3 in the Recall Simple 

and Recognition tests and in the Recall Complex tests pointed to a 

direct influence of the pretest on the 4xperimental Population. 

Differences in the score frequency distribution of Group i in the 

Recall Simple and Recognition tests and in the Recall Complex test 

and in the unpretested question papers of Groups 2 and 3 in the Recall 

Simple and Recognition tests and in the Recall Complex test pointed 

to some indirect influence of the pretest on the experimental 

population. - 

The distribution of individual scores in the Recall. -Simple and 

Recognition tests and in the Recall Complex test in Group I (Not 

pretested)p' and in Groups 2 and 3 in the pretested and unpretested 

question papers is given in Appendix B, . 3.8.2. The mean score and' 

standard deviation for all Groups in the post-test is shown in 

Table 21 . 

TABLE 21. The mean score and standard deviation in the post-test 

for the experimental population. 

Recall Simple & Recognition Recall- Complex 
GROUP 

Mean S. Dev. Mean S., Dev. 

GROUP 1 6-05 1.60 4.25 3.06 
no pretest 

GROUP 2 and 3 

not pretested 6.65 . 933 3-40 2.28 
question paper 

GROUP 2 and 3 
pretested 7.2 . 767 4.60 2.061+ 
question paper 
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Recall Simple anaRcoooition 

The mean score of Group 1 , ma Groups 2 and 3 in the pro-tested 

question paper showod some significant difference, (at the probability 

level of . 02 in a two-tailod tost),, Some direct influence of the 

pro-tcst was apparent. Tho mean score of the pro-tosted and unpre- 

tosted question papers in Groups 2 and 3 tended to Wfor (at the 

probability levol between 
. 
10 and . 05). There was somo difference in 

the influonce of the pro-tcst on the post-tost performance in the two 

question papers. Arg indirect influence of the pro-tcst on the post- 

test porformanco of the Groups, which was apparont in the histograms of 

the score frequency distribution, could not bo statistically verified,, 

since the moan score of Group 1 and Groups 2 and 3 in the question 

paper not prc-testod were not significantly different (probability 

level of . 10).. 

Rec, -, al Complox 

The standard deviation in Group 1 (no pro-tost), Groups 2 and 

not pre-tosted., , nd Groups 2 and 3 pro-tosted, was very large, which 

suggested that the expcrimorrL', al population could be discriminated 

on the basis of their performance in the recall complex test. liny 

direct or indirect influences of the pro-tost based on the performance 

of the whole Groups in the Recall Complex tests were not statistically 

apparent since differences betwoon the moan scores were not significant. 

39-8., 4. A Co22arison of Pcrfomance in the Pro-testccl P. nd not Pro-tested 

Ruostion a ors in Groups 2 and 3 

Table 22 shows the mean difference in score between the pro-tested 

and not pre-tosted question papers in the Recall Simple and Recognition 

tests and in tho Recall Complex test. 
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TABLE 22. The mean difference in score between the rretested and 

not pretested question-paper ancl the standard aeviýLti6n, 
in the Recall Simple ana Recognition tests_(combinecl) 

and in the Recall Complex test. 

Test Hean difference S, D. 

Recall Simple 
and -55 . 59 
Recognition 

Recall Complex 1.25 -371 

There was no real difference in perfonaance in the Recall 

Simple and Recognition tests but there was an indication of some 

difference in performance in the Recall Complex -test (significant at a 

probability level, between . 01 and . 002). 

Table 23 . coinpres the performance level of Group i and 

Groups 2 and 3.. in the Reoall-Complex te'st., which was not protested. 

TABLE 23 ýThe distribution of subjects into Effective (A), 

Ineff ective (B), and Very- Ineff ective (C) -'in the 

ot protested). Recall Complex test M 

A 

B 

C 

GROUP i GROUP 2&3 

5 7 

2 

CHi 2 J. 99. probability level between 0-50 and 0-30'. 
The performance of subjects in Groups. 2 and 3 in the not pretested 
Recall Complex test was not significantly influenced by the-pretest. 
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Table 24 compares the performance level of Groups 2 and 3 in 

the Recall Complex test which was not pretested and in the Recall 

Complex test which was pretested. 

TABLE 24. The distribution of_subjects into Effective (A) 

and Ineffective (B and C) in-the protested (PT) 

and not pretested (NPT) Recall_Complex test. 

A P. T. B&CP. T. 

A N. P. T. Ali 
7 0 

B&C BA & CA BB & CB 
N. P. T. 6 7 

CH1 2= 
. 
6,1 probability 01 

Subjects in Groups 2 and 3 could be further sub-divided on the 

basis of their performance in the-pretested and not pretested Recall 

Complex test into: 

Sub-division AA -, Effective in the pretested and not pretested 

Recall Complex tests. 

Sub-division BA and 
CA - Effective in the pretested Recall Complex 

test,, Ineffective in-the not pretested 

Recall Complex test. 

Sub-division, BB and 
CB - Ineffective in the, pretested cmd not 

pretested Recall Complex tests. 

The pretest had a direct influence on the performance of 

subjectsin the BA and CA sub-division. 
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3 *5- 
-of 

Test Tine. . 80 An analysis 

Table 25shows the mean output time and. standard deviation 

in the Question papers A and B for Group i, according to the level 

of pe rf omance. 

Individual output tin, es and t and p values are shown in 

ApPendix B 3.8-5. 

TA13LE 25 6 The r-, ean outmilut time and standard deviation in Group I 

GROUP i Mean time (in mins) S. D. Meanitime (-in mins) S. D. 
on Question paper A on Question paper B 

SUB-DIVISION 
A 2)+ 9.3 22 5.7 

Effective 

SUB-DIVISION 
B 16.5 4.9 1.7-5 .. 

7 
Ineffective 

SUB-DIVISION 
C 5.67 1ý15 7.67 2.08 

Vex7 Ineffectiv e 

There was no significant difference in the time spent on Question 

papers A and B in the Group. 

Sub-division A tended to spend more, time on Questioný paper A 

and B than sub-division B, (probability level, o-O5). 

Sub-division A spent longer on both Question papers'A and B. 

than sub-division C (probability levels.. Oi, and . 002). 

Sub-division B spent longer on both Question papers A and. 1 

than sub-division C (probability level. S, i and . 02). 
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3.8.6. ý An Analysis of_Input Time. , 
An analysis of the input tine in Group I and Groups 2 and 

showed that the pretest influenced the learning behaviour of subjects. . 
Table 27 shows the frequency distribution of Input time in the 

experimental population. 

TABLE 27 The Frequency 'Distribution of INPUT Times in 

the Experimental Population.. 

INPUT TIME 

-- 
(mins. ) GROUP 1 GROUPS 2& 3 

W 
130 - 139 
120 - 129 
lio - 119 1 
i0o - 109 
90 - 99 1 
80 - 89 1 3 
70 - 79 2 )+ 
60 - 69 1 2 
50 - 59 )+ 
40 - 49 6 
30 - 39 1 
20 - 29 2 
io - 19 1 
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A comparison of test performance and input times-in Group I 

and Groups 2 and 3 is shown in Tables 28 and 29 0 

TABLE 2-8 
. The-mean input times and standard deviation (S. D. 1 

in Group i. 

GROUP J . 
Mean INPUT Time S. D. Mean INPUT Time S D 

. (mins. ) (mins. . . 

SUB-DIVISION A 

Ai 12)+ 100 23-37 
Effective 

A2 84. 9.8 

SUB-DIVISION B 67.5 9 19 40-4- 26.5 
Ineffective 

SUB-DIVISION C 
Very 21.67 5.78 
Ineffective Y 

TABLE 29. The Mean Input Times and, standard deviation, (S. D. ) 

in Groups 2 and 3. 

GROUPS 2&3 Mean INPUT Time 
(mins. ) S. D. 

SUB-DIVISION A 
EFFECTIVE IN 79.2* 3.67 FRETESTED AND 
UNPRETESTED 
QUESTI01% 

SUB-DIVISION BA, CA, 
EFFECTIVE IN 52.8 8-4 
PRETESTED 
QUESTION ONLY. 

SUB-DIVISION BB & BC 
INEFFECTIVE IN 

47.7 10.76 PRETESTED AND 
UNFRETESTED 
QUESTION. 

The individual Input times, mean times and the t-and p values are 

shown -in Appendix B-3-8.5. 
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GROUP i. - 

The effective subjects (A) spent longer than the ineffective 

subjects (B) and (C) on learning, (probability level Xi and . 002)-o 

The ineffective subjects (B) spent longer than the very 

ineffective subjects (C) on learning (probability level . 01). 

The standard deviation in the effective sub-division (A) 

was large. Further sub-division of subjects, according to their 

Input time distribution identified Al and A2. sub-divisions. This 

result is evaluated further in the reading protocol analysis. 

GROUPS 2 and 3. 

The effective subjects (AA) spent-longer than the Offoctive 

in protest only subjects (BA and CA) and the ineffective subjects 

(BC and BB), (probability level . 001) on learning. 

The effective in pretest only subjects (BA and CA) and the 

ineffective (BC and BB) subjects did not differ significantly in 

their learning time. Inspection of the reading protocols show that 

time is only one indicator of the learning characteristics. The 

reading records of subjects effective in the pretest (BA and CA) and 

ineffective in both tests (BC and BBYwere different in kind. 

3.8-7. Analysis of the Reading Records., 

An analysis of the 30 reading records showed that there 

appeared to be three basic patterns of read. As in the records 

available in Experiment'ij,. these three read types consisted of: - 

Type (a) A quick fairly even read through the text from 

beginning to end. 
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Type (b) A slow mtoady read through f rom b cginning to end 

shovring hcsitntLons but vdth fow regressions. ;m analysis of this 

road pattern using the vortical cursor scales of the Sengano analyser 

(Unit 2,2.4.1.. ), showed that the distribution of hesitations was 

not always the same. Some Type (b) road patterns showcd fairly 

even distribution of hcsitation f ron b cginning to end, (Type b1). 

Other Type (b) read r ccords showed a distribuli on of hesitations 

significantly weighted to 'items of knowledge' rolating to the 

prdtost, (Typo b2). Not all the items of knovilccLgo relating to 

question paper L and. B could b,.; discrininated with high accuracy 

because of an overlap of the knovilodgo itons within the 5 lines 

of the viav-iing window. However, sufficient number of 'items' 

could be distinguished. to allow an assessment of the distribution 

of hesitations in relation to the protest. This type (b) read 

appears to be associated with the identification and effective 

storing of 'specific' items of knowledge. 

ZMc (a) A read that shovis considerable f orviarcl -and backward 

search through the text, from one paragraý)h to another and within 

paragraphs. 

The 30 subjects combined these read types to produce strategies 

of r ca ding. 

3.8.8. , A, corij2arison of Test Performance and Roaaing Records 

A coriparison of tho reading records of subjects in the three 

groups., vAth the level of perf ormnec showod that therc vicas a relation" 

ship between methods of reading (tactics) and the outcome of reading. 

The comparison was mde as follows: 
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GROUP 1 GROUPS 2&3 

Effective in 
Roo, -al Complex A AL 
Tests 

Ineffective in 
Reccal Complex B&C BAY CA 
Tests BB, CB 

The Effective Subjects 

GR OUP I 

The effective subjects (sub-division A), produced reading 

protocols of two distinct types. 

between sub-division A, and A2. 

This refloctod the differencos 

Al The longor input time Protocols (2 subjects) were . 

characterised by a similar strategy to that outlined in Experiment lp 

for the successful sum-Aarisers (the selectors), consisting of an 

exploratory (Type *) read, a specific fact (Type b) read, and a 

search (Type c) read, as viell as intermittent review periods (Type d 

activity). 

A2 The shorter input time protocols (3 subJects) consisted of 

one or more long &ata collecting reads (Type b read). Spocif ic 

fact notcs were preparod by SorIC subJcGts,, There vias no review 

period. 

Exanplcs of A, =cl A2 protoools are shom on the next 

tylo Pages. 
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3.9. General Conclusior, A 

Classification of subjects 

The identification of reading protocols and the assessment of 

the objective test performance in the three groups enabled a 

classification of subjects into one of three types of 3M&RAZ&- 

to-lcdrný strategies. 

Group J (no-protest given) 

STRATEGY TYPE I SUB-D M SION A 

Tho summary type strategy (S. T. ) (2 subjects) 

The reading protocols of this division consisted of the (R)p 

and (1) patterns outlined in '3ý. 8.7-. 

performance in objective tests was rated as efficientp but within this 

not significantly different from: 

STRATEGY TYPE 2 SUB-DIVISION 

The efficient objective test PUe strategy (E, O, T, ) (3 subjects) 

The reading protocols of this division consisted of (2) and (4) 

type readsthat of type (h, ) varying from hesitations with detailed 

note sessions to hesitations with no note sessions. Patterns of read 

relating to (2) and (1) were conspicuously absent. 

STRATEGY TYPE 3 SUB-DIVISION B&C. 

Iniefficient objective test ty 
, pe strategy (I. O. T. ) (5 subjects) 

The reading protocols of this division consisted of one or more 

smooth reads of the type (a) only, with minimal hesitations and note 

taking. Varying degrees of inefficiency were detected, based upon 

performance at the level of the Recall Complex tests. Differences 
the 

in protocol were identified as differences in/rate of reading of the 

tsmoothl type (a) read. 
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GROUPS 2 and 3 (protested with one of the two Question papers). 

STRATEGY TYPE 2 SUB-DIVISION AA. 

Efficient objective testtype strategy (E. O. T. ) (7 subjects) 

The reading protocols of the subjects in this division were 

similar to those of the subjects in division A2 Group i. 

STRATEGY TYPE 3 SUB-DIVISION BA, CA. BB and CB 

Inefficient objective test type strategy (I. O. T. ) (13 subJects) 

This type of strategy could be sub-divided further into*. - 

SUB-DIVISION BA & CA,, Partiallv Ineffeotive-objective test 

type (6 subJects). 

The reading protocols of this division consisted of a particular 

kind of type (b 
2) read., in which the distribution of the hesitations 

related to the liteois of lmiowloLlGa 1, in the pretest, almost exclusively. 

SUB-DIVISION BB & CB. Ineffective obJective test type (7 subjects). 

The reading protocols of this division consisted of one or more 

smooth type (, a) reads, with minimal hesitations and no note taking. 

Reading protocols of the 'Summary Type' strategy (Strategy 

Type 1) were conspicuously absent in Groups 2 and 3. 

3.9.2# Influence of the Protest. 

Comparisons of performance on the pre and post objective tests 

in Groups 2 and 3 indicatee that in all cases 'learning' had taken 

place during reading. In the I. O. T. type, (Group i C. Groups 2 and_J 

, 
BB &--CB), learning had taken place at the level of simple recall and 

recognition only. The sin-plest and shortest reading protocols resulted 

in some 3uccess at this level. 

The effect of the pretest sewed to be two-fold: - 
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Direct effect... Some subjects (Sub-Division BA, CA) interpreted the 

pretest as a specific instructional directive and their self-definition 

of the task resulted in a learning tactic, which was planned to 

perform effectively in Vie pretested Question paper after learning. 

Indirect effect. The distribution of effective and ineffective subjects 

In Group i and in Groups 2 and 3 in the not pretested Question paper, 

according to level of performance, was not Aignificantly different. 

However, the absence in Groups 2 and 3 of the strategy Týpe i 

(E. S. T. sub-division A Group J) and of the protocols of the type 

found in sub-division C Group i, which were classified within the 

strategy type 3 (I. O. T. ). indicated that the pretest could have 

influenced the task definition and learning tactics. All effootive 

subjects in Groups 2 and 3 produced protocols of the strategy type 2 

(E. O. T, ). The olusteying of input times in Groups 2 and 3 was related 

to the restriction of strategy types, although the analysis of the 

reading records has shown that time alone is an inadequate criterioa 

for discriminatirg the learning activity. 

3.9-3. A Conparison of Reading Protocols in Experiments 1 and 2L, 

With the exception of the 2 subjects, who produced efficient T 

'summary type' strategies,, the reading protocols of subjects in 

Experiment 2 were very different from those of Experiment i. Major 
in Exýcrincnt 2 

differences in reading prodocols/consisted of the marked *hbsence of: 

the type (a)-read as combinations with other read types in 

most protocols, 

the type (c) search read and the 

type (ý) non-reading activities.. 
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It was, therefore, concluded that different instructional directives 

such as learning for objective tests and learning for sumnarising, 

influenced -'conditions' within the learner, which resultod. in a different 

type of self-definition of the task. This had repercussions on the 

learning activity and was reflected in tho reading protocols and 

performance. Assuming this to be so, it can be said that objective tests 

geared to test the acquisition of knowledge in terms of recognition and 

recall demand a degree of 'small unit learningt., while sumarising 

activities involving comprohonsion and evaluation of data demand a degree 

Of correlating and gencralising activity or 'largo unit learning'. in order 

to be effective. The existence of lstu: mary typo' and tj, O. T. ý types of 

strategies in Experiment 2 and Imassi and labstractorl types of strategy in 

Experiment li-emphasised that the learning activities of subjects were not 

the satio in relation to the instructional directives. From the point of 

view of economy, the elaborate and long (efficient summary typo' (E. S. T. ) 

strategy in Experiment 2, could bo regarded as an exanple of overlearning 

and the simple and short tinefficiont objective test typo' strategy (I. O. T. ) 

as an example of undorlearning. 

3.10 SUWAARY. As assessment of the Input and Output times, the reading 

protocols and the level of performance, resulted in a classification of the 

experinental'population into distinct strategy types. This classification 

reflected differences in task definition within the prc-tested and un-pre- 

tested experimental groups. The hypothesis was made that the subjoctb I 

definition of the task depended upon a predisposition to learning, which 

was influenced by the instructional directives. The pattern of loarning 

activity could be at least partially understood by assuming that the way 

in which the task had been defined set up a complex system of-chocking 

the mgoing activity of reading in rolation, to a self-definea outcome. 
It can be said that subjects learnt 'more thoroughly' for the summary 

than for the objective tests. 
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UNIT 3. - An Empirical Stuay; to clarify the Problein ana to test the 

ss ump 

Experiment Three 

The influence of the'type of test, on the 'reading to learn' ý 
-process. 

A comparison of two learning tasks. 

Introduction 

The distinctive protocol differences noted in the experimental 

population of Experiments One and Two coula'be attribdtable to such 

experimental variables as the intellectual content or style of the loarning 
maturials used. It wtns, thcxQfore, clocided to incorpornte the 
learning task set in Experiment One, the Summary ) ana the type of 

learning task set in Experiment Two, responses to Objective Tests, 

within the parameters of one experiment, using identical learning 

material, A more effective comparison of the two t.,, pes of learning 

tasks was possible within this experimental design. 

The experimental design also allowed for a'further assessment 

of the interrelationship between task definition as representative of 

predispositions within the learner, the structUre of the learning 

material., the reading protocols and. the perform. ance. 

3A2. Experimental Meth6d 

The Subjects 

-I 
The 60 voli4nteer subjects., whc'. . formed the experimental 

population consisted largely of Grammar and Public School and 

Technical College second year advanced level Biology students and I 

a few Post-graduates 

All students had pýtwsued a prelL-Anary genetics course and 

were, thereforet conversant with genetic toriminologybut none had 

previous familiarity with the Genetic Code Theory. None of the 

stu&ents had read the Genetic Code article', which represented the 

learning material of the experiment. 
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This information was obtained by discussion with the teachers and the 

students prior to the experiment. With the exception of the very 

small sample of post doctorate research workers, the experimental 

population was fairly uniformly matched in terns of knowledge 

structure. In ter:, is of academic ability, (as assessed by teacher 

grades and examination grades) and eaucational background the 

population saaaple was mixed. 

The Learniný Material 

The learning material used in this study was the 3,100 word 

abridged article on "The Genetic Code" from Scientific Lmerican, the 

analysis of which is presented in Appendix Ai Selection of this 

learning material was governed by two factors, stemming from the 
to 

two previour experiments. Firstly, the passage had /be of the same 

intellectual organization in terms of The Taxonomy and secondly, it had, 

to be of sufficient general interest to initiate and maintain motivation. 

The explosion of molecular Biology in this century has meant that 

information on The Genetic code is of paramount topical interest 

and the work is on par in scientific importance with the evolutionary 

po. stulates of Charles Darwin in the last century. The passage was, 

therefore, judged to meet the motivational requirements of the 
consistea of 

experiment, since the experimental population / of biologists. The 

article reviewodthe development and decipherment of The Genetic Code 

and its intellectual diversity in ranging froin, Specifics, Ways and 

Means of dealing with Specifics and Universals and Abstractions, was 

considered to meet the knowledge requirements of the experiment. 

The'clarity of the article matched that of the Darwinian texts, while 

the presisi and literative-style matched that of the MacGrow Hill 

'Hearing' text.. 
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The Experimental Procedure 

The subjects were divided at random into four groups: 

GROUP A 

15 subjects were askea to answer an Objective Test Question 

paper A before reading the passage and were informed that theywoulabe 

tested. after reading by means of two Objective Test Question papers 

of a similar type to Question paper A.. After their learning activity., 

they were in fact asked. to answer Question paper A again and another 

unknown Question paper B, and to produce a summary of the passage. 

GROUP B 

15 subjects were asked to answer an Objective Test Question 

paper B before reading the passage and were informed that they would 

be tested by means of two Objective Test Question papers of a sinilar 

type to Question paper B. After their learning activity, they were 

in fact asked to answer Question paper B again and another unknown 

Question paper A ana to produce a summary of the passage. 

GROUP C 

15 subjects were told that they would be required to produce 

a suimary. They were given the further instruction that this stz=iary 

should consist of a fairly substcctntial report of the 'main points' 

of the passage. (CY. ýExpcriment One, no further instruction concerning 

the sizamary was given). After their learning activity, they not only 

had to produce a suriary of the passage., but also to amVer the two 

Question papers A and B4 

GROUP D 

15 subjects were given the same instructions as Group C and 

after their learning activity they had to perform the same tasks as 

Group C. Subjects in Group D were, however, offered guidance to 

improve their reading to learn perforriance as reported in Unit Two, 

., 
Technique. General Experimental Illethod, The Training 
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The Learning Tasks and the Task Evaluation 

The distribution of the items in Objective Test Question papers 

A and B is described in Unit Two, 2.. 6*3. 
. The original Question 

papers are included in Appendix A. The Tests were scoredby allocating 

one mark to each correctly answered question. The total marks per 

question paper wcro, thereforo, 22. These marks were distributed 

as follows: seven marks were allocated to the Recall Simple questions) 

eight to the Recognition or Multiple Choice questions and seven to 

the Recall Complex questions. 

The summaries were analysed in terms of the nunber of knowledO 

iiems recorded, relating to the three categories of item classification 

described in Unit Two, The Task Evaluation Techniques, 2.6. 

The maximum number of items relating to the category of Universals 

and Abstractions, was 52. The total nuiber of items was 90. The 

identification of the items recorded in the categor-y of Universals 

and Abstractions produced a measure of the nature and amount of 

selections (or omissions). 

All subjects were retested on Objective Test Question papers 

A and B one week after the original learning session. They were not 

retested on the suLunary. 
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3A3. Results and Discussion 

3.13.1* An-Analysis of the Score 

The summary scores of the experimental population were distributed 

as shwin in Table 30. The cut-off point between effective and 

ineffective scores were set at the trough between the two modes of 

the bimoaally distributed population. This cut-off point was at 30. 

SUBJECT 

FREQUENCY 

14 

13 

12 

il 

io 

9 

7 
6 

5 

3 
2 
i 
02 

46 

TABIS 20 Tho froquoncy distribution of scores in the sunmary in 

the experimental population. 

io 14 18 22 26 30 ; 34 38 42 46 50+ 

SUpPlUaY SCORE 
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The immediate post test and post I week objective test scores 

of the cocp-rimental population were distributed as shown in Appendix B, 

3.13.1. 

This distribution showea th,, lt the Recall Complex sections of 

the two Question papers 11, and B were the most discriminating. 

Table 31 shows the frequency distribution of scores in the Recall 

Complex sections of Question papersA ana B for the exkwimental 

population. Cut-off points between effective and ineffective scores 

were set at the score of 42 as shown on the histogram. 

30 
28 
26 
24 
22 

SUBJECT 20 
FREQUENCY 18 

16 

12 
io 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 

I 

TABLE 31. The frequency distribution of scores in the Recall 

Complex sections of Question papers A and B for the 4xperimental 

population. 

23- 1+ 56 

Recall Complex Score 
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Table 32 shovis the frocluoncy cUstribution of scores in the 

Recall Complex sections of qucstion papers 11 and B post 1 week for 

the experimental population. ' The vCrinoxiccabimodal distribution 

of the Roc, -dl Complex Score after 1 week shovied thattho experimental 

population couY bo divided into those subjects who retained the 

information learnt ý,. na those subjects who had forgotten the information 

lonrnt. This result is aiscussea and evaluatea later in this result 

section. 

I 
'12 
20 
18 
16. 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2r 
0f 

01 2RECALý TOI&EX 
9CORE, 6 

TABIL, 32. The frcqýacncy cýistribution ol- scorcs 3-n -Gric nuuLi" vuAP-Lu. & 

sections of qiiosticn -, papors A ancl B post 1 viccký for the exporimontLal 

populc. tion. 

Thc pro-tcsted Objcctive Tcst scorcs of Groups A ana B worc 

distributed'as shown in AppencUx B, '1 3.13.1. A comp, -xison of the 

frequency distribution of scores in tho pro ancl post--ýcstccl objective 

test in Groups A ana B, showed that learning haa tclen pla. ce, 
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Table 33. compares the performance of the two conibinea groups 

of 30 subjects each. 

Learning for 

Objective Tests A&BI Summary C"& D 

Effective on Sumnary ana 
Objective Tests 7 19 

Effective on St=. iary only 0 0 

Effective on Objective Tests 
only 14 6 

Effective on neither 9 5 

TOTAL 30 30 

chi squ, "re = 11.42 p! qbability = . 01 

TABLE 33. Everyone who, produced an effective sw-upary also 

scored effectively on the Objective Tests. But the reverse was not 

the case. Only seven of the subjects reading for an Objective Test 

were able to produce an effective suamary. 

3.13.2. An Analysis of Time in Relation to Performance 

The Input and Output times (su-=ary and objective tests) of the 

experimental population were -analysed in terms of the grouping of 

the subjects into, effective on the summary and objective tests (Y. E) 

effective in the objective tests and ineffective in the summary (E. I. ) 

and'ineffective in both tasks (I. I. ) The mean time in minutes spent 

on the Input and Output phases and the standard deviation are shown 

in Appendix 3-13.2. 
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I 
Talbles showing the tests of significance of the Input and Output 

times between the experimontal groups and between effective and 

ineffective divisions are also presented in Appendix 3.33.2 

Inspection of the detailed Tables in the Lppcndix shows that 

significant differences in Input and Output times can be identified. 

a) Groa L and B (Instructional Directives, Objective tests) 

Taere is a significant difference between input and output times 

of the E. E., E. I. and I. I. divisions within the groui)s. 

b) Group-Cand D (Instructional Directives, su, -x. iary) 

There is a significant difference between input and output 

tiraes of the E. E*/ E. I. and I. I. divisions within the groups. 

C) E. E. Division (Efficient in both Objective tsts and summary) 

Subjects in Groups A/B spent significantly less on their 

input times (P = . 01) and significantly more on their summary output 

times (P = . 01) than subjects in Groups C/t. Subjects in Group D 

spent significantly more time an their Input activity (p = . 02) and 

significantly less tirme on t1hcir suiiuary Output activity (p = . 001) than 

subjects in Group C. There was no significant differdnce in the 

time spent on tho protested and unpratested Question papers in 

Gruups A, Bx C and D. 

d) The-E. I. Division (Efficient in Objective tests, 

Inefficient in Su7amary) 

There was no significant difference in the Input times and 

Output times between Groups A and 3. * There was some significant 

difference in Input and Output times between groups A/B and C/D (p = . 02). 

There was no significant difference between Groups C and D in either 

Input or Output times. ' 
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e) The I. I. -'Division-(Inefficient in Objective tests, 

Inefficient in Swamary) 

There was no significant difference in Groups i,. /ý3 and C/D 

in Input ti., re . but the groups tended to differ in Output ti: mes. 

f) The Protest (given to Groups i, and B) 

There was no significant difference in the pretest tines between 

the E. E., E. I. and I. I. divisions. 

The indiviaual clistribution of time on the protest in the 

I. I. Division sepai-atea into long an! short Unes on the Pretest 

(ABa, ABb). As a result of this, further sub-division input tirvs 

summary times showed no significant differencosp but significant 

differences -Pere apnarent between ABa and ABb sub-divisions in the 

time spent on the protested question paper after learning, There was 

no significant difference in the tine spent on the linprotested question 

pa, )er. 

TablO, Vehovis average "reading and note-taking" tiMC3 and 

average I'sizinary wTiting" tL-acs in minutes for the two combined 

groups at'ýdiffurant levels of performance. 

Effectivo on StLmar-y and 
Objective Tests 

Effectivo on Dbjoetivo 
Test only 

Effectivo on noither 

Loixnirig f or 

Objuctivo tosts A&B1, Su---imar7 C& ID 

108 156 
78 45 

85 62 
23 36 

44 50 
20 32 

Roading & 
note-taking 
time Sumiary 

Writing 
Tine I 

TA13LE 34 Ca average the most Offoctive le. -irners took betwom 
2 to 3 tirics as long to read the tcxt as did the least effective. The 
distribution of inaividaal scores is significantly weighted in the same 
direction. 
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Table35 shows the distribution of subjects into short, medium 

and long "reading and note-takingý' times for different levels of 

effectiveness. 

Learning time 

Short up Mediua Long 
to 70 nins. 71-95 mins. 96 mins. 

-over. -- 

Effective on Summary and 22 Objective Tests 

Effective on Objective 
Tests only io 

Effective on neither 00 

chi sciurtre = 42.0 probability . 001 
VMLE 35 . 

These results indicate that the longer a subject spent reading, 

the more likely he was to be sucý; essful. However, inspection of the 

reading records show that time is simply an indicator of more important 

characteristics of the reading process. 

Table 36 shows the distribution of subjects into sh, )rt, 

medium and long su-. mary times for different levels of effectiveness. 
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Sirimary Time 

Short up* 1*1 'odium Long 
to 38 rains. 38-68 rLins. 68 rains. 

& over. 

Effective on Summary & 5 16 6 Objective Tests 

Effective on Objective 
Tests only 

17 30 

Effective on neither 1 13 1010 

chi 2 33.32 probability =.. 001 

TABLE 36. Tho distribution of subjects into short, medium and'long 

sLL-uaary times for different levels of offectiveness. 

These results indicated that the less time a subject spent un 

the st=ary, the more likely lie was to be r-isuccessful. Most 

successful subjects spent an intermediate time on-their summaries, 

and there were as many in the short category as in the long. This 

aspect is discussed further after a considerat: i: on of the, protocols.. 

3.13-3. Analvsis of The Reading Records. 

Analysis of the reading records indicated that most. subjects 

read the text more than once, Some read it 5 or 6 times, but as in 

previous experiments, readings differed in character. Four, basic 

patters (or tactics) were again distinguished in the protocols. 

TX2)e aa rapid more or less even read through the, text. 
. __j_j 

Type (bj a slow steady read through the text shoviing hesitations 

vrith or mathout note-taking* 

ZMC-LC Ia read showing considerable scanning backý: ards and 

forwards through the text. 
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T22c (cl) periods of no reading associato, ý'. with"thinking sessions' 

note consultation sessions or note draft sessi-ons. 

Type (a) appeared in the reading patterns of effective and 

ineffective learners. The aata from this experiment suggests that 

this type of read apj)earea to serve four functions. (G. f. Experi,, ient 

One -2 functions were assessed). 

It can be the only type of record producca by a 

subject who is ineffectivo on both sura. -mry and 

Objective tests. 

2) It can be the only type of record produced by a 

subject whose conceptual knowledge of the area read 

is well developed. (The 2 molecular biologists from 

Dr. F. Crick's teati). One such subject did hesitate 

in ame. areas of the text bocause, as he reported, 

he had to pay attention to the differcnces between 

his current knowledge and scjý, ie of iho information in 

the article, which ras out of data. 

ginning of the reading protocol. It carl appoix at the bef 

As discussed in Ei,. -porii. tents I ana 2.. Ct the beginning. 

this read perfor,. -c-I on orienting and preparing function, 

as a result of which the subject aajustea his task 

clefini. tion. and prepexed his subsequent bchaviour. 

4) It can ap,? e ar at ena of the protocol. Again, as in 

earlier experLuent; 3i this rcad sea to perforTu a 

roview function, the external infomation being checked 

against the subjeA's internal store. Somctii-, ics hesitations 

and baCk-tracking : Icmonstrate that the text had not been 
A 

the-oughly mastcrod. This road is, to sone extent, 

r, omparable to that of 2, in functioi: &, 
11 
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n2o (b) was associated with effective read patterns relating 

to Objective Tests and SiL-aiary. In the case of division E. I. 

(efficient in O. T. only), it was the only road of the protocol or 

was accompanio%--' by a Ty,, )c- Ua read. In division E. E. (efficient in Objective 

Test and Su. -, ziary), it was often acco, iipanied by a Typcýa)road and 
activity. 

either by a Type(c)reaa or/and TypeLd. )/In all subjacts this Type(_b) 

road vins associatea with data processing' at the specific level. 

Detailed analysis of tl-iis read indicated that hesitations can be 

located ±5 lines and that they were related to knowledge in the 

text. Nutes, if made, wore also related to small units of information 

in the text. 

Type (c was associated with effective read patterns in 

division E. E. (effectiveld Objective Tests and Sizimary). It was 

often accoiapanied by a TypoLd) read an"' Type (d) activity, and always 

by a Type(b)read. This read was associate-j. with a structuring of the text 

as a whole. Detailed analysis of protocols indicated that the scanning 

backwards and. forwards through the text could be related to the flow 

diagram of the o; varall mcaning structure of the text. Notes consisted 

of generalised statements relating to "Universals and Abs-Ltractions. " 

The degree of efficiency of the survaary seened to dopend upon the 

accuracy and extent of the correlation of goneralisations in teras 

of the flow diagram. 

Zype(d) was a fairly long period spent not reading the text. 

Thds activity appearee, to be associated wit. a the subject thinking 

about what he had road or reading t1ae notes prepared earlier in the 

reading. Sometimes additional notes were made. In many ways, this 

thinking period appearca to be an alternative to reading Type c 

The subj'ect would go over the major structure of the text as he 

conceived it2 reorganizing his own-ideas until he had produced an 

'internal schema' which satisfied hini. 
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In su; uary, a combinaticn of these types of read patterms 

into a complete protocol (or strategy), typical of Gach of the tbree 

divisions, is illustratecl as follovis: - 

DTVISION I. I. Ineffactive in Objective tests and Rumnary. 

MUTEGY TYLIE i 

T 

E 

x. 
T 

TDIE 

An example of a not effective in pither, '. im-ary. 2f, - 
Objective test strategy. 

The poor porfomance on both Sux-. iax7 and Objpctive Test was 

associated Ath Type (a) roadings and sem Type(b) readings. One, tilo 

little or even three such rapid reads with fow hcsitations produce" 

significant learning. 

DIVISION E. I. - Effective in Objective tests only. 

SMWATEGY TYPE 2 

T 

E ýlle 
CLý x CL 

A 

T !. 9- 0S --- --LL 
"'IMP L 

An exa-iple of an effective for 1119_2bjecýiY9 tests only stratepy., 

The Týype(b)read was often precedod ana f ollowed by Type(a)re, 6. CLs. 

Any combination of Type ýq)andýb) without Týqpe(cýor(d)wcnas associated 

with an effective Objective test result, but an ineffective su:, mmary, 
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The note taking which often accompanied Type(ý)read was almost always 

restricted to very short peri&Ls of time distributed regularly 

and frequently through the text. The notes made were kelated to small 

units of information in the text: in Bloomts terias, they were 

confined to the knowledge category. 

DIVISION E. E., - Effective in Objective tests ancl Smmary. 

MRATEGY TYPE 

T 
B 

x 
T 

TDIE 

10 j 
I 

ct -A 

y and Objective An oxnEiple qýf an effective in both Suranar, 

Test stratep, )r. 

Effectiveness on both Sx. m-aary and Objective test depended 

on either Type(c)reading or TypdUd activity or both., Subjects who 

pursuea Type Laý qý ana(d)activities reported that duringf,. d)they had 

been "sorting things out" or'lhinking how to sumarize it. " Type(a ) 

activity a,: ). )(--arecl to be equivalent to Type(c)read; either the notes 

were read in a Typeýfjwv or the details of the text were remembenýd 

and scanne, 1- in thrught rather than on the reading recorder. 
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An oxwRle of an effective on both Summary and Objective 

Test strategy. 

Volien readings of TYPOUa (j)fcýand(.. ft)-; ere associated in one 

strategy the subject scorod efficiently on bothýSummary and Objective 

Tests. The note taking associated with Typo(c)road usually occupiea 

longer periods of time but these were at less frequent intervals than 

those notes made during Typc(b)reading. These notes were selective 

and consisted of an assembly of the Imain points' (or Universals 

and Abstractions in terms of Bloum). They served to interrelate 

larger units of meaniný; within the text. 

Photographs reduced to an appropriate scale, illustrating 

selected examples of the learning strategies in the experimental 
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population are displayed in the following pages. 

ST-RATgGY TYPE 4.. 
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3.13-5. Influence of thc-Protest. 

Time.. Table 37 shows the average tines spent on the pretest 

in Groups A and B. and on the pretested and unpretested question pooer 

in Groups A/B, ana C/D. 

I IT B 

Learning f or 

Objective tests A &- B Sum-nary C&D 

Effective siviiary and 17 17 18 16, 16 Objective tests 

Effective Objective Tests 
15 18 49 15 16 

only 

Ineffective Oýjebtive Te. sts 17 is 16 A2 12 
and sun-aary 

a 22 21 15 

b io 14 16 

Qu. <L. Qu.. >L. Qu. > L. Qt;., L Qu. >L 
pr UnP. 

TABLE 37 . The average time spent on the pretest in GROUPS A/B ana 

on the protested and unpretested question papers in GROUPS A/B and C/D. 

* Qu. <L = Pretest question papcr before learning. 

11-* Qu., -oL = Protest question paper after learning. 

UnP. * Qu. >L = Unpretested question paper after learning. 

The distribution of individual times in the protest in the 

I. I. Division separated into I. I. a (4) and I. T. b (5) respectively. 

The numbers were vory small and, therefore., no valid conclusions could 

be made, but there was a difference between the time spent on the 

pretested question paper and unpretested question paper in ýhe two, 

sub-clivisions I. I. a. and I. I. b. 'after learning. 
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spent longer on the pretestea question paper than I. I. a. 

(Appendix 3.13.2. ) The I. I. a. sub-division spent less time on ihe 

protest than E. I. and E. E. and I. I, b. divisions. 

Recall Complex Score. 

1-. i;, -iecliate 

T, able 38 shows the i.,, can scores and standard deviatilon on the 

two post learning question papers, protested and unpretested respectively. 

Tables showing tests of significance are presented in Appendix 3.13-5. 

SCORE ON RECALL COMPLEX. 

Qu. 
_Protestecl 

Qu. Unpretested 

Qu. > Qu. > 

I 

DIVISION Mean Dove Mean Dove 

E. E. Immediate 6.5 . 49 6.3, *69 
A/B ( 7) 1 Post i weck 6.1 . 63 5.6 *5 

-------------- t-- --------- - -------------- 
C/D (19) 5.8 I-L4 5-94 1.12 

5.7. 1-03 5-58 1.03 

E. I. 5-14 1.24 5.07 . 96 
A/B (iQ 3.14 1.59 1.93 . 94 

--------- ------ -------------- ----------------------- --------------------- 
C/D (6) 5.0- 1.0. 5-0- 1-15 

1-83 0.68 1.66 0-74 

A/B aý A-5 0-5 1-75 
A/B 9) (4 0 0 0-5 0-35 

L/B b) 3 0.63 1.2 0.4 
(5) 1.8 0.4 0 0 

--------------- ------------- ---------- --- ---------- - ------ --- ------------ 
C/D (5) 1.8. 0.82 1-5 1-47 

0--25 -375 0.25 . 375 

TIMLE 38. The mean scoresand standard deviations in the protested 

and unpretested Objective test question papers after learning. 
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There was no significant clifftrence in the scores of all the 

subjects within the E. E., E. I., and I. I. Divisions. 

There was a significant difference between the unpretested 

question paper and protestec. question papor in the I. I. b.. Division of 

Groups A/B (probability level . 002). Subjecti in this sub-division 

scored higher in the pretested question paper. 

Post I week. 

There was no significtint difference in the scores of the 

subjects within the E. E. and I. I. Divisions. 

There was, however, a significant difference between the 

unpretested an, " pretested question paper in the E. I. and I. I. b. 

Divisions of Groups A/B (probability level . 02, . 001). There was 

less loss in the pretested question paper than in the unpretested 

question paper. 

Statistically, the sanples were too snall for any valid 

conclusions to be drawn from the dhta. However, the data provided 

a useful basis for an assessment of the influence of the pretest on the 

reading strategies. 

The_influence of the pretest on the readina strategies. 

An analysis of the strategies of the I. I. Division indicated 

that the semi TypeUl) read, practised by some subjects, was strongly 

biased to the pretested question paper. These were the five subjects 

who formed the I. I. b. sub-division of Groups A/3. Most of the 

hesitations that were made were related to the responses asked for 

in the pretest. (C. f. Experiment Two: the sub-aivision which 

scored higher in tho pretes ted question paper in the post test). 
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. An analysis of the strategies of the EoE. and E. I. Divisions 

of Groups A/B indicated that the subjects hadnot been as directly 

influenced by the protest as some of the subjects in the I. I. Division. 

ý, Within the tvo divisions (E. E. and E. I. ) the E. E. StratoFff 1 Typo 

and the E. I. Strategy Z Type were identified, respectively. The 

former, lacked the Type(2)read tactic., noted in the E. E. strategy 

4 Type oý Groups C and D. 

The inferenco is tentatively drarm, that the influence of the 

pretest on Groups L and'B could be direct or indirect. There was 

no apl. -larent direct influence of the protest on the subjects in the 

E. E. Division of Grou. ýs A ane, B. However, a general strategy adjustment 

may have been made. In other words, since none of the E. E. subjects 

in Groups A and B had pursued stiatogy L Type, it is suggested that the 

pretest had influenced the learners' task definition in such a wayi, 

ýL TYP e that overloarning or the pursuance of an elaborate Strategy I 

did, not take place. This inference is, to soino extentý supported 

by the evidence and conclusions of Experii-iient Two. The pretested 

Groups 2 and 3 did not pursue the elaborate 'Isuiimary type" Stratea IL, 

but two subjects in the unpretested Group I did pursue this elaborate 

type of strategy, although the subjects in this Group were told they 

should learn for an Objeciý, ive test. There was no apparent direct 

influence of the pretest on the reading strategies of the subjects 

in the E. I. Division of Groups A/B, but when tested after one week 

there was less loss in Recall Complex score in the protested question 

paper. Some of the subjects in the I. I. Division of Groups Jý/B 

pursued totally inefficient strategies end were not apparently 

influenced by the protest. There was the possibility that these 1+ 

subjects were negatively influenced and had underestimated the 

cognitive demands of the tests. 
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A direct influence of the pretest was apparent in the strategies of 

the remaining five subjects in the I. I. Division of Groups A/B. The 

semi Type b read was biased to the responses dei-ande, -I by the pretest 

and these subjects scored higher in the pretested question paper., 

after learning. 

3A3.6. Retention after one week, ' 

Some interesting finedngs emerged from the retesting of. the 

Objective Test Question papers after one week. If the subjects were 

divided into those who scored high on the sui-aiaary and those who scored 

low on the sirmary the test retest differences vary considerably. This 

data is shovm in Table 39, 

k 

Objective Test Score 
on., Recall Complex Items. 

14 
13 
12 

11 

io 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

i 

0 

Immediate 

High Score i Low Score 

3 
10 

8 
4 
2 
1 
1 
i 

"1 
2 

5 

i week later 

High Scor-elLow Score 
nn Rummarv on surmar 

I 
5: 
7 
8 

3 

I 
2 

3 

I 
2 
6 
5 

7 
5 

TABLE R. The distribution of subjects of high and. low surmary score 

against the Objective Test score on the Recall Complex innediately and 

after i week. 

4 
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Table 40 shows the correlation of the sunmry scores and the loss on the 
Objective Test scoresin the Recall Conplox section after one week. 

Summary 
Score 47 50 41 35 I 31 23 17 13 11 9 6 

Loss on 
Objective 1.8 2.6 3.4 4-0 3.6' 7*. 6 9.5 9.0 io. 0 8.2 8.4 
Test. 

Spearmans =., 0-76 N= 60. paýobability W-0i 

TABLE 4.0., The correlation of sunmary score and tho loss of Objective 

Test score in the Recall Complex section after one week. 

After a week the high s=nary scorers have significantly higher 

scores on Recall Conplex section in the Tests than the low surza=7 

scorers. This factor accounted for the very marked bimodal distribution 

of scores in the recall complex section after one week (Appendix 3-iM 

The E. I. division of the expeririental population (inefficient in the 

Smimary.. efficient in the Objective Test), were inefficient in the 

Objective Test after one week. 

This finding, coupled with the obvious differences in reading 

strategies between subjects scoring high on the summary and those scoring 

low, raises an important educational question which is discussed further 

in the General Conclusion of this experiment. 
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3.13-7. GROUP D. Result. (students gýdea to improve their strategies 

of Lcarniný). 

Of the 15 subjects in this group, only four chose not to use the 

guides, one of these produced an effective swamary, All the subjects 

who used the guides produced effective sunraaric's. This compares with 

the subjects in Group G, without the guides, half of whom produced 

effective summaries. Table 4,1 shows the distribution of subjects in 

Groups C and D in relation to effectiveness of perfoxTianc6. 

D 

C Used It Not use 
Guides Guides - t: 

Effective on Sumnary and 7 11 A Objective Test 

Effective on Objective 4 O 2 Test only. ý 

Effective on neither 0 

TABLE 41. The distribution of subjects in Groups C and D in relation 

to the effectiveness of performance. - 

There appeared to be some evidence that offering students an 

ir: vaediate detailed record of how they arc learning, linked with guides 

r-Ic how to interpret tUs record, allowed them to explore new strategies 

and establish more effective patterms of behaviour. 

There were also spontaneous caiments by teachers that some of 

the Group D subjects showed improvement in other areas of stuay. 

The reading strategies of the efficient subjects in both groups 

were of a similar type (Type 4 strategy) although the total Input time 
I 

of the groups was significantly different at the . 02 level of 

significance. The subjects in Group D who used the guides were pursuing 

in Islow motion' the same ýype of activities as the effective subjects 

in Group C. - 
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3-14- General Conclusion 

J) The relationship between reading strategies and the 

outcome' of reading. Leaýrner task definition. 

The experimental population was differentiated according to the 

effectiveness of the reading 'outcome' into three divisions; 

E. E. Subjects officient in Objective tests and Suminary. 

E. I. Subjects efficient in Objective Tests and 

inefficient in the Sur. mary. 

I. I. Subjects inefficient in Objective tests and Summary* 

These differences in results, related to differences in reading 

strategies. A strategy which incl*ddea a read, with hesitations and 

notes related to ! specifics' in the text, was effective in the Objective 

tests. A strategy which included a search read, with considerable 

scanning backwards and fonvaras in the text.. or/and non reading 

sessions, consisting of note review, draft ana 'thinking' sessions, 

revealed the development of an understanding of the larger structural 

properties of the text and was effective in suzmiarization. It is 

inferred, that the record of the processof rearling can be used to 

predict what lype of learning has taken 21ace. 

Not all subjects in Groups A and B (told to prepare for 

Objective tests), were successful in the Objective tests. Some subjects 

were effective in the Objective tests only (E. I. ), others were effective 

in both types of test (E. E. ). Not all subjects in Groups C and D 

(told to compose a sum. ary), were successful in the sumnary. Some 

were effective in the objective tests only (E. I. ). others were effective 

in both types of test (E. E. ). The pattern of reading, which an 

individual generated depended on his definition of the task, not only 

in general terms, but in terms of the operational plan (Ililler, G. A., 

Pribmi, K. L., &, -, Galanter, E., 1360), which be brought to bear. 
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Instructional directives influenced this definition, but did not 

totally determine it. Some students were unable to translate the 

directives into an effective operational plan. Others persisted with 

their own operational plan in the expectation that, the result would 

at least partially i. icet with the expectations of the instructional 

directives. The plans of a 'beginner' and an 'expert' may bring about 

the same post loarnint; result, but they will differ considerably. The 

lexperV may have read the text through once. ' fairly smoothly, the 

beginner may have read the text five or six times., exploring the items 

of information and building this into neemings from which he can 

develop a structured understanding of the material. The Ikypothesis 

is i-riade, that task definition is a personally creative, operational 

plan which is derived from the stimulus situation, including býih 

the instructional directives and the text, but is also larpely 

influenced by. the initial state or predisposition of the learner. 

Frequently, there- is a misalignment between the learner's plan ahd 

the instructional directives (externally set task) resulting in 

loverlearning' or lunderleariAng'. Sone subjects in Groups A and B 

were effective in the Objective tests and Suimnary. Some subjects 

in all groups were ineffective in both tests. Clearly there is a 

need to develop training in reading to learn. 

2) The influence of the pretest on task definition in 

Groups A and B 

Objective tests givcn prior to learning, influenced the 

operational plan of 3ubjects in Groups L and B, in one of two ways. 

Some ineffective subjects wepe influenced directly and specifically. 

Their task definition resultqa in a strategy of reading which was 

effective on that particular gretest, but not on another test. 
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Subjects who were effective in both Summary and Objective test or 

effective in Objective test only wore influenced in a less direct 

way, their task definition resulted in a strategy of reading which 

served to be equally effective in the protostod and unprotested 

Objective test, after learning. Theso subjects had conceptualized 

the nature of the test and were able to transfer this into a more genorally 

effective plan. 

The significantly higher drop in score in the unprotested 

Objective test after one week in the, ineffective'subjeCts'(I. I. ) and 

the subjects effective in the Objective tests only (B. I. ), 'on the one 

hand., compared -Ath no differences in score in both Objective tests in 

the subjects effective in, both Summiary and Objective tests (E. E. )., on 

the other hand, has bearing on the conclusions of Ausubel (1960) 

on the role of advanced organizers. The pretest served to 'condition' 

the learner, by the advanced introduction of relevant organizers, which 

facMtated the retention of unfainillar material. However., students 

interpret the 'advanced organizer' aspect of the protest differently, 

and this is reflected in their operational plans or reading'strategies,, 

with the result that the influence of the organizer can be long torn 

or short t=. The hypothesis is made, that the-pedaggaic value 

of a carefully prepared -pretest, as an advanced organizer for e&ective 

operational plans in reading to loram could be of tramendous significance. 

However, there is a clangor that an over-intensive and undiscriminating 

use of protests may lead the learner into too specific selectivity; 
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3) Learning and Testing. 

The more skilled or competent the learner the more likely 

was he to translate effectively the instructional directives-into a 

reading plan (or strategy),, which was optiiiLal for the test he expected 

to receive. Reading in an optimally effective way for an essay type 

answer produced le, -. rning, which enabled the reader to cope effectively, 

with Objective tests. The reverse was not the case. Students reading 

in an optimally effective way for Objective testg, did not cope 

effectively with the essay type question, which inirolved the development 

of structure, nor did they retain the information as effectively over 

long periods. The pedagotr , ic value of Objective tests should be carefully 

reconsidered. Reading effectively for Objective tests only, in being 

reinforced, would be perpetuated. This can be likened tfD direct 

operant conditioning (Skinner 1957a), If reading effectively for essays 

is not similarily rcinfcrcad, the studentis repertoire of strategies 

will be restricted and his learning capacity curtailed. 

Objective tests foster a'shallowl learning, since the very 

nature of the test provides information,, which acts as a framework 

for the response; the organized schema is external to the learner. 

It is therefore not esscntial to take learning to the same end point 

as in preparing for a suanary, in order to be effective. 

The longer or shorter tena retention effects of different types 

of reading-to-learn strategies, muýt be related to internal storage 

systems. Large scale organization of information, which involves 

c, )ncept and principle learning (Gagne"- 1965) results in a more effective 

long term retrieval than learning specifics. The issue of whether 

long term storage (L. T. S. ) and short term storage (S. T. S. ) are different 

processes has been considered by Hebb (1949), Broadbent (1958)P 

Melton (1963), 1ý7augh and Norman (1965), Glanzer &- Cunitz (1966) and 

Raymond 0 969). 
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The data from this experi. aent is considered favourable to the two 

storage mechanism of mei . iory hypothesized by these workers. Mandler (1969) 

has recently reported that the greater the number of categories in 

organized categorized word lists, the greater the number of words 

recalled in the long teni. The findings uf'the experiment here 

reportea sup; )ort this study. Bruner (1960) has e, -, iphasized that the 

formulation by the learner of a, structure or pattern, within subject 

matter is essential for learning progress. He points out, that grasping 

the structum permits itej-as to be related more meaningfully and 

retrieved more effectively. 

4) Guided Instruction Self-organized learning and feedback. 

The effectiveness of all subjects in Group D, who used the visual 

guides, amphasized the importance of training. Feedback of information 

: 'ents' awareness of the during learning was useful in increasing stul 

process of reading to learn. Guidance a2l3cared to influonce the task 

definition. with the result that the o2erptional plan was nore optimally 

aligned to an effective performance. 

As a result of differences in their initial state, the st udents' 

needs for training were not the sone. It is considered essential, to 

develop an instructional procedure, within which each stuClent can 

control his learning. Effective learning from written*information 

depends upon organization and decision making, and the extent to which 

this is tutor or learner controlled, opens up a major educational issue, 

Too rigid external control as in the case of some teaching situations 

and progranied texts., restricts individual freedom of operation and 

lowers motivation and intellectual potency (Bruner 1961). Such rigid 

external control of the learner con lead to conflict. 
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No external control can load to ineffective stan,, 3L,, xds, as this reported 

experii. lent has shown. Instruction should aim at a dynamic flexible 

relationship, between external and learner control of learning, to 

meet the individual needs. An instructional procedure, needs to be 

developed, which encourages self-organized learning. This issue is 

taken up in Unit 7- 

3.15. Sixrm arv 

A learning strategy which was aligned to good sun-dary, and a 

learning strategy w1hich was alignod to a gooa response only to 

Objective testswere distinctly different. *The former was associated 

with a longer Input time than the latter, but tine was not the only- 

criterion of differentiation. The reading strategy for good summarization 

was more complex,, in that it was sub-divided into more phases of 

activity than the reoding strategy, good only for Objective test 

responses. 'Tithin the experimental population task definition was not 

universally optimally aligned, to the externally set goal (instructional 

directive). Some subjects overlearnt for the Objective tests and others 

underlearnt for the Objective tests and Su:, =ry. It appeared that 

students defined learning tasks in idiosyncratic ten. qs. ' It was suggested 

that the student has a predisposition to perceive the task in a particular 

way in relation to the stimulus, which consisted of tho learning 

material and the externally set instructional directive, and this 

per eptual organization largely determined the task definition. - and 

oporational plan. The reading strategy or plan can; therefore,, be 

understood as a complex operating system of checking' how the ongoing 

process of reading related to the self-defined goal* Pretesting 

appeared to havo specific and general influences on task definition. 
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Guides to improve strategies of learning appo=od to provide a 

rcfcrcnt framework, which led to successful task alignment, in 

torms of a summary. A learning strategy which was aligned to good 

surnarisation rcsulted in a longer retention of knowledge than a 

learning strategy whichvas aligned to good Objective test rosponscs 

only. Those r osults are considered to be f avourable to a two 

storage mechanism in memory. 



P, 1 
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UNIT Thenr2tical Discussion_Cl A Prcj3:; i. irLaa. Modol (ýLtljq LoRmer 

Towards a Synthesis. 

1. Learning is a generative process which involves an alignment 

betiveen outside information md the internal model (Bruner 1964, 

Allport 1964, Broadbent 1958). In the case of learning by reading, 

the outside information is the written word Yhich represents a synbol 

systen, and thQ inte. rnal nodel is the cognitive schem. which is related to 

this systor. (Piagot 1950). Any given intellectual area has its equivalent 

conceptual cog-nitive schema. 

2, There may be a best r , Icthod of reading for cach individual, but 

this is conditional upon many operating factors, which forn part of an 

ongoing process of rocciving information and dealing with it. Reading- 

to-loarn can be described as a cybernetic system and interference at any 

one level of feedback within thO system can have repercussions at -dl 

levels. An attempt at making explicit sane of these factors has boon 

nade in Unit 3. The hypothesis is made that if an learner is presented 

with an 2pportunity to be made awa-re of how and why he pursues a specific 

reading strategy, this can forra a basis of a more precise assessment of 

the outcome of learning behaviour against self-defined learning purposes. 

In other words, providing the learner -with an opportunity to evaluate his 

internal state or 'conditions within' in relation to the stimulus 

situation, can form a basis of. a, more precise asscssnent of the terminal 

performance against sclf-definod purposes. The combination of awareness 

of reading pattcrns in relation to internal 'conditicns' and the stimulus 

situation could have repercussions on how an individual defines his 

learnino purposes. This in turn proprxes the foundation for a systematic 

inprovoLiont of task definition. This Yrould be reflected in terns of 

an optKal natch between the =ornAly set taskp the internal task 

dof inition, the learning strato a. and torminal ý, rc. spcnsc, An ability 
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to self-, )rganise learning behaviour cfficiontly coula be nurturecl. 

A cybernetic model of learning by reading, which forms the basis for 

these predictions is presented bolow: - 

STIMULUS SITUATION 

MERNALLY SET GOAL 

Loarning Task or 
instructional 

directives, defined 

in tems cf a 

particular perform- 

,, zice exDectation. 

CONDITIONS Vn2HIN TBE LEARNER 
-9 

Cognitive structure in a 

given intellectual area 

STEHULUS SITUATION 

IE 

t 

Store of learning skills THE LEARNING 1,, =ERIAL 

F-14 
N 

ji Written material 

0 a2 characterisod by its 

TI 

Personal interpretation of intrinsic syntactic 

learning task and semantic structure 

Reading Strategy 

TERZITAL \t., hESPONSE 

Perfornance; 

a relative change 
in intellectual 

behaviour 

A cyBERNETIC MODEL OF LEARNING BY READING 
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3. The hypothesis is made that the Iccnditions within tho learner' 

which determine the reading stratcey incorporate several major factors, 

which arc bound in a complex relationship. Some of those factors are 

considered briefly. 

A 'CoGnitive Structuro, '. This represents the total 

organis--ticn of concepts, and it r--furs to the interrelationships of 

bodies of concepts. This is hierarchical. 

Piagot's ý. o . 
0a Litivýj SRh ,E arc integrated systemp of concepts and, as 

such, are part of the total Cc, -, n tive Structure. 

Tho public)agreed knovIlodge systom abc-ut a given =Lca is usually well 

defined cmd the relationships between the items of knowledge is logioal. 

This does not -mean that any one individual's Cogrative Structure 

equates to this. 11any of us do not 'properly understand' the existing 

state of knowledge, md, thoso who do often have idiosyncratic experiences 

Which anplify ana distort tha comon consensus. As one focuses on a 

specific task or knowicago area, it is. ofton possible to analyse it in 

terms of a hierarchical orgardsation. The levels of organisation from 

specifies to abstractions ana generalisations, which one individual has 

stored within a Cognitive Structure 
31 can be reprosentodideally as 

ollows :- 

I1('llttttHl(F 
J, evels of organisation in a hicrarchy, from specifies 

to the most general concepts 

rn rnT nirri 711 
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The level of development of an individual Is tota]ýCý2m tive Strultu 

is variable. From the noo-comectionist-cognitive point of view thia 

Cognitivo Structure roprescnts an internalisation of an individual's 

experiences, which rcsult fron a clynaraic interaction between the 

individual 
cand' his onvir-. )mont. An individual's Cognitive Structure 

increases in c, ýmplexity irith agu and experience. Co tivo Structure 

In a given field can bo represented in a sinplified form as 

Mcst General Concopts 

P11 rn 

Very General Concepts, 

General Concepts 

Specific Concepts 
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A subject whose Cognitive Structure extencls from specific 

concepts to the riost Ilgencral cnneepts" pursues a pattern Of input 

activity or plan (Miller 196o) aiffering in kina from that of a subject 

whose Cc tive Structure is at the level of f1spocific concepts. ". 

A sitriplified hypothetical explanation of how efficient reading patterns ro- 

late to C(, gnitive Structure is shown * below: -_ 

RRAD TYPE 

STAGE 3 
Optinal 'smooth 
tYpol road 
tactic AT 

E 

x 

T1 11 ET 

STAGE. ý 

Structured 
or ISumnary 
type, read 

COGNITIVE STRUCTIM, 

STAGE 2 

Pax= 

STAGE 3 
The f orrardi on of , *r 

a comon core of 
najor principles. 

zp 

STAGE 2 

The cncqrpora- 
tion of small 
units of con- 
cepts into 
large units. 

ta 
4ýýP 

The beginning 
of schematiza, - 
tion. 

C6. 

STAGE, 1 

Rote 
or 'Objectivc 
Test typof 

_or read j 0- 

IME 

STAGE 1 

-An asscssriont 
of specific 
concepts. 
6 () op 

'0 
000 
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STAGE 1 

Th 0 acquisition of 'Specifics' not correlated within a schema-,, c. -m be 

related, to a straight read with numerous hesitations. This type of read 

is associated vrith Irote loarning' and is tho slowest C'f the three types 

of identified reads. In the absence of a structure, the storage of data 

is not organised. This typo of input activity is rolatod to potential 

efficiency in objective tests, designed to assess knowledge of spucifics. 

If an individual's PqZktjvq_Structurc is dependent upon aE; c and 

experience., it could be inferred that the reading habits of the infant 

school child may well be restricted to this typo of road. The hypothesis 

is nado that tho roading habit cf tho olaor child and scric adults 
. 
EY2y- 

not havc ovolvea beyond this stlnge. Training to read within the 

educational curriculum ends at the prinary schccl. It is., therefore, 

considered that training to develop a store of qualitatively different 

reading tactics and strategies (ro. ading skill) cý, uld have repercussions 

on cognitive Growth. 

STAGE 2 

This relatos to a structuring and restructuring of tho specifics irit,, 

small unit concepts, ' and of the latter into large unit concepts. 

Hesitations in the read signify a riimc. tch between the inforrlation read 

-nd the internal store. Is Regressions -in the total road signify offort 

at restructuring the P2jyii'[ýýIVC Ll IýM. This type of input activity 
.L- 

La t 

relates to a potential. efficiency in generalising tosts. such as the 

composition of a sumary. Whather or not intellectual growth is 

aosociated vrith tho acquisitinn of this type of read pattern is open 

to conjocture. Efforts at thq correlation of the stages in cognitive 

developricnt nf children (as formulated by Piaget and Bruner) with the 

developnont of road patterns, c, ýuld bo rewarding,. It could serve to 

further present knolliedge, on the development of uan's ratiocinative 

capacity and to provide a technique for tho systemitic intervention of 
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Coonitive Growth in order to improve and rLccclar-Lto it. 

§TAGE, 

This ? smooth type' rc, -d rcl-tes to -. n optirind input of inform, %tion 

compatible Ath -ll levels of the Cognitive Structure. It is con- 

jectural ! %s to whether no nequisition of fresh concepts, associnted with 

any of the throe stcgos., is tCking place, or whether the degree of 

prediction afforded within this highly organisocl Cognitive Structure 

incorporates an extremely f. -st implicit input Inctivity, when addition-1 

concepts I-ro being acquired. Accepting -the forrmor viewpoint, no learning 

of now concepts is taking place; accepting the latter, lo-rning of the 

most sophisticated type is taking pl,,. cc. 

6. 
- A Goanitivo Structuro is rostructured whon now concepts Orc 

incorporated. The ncvi concopts aro probably fitted into an oydsting 

basic structure. This stracturo affects the b, -sic structure To the 

extent- at which ril-jor restructuring of the CoMitivo Structure has to 

take place during learning, as from one stage to another, behavioural 

changes must also bo-ruado. This would account for the structurca read 

pattern described in ýý22 2. The more elaborate the existing P2LijLti'Kq 

Structure is in torrs of its hierarchical organisntion (as in Stage 3), 

the less restructuring has to tak-- place during learning, and, therefore, 

the corresponding beh,, viour is not chnngod.. This interpretation of 

bcMvic, ural activities during learning is related to the process of 

adaptation by accoLmodation and assinilation, (Piaget 1950). Learning 

by accommodation results in hesitations t,. nd regressinns in reading. 

Learning by assimilation results in smooth 'optimal' reading. A 

cybernetic system in dynamic equilibrium is ,,. useful model to understand 

the process of 1cfxning by reading. The restructuring of a CoMiti 

Structur, i can be considered as a different view of tho s=a process. 

When a Cognitive Structure is restructured, the learner moves from one 
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level of equilibrium to a ncwhigher level. Taien the equilibriun is 

disturboa, as whon now concepts are oncountcrocl, it is rustorca when 

the now concepts have boon incorporated into the existing structure. 

The sophisticated rýptjjaaj IsmoothItypo road allovis for 

proficiency in both the specific and goneralisation tests. The pursuit 

of the I sriooth' typo read cxclusively, in the absence of a we2l developed 

CoojýýI: te Structure results in inefficiency in specific and goncralisation 

tests. 

The implication of this interpret antion is, that in order to be 

able to summariso well, a learner Nrith a minimal zrqt; A! ýý 
-- . 

Lq 
-, 

Structure in 

that particular field, needs to pursue all -the st, -., Sos of input activity; 

thclrotol intake (Stage 1), the structured intake (Stage 2) and the final 

'optimal' intcdco (Stago 3) arý,, of equal relevance in the total pattern 

of the roaain. - stratogy. Knowledge of the throe types of road is 

provided in the instructional procedure negctiatod in Experiment 5 

Unit 7, which represents a pilot study to oncourage students to improve 

the range ana effectiveness of thoir reading outcomes. 

ýearniin. g-,, Sllcii2Lý;. 

This represents the total organisation cf sIdlls on which the process 

of reading-to-learn dopona. Thu crganisa-tion of skills is hierarchical, 

but the nature of the hierarchy is not clear. From the noo-comoctionist- 

cognitive poilrb of view learning skills represent an internalisation of 

'M individual's experiences which result from -, ). dynarlic interaction 

between the incividual ana his onviroment. Skills incroase in 

complexity sdth ago and experience. Learning skills in rclation to 

reading -xu listca as follows: - 

1) Tho, skill of being able to read printed words. 

2) Tho skill of being able to vrritc printea woras. 
Tho, skill of being able to and nanipulato the syntactic 

ortonisation of sentencos,. 
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The skill of being able tojE. 2nerato meaning from the syntactic 
and semantic organisation of sentences. . 

5) The skill of being able to store knowledge at the level of 
specific concupts. 

The Bill of beia ale to store KoModge at the level of more 

goneral concepts. 

The skill of being able to store knowledge at the level of the 

raost general ccnccpts. 

8) The skill of being able to retrieve knowledge when required. 

from any level of the hierarchy. 

9) The skill of being able to select and give priority to 

particular data at any level of the Cognitive Structure.. 

10) The skill of being able to translate in verbal terms the 

Co&aItive Structure ana hence te communicate to others. 

10. - 
(iii) Personal Interpretation of the task-(Task Definition).. 

The personal interpretation of the task and the externally set task 

(or instructional directives) -are not necessarily the same in terms of 

the learning outcome. An individual's irrLorprotation of the task 

depends partly upon his existing knoWloagc, or CoMitive Structure., his 

coanitive lcarnin; -, skill and his motivation. It is also influenced, 

although largely unconsciously, by the cumulative impact of his whole 

learning history. The personal Task Definition determines the reading 

strategy, not only in general terms but also in torris of an operational 

plan, vdiich the reader brings to bear on the printed naterial to be learnt. 

Task Definition is soon as a personally creative, operational plan, which is 

derived frorl the stimulus situation which includes the instructioral 

directives and the text, but is also largely influenced by the interaction 

of internal factors which togothor determine -the interm. 1 state of the 

learner. 

11. (iv) Motivation. 

Motivation is a factor which interacts vrith other factors within the 
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loarnor to dotermino tho rc, -din-- stratoCy, Nhilo this aspect represents 0 

a study in its cvm right$ as discussed in tho litoraturo reviavi of tho 

practical problem (Unit 1,20), it is an assumption of this rosoarch that 

loarnor participation is bound up T, -, Ith motivation. All subjects who 

participatca in tha ompirical studios Two voluntoors. 

12. (v) ldonitorina_Le 

Tho systori of ramitorin,,.; tho lcarninG procoss is alsc bound 

cybcrno-bic--lly to the external and Internal 'conditions' M-dch relate 

to loamin3. It relates to 'the way in which the. loarnInG material is 

road in order to perform the taskand it is rrz; floctad. in the type of 

readinS strato&7 producocl. A learner's rionitorinG level needs tc be 

flexibly ancl systomatically adjustoOL an(! controlled in ordcr to mect the 

donand. s cf the task and the rojuircrionts cf the lecnditionst Yrithin the q, 
learner, in rolatim tc the iiatorilal to be learnt. 

1ý. Instructional Pr(=c1urcs. 

This norlol beiriC, - O. evolopod iz not cnly doscriptivo of tho procoss 

cf roadirIS-to-loarn, but also provides a psychological foundation for the 

constructicn of an instructional prccodure t-- increase the rango and 

offectivonoss of tho activity. This instructional procodure could 

oporato in two =. in staeos: _ 

STAGE 1 

A lo. rtrnor is provided vdth a loarning task, cn a particular toxt. This 

makosuptho stinulus situation. The loarnor operates the reading 

recorder and by moans of-tho graphical rooord, produood, is made aware of 

his reading activity. A tutor-controllod or solf-cmtrolled evaluation 

cf the performance with reforonco t:. ) tho, task vvýuld diagnose the 

officioncy of the learning. The outcor2o cf learning could be related 

-to the reading stratea, 

STAGE 

An inefftetive loarnor is givontho oppoftunity by extorwl suportision 
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or by solf-controlled instruction to examine his Cognitive Structure 

and Cognitive Laarning Skill in rolati-n to his reading strratcCy. He 

can then select,, " a guide to 1(,, lxning .a reading strateM-r best suited 

to his predisposition, so that his personal interpretation of the task 

is better oriented to the requiremcnts of the extornally set goal. 

14. A full cvaluatirý, n of this instructional proccaurc depends 

upon a further elaboration of the rolarticnship between reading strategies 

and tho ýutcono'of learning, and upon a more detailed ancalysis of the 

internal factors'or 'conditions' vrithin the learner which together 

determine the stratcLiy of lec: rning. This conclusion provided the impetus 

fcr the empirical studios reported in Units 5 and. 7. 
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UNIT 
_5. 

An Rapirical S11ILl- further tosting and development 

of the Itodel. 

Experiment Four 

An exploration of Task definition, Reaclin&-2rotocols, 
-and 

Learn! M_. 

outcomes at the aentence level. 

Introduction 

A basic assumption in any investigation of the process of 

learning by reading is the interfunctional, relationship between language 

and thought., A consideration of tho meaning of meaning, presented in 

the literature survey, emphasizes the lack of understanding of this 

interrelationship of word and thought'.. VySotsky (1962) has pointed 

out the danger-of an analysis of a, psychological problem. - which involves' 

breaking down wholes. Anto clemonts.. H6 stresses the unitary nature 

of the process under study.. The barrenness of*phonetic studies in 

developmental psychology because the data contribute little to aA 

understanding of linguistic development and remain essentially unrelated 

to the findings concernin& the development of thinking, is an example 

of this erroneous mode of analysis.. The typo of, analysis to follow 

is that into, units.. Unlike, clements, the unit retains properties of 

the whole.. Vygotsky, defines a unit, as that which cannot be further 

sub-aivided, without, lousing the properties of whole.. 

The-unit of verbal th6ught,. which fits this requirementýisýý 

word meaning, . -!. 
thought -ana speech unite in veibal thought. - Clearly., - 

the method to follow in an exploration of tho nature of verbal thought' 

is the semantic analysis of the structure and-functioning of-this 

unit - word moaning, which contains thought'and speech interrelatecl. - 
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A record of the learning activity of reading each word within. 

the smallest syntay-tic unit.. the sentence, in order to perforr, i a 

specific task was considered to be crucial-t to achieve a clearer 

understanding of the interfunctional relationship between thought 

and language at the molecular level. 

The learning activities investigoted in Unit 3, wqre'_operýaýional 

at a molar level. This related to the leoxning material, which was 

considered in terms of its gross syntactical or surface structure as 

organized into words, phrasds., clauses, sentences, paragraphs and 

chapter, and in terms of its semantic structure as organized into 

Specifics., '77ays and Means of dealing with Specifics,, Generalisations 

and the organising of Generalisations into a theoretical whole. It 

also related to the learning tasks. These consisted of responses to 

Objective tests relating to the text's'semantic structure and an 

essay typo" summary requiring an assessment of the semantic' structure 

in torms of the selection of the most relevant items and the recall 

of these items in translated form (in terms of the learnerls`v'erbal' 

response), and their organization into a structured whole., 

The learning behaviour identified in terms of reading strategies 

and performance in Unit 3 roflecteC, the complexity of these intexTelated 

factors., It was concluaea in Unit 4 that the organization of skill. so 

operating on a complex learning material, into short and longer-term 

learning systems (Objective test and SuLamary) related to a self-definition 

which detormined the'monitoring system of the learner. It was pointed 

out in Unit 3 that if the task definition. and monitoring system were 

not aligned to the externally set task, the, ". output or .. reading outcom'e 

was ineffective. IdentifiCat4j. on of the relationships between the two- 

was.. therefore,, crucial. 
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Observation and discussion vdth the less effective subjects, in 

Unit 3 lea to a differentiation of inadequacies in the-use of reading 

as a learning skill at tho'chapter, paragraph ana sentence level, as 

representative of size of meaning unit. Experiment 4 was anattempt 

at the sentence level to explore specific sub-8kills-in terms of reading 

strategies, and to identify the levels of monitorinS rclatingtQ these 

skills in terms of the lcarno'r's -task definition and of-the structure 

of the written material. 

Making explicit efficient reading protocols at this molecular level 

17as considered to be of value in developing a programme of training to 

learn effectively. When a learner wouldbe in'aifficulty as regards 

meaning generation in terms of his self7, definod task at a particular 

molar level of monitoring, he needs to be able to control his activity 

and change from 'overdrive' into a lower tgdarl of monitoring. Awareness 

of the techniques involved in Inolocular monitoring' Viould aid this 

process, 

It was considered that the molecular structure of reading, as 

practised at the sentence level, (in which the size of the meaning 

unit was small compared with the chapter level) on a particular learning 

task, might not reveal any specific protocol/perfornance relationship 

possibly owing to their implicit sot-up (as a result of long established 

practise). 'Three measures were, therefore, introduced to test the 

adequacy of no1ccular reading skills. These werc: 

The variety of learning abilities demanded by the learning 
tasks set. 

(2) The distortion of the syntactic or somintic structure of the 
test scrybonce. 

(3) The increasing complexity of the syntactic structure and 
semantic organisation of the test sentence. 
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Reference to Gagne"(1965) and Bloom 0956) suggested that 

concepts of varying complexity become linkea into a body, of, knowledge 

and that this store forms a basis for the practice of more complex 

learning skills. i Gagneiden'tifies 8 conditions of relevance, to 

learning ( 1965 ) o, Cognitive skills musi oPerate vrithin the matrix 

provided by thesb conditions; In the Taxonomy, these skills are grouped 

into 6 categories (19_56, The skills considered to be pertinent to 

Objective testing and sizinarization were selected for identification 

in Experiment )+. 

In summary,. these can be listea as follows: - 

Recall ana Recognition of 

A. 1.00 Knowleage. those behaviours which emphasize remembering 

inforuation in the form in which it was 

originally learnt. 

J.. 10 Knowledge of specifics., 

J.. 20 Knowledge of ways and means of aealing with specifics. 

1.30 Knowledge of the uniV"ersals and abstractions in a field.. 

B.. 2.00 Comprehension - those objectives,, behaviours, or responses 

which represent an understancling of the 

literal raessage containea in a communication. 

2AO Translation competence in translation dcpends upon 

the possession of the requisite knowledge. 

It involves the giving of neaning to the 

coi-mmuni cation and putting the corlmunication 

in another language. 

2.20 Interpretation- -this requires a reordering of the 

communication into a new configuration in 

the mind of the individual. It includes 

thinking about the relative importance of the 

ideas and of their interrelationships. 
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2.30 txtraýolation 
. !. - , 

the making of predictions based on 

understanding of the trends in the 

co, =unication. 

C. 3.00 APPlication. -, - To know an abstraction in the comprehension 

category well enough that it can be applied 

in a novel situation. 

D. 4.00'Analysis The broakdown of the material into its 

constituent parts and detection of the way 

the parts are organized. 

5.2. Rnfli"JiLental Mathocl 

5.2ol: Design. 

In a Latin square design 30 subjects (in 6 groups of 5) were 

asked to carry out 6 different learning tasks on 6 separate batches of 

eleven sentences, (66 sentences were read by each subject). The danger 

of serial effects proeLucing a systematic bias in a given task mean was 

reduced by randomizing the order, subject only to the restrictions of a 

Latin square arrangement. In order to diagnose the strength orvjmkness 

of a particular batch of eleven sentences, each batch was tested on 

every task. ' To simplify the preparation and administration of the study, 

the batches of eleven sentences were alwcays presented in the same order 

on the continuous stationary, i. e. neither the batch order nor the 

sentence order was randorAzed. However, since care had been taken to 

minimize any direct conceptual relationship between each batch of 

sentences., the danger of any serial effect of batch order or sentence 

order was considered to be minimal. 
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The experimental design is schomatized below: - 

GROUP SUBJECTS 

"1 5 

2 5 
" 

3 5 

4 5 

TASK ORDER per*group 
of Ii sentences. 

Sentences for 
all tasks.. 

3 2 5 6 6x ii 

3 2 + 6 5 6, x 11 (66) 

6 4 5 3 2 1 6x 11 (66) 

2 6 1 5 4 3 6x 11 (66) 

5 3 2 6 1 4 6x 11 (66) 

5 6 4 3 2 (66) 

Each sentence has been tested 30 times (5 x on each task) and 

the task order has changed 6 times. In the Latin square arrangement, 

it was possible to test for the differences among the means for 

tasks i-6 inclusive, with the order effects balanced. Similarily, 

since each task and batch order involved all experimental conditions 

(the 6 tasks) it was possible to test for the task order and batch 

order effects with the experimental conditions balanced. 

5.2.2. The Learning Material. 

All sentences were selected from various articles in Scientific 

American, which dealt with the cognitive area of genetics. The selected 

sentences were thoroughly scrutinized in order to meet the following 

criteria: - 

a) number of words 

b) clausal complexity 

C) intellectual complexity 

CI) independent semantic -contont 
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The sentences were grouped into three categories: L. - 

1. Category-A. 

10 word, I clause sentences whose knolvledge content 

consisted of specific facts, 

2. CategoEy B. 

20 word, 2 clause sentences whose knowledge content 

consisted of specific facts and ways and means of 

dealing with them. # 

3- Category_C. 

50 word, 4 or 5 clause sentences whose knowledge contant 

consisted of Universals and Abstractions. 

Within each category, the syntactic and semanticccntont of each 

sentence was varied as follows: - 

o1b) normal syntactic and semantic English sentence. 

c) syntactic distortion, - the English worded sentence 

was given a Germanic syntactic structure. 

a) semantic distortion - the English worded syntactically 

normal sentence was given a lower order of meaningfulness. 

These sentences viere not prepared by the technique developed 

by Miller 0950) and Shannon (1951) of statistical ap. -)roximations 
to English. ' 

This was because all orders of ap! iroximation distort the syntactic as 

well as semantic organization of the sentence. The technique developed 

was to select a nor. ial English sentence tna to replace nouns.,. verbs, 

adverbs or adjectives with other words of equivalent class, but 

different meaning. The replacement classes of words were drawn at 

random from prepared lists taken from a dictionary. In ton word 

sentences three to four classes of words were replaced. *In twenty word 

sentences 6 to 7 classes of words were replaced and in fifty word 

sentences 15 to 16 classes of words were replaced. - 
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The experimental design called for 66 sentences, 

24 Category A, 2)+ Category B and 18 Category C sentenccs. 'Within 

Categories Alý and 73,12 sentences were non-ial, 6, were syntactically and 6 

were semantically distorted. These 66 sentences are reproduced in full 

in Ap-,, -)endix A. Each sentence was pretested 6n a control-group of 

6 students, on all 6 ta: ý--s, so that its discrimination in tho, teZt aoulcl be 

assessed. If a sentence proved to be particularly easy or difficult 

for the majority of the group,, it was rejected. 

Each sentence waa. prosented, word by word in a diagonal row 

on the continuous stationery (which followed the natural eye movements 

in reading), so that only one word was visible at a given tine on theviower of 
the 
'recorder.. This provided a record of how the wentence was read. 

5.2-3. The Tasks 

Six learning tasks were selected. These were, distributod 

within the range of intellectual skills as follows: - 

KNG-, 'LEDGE 

1) Learning the original sentence for recall of anY 

missing key word(s) in the test (rote). 

2) Learning the original sentence for the recognition 

of missing key word(s) in-the, test (rote) 

(multiple choice). 

COMFREHENSION 

3) Lenxning the original sentence in order to recall 

a translation of missing kcy woid(s) in the test 

with a word(s) of equivalent meaning. 

4) Learning the original sentence in order to recogniso 

a translation of the missing key word(s) in-the 

test (multiple chdce). 
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5) Learning the original*sentence in order to 

generalise the'sentence ('bxtrapolation). 

APPLICATION JIM ANALYSIS 

6) Learning the-original sentence in order to analyse 

the gra'mnatical structure of the sentence. 

Instructions for each task were given in a test booklet, together 

with the accoripanying batches of test sentences. In-tasks 14 

inclusive, the missing key unit of the test sentence varied in size 

according to the category of sentence. In Categories A and B, two key 

units viere omitted in the test, each consisting of one or two word 

-johrases (excluding propositions). In Category C, three key units'were 

omitted frou the test, each consisting of 4 or 5 word phrases. The gaps 

in the test sentences, which represented the missing units were denoted 

by a standardized 4 cm. line, in all cases. This line, therefore, gave 

no indication of the size of the missing unit. The task design thus 

incorporated three control variables, which can be enumerated as follows: - 

ý0 an increase in sentence complexity in terms of syntax 

and intellectual organization, 

2) a change in the syntactic and semantic values of 

the sentence, 

3) an increase in the size of unit omitted fron the 

test sentence in tasks I-4 inclusive. 

In the recognition tests of Tasks 2 and 4, two alternatives to the 

correct response were presented. Two factors governed the choice of 

these alternatives. One alternative should be phonetically similar 

to the original unit (Task i) or to an equivalent translation of the 

unit (Task 4). The other alternative should be equivalent in reaning 

to the original unit (Task i) or should fit reasonably into the context 

of the sentence, although the given meaning of the sentence would then 

be changed (Task I+). 
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5.2.4. The TASK Evaluation 
. -", 7 

The marks for each task were distributed according to the 

following scheme: 7 

TAS S- 
-7 

Category of Type of 
Sentence - Sentence 2 3 4 5 6 

normal a 1+1 1+1 1 +1 - i +i - 2 2 
A b I +1 1 1+1 1 +1 I 1 +1 2 2 

syntactically 
distorted(c 1+1 1+1 1 +1 2 2 

semantically 
distorted(d 1+1 1 +1 1+1 1 +1 2 

normal (a 1+1 1+1 1 +1 2 2 

B 
(b 1 +1 1 +1 1+1 1 +1 2 2 

syntactically 
distortea(c 1+1 1 +1 2 2 

semantically 
distorted(d 1+1 I +i 1 +1 1 +1 2 

normal (a 2+2+2 1 2+2+2 2+2+2 2+2+2 4 4 

C syntactically 
aistorted(c 2+2+2 2+2+2 2+2+2 2+2+2 

semantically 
distorted(d 2+2+2 it 2+2+2 2+2+2 2+2+2 

T0 TAL 11 34 34 34 34 20 28 

5.2-5. The Loarning rarim2 
parsing 

Task 6 domanded a basic knowledge of the techniques of/(sentence 

analysis), in terms of its syntax.. 'Uhile it was accopted that sixth-forn 

students and post-graduates would be fai,, dliar with the parsing of 

sentences, it was consideree- necessary t, o eliminate 
. 

the uncontrolled 

variables of differences in analysis skill and a learning programe 

on sentence analysis was preparea. 
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This was intendea as a refresher course, but was so constructea that 
tho. parsing of - 

any subject entirely unfamiliar with/English gr=nar would be able to 

r0astract the relevant concepts in crder to apply this knowledge to 

sentence analysis. The studies of it. Gagne and L. Brown (1961) on 

how problem solving perf ormance can throw light on the effectiveness 

of the learning of the concepts employed, stressed the importance of 

the development of an effective progro--,, ý, e. These workers suggested 

that a guided discovery (G. D. ) progra,: ime lea to a superior performance 

in an ap? lication test, because the concepts used in the application 

test wore systematically practised in the G. D. progmine. The G. D. 

programme developed made explicit the syntactical structure of simple 

one clause sentences and of complex four or five clause sentences. 

The method of presentation of sentence analysis was also displayed. 

5.2.6. PROCEDURE 

Subjects. The experimental population consisted of Advanced 

Level students from a Public Schoolý Grmi: imar School and Technical 

College, as well as a few post-graauate research workers and lecturers, 

in the biological sciences. One of the post-graduate volunteers was 

Ger, man born and educated, one of the students was German born and one 

other student was Asiatic. 

At the beginning of the oxperiment, each subject was proviaed with 

a practical pretesty to nake sure that he (or she) had understood the 

nature of each task anCI had become familiar with the experimental 

procedure. This protest, which was presented on the reading recorder 

consisted of three normal sentences of 30 words, structured into two 

or three clauses, for each task. The instruction for the task was 

presented and 'the InPut and Output. activity for each sentence was 

recordea in turn. 
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Before pretesting on Task 6 (sentence analysis),, the subject was 

asked to go through the learning Progr=ae. Each subject was told to 

select the order of the 6 tasks and the experimenter made sure that this 

task order was not the order in which that subject performed the tasks 

in the experiment. The sentences used in the pretest had no conceptual 

relation to the sentences in the experiment. The size of the sentence 

unit was different to that of the sentences in the experiment. This 

protest was designed to encourage the establishment of a 'learning set' 

for each task, but not for the other independent variables of the 

experinient, namely task order, sentence meaning, length, complexity 

and distortions. No time limit was set on this practice session and 

when the subject was reacýrhe (or she) proceeded on to the experiment 

proper. 

The experiment proceeded as follows: - 

1) The instruction for the task, which was provided on one 

page of the test booklet was read. 

2) One of the eleven sentences was read on the recorder in 

order to learn it. When this Input activity was completed,, 

the equivalent test sentence2 which was provided on one 

page of the test booklet was read. 

3) Responses were recorded on the saino page of the test 

booklet and the Output time was recorded by placing the 

booklet on the notepad., which was connected to an event 

pen holder of the recorder. 

4) The next sentence was read on the recorder in order to 

learn it, and the cycle continued once more. 
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',. When the Input/Output activities of all eleven sentences 

was completea, the stfoject rested for 5 minutes before 

proceeding to the next task and the next batch of eleven 

sentences. During this rest period the subject was 

encouraged to discuss any problems which night have arisen 

with the experimenter. Any difficulties with learning 

tactics were not, howevcr, commenteý' upon by the 

experimenter, although they were noted, The purpose of 

this rest period was to reduce any 'carry over' effuct 

of the learning tactic used in each task. 

Rhen the six tasks had been completed by each subject, a record 

was available of the Input/Output activity on 66 sentences. L detailed 

analysis of this recora was made in terms of the follo-wring responses: - 

a) The Score per sentence per task 

b) The ti-me (as recorded on the graphical record of the plotter 

of the reading recorder) of the Input/Output activity per 

sentence per task 

c) The graT)hical recora of the roaaing protocol per sentence 

per task was recorded on the plotter of the reading recorder. 

Each reading protocol was compared with a control record. 9 

which had been scaled in the perspex rulor of a graph 

analyser (Unit 2). This control recoramarked the 

distribution of the phrases, clauses and verb placements 

within the sentence. 

In terms of the experimental design, the independent variables 

constituting the experii,, iental conditions were task order and batch 

(of sentences) order. The independent variables constituting the trials 

were task type and learning material type (sentence size, complexity 

and structure). The dependent variables were the response measures of 

score, conbined input/output time and reading rr otocols. 
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5-3-- Results and Discussion 

5-3-1- The Latin Square 

The mean score and combined input/output time response , ýatings, 

demonstrated no significant effect of task order (Appendix C,, Charts 

5.3-1-s t tests; Fried-, nan 2 way analysis of variance by ranksl 

analysis of variance -"f tests). However, mean score and input/output 

time response ratings separately differentiated the tasks and 

tasks J5 inclusive completely correlateý 
Rank 

TY PE OF. TASK 
TASK I TASK 2 K. 3 TASK 4 TASK 5 

Mean Score % 87.6 
5-3-7 
-55ik 64.4 35-0 

(2) W 4) , (3) (5) 

Mean time in 811-. 8 75-8 114-5 gi. 2 12 8. *6 
minutes (4) (5)' (2) W W 

TABLE 1. The mean score %,, and the mean time percent 

for the experimental population in Tasks I-5 inclusive. 

TASK SCORE RANK TIME RANIC_ 

2 5 

2 

3 3 

3 2 

5 5 1 

TABU 2. The rank number for score and time in the 5 Tasks. ' 

4; 

Ranking time against score on the first five tasks indicated t1lat the 

harder the task, the longer it to'ok to perform it. ." 
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5-3.2. AnAnalysis of the score-in A, 

_B and C Categorieg of sentences. 

The score frequency distribution of the experimental population 

in Category A, B and C sentences for the combined tasks. indicated that 

sentences of increasing co, -.. -iplexity were increasingly difficult to 

perform (Appendix 5.3; 2. )* Tables 3,4 and 5. show the score,, frequency 

for Category L, B and C sentences respectively, . 

Table 3.: Histogram showing the score frequency distribution for the 

combined tasks in Category A sentences. 
10 

SF8 
UR6 
BE4 
iQ 
EU2 
CE0 
TN048 12 16 20 2)+ 23 32 36 40 44 46 4"', C 

Y 
SCORE 

A 

TABLEI+ ., Histogram showing the score frequency distrib4tion for the 

combinea tasks in Category B sentences. 
1.0 

SF8 
UR6 
BE 
iQ4 
EU2 
CE 
TN0 

c048 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 46 
Y 

SCORE 

TABLE 5. Histogram showing the score frequency distribution for the 

corabined tasks in Category C sentences. 
10 

SF8 
UR6 
BE 
iQ411 
F, U2 
CE 
TN0 

C0 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 8z 96 
Y ý, SCORB 
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Category C is more discriminating, since it differentiates the 

.,. opulation over a wider range of perfonnaýicc. These results indicated 

that, in order to perform adequately at, the more complex level of 

sentence organization, some change in monitoring activity was necessary 

in order to accommodate the increase in complcx#y. An analysis of 

the reading protocols provided more evidence to support this inference. 

The rank correlation of individual scores in Category B and C 

(Spearmans . 786 significant beyond . 00i ) shLowea an individual trend 

of very significant increasing laifficultY in perfonnance. A ancl B 

scores plottea against C scores: ihowea that Category C sentences were 
I 

more discriminating. 

46 
44 
40 
36 
32 
28 

A 

A AND B 24 
SCORE 20 

16 
12 

8 

4 1, 
8 16 2J+ 32 40 48 56 61+ 72 80 8892 

C SCORE 

TABLE 6. The C scores plotted as ca function of the A and B scores 

respectively. 

.y and sdmantically 5.3-3- An Analysis of tho score in nornal, syntacticall 

distorted sentences. 

An evaluation of the normal (p/b), syntactically distorted (c) 

and semantically distorted (d) sentences for the combined A. B and C 

I 

sentence categories, for all tasks showed no differentiation of performance. 
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When A. B and C categories of sentences arc combinea,, the 

differentiation of performance does not follow the saaae pattern for 

each of the six tasks.; In Task 3, semantic distortion of sentences, 

lowered the performance (p 
. 001). In Task 4 semantic and syntactic 

distortion of sentences, lowered the , )erfcnsicmce (P '. 02 and' , . 002)*ý 

Tasks 1.. 2) 5 and 6 showed no differentiation of performance 

(Appendix C, 5,3,3-)- It ap:,, )eared, therefore'.. that learning for 

knowledge only (Tasks I and 2) was not inarkedly affected by distorting 

the syntax and semantics of sentences, while learning for comprehension 

in terms of translrýtion of the original knowledge was to some extent 

affected4 Learning for generalisation (Task 5) was equally difficult 

to parf, on,, i on normal and distorted sentences. Sentence analysis 

(Task 6) was not. affected by senantic nor syntactic distortion. These 

results indicated that, according to the task type, some changes in 

monitoring activity was necessary in order to accommodate syntactic and 

semantic distortion of sentences. 

This b. elzaviour, which was analysed in terms of Vae total score 

of the =--ibined B and c categorjr of sentences, for each task, (lid 

not follow the same pattern when each category was considered separately". 

(Appendix C, 5.3-3. ). In Category A, semantic distortion lowered the 

performance in Task 3 (P 
. 01), and semantic and syntactic distortion 

tended to lower the porfox-mance in Task 4. In Category B, semantic 

and syntactic distortion lowered the performance (p 
. 02, . 001) in 

Task 3. and syntactic distortion lowered the performance (p X01) in 

Task 4. In category Ali and B syntactic distortion lowered the performance 

in Task 6 (p 
. 05, . 01 respectively). In Category C. no clear 

differentiation of performance was detected. At this level of sentence 

complexity, learning to perform ! -, iost tasks (with the exception of 

Tasks 2 and 6) was difficult. 
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It Yr,. s consiclorecl, that ca higher level of discrinin,, -, Ltion woulcl have 

boen clatectcd, within sentencos of intemediate size and conploxity 

to that of Catogory B and C, (possiblY 30 - 40 woras, 2-3 cl, -Luses ). - 
It vns concludcd that, in 10 word 1 clausc sentencos, riost tasks 

could either be accommodated by tho same tactic for normal as woll as 

syntactically and somanticcaly aistor-bod sontonecs, or that tactic 

adjustments vieru off octively made. . 
In 20 word 2 clause sentences, Tasks 3,4 and 6 called for changos 

in tactics, whon the syntax and/or neaningfulness of the sentence was 

clisruptecl. . 

In 10 and 20 word sentences, Task 5 cc-alcafor changes in tactic, 

in the normal ana syntactically distortoa sontoncos. 

In 50 wora 4-5 clause scn-lbencos., all tasks, with the exception of 

the recognition of original data, c, -Lllccl for chanGes in tactic in the 

nornal as well as -the syntactically and semantically distorted sentences., 

On tabulating tho C scorcs nccorcling to tho in(lividuca. 1 distribution 

of the normal (, Vb), syntactically (c) and scriantical: Ly disrupted 

scntenecs., several intorosting foaturcs criorgea. 

a) The distinctive separation of the three groups according to 

scores. 

b) Tho scorinG in a (semattio distortion) was lovior than in ! IA 

(norml) and c (syntactic distortion), particularly in tho 

top group. 

(c)The partial effectivoness of AZb I scntenccs in the 
, 'a 

and c 

raiddle group. 

(d)Tho total inoffectiveness of a& a and d sentcnecs in tho 

lowor group... 

These findings vicro usca in the sYstoriatic analysis of the reading 

protocols. 
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Table 7 shows tho individual score distribution of the normal (a/b), 
and syntactic (c) and sc-mantic, (d) distorted sontcnees in CategorY C. 

CilEGORY C SENTENCES 
r- 

SUBJECTS 
Total ,i----I 
combinecl a/b 01d 
score score % score % score % 

28 00 100 82 

9 92+ 91 89 

20 >7 Ylo 91 91 82 

1 81 88 79 

26 81 91 75 

2)+ 88 72 79 

23 63 91 82 

3 72 63 57 

21 66 78 50 

8 63 59 61 

11 53 59 61 

5 50 59 64. 

io >5 (f/b 53 50 71 

19 59 59 50 

16 56 59 50 

12 53 50 71 

6 53 59 . 
61 

18 50 56 57 

7 47 47 61 

1 13 50 44 61 

22 47 47 61 

15 38 44 54 

2 38 41 36 

27 38 28 50 

17 5 Olo 34 34 32 

30 34 31 29 

31 34 29 

25 38 28 25 

+ 16 22 18, 

29 19l 13 18 

TIOLE The'indiviaual score distribution of -normal (a/b) syntactically (e) 
& sonanticallXd) distorted sentences in Category C, in the experimental 
Population. 
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5.3-4. An Analysis of the score in relation to the six tasks... 

The score analysis for each task for the cocibined A,. B and C 

Categories of sentences indicated that it was possible to identify 

the tasks in telms of the efficiency of perfomance. 

The individual score record. for each sentence on each task is 

reproduced in Appendix 5-3. The Surmary of the analysis of variance - 

? -tests is reproauced in Apý penclix 5.3.4. The Friednan two-way analysis 

of variance by ranks is rc, -)roauced in Appendix 5- 3ý- 1- 

Table 8 shows the total mean score percent, standard -deviation 

percent, t-and probability values per task for the combined six groups 

for each batch of eleven sentences. Categories A and B sentences did 

not discriminate all tasks effectively. All tasks wero discriminated 

in Category C. Table 9 -9 shows the mean score percent, standard 

deviation percent, t-and p-values per task for Category C sentences only. 

Category k, B- TL SK 
and C . 

Sentences T 2 3 4 5 6 

Total Mean 
Score % 64-7 87.6 53.7 64.4 35.0 &ý4 

Standard 
deviation % 4.87 4.30 4.62 6.89 15-85 1 iiA5 

to f0 r- Ldv %, r- oVI 
p. I- 
t 3. 

tý5 849 
T) - 

J001 

t 4.257,12 - 

t 7-iT8, P . 00i 

2'. 769, 

t 3.002 

t 0.900 
Pjo_. 25 

t 5.089 
. 02 

. 001 

4.072 t 2.8Uý 

. DOP ; 1) . 02 

T13LE The total mean score percent2 standard deviation percent, t-ýand 
p. val per-task for the co., --ibinea six groups, 
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TASK 

Category C 1 2 3 4 5 6 Sentonces 

Total Mean 
- Of scoro 70 

50 79-7 42 51.2 23-0 79-4 

Standard 
deviation % 8.24 7.43 6.18 8.99, 13 " 47 11-78 

#4 

" 
%jv I 

tI- 305. '* 

t 5.2 ýLj 
t 3-727p p 

_*ý(02 
tIL,, ý 

t 8.22ý1 p 'o, 00i t 0.161 P >. 25 
t 3.138 

ool t 5.9961-p- -02 
t 4: 00' t 404 
p 002 

lp 
*002 

TA13LE 9, The total mean -score porcentg standard deviation,, t-and po*values 

per task for the combined six groups in Category C sentences* 

Comparison of Tasks I and 2 indicated that it tended to be easier to 

recognise than recall knowledge. 

Qompa: rison of Tasks 3 and 4 indioated that it was easier to recognise 

t4an recall translation# 

I Copparigon of Tasks j and 3 indicatee, that it tended to be mcre difficult 

to translate týqrý rocall original knowledge#'' 

qomparýso# of Tasks 2 and 4 indicated that it was more difficult to 

-redognise a translation than to rpcognise original knorledget 

Compaiison of Tasks i) 2j 3 and 4, with 5 indicated that it was most 

afficult to generalise. 

Comparison of Tasks 1,2) 3 and 4 with 6 indicatea that Task 6 was as 

eapy- ýo perfom as Task 2o 

Cotaiparis= of Tasks and 6 indicated that the applioatlpn of sentence 
ly. 

analysis was easier to perform than a generalisation of the sentence. 
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Siz: nary of Score data. 

Score differences according to the category of sentences (A,, B C) 

the structure of sentences (nonial, syntactic distortion,. semantiC 

distortion) and the six task types show that : 

i) the C category discriminates the experimental population; 

ii) structural differences are emphasized in Tasks 3 and I*, -, 

particularly in the B category; 

iii) all task types differentiate,. particularly in the C category; 

iv) high and raedixz-, i scoring subjects in the C category show 

structural differences between the normal and syntactic 

distortion on the one hand, and semantic distortion on 

the other, 

These results were used as criteria for the analysis of protocols, 

500-tý An Analysis of the combined inpujZoutput time per: task. --' 

A comparison of the six tasks indicated that recognition at the 

translation level of comprehension tended to take less time than recall 

at the translation level of comprehension; Translation recall of the 

original data tended to take longer than recall of the original dataý 

The time taken for the analysis of the syntax was significantly the 

longestiý Generalisation took, significantly longer than recall and 

recognition of the original data and the recognition of a translation 

of the original data. Tables 10 and 11 show this for the combined 

A, B and C categories of sentences., In order to compare Task 5 with 

each of the other tasksi it was necessary to eliminate the time taken 

on the semantically distorted sentences from each of these tasks; 

This was because these sentences were nQt tested in Task 5 since it 

is not possible to generalise meaninglessisentences. Similar results 

for Category L, B and C sentences separately are shown1n Appendix 5-3-5- 
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The FrieLman analysis of variance 'by ranks is reproduced in 

Appendix 5-3-1. The s=. lary of the analysis of variance -7-tests is 

reproduced in Appendix 5.315. These tests indicate significant 

differences at the I'%c level between the tasks. 

TYPE OF TASK 
Category A, B TASK I T-. ', SK 2j VýSK 3 TASK 4 TAS K5 TASIý 6 
&C sentences. *no (d) 

Menn Time 138.1+ 119.1 176.1 137.9 j 28.6 214.6- 

Standard 34-98 ia. 69 39-11 26.69 1 6ý1+8 3947 
deviation 

t 1.810, 
-P 

io 

t i-385, 
IP 

425 
t 3-2j+6.. p . 01 

_t 
4& L320 P. 00i 

t i. 66o, p . 25--1 

t 3.6i6l p oi 

TABLE 10 The moan time (in minutes), standard deviation, t-and p- 

values for the six groups according to the type of task, ýfor the 

combined L. B and C sentence categories. 
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Category A, B TYPE OF TASK 
&C sentences TASK J-1 TASK 2 ASK 3 )_TLSK 4 TASK'5 TASK 6 

Mean tine 
(-d) 75. a M-5 91.2-' 

ýl 
2.8.6 145-7 

Standard 
deviation 26.23 13-93 2 8.44 16-35--. 16.489 22.64 

1-1) Mb" I 

It0.961 , 
t3 10 

TABLE 11. The mean time (in minutes).. standard deviations t-and p- 

values for the six groups according to the type of task with d (semantic 

distortion) sentences excludeds for the combined A. B and C sentence 

categories. 

Sumr, iarV of Score and Time data. 

Data concerning the dependent variables of score and combined, 

input/output time have-been evaluated in relation to the independent 

variables of task type, task order, category of sentence (A, ý. B, C) 

and structure of sentence, (norrial.. syntactic and semantic. distortion. 

i) It was shown that. there was no task order effect. 

ii) For the combined A, B and C categories of sentence it was 

shown that the harder the task (from Task 1 5) the longer 

it took to perfona it. 

iii) Only Task-5 differentiated within the A and B cat0gories of 

sentences in terms of score and time. -I 

iv) Syntactic and semantic distortion differentiated frca, 

normal sentences in Tasks 3. and 4 within the A and B categories. 
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v) 77ithin the C category of sentence, all tasks were 

differentiated in tems of score and Tasks 3,5 and 

in tems of time. 

vi) Syntactic and, ser. antic distortion were not clearly 

difforentiated in C,, but high and meditm scorers tended 

to be less effoctive in the semantically distorted sentences 

rather than thesýmkmatically distorted sentences. 

vii) Iligh scorers in C category were more effective in normal., 

syntactic and semantic sentences than the medium scorers. 

Mediiz-. q scorers were nore effective in normal., syntactic 

and semantic sentences than the low scorers. These results 

were used as criteria for the analysis of the reaaing 

recoras (protocols)ý 

5.3.6. An. Analysis of the reading protocols. 

The protocols were inspected according to the following criteria: - 

CRITERIA 

2 3 6 

Category of Structure of Task Task -- I- ndividual 
ib t- i t 

C uAined 
in ut/ Sentence. Sentence Type Order u d s r p 

ion of output 
scores time in 

Tasksi-6 

A 10 word' a/b normal i ist at the A at the A 

syntax 2 2nd category category 
semantic 

3 3rd 
B 20 word c syntax 4 4th at the B at the B 

distortion category category 
5 5th 

0 50 word d sai-Aantic 6---- 6th at the C at the C 
distortion category category 



CATEGORY A MTOTOCOLS (10 word sentences) 

The maim-Jty of the protocols were of the smooth type (alfa) in 

all tasks, (i. e. an even read from beginning to end)., No specific 

reading protocol type was identified for-any one of the six tasks. 

2.. One type of reading protocol which was distinguished in the 

experiiaental population, was a 'verb reposition" read (thelta)., This 

was noted in the reading records of somm of the mediizi and high scorers 

vdthin the syntactically distorted sentences. 

Another type cf reading protocol was distinguished in the 
, 

experinental population., This was noted in some of the mediun and 

high scorers, within the semantically distorted sentences.. There were 

three variants, word by word (vita), phrase by phrase (ghama) or 

several repeated smooth reads (alfa). These variants were considered to 

be less elaborate f orms of the rote read type (oi-aegha), which was 

distinguished in the semantically distorted sentences of the C category. 

4. The medium scorers showed difficulty in translating and generalising 

from original data and lost most marks in Tasks 3 and 5. The longer 

canbined input/output time which discriminated the population in 

Tasks 3 and 5, could have been due to a combination of factors. 

Differences in reading rate (input), terntinal response rate (output) 

and the protocol adjustrients described in sub-headings 2 and 3, 

5. The reading protocols of the low scorers showed a similarity 

of pattern on all tazks and all sentence structures. Two types of read 

pattern -aere evident; either all sentences in all tasks were read in 

a word by word (vita) manner, or phrase by phrase (ghýna), or-all 

sentences in all'tasks were read in a smooth manner (alfa)ý. 
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CATEGORY B PROTOCOLS (2o word sentences) 

Is As in the A category of protocols, the majority of the protocols 

were of the smooth type (a'lfa) in tal tasks (i. e. an even read from 

beginning to end). However, a specific type of protocol was identified 

in Tasks 5 and 6. 

2. As in the A category of protocols., one type of reading protocol 

was distinguished in the experimental population. ' This was the verb 

reposition read (thelta) which was notea in the reading records of some 

of the ia-eaiun and top scorers, within the syntactically distorted 

sentences. 

3. Again,, as in the A category, variants of the rote read type 

(omegha) were noted in the reading records of some of the medium and 

top scorers, within the semantically distorted sentences; These 

variants were word by word (vita), phrase by phrase (ghaxna) or several 

repeated smooth reads (alfa). 

4, Another type of reading protocol with pronounced hesitations 

at the end of phrases or clauses was distinguished in the experimental 

population in Tasks 5 and 6. This protocol was of two kindst 

i),. - In Task 5, hesitations were associated with Itaink' 

sessions and this type of record (epsilon) was noted 

in some of the medium and high scoring subjects. - 

ii) In Task 6, the hesitations were associated with written 

sessions, which represented the-output (terminal respqnse) 

activity of the task (syntax analysis). This type of 

read record (zita) was distribUted amongst the whole 

experimental population. - - 
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5. The medium scorers shuwed difficulty in translating and 

generalising from original data and lost marks in Tasks 3.4, and 5- 

The longer combined input/output time which discriminated the population 

in these tasks could have been the result of a combination of factors. 
_ 

Differences in reading rate (input), terminal response rate (output) 

and the protocol adjustments described in 'sub-headings 2,3 and 4. 

The reading protucols of the low scorers showed a similarity 

in pattern in all tasks and all sentence structures. As in the A 

category, two types of read pattern were evident: either all sentences 

in all tasks were read in a word by word (vita), or phrase by phrase 

(gha/a-, la) manner, br all sentences in all tasks were read in a smooth 

manner (alfa In the case of the latter, the protocols could not 

be distinguished from some of the protocols of the neditri and high 

scorers. 

Table 13 shows in-cliagmiatic form, the type of protocols 

which wcre representative of each of the six tasks within the B category 

ana within the nomal, syntactically and sel--iantically distorted 

sentences. 
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CATEGORY C PROTOCOLS. (ýO wora sentences) 

Inspection of these protocols showed that the overall drop in 

perfomance within this category was attributable to three factors: 

Inability to adjust to the increasing complexity of sentencesy 

A -> BC 

10 word, i clause 20 word, 2 clauses 50 word., 4-5 clauses 

2) Inability to adjust to the distortion of syntax or sei; iantics, 

o/b C co/b nonnal -> c syntactic distortion 

a ->d semantic distortion. 

Inability to adjust to the increasing difficulty of the 

Tasks 2,1) 4., 3,5. 

According to the individual score distribution, three groups were 

divided as follows: 

i. OVER 70 I= (The hiph scorers)- 

7 subjocts 

Protocols exhibite, -T adjustments in monitoring according to the 

three factors enimerated dýbove. 

2. OVQ 46 IlLPM (The necliun scorers) 

14 subjects 

Protocols exhibited a partial adjustrient in monitoring according 

to the three factors enimerated above. 

3- LESS 30 VIIJM (The 1my scorers) 

9 subjects 

Protocols exhibited very little or no'adjustnent in monitoring. 

Specific, offective reading protocol types'were identifiea in-. 

I i) Task 2 (alfa), Task 5 (ep'silon) ana Task 6 (zita), in the 

high and medium scorers., 

ii) normiallyýstructurea sentences in all tasks (ghaýia), 

iii) syntactically aistorted sentences (thelta) ana semantically 

astorted sentences (meg&). 
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- MIDDLE THIRD OF EXPERIMENTAL PUPULýll IUIV 
-WA N%mso% 

TOP THIRD OF EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION 
TASKS 

r- S(no dI Classification of Read Description of Read 

00or 00or 

6 
/ 

14 r.. 
/ 

/, 
6.1 of clau se 

Of-/ 
c lause 

clause 
C 

b lilt, / 

10ý 
, r/ophrase 

aý 
cl 

Co 

a, 
cl 

a) 

0ý alfa smooth 

(sentence monitoring) 

Y ghfima clause by clause 

(small unit 
monitoring) 

clause by clause 
Opsilom with distinct 

think sessions 

(small unit 
monitoring) 

verb reposition 
thbita 

*combination of 
(Syntax monitoring) 

8 and 3 

clause by clause 
with distinct 

zita written output 
sessions 
(Syntax monitoring) 

ghfima 

SCALF 
20 WORDS 'At inch 

phrase by phrase 

(small unit 
i monitoring) 

Tab eM The diagramatic representation of read patterns in TASKS 
ILý6 5 and 6 at the C level of sentence complexity of the 

experimental population 
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, TASK i.,, (Recall of Original Data 

Subject 

14 

High scorer 

Ileclium scorers 

Low scorers. 
29 
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TASK 2. ýRecognitloh of OriEinal Data 

Subjedt 

14 

High scorer 

Mediiza scorers 

Low scorers 
29 



29 

oI 

cl __ /i. 

4 41 
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TASK 3-ý(Translation of original-data). 

aubject 

26 High scoror 

29 

Mcaium scorer 

Low scorers 
14 



ii 
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TASK 4. '(Recognition of Translation of 
orip, inal data). 

Subject 

High scorer 

Mecliun scorer 

14 Low scorers 

29 



azi 

Sc. o, i ko 

KQ»J Lipf 

0(. 

S 

co -i *,. ý o 

uqjpe 
Xý 
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TASK A, (Ggnpralisation) 

Subject 

26 
High scorers 

i 

14 

Medium ''Sc6rers 

Low scorers 
29 
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TASK 6., (Analysis of Graznatical Structuresl 

Subject 

13 

29 

High scorer 

Medium scorers 

Low scorers 
30 
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Sunnaa of Protocol.,, Score. anO. Time clata. 

Data concerning the dependent variables of score, combined 

input/output tirac and reading protocols have been evaluated in relation 

to the independent variables of task type, task order., category of 

sentence (A, B, C) and structure of sentence (nonial, syntactic and 

semantic distortion). 

There was a complicatea relationship between score., input/oUtPut 

time and reading protocols on the one hand, ana between these dependent 

variables and task type.. categor-y of sentence and structure of sentence 

on the other, hand. The data of this experiment can be interpreted within 

the parameter of a broader interpretation, which takes shape from 

hypothetical states., which represent extremes of interaction between 

the dependent and independent variables, within the experimental 

population. These extreme states of interaction are enumerated as follows: - 

H-Ypothetical state 

High scores in all tasks, categories of sentence and 

structure of sentence, with no differentiation of the population 

in teras of input/output time ana protocols. 

Inference 

All tasxs were equally easy to perform and no specific 

cognitive skills were involve, ".. The data in Category A 

ainproxiuated to this ideal state. 

2. Hypothetical state 

Low scores-in all tasks, categories of sentence and. structure 

of sentence,. with no differentiation of the population in 

terms of input/output tine and protocols. 

Inference 

. 
All tasks were equally difficult to perform. The experimental 

population had not accoanodatecl in terms of cognitive skills, to 

- the specific deraanas of the tasks. The data in Category C showed 

some tendencyto approximate to this stat'e.. 
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3.. lRypothetical state., 

High scores in all tasics, categories of sentence and 

structure of sentence, with a differentiation of the experibental 

population in input/output tifae ana Protocols. 

Inference. 

All tasks were equally easy to perforin and specific2cognitive 

skills were involved. The experimental populL.. tion had 

accommodater! in terms of cognitive skills to the -speoific 

den. iands of the task. 

The data in categories B and C can be interpreted as a complex 

interaction betveen the extreme states of 2 and 

A further inference is tentatively draim, namely that in a 

category of sentence intermediate in size and complexity to B and C 

1 categories, the ex,, leripiental aata woula have approximatea to the 

hypothetical state of q 

The evaluation of the experimental data is eniLmerated below; - 

i) Grouping the reading records according to task orderý did 

not show any specific relationship between the protocol 

patterns and task order, within the A, B ana C categories of 

sentences. 

ii) S-, )ecific. effective protocol patterns were differentiated 

in Tasks 5 and 6, particularly in the C category. The lower 

score and longer, inptit/output tine which differentiated 

Task 5, indicated that this task was the most difficult to 

perfoniu -Tasks 5 and 6 were differentiated in performance, 

but not in input/output time., However, effective protocols 

in Task 5 (epsilon) ana Task 6 (zita) were differentiated in 

kind. -- Time alone was) therefore, not an effective iriterion 

for task. identification. 
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iii) Specific effective protocol patterns were aifferentiatea 

in sentence structure; particularly in the ,C catagorye 

Although the performance in syntactically and Amantically 

, 
distorted sentences was not differentiated fro. i normal 

the. 
sentences in/C category; (C. rý. in the A and B category., 

Tasks 3 and 4);., specific effective'-protocol patterns could be 

distinguished in some of the medium and high scorers. Time 

and score differences were obscured, as a result of the wider 

range of performance within the experimental population in the 

C category. 

iv) The high. scorers in the C category showed acco. nmodation 

to syntactic and semantic distortion of sentences. liowevers 

the score in semantically distorted sentences was lower. This 

indicateiL that even when accommodation was ildde, when the 

semantic value of a large syntactically complex sentence was 

reduced, the perfornance of a cognitive task became more difficult- 

v) The high scorers in the C category showed more elaborate 

and better adjusted protocols in Task 5 (epsilon) and Task 6 (zita) 

and. to sentence structurep(normal (ghaaa), syntactic distortion 

(thelta) and. seiiantic distortion (orAe`gha),, tfian the medium scorers, 

vi) Significantly higher scores in Task 2 (recognition of 
of original data) 

original data) than in Task i ()recall)/with no real differences in 

input/output time in the C category suggestodthat recognition 

was an easier cognitive task than recall. An analysis of the 

protocols showed, that there were more effective smooth (6. lfa) 

protocols in Task 2 than in Tasr, i. The more elaborate 

phrase by phrase (gha"aia) type protocol, which was used by many of 

the medium and high scorers in Task 2 could be conside'red as 

examples of I overlearning'. A parallel- can be drawn býetween 

this. exanple of loverlearning' and that exwple of loverlearning' 

which, was inferred in the elaborate sILILIary-type protocols for 
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objective tests, in Unit, 3. 

vii)., Significantly higher scores in Task 4 (recognition 

of a translation 'of original data) than in Task 3 (recall of 

a-translation of original data), iýith no real difference in 

input/output time nor in protocols suggestidthat recognition 

of a translation was an easier cognitive task than recall of 

a translation. 

5.3-7., 2ratocol Conclusion 

I.. Protocol - Task, Relationship 

Learning ten and twenty word sentences of one and two clauses 

respectively in order to perform different tasks, resulted in differences 

in effectiveness of performance an(! combined input/output tilles, in some 

tasxs. However, a variety of reading protocols were associated with 

effective perforaance in each task, which r; ieant that no specific 

protocol/task relationship -aauld. be 1, dentified. -Adjustaont to syntactic 

and semantic distortion was made by some of the most effective subjects, 

but in general., effective performances did not d9pena on this. It 

appeared that, 10 and 20 word sentences could be read in the same way for 

all tasks. Tine differences between some of the tasks could be accounted 

for by differences in reading rate (input) or response rate (output). 

However, since no detailed analysis was nade of the separate input and 

output phases for each sentence, no further conclusions could be made. 

At the 50 word, 4/5 clause level of complexity, particular protocols 

could be specifically related to certain tasks, as well as to the 

structure of the sentence. It appeared, therefore., that the larger and 

more complex the meaning unit, the more elaborate the processing 

required and the more necessary it was to read the sentences in different 

ways for clifferent tas. ks. 
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2., Syntax Accommodation 

a) In Tasks 1-4 inclusive, the recognition of the syntax of the 

normal sentence was related to effectiveness of perfornance, particularly 

in 50 wora sentences. This was crucial for all tasks in 50 word 

sentencos with the possible exception qf Task 4. 

b) When the neaningfulness of a 50 word sentence was disrupted, 

the syntactical structure of the sentence was usea as a franework for 

learning activity by the effective subject. The elaborate orlegha reaa 
I 

I 

pattern inaicated that phrase or clause units of the sentonco were 

monitored se,? arately and these were checked ana rechecked because the 
the 

clause units could not be related to/meaning, pattern for the sentence 

as a whole. To be successful meaning had to be assigned to each separate 

unit and recalled separately during the, output. Less effective omo'gha 

reads consisted of inadequate checking or failure to detect all clause units, 

c) 7.7hen the syntax of the sentence wa-L disrupted, a reorganization 

of the syntax was associatea witn effectiveness of performance,, 

particularly at thO 50 word level in all tasks. The elaborate thelta 

read pattern., indicated that efforts were made to relocate the verbs 

within an accepted norm for the English languaE. e. Less effective thelta 

reads consisted of failure to relocate all the verbs in the sentence. 

It was of interest to note that the effective protocols of a Gerrian born 

subject on syntactically distorted sentencesý lacked a thelta read 

pattern. This can be accounted for by supposing. that the syntactic 

'internal store' of this subject was adequate to -Acet the abnormal 

syntax. Adaptation was thus i--iade implicitly and was, therefore, not 

reflected in the strategies., 
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d) Use of the syntactic structure was apparent at the 20 and 50 

word level of sentence coMplexity in Task. 5, The elaborate epsilon '0 

read pattern indicated that phrase or clause units of the sentence 

were monitored separately, before they were assinilated into the 

generalisation which represented the output, Evidence from discussion 

suggested that these units were being checked against an internal store 

and reverbalized in the subjects' own words. Finally, prior to the 

output,, each unit was united into a whole meaning structure, which was 

again related to an internal storeso that the meaning unit could be 

generalised. 

e) Recognition of the syntactic structure was essential at all 

levels of sentence complexity in Task 6... The claborate zita read 

indicate(! clause "nonitoring in effective subjects. In less effective 

subjects the zitd read was less adequate in that not all clauses were 

identified correctly. It was of consiaerable, interest to note that 

when the operational definition of the task demanded syntax recognition, 

a high proportion of the subjects were successful, yet the same subjects 

failed to use this technique in order to be effective in other tasks 

at the 50 word level of sentence cmplexity; Training to recall ) 

translate and generalise original data would seem to require the 

explicit awareness of syntax monitoring. 

3- The Behaviour of the Individual. 

Subjects could be grouped into one of three categories of behaviour:. 

a) Inflexibili 

'The inflexibile readors uould be distinguished at the 10,20 and 50 

word level of s6ntence complexity, and represented the. subjects with 

lowest scores -in A, B and C categories* TI#s inflexibility resulted 

in degrees of ineffectiveness in Tasks 3 (Translation) and 5 

(Generalisation) at the 10., ýO w03ý-d level., and in all tasks at the 

50 word level. 
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This inflexibility was of two types: word by word monitoring, or whole 

sentence monitoringe It is suggested that the former may be reRposentative 

of immature read habits conditione"I in childhood and the latter may be 

representative of a minimal meaning generation, which might result from 

inadequate task definition 
) 
as a, result of an inadequate cognitive store. 

Staff assessment records for these subjects testified their low grading 

inmost subjects, although this was not always the case for the 

plUsical sciences and nGthematics. The Asiatic student fell into'tl-ds 

category of behaviour'. his reading protocols in all tasks was of the 

smooth, sentence monitiring type. 

b) Partial Flexibilit 

The meditra scorers exhibited varying degrees of flexibility 

correlatea with partial effectiveness at the 50 word level'. Three types 

of inadequacy characterised the group; 

The protocol was not adjusted adequately to the large size 
1.1 01 

of the meaning unit. Gha;, na read patterUs lacked hesitations at all 

phrases or clauses. 
I 

ii) The protocol was not adjusted adequ: ttely to the syntactic 

or semantic distortion6 In some, epsilon or orrlegha read patterns were not 

at all pursued, in others, these read patterns lacked the reorganization 

of all verbs or recognition of all phrases ana clauses respectively. 

iii) The protocols were not adjustel adequately to each task. 

In some, the epsilon read pattern characteristic of Task 5, was absent, 

in others this read pattern lackeathe recognition of all clauses in 

the sentence. The zita read pattern was characteristic of all subjects 

in the group) but in some cases not all the clauses were correctly 

rec6gnized# 
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It appearoý that the ability to adjust to sentence complexity, syn- 

tactic or son, antic distortion,, and dif 
. 
ferent learning tasks,, was only 

partially developed in these subjects. It is suggested that learning 

skills, such as syntax recognition, knowledge recall, translation 

and goneralisation, *were only partially developed. This could be 

accounted for by the inadequate nature of the cognitive store. This 

is a contributory factor which must be taken into account in training 

to read effectively. 

c) Effective Flexibility. 

The high scorers exhibited flexibility to the task, sentence 

cate, gory and sentence structure. . ̀ý - ithin this group, two subjects 

showed adjustment i)atterns to the type of task and to the sentence 

distortion only. The effective gh=, *ia readp distinguished by the 

syntactic recognition of phrases specific to normal sentence was not 

practised, at the 10,20 or 50 word level of sentence complexity. The 

non. ial 4/b 50 word sentence was read smoothly (alfa protocol), and 

effectively. These subjects were biology post-graduates and it is 

suggested that task effectiveness, as a result of practise of the a'*lfa 

read only, was indicative of a 'high level' of monitoring, made possible 

as a result of an elaborate 'built in' cognitive structure or 'internal 
I 

store', against which quick and effective Inatching' could be made. 
one of 

This behaviour was sirlilar to/the biolog-y post-graduate researchers 

quoted in Unit 3, Experiment 3y who suaimarized the whole chapter 

effectively, after one smoothalfa, type of read only. Other subjects 

showed effective adjustment to the sentence complexity by practising 

effective thelta and omIgha patterns and to the type of task by practising 

an effective ýpsilon read pattern for gencralisation and an effective 

zita read pattern for sentence analysis. Score differences between 

syntactic and semantic distortion wongst these subjects could be 

accounted for by failure to adapt to the syntax of the sentence. 
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5.4. GENERAL dONCLUSION 

As indicated in the introduction, the purpose of this study was 

to ex,.? lore at the sentence level, specific sub-skills and to identify 
q 

these in terms of the learner's task definition and the structure of 

the written material. The results of this preliminary exploration did 

permit some generalisations to be drawn. However, before proceeding 

to a discussion of the conclusions, the more obvious limitations of 

the study must be prescýtea. 

First., the presentation of the material in a word by word sequence 

was artificial compared with the normal presentation in a book; the 

distortion of the material was also artificial and not directly 

comparable with the real situation in a reading envirorraent. 

Second, bearing in mind the number of independent and dependent 

variables investigatea., the experimental 1)01)ul,, ), tion was relatively small. 

Third, the control of serial effects in the Latin square by 

randomization does not eliiuinate the possibility tim-t some serial 

effects coulcl operate systematically. It may be notea that Tasks 3/2 

occur four tines and bertain other pairs of tasks tivice. 

Fourth., the combined record of input/output activity in terms of 

time and protocols, obscured any further evaluation of the identity 

of tasks in each of these activities, separtely. 

Fifth.. the experi, aental procedure dia not allow for controlling 

the previous knowledge of the subjects in relation to the learning 

materials, other than by general discussion with them and their teachers. 

'Sixthý, the gap be-tTieen the B and C categories of sentences 

(20 word 2 'clause,, 50 ,.,,, ord 4-5 clause) v. *na probtably too large to 

differentiate the population in an optimally effective way,, in torms Of 

scores, input/output times 
A 

and, protocolsj inthe 6 task types. 
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With these lijmitations in mind, several tentative conclusions 

can be draim frorn the results of the investigation. 

i. The performance, input/output time and protocol identification 

of the 6 learning tasks in the experimental population supported the 

generally accepted view, that at the molecular level the process of 

learning depends upon the operation of specific sub-skills. A 

hierarchical order of tasks is suggested in accordance with the sub-skills, 

which viere operational for each task. 

Category of 
Behaviour TASK Zvpe of Task 

Comprehension 
i l t TASK 5 Generalisationj 

at on rapo ex 

Comprehension TASK 3 Recall of translation of original I I interpretation T afttrt- ý ---- TASK Recognition of translation-of 
T 

I 
original data. 

I 

TASK 1 Recall of origin ata- Knowledge Ir 
- TASK 2 Recognition of original data. ] 

This hierarclucal scheme can be accounted for as follows: - 

TASK 1 

the recall of original data depended upon an Lamediate memox7 

store and the rote recall of knQwledge only, 

TASK 2. 

the recognition of original data took less time to recall from 

the memory store., -with greater accuracy, which implied that 

the memory monitoring process was cuedj 
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TASK 3. 

the translation of'original data depended upon an imm , bdiate 
I 
memory store, the rote recall of knowledg-e and af urther 

reference to a permanent menory store for the translation 

of knui7leage into equivalent tems, 

TASK 4, 

the recopnition.. of translation took less. time, With greater 

accuracy, which implied that the -nemox-j monitoring process was cued, 

TASK 

the peneralisation of original data was depen(Ient upon the abilitY 

to recall knowledge and transl, -. te knowledge against a perm. anent 

store of concepts, in order to extrapolate am. abstraction of the 

original data. 

The, relatively low efficiency of perfor, --qance,, suggested that the 

operation of the complex task was unskilled and that subjects lacked the 

relavent peruanent store of concepts. 

TASK 6r 
I. 

Analysis was difficult to place within the hierarchical schema. 

It depended upon the recall of original data fron, an immediate 

memory store., the recall of concepts fro, -ri a more pen., ianent memory 

store and-the application of thesc concepts explici-ay in a 'novel' 

situcat, ione The complexity of the operation was reflected in the 

time taken to perfoxii it, which places the task on level with 

, 
that of generalisation., The general efficiency of analysis 

canpared with the inefficiency of generalisation, was probably 

the result of-the learning programie. - The task can be considered 

as a case of reproductive (conyergent) rather than productive 

(divergent) activity, since it depended on the ap-, -)lication of 

previously learnt sets of concepts. - 
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Reducing scores as a result of the increasing level of sentence 

complexity, the syntactic and semantic sentence distortions, as well 

as the increasing level of task complexity, '-within the experimental. 

population,. indicated a general conservatism. - This conservatism 

resulted in an inability to adjust to effective monitoring levels, 

and was reflected in the reading protocqls., This conservatism could 

stem froi-i an inadequate store of cognitive skills and cognitive 

knowledge,, within the area of genetics or the inability to aPPlY these 

skills and knowledge. This L-121102 the need for the development of a 

training scher. io at the sentence level. within which an exPlW-tQwAreno-ýýs 

of the individual's task definition, reaaing stratepy and internal store 

is to be encouraged in order to learn effectively. The need to operate 

at the individual level, stresses the importance of learner participation. 

Another aspect of the phenomenon of conservatism in learning which 

requires investigation,, is the development of appropriate aptitude tests,, 

in order to diagnose the individual causes for conservatis, -a. Remedial 

action could thon be taken. In the o2inion of the experimenter, this 

conservatism is a major factor contributing to the assortment of abilitV 

rating in a school-cla ss-, ana thesystematic intarvention of learning 

processes could raise the ability rating of most students. This view 

was tested empirically in Unit 1, Experiment 5. 

3- ks inferred from the data of Experiment 3-, Unit 3, task definition 

appears to be a personal; y creative operational plan which is derivoa 

from the stimulus situation, incluaing both the instructional directives 

and the text, but is also larLely influenced by the initial state or 

predisposition of the learner. Frequently, there is a misalignment 

betrieen the learner's, plan and the instructional objectives resulting 

in inefficient reading outcomes. The plan of d beginner' or an expert 

may bring-about the same post learning result, but they will aiffer 

considerably. 
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The expert may have read the sentence through once smoothly, the 

beginner may have read the sentence several tinies exploring the syntactic 

constituents and generating mean --ings., from which he can develop a 

structured, understanding of the materigil. ' 

lj:. - High scores with less specific demanas on sub-skills) in, the 

recognition of original data and the recognition of the translation of 

the original data, in Tasks 2 and 4. is seen as,, a factor of major 

educational importance, since themultiple choice-recognition foria of 

evaluating the outcome of learning is, for a variety of practical reasons, 

encouraged in most institutions, It is suggested, that a constant use 

of this form of testLnZ 
.,. 

to the e2clusion of other ýy2cs of test. could 

transfer to the general learningset of the individual. This conclusion 

is in line with that, which was inferred from the data on learning for 

Objective Tests, practised at the macro level in Experiment 3,, Unit 3- 

5. The introduction of errors int,,, a sentence to disrupt its 

constituent structure, as by redistributing the verbs, resulted in greater 

difficulty in assimilating the sentence, to a well formed alternative. 

In order to interpret the syntactically distorted, sentences, the subjects 

had to acconciodate their monitoring activity (or change, their, tactic), 

so that the original syntactic structure was resynthesized. 

The introduction of semantic errors as in the semantically distorted 

sentence, without Usturbing. the essential syntactic structure,, did not 

affect the capacity to recognise,, these syntactic structures, as shown 

by the high p 6rf ormanc oin Task- 

These, findings relat*e to, those of Gladney A Krulee (1967), who 

showed that the introduction of errors in verbs, propositions and noun 

deter-,. -iiners in sentences, resulted in greater difficulty than if errors 

were introduced cAlbitrarily, They concluded, that certain classes of 

words function as markers in outlining the basic syntactic structure 

of sentences., 
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6.. The syntactic cc=d semantic content of a sentence appeared to be 

distinctive entities, but in relat oný to the operation-of sub-skills, 

these entities are bound in a complicated rolatLonship. Syntax analysis 

was not affected by reducing the semantic content and, whilo-the experi- 

mental population was ablu to analysc the syntax effoctivelyp subjects Vlore 

unable to gencralisc effectively. However, in order to rccognise 

maximally -the semantic content of a complex verbal unit in verbal matter., 

the recognition of the syntax y7as of critical importance. Similarly, 

in order to learn semantically distorted complex sentences effectively, 

the syntax was used as a framework for a more rote typo of learning. 

There is considerable discussion on IILý 

vdthin the field_of s cholinEajý2ts, and it is suggested that further 

level of sentence Monitoring in reltion 

to 12aEaLna, mi ht serve to clarify 
_2omc 

of thc. 2roblcms_ concerned. 

These f indings relate to the hypotheses of Miller (1962) and Y,. atz and 

Fodor (1963). The interpretation of neaning in its fullest sense, 

depends upon a 'combinatorial powert or knowledge of 'projection rules', 

(Unit 1,1.2.2. ) which control the relationship between syntactic and 

somantic constituents of a sentence. 

7. " The psychological implications of such linguistic discoveries as 

syntactic catcgories, kernel sentences and transforms (Chomsýy 1957), 

are'factors of both crucial and challenging investigation. 

The data of Experiment 4 is cited as solia empirical evidence,, for 

the psychological ruality of syntactic cat-ogorics. Theso categories 

appear to affect the process of memorisation of now verbal Material. 

The More complex the learning task in terms of higher learning abilitioss 0 

or the More complex the syntactic structure of the scntenco, the Moro 

claborato the processing of syntactic categories required, for an 

effective reading-to-learn outcome. 
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The hypothesis is made, that in order to intei-, iret-a sentencethe 

constituent structure-of that sentence -, -. iust be generated by the reader.,., 

This de endadon a recognition of the syntactic categories and of the 

semantic relations between them. 
. 

niller (1962) -argues that in ordinary 

conversation,, the functional unit of speech perception is usually larger 

than a single word or a single morpheme and more nearly the size and 

shape of a syntactic constituent. T. Ue findings of this reported 

experiment, particularly in relation to the C category of sentence 

complexity, are comparable with those of. Miller on the way in which 

students repeated sentences of very complicated syntactic structure. 

In the first repetition,. their intonation was characteristic of a list. 

of unrelated phrases, with very poor recall. The second time, the 

intonation was-often similar to the first,. but the recall was more_, 

accurate.. In the third and fourth repetitions, the sentence was repeated 

in larger syntactic categories, which Miller relates to an 'Ahal experience 

and the recall is considerably more accurate. 

Miller concludes, that sentences are not arbitrary chains of verbal 

responses, but that they have a complex inner structure of their own. 

The syntactic structure of a sentence inposes groupings, that govern 

the interactions between the meaniiLgs of the words, in that sentence. 

Sentences arehierarchically organized. As the 3 dimensional space 

underlying the 2 dimensional pattern on the retina is induced, so a 

syntactic structure underlying the linear string of dounds in a sentence 

is induced.. Miller, considers., that the generation and interpretation 

of syntactic constituents has a psychological foundation in the 

Oba, ibinaterial powerlýof the human mina., 

B., Finally,, the fact that there appears to be a paucity of reaearch 

dealing with the identification of sub-skills in operational terms 

suggestedthat, what has been done in this investigation should be viewed 

as an initial attempt in the area. Although care was taken in the 

methodology of the study,, it undoubtealy can be improved upon.. 
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5.5 SUIMMRY 

The leorner's' definition of the task ancl the complexity of neming 

structure was explored at the sentence level. There was a goneral con- 

servatism in the accommodation of monitoring activity, in order to meet 

the varied clcmanclw- of the set lo, -xning tasks, on sentences of increasing 

complexity. However, it vas possible to show that patterns of reading 

related to the type of learning which was achieved. The detailed analysis 

of effective patterns was used as the basis for designing part of the 

training session, used in the pilot study reported. in Unit 7. The expcri- 

mental data provided inforiiation about the molecular structure of reading 

and of the complicated relationship between the syntactic structure and 

semantic content of verbal material. ' The smaller the moaning unit the less 

elaborate the processing required for all tasks and conversely the larger 

and. more complex -the moaning unit, the more elaborate th-- processing 

required, for each task. However, as reading skill increases (as a result 

of the more efficient application of loarnt skills and. the development of 

a more adequate cognitive structure in that intellectual field), there. is 

evi&enco that a smooth'cvcn pattern of reading can be associated yrith COM- 

plex internal structuring. 

On the basis of their total overall scores on all tasks, the 

experimental population were divided into three separate performance 

groupings-, 
1, The highest scoring Group produced reading records which shoviod 

that each of thon aajus-, u-ca their pattern of reading to'copc VrIth 
changes in both the task anO the structure of the material, 

2. The medium scoring group varie(i in their partial inabili-Ly to adapt 
their method of reading. Some failed on certain tasks, whilst' 
others found particular sentenco structures difficult to deal vjith. 
In each case failure could be associated with the recorded pattern 
of reading. -- 

3. The lov; scoring group uniformly showed no ability to adapt their 
methods of reading. 

This experiment yielded startling support'to theAdea that Advanced 

Level students are unskillocl in the process of reading-to-learn, at the 

sent-once level. It also showed ho-w patterns of reading might be used to 

diagnose specific wcaknesscs in roading-to-learn slci2ls. 
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uNiT 6. Theoretical Discussion 
-(Oý 

A Model of the Learner - Towards a 

§yn L ! A. 

1. An assessment of the results of the experiments on the reading of 

chaptor-sizo texts (Unit 3), and separate sentences (Unit 5), providod. 

a mass of evidence to support the hypothesis thL -ut roading-to-loarn is an 

active process involving the generation of mcaninC. The patterns of 

activity revealed in the reading records suggest that some sort of search 

or fmatchinL; t activity is taking place. The sequence of tactics within 

the strategies implies that a total learning event depends upon a 

cumulative activity, in which successive stages are dependent on the 

results of what has already taken place. For oxan-plo, in Unit 3, 

Experiment 3, tho road for 'specifics' often follows a 'smooth' exploratory 

read; the tsearchl read often follovis the road for 'specifics'; the 

review 'thinking' period often follows the read for ? specifics' and/or 

the search read; a 'smooth' review road often terminates the strategy. 

In Unit 5 Experiment 4,1soarchl reads of various kinds often follow a 

'smooth' sentence road and are often followed by a 'smooth' sentence road. 

2. When the ongoing process of reading results in a 'smooth' 

record it is suGGested that the Cognitive Structure is being 'matched' on- 

to the text. Match leads to closure and allows the reading to continue. 

If the criteria unaorlying this 'matching' is adequate, the reader 

'understands I thotext. If it is totally inadequate, the reader will 

remain unaware of his lack of 'understanding' until asked to Give 

specific responses. In either case no drastic revision of the Cognitive 

Structure is taking place. This activity can be equated with the 

assimilation process defined by Piaget, When a reader hesitates and 

produces a tspocific' read record, it is suggested that the individual has 

a sense of mismatch between what he or she fools is in the text, and 

what he or she can generate in terns of neanina immediately from the text. 
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This sense of misnatch leads the reader to stop and generate now meanings 

and/or re road sections of the text until 'match' is achieved. The 

closure resulting from this matching allows the reader to proceed to the 

next part of the text. 

3. It is useful to consider the process of reading as being 

organised at a series of levels. In the sentence corperimont (Unit 5, 

Experimont 4), words, phrases, clauses and the whole sentence could each 

be a separate cause of hesitation and/or backtracking.. In the larger 

chapter-sizo text, sentunces, paragraphs, groups of paragraphs or the 

whole text could equally lead to disruption of the 'smooth' read. The 

diagrans which follow show how monitoring (r- evealing mismatch) at various 

levels involves combining the rosults of a series of closures at a lovier 

level. Thu Isnoothl road which, is thought to result from 'match' 

indicates that closure is easily achieved at all levels. Hesitations 

result fron nismatch, that involves difficulty in combining the 

established closures at lower levels. Search roads or backtracking 

can illustrate when an earlier closure can be re-openca or queried as a 

rosult of abortive attempts to corribine larger size meaning units. 
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4. Although the study of ricaning and reading is best thought of 

as hierarchy organised at a number of levels, it is possible to consider 

what is going on at any one level, at any one tine. The diagram which 

follows shows three cross sections through the hierarchy, 

Groups 
of 
p, -x a- 
graphs. 

Para- 
gr, -,, iphs 

Sentonces 

A$ B ancl C at any level are success3vo matchings, resulting in 

closure. Each natching involves a roaa, a comy-wo, a generation of 

neariing and a storage of matchod ncaning. The diagram which f ollov's 

shows this. 

TIME 
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A MODEL OF SUCCESSIVE CLOaURES IN READING-TO-LBARN 

Cognitive 
Structure or 
Store 

17 Read Compare Generate A, 
Meaning 

Match 
Temporax-y Closure, Store More 41 - Matched Tinal Mean- ft Meaning ing 

A2 'Readýý-'ICc 
L le 

±7 Gcnorat(i 
le Meaning 

Ilatch 
-Temporary ',. 

, Store "'Clo 
'Final 
Meaning 4J 
-I 

=cad # 

Mat 

Temporary 
Store 
Final Ile& 

Stcxe 
re Matche& 

Meaning 
A2 

Closure Store 
Matched 

Cf) 

I 

A3 

Each matching results from ý; onarating meaning out of the stcre or 

Cognitive Structure, which the eye movements nap onto the text. Mismatch 

involves changes in the generated meaning and in the mapping of it onto the 

text. The f inal moaning which na-tches is stored as the meaning of that 

part 'of the text. Whore the stored meaning units at ono level aro not 

well integrated with the stored meaning units at a highcx level in the 

hierarchy, rostricticn of 'understanding' is likoly to be the rcsujtý and 
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the retrieval of the meaning units is likely to decline over a period of 

time. 

5. In the procodiriS diagram, the basis on which the comparison is 

made is unspecified, It is suGgestbd that it derives from the longer 

torn 'compare' operations taking place at the higher level of organisation. 

Ultimately, the higher order . 1comparol represents the readorts overall 

Task Def inition. This can be reviewca bebwcen successive readings of 

ynamic the text. In other worasi the process of Task Definition is 4 

and interactive. 

rJ3 

ta cr 
0c 

tr 

Erl 
rd 

V I'll E 
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The diagran which follows illustrates how the concept of Task Dofinition 

can be incorporated. into a r-oclel of tho read-ing-to-1carn. process. 

Cognitive Structurc 
and Store 

Compare' Gcncrate 
I!, o,, Ln in ---- --------- 

CD 
Temporary Store Closure Store Final Ucaning Watched. 

11caning 
Al 

ask 
Definition 1 

0 

Compare Generate 

_ 

Lý: ý 

11 - 
Co, 

11c, aning - to, 

Temporary Storc E-4 Closure Store 
Final Meaning 1.1atched 

Meaning r4 
A2 

Task 
Definition 2 

\VV 

Recta Compare Generate 
A3, f[ Ila nina 

mp 

A IAODEL OF SUCCESSM CLOSLWI AM 

TASK DEFINlTION IN READING-TO-MARN 
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This nodel of reading-to-loarn can be considered as a hierarchically 

organisca nulti-lovel process. It represents the dynamic interaction 

between the individual's internal and external environment. A rý2aqLna 

strýý. tqa ferried of the tactics-which roflect the interim responses and 

the Iýarmna. M anc6 vihich'roflocts the terminal response or perform, 

(Unit 1,1.2.3. ) represent the results of this interaction. 

In reading-to-learn for chapter sumarisation (Unit 

Experiment 3), and for sentence generalisation (Unit 5 Experinent 4), the 

reading. strategies cran be accourituccl for as f ollovis: - 

(i) First Road 

A 'Smooth' exploratory read generates mismatch, the structure and 

details of which food back to govern the pattern of activity which 

f 011017S. 

(ii) Second Read 

This is charactorisod by hesitations and small back and fore 

sariplings which r elate to I small unit I monitoring, involving of f orts 

at closures in terms of specifics. When this is complete, it 

terminates the first overall closure level. Howevorp mcaninO 

gcnonation so far is not compatible with -the long-term self - 

Generated task d of inition, and the learnor embarks on the next 

stage of activity. This nay involve a rovicii of 'specifics' as a 

precursor for the activity which follows. 

(iii) Third Road 

This is represented. by a 'structured' read involviný; 'large unit' 

monitoring, whon efforts aro, riado in torms of closures relating to 

the co-ordination of"spocifics' into larger concepts, and these 

irrto guncralisations and theories. This may involve two or more 

intermediate levels of closure before overall closure at a higher 

level takes placQ. 
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A reassessment of storeogainst the long-term task definition at this 

stage results in a further period of activity. This frequently 

involvos a period of review Nihon the learner evaluates the Most 

relevant items in terms of tho summary or generalisation. He 

then checks this by noans of a iTritten draft. 

(iv) Fourth Road 

This represents a Ism(, oth' optimal road so that an overall closure 

takes place encompassing all subsidiary levels of closure operating 

against an overall rinnitoring process. The learner is now ready to 

perform his terminal response of the learning activity or learning 

output. 

7. It follows, therefore, that effective learning depends upon a 

flexible monitoring system operating with a complex state of interacting 

interna-1 conditions. The hypothesis was made in the preceding theoretical 

discussion (Unit 4) that the internal 'conditions' within the learner 

consist of a number of dynamically related factors. Specifically, these 

include a CogELtivt Structure, which represents a hierarchical organisation 

: tL. q. store of LearniDZ_q]Sjlls, of knowledge in a given field, and a E. Q01 v ills 

a self-generated definition nf the task, motivation and noýýtqrina in 

terns of the interim and overall learning activity. The reading strategY 

must, therefore., reflect a complex nulti-dinensional interactive process, 

operating within a given time-span. 

The overall definition of the task gradually differentiates into 

shorter-tern goals, each of which reflect a set of criteria that form 

the basis for the compare operation. At the sentence level Chor. sky 

Suggests that one set of criteria is the deep structure of the language. 

Within the matrix of one task, one skill, and one sentence, it was 

possible to identify two aspects of the monitoring activity in some 

detail: - 
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Syntactic rboognition - monitoring (i. e. checking against an 
internal store) of letters, graphemes, words, phrases, clauses 

and sentences. 

2. Semantic recognition - monitoring (i. e. checking against an 

internal store) of S)pecifics, more generalised concepts and 

the most generalised concepts. 

These two ways of monitoring are interrelated. For example, a young child 

learning to read may only be 'capable of syntactic monitoring in terms of 

letters and words or phrases, and his corresponding semantic monitoring 

may be in terms of small units of specifics. Evidence reported by other 

researchers suggestsa genetic interdependence of structure and meaning 

(Piaget 1937, Werner and Kaplan 1950, Brown and Berko 1960). on the other 

hand, a sophisticated adult reader operating in a field of knowledge in 

which his internal store includes a well developed Cognitive Structure. 

and with a highly organised store of Lear na Skills, is capable of 

syntactic monitoring at the level of a complex fifty word sentence, or 

at a larger level of paragraphs or chapters; The semantic monitoring 

level will be related to this in terms of equivalently large units, 

: Lneorporating 'Specifics', as well as 'Universals and Abstractions. t 

A reader falling in between these two extremes may need to be continual1y 

adjusting his monitoring tactics in order to maintain match, within 

interim sequences and overall. This involves an adjustment of syntactic 

monitoring between the sentence to the clause, phrase or word, which permits 

a corresponding adjustment in semantic monitoring for checking against 

the appropriate internal store. Such flexibility in the monitoring 

system was essential in the transition from A and B to C levels of 

sentence complexity in Experiment 4, and in the sentence, paragraph and 

chapter complexity of Experiment 3 in relation to the learning tasks set. 

The configuration of reading behaviour is predominantly temporal; 

it is the sequence of motions.. which maps the reader's cognitive 
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representation into an appropriate pattREn of activity. The total 

pattern of activity can be described at the molar level as a Leaclýa& 

s bEaLSU livi dual's read record or protocol) ana the units, (an inc 

(the reaa types) which make up this pattern can be described at the 

molecular level as readina tactics (skills). ' The process of reading is 

thus organised simultaneousýy at different levels of complexitY. The 

kind of ambiguity that results, when all the levels are not known (not 

under control by the learner), has been made explicit in the experimental 

studies reported. ' Control of the elemental units making up the 

psycholinguistic hierarchy (phoneme-word-phrase-clause-sentence-paragraph- 

chapter) is essential for an efficient reading outcome. 

10. The hypothesis is made that reading-to-learn is, therefore, 

a a hierarchical process that controls the order in which a eq3ýqace of 

o2erations is performed. This conception of the process relates to a 

Plan in Miller's terms (1960). ' The Ima within which the plan operates 

ýtiva (11iller 1960), consists in part of the Co 'tive StructurR and 9. qLni 

Learnina-Skill (Unit 4, Theoretical Discussion (1)), that the individual 

has acquired in his lifetime. The Value system, of the learner, which 

represents another aspect of the Image is outside the scope of this 

dissertation except in atangentir-a sense. Value systems interact with 

the other factors., which form -the internal environment, to determine the 

process of reading for learning. 

ll. ' A central problem of this research project being reported is to 

explore the relation between the external stinulus situation, the internal 

re resentations (the Image and the Plan) and the terminal renýpoqpe, 

The Imaae and the Plan are not mutually exclusive categories of the 

representation. A Plan which results in a reading strategy can be 

learnt and becomes part of the jaaL. aof22ý1-tive-Structur-6,, g9anitime 

Skill and Value s -are incorporated into the Plan, othervrLse it could not 
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provide a basis for guiding reading behava. 'our.,. Restructuring the 

COOLtLve Structure and reorganising the LoLlAtive Skills during, learning 

results in a change in the ImaZe. This is brought about by the execution 

of the Plan. Changes in the Cog tive Structure and Coanitive Skills 

affect changes in the Plan. 

12. Learner task definition is inter reted as a Plan which is 

monitored simultaneously pýq several levels of cRMpjýýj iLt 'Ln a 

hierarchicaj. pý: ocess, and controls the order in which a seauence of 

operations is 2erformedý The outcome of the Plan is the readina stEa-t2Z, 

A Plan is enerated from an interaction between the external stimulus 

nal directives and the text, and 

ýWIOI e Skill, The ZMa. &ý, 

which includes everything the individual has learnt, forms part of the 

total internal environment. The physiological and emotional processes 

of an individual which give rise to basic needs or drives, contribute to 

the total internal environment. The relationship between these body 

processes and an individual's laaa(I and Plan is entirely open to 

conjectur6. This relationship must be explored for a full understanding 

of the individually creative process of Learner Task Definition. 

13. An outline of the present state of the author's interpretation 

of a model of the student as a learner through the medium of reading 

is schematised overleaf. 
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I 
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Directives, clef ined in tems 
of a particular performance 

expectation. 

I172ERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
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by its intrinsic 

go I hierarchical 
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semantic 

structure 

tactics, 'smooth'., 'specific' 

and 'search' reads and. non- 

reading review sessions. 

TMUUML RESPONSJ 

Learning outcome or 
Performance 

Relative change in intellectual 

behaviour 
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14. Taking account of the complexity of the rea(iing-to-learn 

process, it can be inferred that it. is a highly indivi&ual activity. 

Each individual varies in his internal state of 'conditions' and, 

therefore, in the monitoring system which he brings to operate within 

a given time span. It f ollows that the learner knows most about 

What he is trying to do, and how he is trying to do itana must take 

control of his own learning process. To enable him to do so efficient2y, 

each facet of the process must be made explicit. The final experiment 

reported in this dissertation (Unit 7) represents a pilot stuay in which 

the learner is provided with some explicit information at the molar 

(strategy) and molecular (tactic) levels in order to encourage him to 

improve the efficiency of his learning by reading: in other words, to 

encourage him to increase the complexity of his internal representation, 

his Im, 2Ze and Plan. 
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UN1T 7, Application of the Model, 

7.1 General Introduction 

The 'iný'a, nd output, learning p4otivities., evaluatod in', Unitsý3 and 5 

open up possibilities of trairdng in the skiUs of -roading-to-lcam. 

This evaluation forned. the brasis, of the model building activity reported 

in Unilg 4 and. 6. These practical an4. theprotical aspects"of the research 

activity interact in the devolopmont cf, a-. #aining procedure. The embi7o 

of. this training procedure, is tested. onpirically in a pilot study designed 

to improve the effectiveness and range. of the reading-to-learn process, 

It has been inf erred. that, - efficient learning activity depends -upon an 

explicit operational task definition. Instruction aimed. at improving 

the effectiveness of an indiyidual's operational task definition-forned 
I 

the kernel of the training. Brum-r (1961) and, Neclelsky (1947) have 

suggested that a training should involve several levels of instruction. 

At the first level of instruction thellearner should be provided, yrIth 

detailed instructions relating to the overalltask, *, whi1o at the-, seconcL 

level more general instructions should be provided ý"ed, finally, _Lghly-the 

overall learning goal should be given. It is assumed-that as a, r6sult of 

this training-the overall task. beconcs_., associated with all the specific 

details of instruction relating. to it. 
_.: 

At this final level, the-leamer 

should be in a position to assess his task definition and to monitor 

the material to be loarnt, acC. 
-OFdingly. 

This proposition has influenced 

the design of the pilot. study, since it aligns with, theikeoretical 

model developed in Units 4 and 6, within vjhich the importance-of, self-'- 

organised learning is recognisod., The learner will make use of the 

instruction at a level useful for him. 

The diagram Which follows summarises the external conditions, of-ý 

learning, made explicit to the learner within. the instruotions, which 

constitutodthe : training, procedur, c.., This. diagran refers tofthe model 
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of the lr-arner developed in Units 4 and 6. These instructions raim to 

increase the loarnor, ts avrareness of his operational plan (or reading-to- 

learn strategy), in relation to the objective (or task) and the Vrritten. 

material. The independent variables x and y (the stimulus situation) 

and the dependent variables : z(the interin responses) constitute 
trol. 

obsorvLables, which vmra un-2cir. ' cork- cluring the training procedure. The 

ain of the Pilot Study was to neasurc any changes in the learner's reading- 

to-learn strategy and learning outcomes, as a result of the training. 
, 

The assumption was that any changes in strategy and outcomes would reflect 

changes in the operational task definition. Ex. -poriment 5, the Pilot 

Study, vras designed to assess the iii-aediato effect and short-term transfer 

effect of the training procedure. 
x 

kDOLUS SITUATION 

Il2al=t JM. clef ined at 3 
levels and related to the 
writtun material, the 
objective (or task) and the 
effective reading strategies, 
identified in'Units 3 and 5 

Intorml onviroment or 
'conditions' vithin the 
learner 

z 

INTERIM RE 

y 

STIMULUS SITULTION 

Written naterial, 
itonised in terns of The 
Taxonony into Specifics, 
Ways ani Mouns of deal- 
ing izith Specifics, 
Universal and Abstractions, 
and developed into-graphical 
readinG records and flow 
diagrans. 

Lc, -xnor Is graphical read record 
or reading. - to-loarn stra-Lqgy 

I 

TURIMILA. L. 1 POSPONTSE 

Loarnails perfornance, or 
learning putcone 

The inddpondont variables X and Y, and the dependent variable Z which 

are 
, 
pado explicit during training 
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7.2 The Instructional Procedures (Training) 

An outline of the basic principles which governed the ratLonale 

for the development of the instructional procedures is presented 

in Unit 2 (Gencral Experimental Method - 2.7., The Trnining 

Technique). A training chart was constructed for each of the two 

training sessions (Sessions 2 and 3), and this chart was hung on 

the wall in front of the learner. The charts wore thus easily 

and quickly available for onnsultation throughout the training 

sessions. The instructions and visual guides, printed and 

drawn on typing and graph paper, were glued on to a firm hardboard 

backing. The first training session (Session 2 of the Pilot Study), 

consisted of instruction for roading-to-learn at the sentence level. 

The second training session (Session 3 of the Pilot Study) consisted 

of instruction for reading-to-learn at the chapter level. The 

instructions and guides for the training sessions (Session 2 at the 

sentence level, Session 3 at the chapter level) within the Pilot 

Study arc presented in the following pages. 
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Ex]2crinent ý, The Pilot Study - An Eimpiricaljtuýj: LRp 120., 'Itio of he 

Modcl to the Educational Problen. 

7.3 Experinental Method: 

The experinental population consisted of 12 Advanced Level BiologY 

students. Six students volunteered from the top science stream of a 

Gr, -mnar School and. six students volunteered from the only stream in a 

Technical School. 

The students were asked to fill in three separate questionnaires at 

different stages of the study. One questionnaire was given at the 

commencement of the study, one immediately after the study vras COMP10ted 

and one throe nonths later. The three questionnaires,, aro 
_presented -in 

Appendix D, 7.3. The questionnaires were desigMd to cover a wide 

range of informa-tion, such Las, school performance, as assessed by the 

teaching staff and as assessed by the students., idioayncratic learning 

activities relating to school work, the usefulness of the training 

and the extent it was subsequently practised in school learning 

activities. 

.. The pilot study was divided into four sessions per subject at weekly 

intervals. At the comnoncemont of each session the activities pursued 

in earlier sessions viere discussed and reviewed. 

Session 1: A ncn-trainiM session 

1. 'The objective and instructional directive were presented to 

the subject, the learning activity was recorded on the reading 

recorder and the sumnary was analysed in terns of items. 

Session 2: A trainiT session 

2. This was based on the sub-skills of reading-to-loarn at the 

sentence level. 

Sossion ý: A training.. Lession 

3. This was based on the skills of surmarisation at the chapter 

levelo 
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Session 4: A non-training session 

4. The objective and instructional directiv0s were presented to 

the subject, the learning activity was recorded on the recorder 

and the sumary was analysed in torms of itens. 

In the training sessions (2 and 3), the learner was asked to use 

all levels of the training regardless of his personal needs. It was 

considered that a riore accurate 'before' and 'after' comparison could 

be made. Ultiriatelyit was hoped to extend the pilot study so that the 

learner could react more freely within the training and select the level 

of guidance su itable for hin. 'This was, however, outside the scope 

of the present pilot study. 

In the non-, training sessions (1 and 4), tho subjects were told that 

they should sumarise the text provided on the reading recorder. The 

subjects wore further instructed that this summary should not take the 

form of a highly abstract outline but should consist of a substantive 

report presenting the main points and the interrelationship between these 

to form a systematic view. 

Two natched Texts, A and B, wore used in sessions 1 and 4. The 

natching rolatecl to their intrinsic organisation in terms of Specifies, 

W, ays and Mcans of dealing irLth Specifics and Universals and Abstractions. 

Tho distribution of items in each category was approximately similar 

(Appendix A). The intellectual content of Texts A and B were entirely 

unrelated. The value of the training sessions in affecting changes in 

reading protocols and performance could thus be fairly judged. Any over- 

whelming preference for one text over the other in either sessions 1 

or 4 was taken into account within the following experimental design- 
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AD iy,. r -Ll Design 
_2Lthe 

Experiment, 

Session 1 

1 week 

Interval 

NO TRAINING GROUP A GROUP B 

Text A Text B 

6 Subjects 6 Subjects 

Session 2 TRAINING 

1 week 

Interval 

TRAINING 

1 week 

Interval 

NO TRAINING Text B Text A 

The Le, --xninG Material 

Texts A md B used in Sessions 1 nna 4, consisted nf abridged 

articles of approximately 3,800 and 3,450 words respectively from 

"Scientific American. " Text A reviewed the Role of Light in Photo- 

synthesis and Text B reviewed the lifechanism of Immunity. Further 

details of the texts are given in Unit 2 (2.3), and their itemised 

alysis are presented in Appendix A, 2.6.1. The texts contained in- , anc 

f ormation beyond the range of knowledge expected in an Advanced Level 

course ana none of the subjects had r ead the articles before. To 

ma, ximise ego involvement, the subjects were informed that the texts 

related to their Advanced Level course and that their individual 

performance -md reading records would be presented to them within the 

study. 

In Session 2 (a training session), the sentences used in the 

training of reading-to-learn at -the serybence level were selected from 

those used in Experiment 4. These consisted of: 4,10 word, 1 clause; 
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4,20 word, 2 clause and 3,50 word, 4 clause sentences. These sentences 

are shovm in tho instructional procedures (7.2). 

In Session 3 (a training session), tho text usca consistoa of 

"The 'Genetic Code' Review" from 'Scientific Anerican", which was also 

usea in Experinent 3. Details concerning the use of this text in the 

training session are presented in tho instructional procedures (7.2). 

Evaluation of the Sumnarics 

For an effective comparison of the sumarics three criteria of 

measurement were used. These stormed from the development of evaluation 

techniques, which were assessed in Experiment 1 (Unit 3), Details con- 

cerning the nothodology of evaluation are presented in Unit 2, under the 

hoaaing: "Task Evaluation Techniques" (2.6). The throe criteria are 

listed below: - 

The Total Iten ; Score This was assessed by evaluating the total 
the 

number of items recorded in/sunnary, as 

a percentago of the total itons in the 

original text. 

2. The Measure of Performance 

This was assessed. by evaluating the total 

number of 'Universals and Abstractionsf 

recorclccl in the sunmary as a percentage of 

the total nunber of 'Universals and 

Abstractions' in the original text. 

The Measure of Selection 

This was assessed by evaluating the total 

number of 'Universals and Abstractions' 

recorded in the su, -mary as a porcentago 

of the total item scores recordocl in the 

sumary. 
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The time taken to complete each sumary was also recorcled. 

7.4 

Evaluation of the TraLn 

In ordcr*tc ovaluato the irmoaiatc, and short-tcrm transfer cffect 

of the training the surzinarics (time and score) in tho two non-training 

sessions (Sessions 1 and 4), and in the trail-ling session for 

sumarisation (Session 3) worc compal-ca. An assessment was then mado, of 

the relationship between the learning outcomes and the reading records in 

each session,., 

1ýqsult6 and Discussion 

7 . 4'. 1 Evaluation of the Matched Texts 

Inspection of Tables 1,2 and 3 indic-, tb3' thrtText., A and Tc=L- B, 

were fairly equally natchea in terms of the behaviour of the (=perimental 

population. 

Session 1 Text A 

Mean Input tiric 
103 nins.. 
S. Dov. 86 

67 
---ý,. 25>. 10 

M. 

t= . 721 

>. 25 

Text B 

1.1can Input time 
129 nins. 
S. Dev. 71 

45 
<. 25ý-10 

TEXT 

Session 

Mean Input time 
180 Liins. 

IS. 

Dov. 65 
t= . 0973 

Mean Input time 
184 mins. 
S. Dev. 65 -r-, p >. 25 

I. 

TABLE 1 
er 1 00 1 1*nes The mean Input time in minute Aand standard deviation for the 

experimental population in 8essions 1 and 4. 
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TEXT A TM B 

Mean Performance Moan Perfornance 
Score 53.5 t7 27 Score 64.0 
S. Dov. 24.6 p 25 S. Dov. 18.1+ 

t =. 1.69 t=1.68 
p . 

<. 25. ý-10 p ý. 25 >. 10 
TFM 

_ 
B'N /_ \WBXT A 

Moan Performance t . 826 Moan Performance 
Score 72.66 Score 79.16 
S. Dov. 13.1 p . 25 S. Dov. 7.57 

TABLE, 2 

, 
The mean Performance score and standard deviation 
foe the experimental populatLon in the first 

and fourth session. 

Session T M. A TEXT B 

Mean Selectivity t . 8128 Mean Selectivity 
Score 42 (. 1c -- Is Score 47 
S. Dev. 9.85 -. p . 25 2 S. Dev. 9.6 

AK V. 

t ý6969 t=2.4-90 
pP= . 05 

TEXT k 
Oe 

T M, A 

Kcan Selectivity t= . 2801 Mean Selectivity 
Score 67 1/ N Score 65 

N 10 . 14 S. Dev. 9.26 P'*>. 25 A S. Dev. 13 

T-AB LE 3 

The mean Selectivity score and standard deviation 
for tho experimental population in the first and 

fourth session. 
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It can be seen that there was no significant aifference in the 

Mean Input time., Selectivity and Performance scores between Groups A and B 

in Session 1. This also applied to Groups A and B in Session 4. These 

tables also indicate that the experimental population tended to increase 

in Input time and to inprove the Performance and Selectivity scores after 

training. 

794.2i A Preliminary An4, ysis of In ut and Output Behaviour 

Tables 4,5,6,7 and 8 show the subject frequency distribution (reading ) 
f or I-nputAimc., O, utput (sum., ary) tiria, T; otal Bten c4ot6, porf ormanco and 

Selectivity scores. 

TABLE 

Time -in 'Sossion 1 Session 3 Session 4 
Ilinutes 

e 
No training Training No training 

100 lin 's 

50 2 1 
51 - 100 5 3 

101 - 150 2 1 4 
151 200 0 1 1 
261 - 250 2 3 3 
251 - 300 1 - - 
301 350 - 2 - 
351 1+00 2 - 
401 450 - 
451'- 500 3 

I '' I 

The subject frequency distribution for Input 
time in Sessions 1,3 and 4. 
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TAB LE 

Time in 
Hinutos 

Session 1 
No training 

Session 3 
Training 

Session 4 
No training 

10 - 
11 - 20 1 - 
21 - 30 1 2 
31 - 40 2 1 2 
41 - 50 5 6 5 
51 - 6o 1 2 4 
61 - 70 2 1 - 71 - 80 1 - 

- '0 81 1 
91 - 100 

The subject frequency distribution for Sumary 
tine in Sessions 1,3 ana 4. 

TAB LE 

Item Score 
Percent 

Session 1 
No training 

Session 3 
Training 

Session 4 
No training 

10 
11 - 20 
21 - 30 
31 - 40 2 1 
4-1 - 50 3 - 7 
51 - 60 3 5 4 
61 - 70 - 7 - 
71 - 80 1 - - 
81 - 90 2 - 
91 - 100 - -- 

The subject Frequency for Total Iten score 
(percent) in Sessions 1,3 ancl 4. 
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TABLE_j 

Performance 
Score Percent 

Session 1 
No training 

Session 3 
Training 

Session 4 
No training 

11 20 
21 - 30 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 2 
51 - 6o - 
61 - `70 2 2 
71 - 80 3 6 
81ý- go 2 5 2 
91 - 100 -- 5 1 

The subject Frequency for Performance dcore in 
SesSýicns 1,3 and 4. 

T. AB LE 8 

Selectivity 
Score Percent 

Session 1 
No training 

Session 3 
Training 

Session 4 
No training 

10 
- 20 

21 - 30 
31 - 4.0 6 - 
1+1 - 5o 2 1 
51 - 6o 3 1 2 
61 - 70 1 - 5 
71 - 80 - 2 4 
81 - go - 6 
91 - 100 - 3 

The subject-frequency for Selectivity 
score in Sessions 1,3 and 4. 
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It was apparent that the effect of training on the post-training 

session in the experimental population in terms of Input time was to 

increase clustering, with a central tendency around 200 minutes, com- 

pared with a central tendeney'around 100 minutes in the pre-training 

session. The widely spread distribution in the training session showed 

that subjects reacted differently to the guides in terms of Input time., 

Again, the effect of training on the post-training session in terms 

of Summary time was to increase the clustering of the population, with 

a central tendency around 50 minutes, compared with 40-60 minutes in 

the pre-training session. The effect of training on the postýtraining 

session in terms of Total Item score was the marked clustering, with 

a central tendency at 5Wo- The Total Item jýcore has move& down in the 

post-training session, compared with the training session. The Perform- 

ance s)core shows a clustering with a central tendency at 8Cr/o in the 

post-training session. This represents an upward shift of score com- 

pared with the pretraining session. However., there was some downward 

shift compared with the training session. The Selectivity 6core shows 

an upward shift in the post-training session compared with the pre- 

training session, but a downward shift compared with the training session. 

To sum up, the effect of training on the experimental population was 

a general tendency to increase Input time, Performance and Selectivity 

boores and to centralise Summary time and Total Item score. Compared 

with the training session however, the experimental population has 

shown a tendency to decrease Input time, Total Item score, Performance 

and Selectivity j3. cores in the post-training session. 

7.4-3. The Classification of. Subjects on Performance 

The raw item scores for the experimental population are presented 

in Appenajýx D, 7.4.3,. Inspection of the histogram of Selectivity dloore 

in Session I as shown in Table 9, indicates some differentiation of the 
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population into sub-groupsA, B-and C. 

TABLE 9 

5 

36 

0 

A. 4 

3 
CP 

2 

2 0; Co 
30-33 39 42 45 48 51 51+ f 57 63 66 

SelectivLz Score (Percent) 

The Selectivity Frequency Distribution in Session 1. 

Table 10 shows that the subjects can be grouped. 

according to the distribution of their Selectivity acore, Total Item 

rýcore and Performance Score into four sub-groups A, BI and B2 and 0. 

Sub-Group A4 subjects with the highest Selection score 

were, therefore, classified as efficient 

selection types (EST). 

Sub-Group B13 subjects with the highest Total Item 

score were., therefore, classified as mass 

producer types (MFT). 

Sub-Group B24 subjects with a low Performance score 

and an average Total Item score werey there- 

fore, classified as inefficient selection 

types (IST). 
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Sub -'Group 01 subject with the lowest Total Item score, 

. 
Performance score and Selection score, was, 

therefore, classified as very inefficient 

selection type (IST). 

Sub-Group B2 was further differentiated into: - 

Sub-Group B 2a 2- subjects with a higher Performance score than 

Sub-Group B 2b 2 subjects with a lower Performance score. 

TABLE 10 

Subject Selection Score Total Item Score Performance Score 

Sub- Session Session Session 
'Group 1 3 4 1 34 1 3 4 

10 62 93 75 55 61 4,8 77 98 93 
A8 57 93 78 51 53 40 66 88 80 

4 55 88 79 50 59 48 71 90 86 
1 52 91 75 46 63 4-8 62 100 82 

B1*2, 39 77 64 86 67 55 86 88 80 
21ý 42 75 52 84 61 54 80 79 72 

9 45 85 66 75 58 47 77 85 80 

B7 2a 40 85 65 55 59 46 50 86 77 
6 37 81+ 63 50 68 48 48 98 68 

B5 39 86 57 
6 

36 
6 

62 54 
6 

32 92 70 
2b 12 39 86 3 3 45 5 32 85 73 

C3 31 6o 42 -23 62 52 18 65 50 

Relate d t--test Related t- test Relate a t- tcst 
signif icant not significant signif icant 
probab ilitY beyoncl probability . 

probal I YULty 
L 

0.001 0.25 beyoncL 0.001 

I 

The distribution of subjects according to Selection, 

Total Item and Performance 8, cores in Sessions 

and 4, 
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An Assessment of ChaELLes in Performance in the Three Sessions 

Training increases Selectivity scores and Performance scores ancl 

although some loss occurs between the training session (3) and the post 

training session (4), the changes between the pretraining session (1) and. 

the post-training session (4) are still highly significant. 

Tablc*ll shows that the Mean Selectivity score of the 

ex'perihental population in Sessions 1,3 and 4 were significantly different. 

The score was highest in the training session and comparison of the pre 

and. post-training scores shows that an improvement in Selectivity has 

q, %ourred aftqr training. 

T. AB LE 11 

Session Mean Standard t value p value 
Deviation 

44 9.09 1 and 3 1a nd 3 
9.549 p <. 001 

3 83 9.807 3 and 4' 3 and 4 
4.271 

P'>. 02< . 001 

4 6 
. 
11.024 1 and'-I+ i and. 4 

4.714 p .< . 001 

.W 

The, mean-Selectivity Score, standard. deviation and 
-t and P-valýies for the experimental population in 

Sessions 1,3 and. 4 

Table 12 shows the ýLifference in Selectivity, Total Item and performance" 

scores between Se asion 1 (pre-training) and Session 4 (post-training). 
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TABLE 12 

Subjects Difference in 
Selectivity 
Score 

Differencain 
Total Item 
Score 

Difference in 
Performance 
Score 

Sub-Groups Sessions 1-4 Sessions 1-4 Sessions 1-4 

10 + 13 - 7 + 16 
A + 21 - 11 + 14 

)+ + 24 - 2 + 15 
1 + 23 + 2 + 20 

2 +- 25 - 31 6 
B 11 + 10 "- 30 8 

1 9 + 21 - 28 +3 

B 7 + 25 - 9 + 27 
2a 6 + 26 - 2 + 20 

B 5 + 18 + 18 + 38 2b 12 + 24 + 9 + 41 

C 3 + 11 + 29 + 32 

The difference in Selectivity, Total Item and 
Performance scores between Sessions 1 and 4. 

Inspection of this Table shows that changes were not uniform throughout 

the population in torms of the three criteria used for evaluating the 

summary performance. 
Sub-Group A (EST) 

Sub-Group B1 (ITT) 

This Group showed improvement in 

Selectivity and. Performance scores, -while 

reaucing their Total Item scores. 

This Group showed improvement in 

Selectivity scores but reduced. their 

Performance scores and Total Item scores. 
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Sub-Group B 2a 
(IST) This Group showed improvement in Selectivity 

and Performance s3ores. while reducing their 

Total Item scores . This Group f ollowea the 

same pattern of behavioural change as Group A. 

Sub-Group B 2b 
(IST) Thds Group showed improvement in Selectivity, 

Performance and Total Item scores. 

Sub-Group C (VIST) This Group showed some improvement in 

Selectivity and consiaerable improvement 

in Performance and Total Item scores. 

Further inspection of Table 10 shows that Group A. (EST) subjects 

improved within their task definition and. became more efficient Selectors 

as a result of training. Group B1(? APT) and B2 (IST) subjects showed 

changes in their Selectivity score, Total Item score and Performance 

a core 1n- Session 4 (p os t- training), which matched the performance of 

subjects in Group A (EST) in Session I (pre-training). This indicated 

that those three subjects in Group B1 who had defined -their task as Mass 

Producers in the pre-training session redefined their task and became 

efficient Selectors (112ST), in the post-training session. Those four 

subjects in Group B who had defined their task as Selectors but whose 2 

Selectivity ana-Performance scores were low in the pre-training session, 

had improved within their definition in tho post-training session. The 

one subject in Group C who had defined his task as an Abstractor, but 

whose Selectivity, Performance scores and Total Item scores were very 

low in the pre-training session had to some extent redefined his task in 

the post-training session, since although he showed improvement in 

Selection and Performance scores, he also showed considerable increase 

in Total Item score. 
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A grý-Phic,. l n.; prusuilý, Aion (-, f th. ý iriprnvoii,. nt shown by thu cxporim(. mt, %l 

PopulýAion ,, s 1ý,, rý. sult Ls ý; hosn in T. -. blo 13, Th(ý 3cloctivity 

Scorý_ -vjs plotý, cd th, ý Rýrlform-mcc Scorc, for k3, --. ch subjcct in 

Sessions 1 ')MýI 4. 

TABLE 11. A ropr, ýsunt-ýtinn of in sujjjii-y p3rforrimcc 
- 

Z- - 

bý-. sc; d )n Scýlcctivity ,. n(A Porfr, rr.,, -, nc-_, 3corccs in Scssicm 1 (pr, ý-tr-, ining) 

Session 4 (post-trýýining). 

100 

90 

80 

70 

ý7,6o 

0 
4-D 

-H H 50 
4-ý (') 
0 
(D 

CO 
4-0 

30 

20 

10 
0 

0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 30 00 100 

Porccntý.,.,,:, a of high lovol itor-is iclontific, 71, in the, i5u-urry. 

(bla,. sure of Porf orn,,. nec). 
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This graphical result can be compared vrith tho similar graphical 

7.4.5 

rosult showing changes in the experimental population which took place as 

a result of increased. 
_familiarity 

with the intellectual content of the 

learning material, but without any training, as shown in Table 11 of 

Experiment 1 (Unit 3,3-3.4). This comparison clearlLy shows the value 

of training. Only a minority of subjects improved their Selection and 

Performance scores as a result of familiarity with the learning materials. 

This emphasises the validity of one of the basic assumptions of this 

reported study (Unit 1,1.1.4), namely, that a systematic intervention of 

the process of reading-to-learn ca n. improve the efficiency of the 

process. This raises the question of the role of such training within 

an education programme, and this issue is discussed in the Final Discussion 

(Unit 8). This improvement in summary performance was accompanied by 

significant changes in Output Time, Input Tiliýc and in the Reading Protocols. 

Again, these changes were not uniform throughout the experimental 

population. 

An Analysis of nt and Output Time 

The raw time score for each subject is shovm in Appendix D, 7.1+. 5. 

In order to assess the relationship between the time taken in each session, 

the input time for each subject was expressed as a Percentage of the total 

number of Imoviledge items in each text. The number of items and the 

length of the text vnmrelatcd. Text A was approximatelY 3,800 words 

and contained 114 items. Text B was approximatelY 3)450 words and con- 

tained 101 items. The training text was approximately 3,100 words and 

containea 90 items. The inaividual input time ana the mean input time 

for Sessions 1,3 and 4 is shovm in Table 14. 
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TABIL 14 

SUB - GR OUP Session 1 Session 3 Session 4 

EST 97 244 161 
106 

1 

171 log 
A 5 95 2o6 117 1 

93 LAean Dev. 129 11can Dev. 97 'can Dev., 

MPT 270 389 ; 84 
250 464 254 

B 210 353 258 

ISSIT 69 121025 77 483' 
ý 15-58ý119.4 191 2. +2.63 

82 322 180 
B 2 

104 230 129 
1. 46ý 454 181 

VIST 
33 342 223 

c 

t 4.56' t=3.04 

p< 001 p= . 01 

t 4-5 

p c: O, ". Oý, 7.02 

The inOliviawnl input tiric 5tarlc! O-rll aevil', *Lion for the cxperimont, -a 
population in Sessims 1,3 ana 4., 

Table 15 shows the individual difference in input time between 

Sessions 1 and 3 (pro-training and training), S ess ions 1 and 4. (pre-training 

and post-training), Sessions 3 and 4 (training and post-training). 

Related -b tests show that the experimental population spent significantlY 

different times on -the Input activity in the pro-training, training and 

post-training sessions. 
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T. ABO. 
___15 

STJB- SESSION 1 an =0 JE ige-training e,, 
Training 

SESSION 2, 
_Lijý Protraining and 

Training 
Post- 

SESSION ý and 4 
Training and Post- 
Training 

EST 147 64 -83 33 
A 65, 3 -62 62 

111 can Diff. 'Dev. * c 22 ean Diff. Dev. -89 Lleýýn Diff. Pey. 8 ic 9L 
36 4 32 -32 

+194.33 125.7 +62 63.8 -133.58 82.02 

I'a, u llý 14 105 

B1 214 4 -210- 
114-3 48.; - 95 

related 
t 

related related 
= 5.127 = 3.26 

'=5.419 IST 414 122 
1 -292 

B2 240 9 -142 
126 

p . 001 
25 

p. 01 -101 p . 001 
408 151 -273 

VIST )9 309 190 -119 
c 

The individual difference in itnjut time, mean difference, 

standard deviation and related t tests for the 

experimental population in Sessions 1,3 and 4. 
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The EST (A), IIPT (B 
1 

), IST (B 
2) and VIST (C) sub-groups identified in 

the pretraining session (1), according to the summary score rating 

showed sub-group differences in input time. Further inspection of 

Table 14 shows that in the pretraining session: 5 

the EST sub-group spent more time than the IST sub-group and 

tho VIST sub-group on Input timo; 

the EST sub-group spent less time than the ITT sub-group; 

the IST sub-group spent longer than the VIST sub-group and 

less than the ITT on Input time and 

the MPT sub-group spent longer than the EST, IST ancIVIST 

sub-groups on Input time. 

Sub-group differences vierc also noted for output timo as shown in Table 16. 

TABLE, 16 

Sub-Group Session 1 
Pretraining 

Session 3 
Training 

Session 4 
Post Training 

EST (A) 77 41 50 
58 25 35 
47 34 45 
46 21 28 

IJIFT (B 89 45 55 
65 50 6o 
64 45 48 

IST (B ) 40 52 42 
2 4-8 69 52 

31 48 45 
25 50 35 

WST(C) 17 51 54. 

,. i: nc inua-vacLua-L summary -cime in minuTcs i or 

the experimental population in Sessions 1,3 ana 
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The EST sub-group tended to spend longer than the IST, and 

the VIST sub-groups, and less than the MPT sub-group on output time; 

the IST sub-group spent less than the MPT and more than the VIST 

sub-group on Output time; 

the MPT tended to spend more than tho EST, IST andVIST sub-groups 

on Output time. 

A comparison of the input time and output time for each sub-group 

in Sessions 1,3 and 4 shows that differences in changes of behaviour 

(as represented by time) can be identified. Further inspection of 

Table 10 shows thatý 

the EST and IST sub-groups spent longer on Input time in the 

training and post-training sessions. Input time was reduced 

from the training to the post-training session, 

the MPT sub-group spent longer on their Input time in the 

training session, but there was no conspicuous difference in 

Input time in the pro-ana post-luraining session; 

the VIST subject spent ton times longer on hDr Input time in 

the training session and seven times longer in the post- 

training session. 

Further inspection of Table 16 shows that;, 
he 

the EST sub-group reduccý slýary time in the training and post- 
O\ 

training sessions) but increased their summarY time from tho train- 

ing to the post-training session, 
their 

the IST sub-group incroasedWummary time in tho training 

their 
session, but did not, chango,,, summary timc, conspicuously in 

the post-training session, 
their 

the 14EPT sub-group reduced s-Llmmaxy time in the training and 

post-training sessions, 
her 

the VIST sub-group increased summary time in the training and 

post-training scssions. 
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Changes in the input and output time and in summary performance 

after training can be summed up as followsj- 
their , their 

the EST(A) sub-group tended t(ý increase input time, decrease summax7 

time and improve within their task definition as Selectors, 
their 

the IvTT(B sub-group tended to increaso,, ýnput time, decreased 

their summary time and improvedthoir summary perf ormance, and 

bec. %me Selectors as a result of a change in task definition, 

the IST(B 2) sub-group increased their input time considerably 

and tended to increase their summary time and improve within 

their task definition as Selectors, 

the VIST(C) sub-Eoup increased. her input time and summary time 

considerably and improves her summary performance and became. 

a Selector as a result of a chango in task definition. 

Inspection of the individual reading records shows how these changes 

can be related to changes in the operational task definition. 

7.4.6, An Analysis of the Readin& Records' 

An analysis of the reading protocols of subjects in thel: re-training, 

training and post-training sessions showed that marked changes in 

reading-to-loarn tactics had taken place. The charts which follo'T 

show how the individual subjects in the EST mpT IST and VIST sub- 

groups have changed their tactics-within the consecutive sessions of the 

Pilot Study. 
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Inspuction of thGsu ch, --xts inclicates, tilat in the 
post training session: 

the EST sub-&raU elaborate existing tactics in particular the 

search tactic shoidng back-tracking between large units of the 

text. 
9 

the IjIPT I! Lb 
e (I 

. 
ý212 re-assoss/)xisting tactics and introducednew 

tactics - the data processing and revievi periods became more 

concerned with selection of relevant items than with massive 

memorisation of most items - the search tactic showing back- 

tracking between large units of the textyco introduced, 

the IST s! ýý2u I introduce elaborate existing tactics anc 

now tactics the data processing tactic beeme. longer and 

tho search tactic and roviciv tacticTurc introduced, 

the VIST sub-group introduces four new tactics - the long data 

processing tactic., the search tactic., the review smooth read 

tactic and the non-reading review tactic. 

Changes in reading tactics in the consecutive sessions which 

resulted in an improvement in summary performance reflected changes 

in the operational task definition and could be related to changes in 

input time. The EST sub-group accommoaatcrathc elaboration of existing 

tactics without any conspicuous changes in input time. The MPT sub- 

group accommoaa, tedtho ro-assossment of existing tactics and the intro- 

duction of now tactics without any conspicuous change in input time. 

The IST sub-group accommodatorlthe elaboration of existing tactics and the 

introduction of new tactics vrith a conspicuous change im. input time. 

The VIST sub-group accomodatedthe introduction of now tactics vrith a 

very conspicuous cl-wzge in input time6 
Iý 

It is of intercst to note that while summary parformanco and the 

operational task definition (in terms of tactics) boormor. more uniform 
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in the cxperimental population as a result of training, the sub-groups 
Re 

could still be identifica in terms of input time. / inspection of Table 10 
sub-group, 

shows that the IST sub-group took longer than the EST / the YTIT and_thc 

, TIST sub-groups took longer than the IST and EST sub-groups. I This 

indicates that changes in task definition, vih: b h involve the operation 

of new tactics requires time ana suggests that further practis6 is 

needed beforo the input time becomes an indicator of a behaviouristically 

homogenous population. 

7.4.7. A Correlation Test 

The difference in rank between Selectivity score and the change in 

Input time from the training to the post-training session in the 

experimental population showed a positive correlation (Spearman's 

Rho Q.. 9196 significant at p = . 01). The less difference in Input time 

between training session and post. --training session, the better the 

performance. Table 17 shows this for the 12 subjects making up the 

experimental population. 

TAB LE 17 

Selectivity 
score in 78 79 75 75 66 65 64 63 42 52 63 57 
Session 4 

1 

Loss in Input 
Time, Session 3 ; 32 62 83 89 95 101 105 142 144 , 210 273 292 
and 4 

Spearman's 0.9196 n 12 

probcability = . 01 

- The correlation betwoon Seloctivity scorc in Session 

and the loss in Input time between the training session 
and the post-training session (4).. 
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It was apparent that the disruption in learning strateMr brought aboijt 

by the training needed to be maintained at this early stage in the post- 

training. This emphasises the importance of sustained practise during 

a traininjý, procedure, and relates to the three stages of skill acquisitLon, 

enumerated in Unit 1,1.2.. 3.. Thus, initially during training it seems 

essential to maintain input time. However, the problem isýto speed 

up input activity without loss of performance. This depends on further 

practise in order to OffcctivOlY speed up each read tactic TrIthin the 

roading-. to-learn stratogy, 

7.4.8. The Relationship between S Scoro and School Streaming 
s 

The relationship betwcon the classification of, subicots according 

to their pe37forriance in the pro-and post-training session and school 

streaming is shovm in Table 18. 

T. AB LE 18 

EST IST 
SCHOOL SESSION 

INUMBER 
OF 

ISUBJECTS 
UPPER LOViM IST 1,., 1PT VIST 

Top Pro- 
strean training 6 2 

Gramar Post- 
School tra, ining 2 

Only Pro - 
stroara training 6 

Tech- 
nical 

Post- 
training 

School 

The relationahip betvicen the classification of S 
s 

according to their performance in the pre-and post- 
training session and school streaming. 
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In view of the relatively small population arW conclusion should 

be made virith extreme care. The exclusion of EST (efficient summary type) 

in the Technical School stroam, and the exclusion of the MPT (mass pro- 

duction type) and VIST (very inefficient summary type) in the top stream of 

the Grammar School in the pro-training session was interesting. After 

training the four Grammar School EST subjects maintained their lead 

and viere regrouped in the upper division of that sub-group. The two 

Grammar School IST S and the five Technical School IST SS were rc- 

grouped in the lower division of the EST sub-group. One Technical 

School VIST S romained inefficient but did shift into a higher order 

inefficient sub-group. 

7.5 General Conclusion 

Session 1- There were differences in input time, reading 

tactics and'performance within the experimental population according 

to the subjects' definition of the task. The subjects could be 

classified as follov; s: - 

a) Efficient summary type (EST) 

b) Mass, production type (M) 

c) Inefficient summary type (IST) 

d) Very inefficient suLmary type (VIST) 

2. 
.S 

es si on 3_- The Training. There was a greater uniformity in 

reading protocols and performance. In comparison with Session 1, all 

subjects took longer on their input activity, but some took less on their 

output activity. All subjects showed an inprovement in performance, 

although the extent of this depended upon their classification in 

Session 1. 

2.2ýý -A 6omparison of the input times, summary times, 

read tactics and summary -. performance between Sessions 1 and 4 showed 

a tendency to greater uniformity in behaviour after training. 

4. The "efficient summary type" (EST) subjects were less effective 
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in Session I than in Sessions 3 and, 4, Thellinefficient summary type" 

(ýST) subjects all impmvea in that they were all effective at summarising 

in Session 4, although in all cases this improvement was not maintained 

as effectively as in Session 3.. The "very inefficient summary type" 

(VIST) and the "mass production typo" (1911) subjects showed improvement 

compared with their performance in Session 1, but none of these subjects 

maintained the improvement made in Session 3. 

5. Improvements in performance as a result of training were 

related to distinctive changes in reading protocols. These changes 

could be associated with the acquisition of tactics similar to 

"efficient summary type" protocols, identified in Session 1. 

In the EST subjects' changes in protocols involved an improve- 

ment of the original reading protocol pattern without any fundamental 

changes. 

In the IST and VIST subjects' now read patterns or tactics 

were adopted vdthin the reading-to-learn strate&y. 

In the MPT subiccts' original read patterns or -tactics viere sub- 

stituto(I 'by now read patterns or tactics. 

6. Comparisons between mean input and output times in Sassions 

I and 4 showed that., "cff(ýctivo summary typolt subjects tended to increase 

their input times and decreased their output times; the "inefficient 

summary typo" subjects increased their input time and tended to 

incrcaid their output times; the "mass production type" subjects main- 

taincd*thoir input and reduced their output times; thollvery ineffective 

summary typo" subject increased her input time seven tines and increased 

her output time throe times. 

7. A training procedure for reading-to-loarn disrupted established 

learning activities on a short-term basis, and this was associated with 

an improvement in performance, although the extent of this was variable 
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within tho population. A, conscious monitoring of the learning process 

which took place during 'training sloyrod dorm loarning input activity. 

The degree of improvement rolated to the 'conditions' within the loarnor 

which operate at an individual level and which determinud the task 

definition. No effort vras made to assess these individual predispositions 

or entering buhaviour in thib Pilot Study. 

8. 
. 
The-less the diffcrence in Input time between the training and 

post-training session, the better the Selectivity score in the summary. 

In the carly stages of training, it seems apparent that it was essential 

to control Input activity at the conscious explicit level. The 

Possibility is considered that further training and longer-term practise 

could result- in a gradual diminishing of conscious control of the learning 

process, while maintaining the improvement in performance. Such a 

change trithin the behaviour pattern would mean that the input time would 

decrease. Reading-to-loarn efficiency would thcn be reflected in an 

effective task performance in the shortest possible time. 

9. ' The distribution of the students fron the top Grammar and the 

only Technical School stream, according to their performance in the pro-and 

post-training sessions, showed -that GraLmar School students could 

sumariso bottor than tho Tochnical School students bcforc training. 

. '.. 0- 
. After training, 5 

dia 
the 6 Technical School students sumnarised. at the 

sane level of efficiency as 4 Grammar School students in tho pro-training 

session. The 1 remaining Technical School student did show a marked 

improvement after training. The 4 top Gra=ar School students showed a 

significant improvement and naintainod their lead within the experimental 

population after training. -* 

10'. Feodback of information during tho training was useful in 

incroasing students"ai. -iar6ness of the procoss of reading-to-learn. Train- 

ing, appeared to influenco task definition with the result that the 

operational plan was more optimally aligned to producing an effective 
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por-f o=anco. 

An Assossmont of Rcs-ponsus to Qucstionn, -dres 

Response to quostionnaircs presented at the beginning and end of the 

study. indiýcated that students violcome overwhelmingly an opportunity to 

learn how to learn more effectively. All subjects remirked that they woula 

try to apply the techniques lcarnt within thoir everyday curriculum, but 

requested further supervision. All students reported that they felt 

their performance had inproved and that thay had enjoyed the last session 

best. -Sone subjects reported retaining a clear overall 'picture' of their 

surmary weeks later pertaining to Session 4 but had, in fact,, forgotten 

most of their summiry pertaining to Session 1. 

7.6 , SMEARY 

In tho pro-training scssion., tho oxporinental population showed 

a YrIde rango of porfornance both in tcrms of tho offoctiveness of tho 

sumarics and of the patterns of roacUng. These clearly related one to 

the other. Tt was possible to classify subjects into efficient sumary 

types (EST) and inofficiont surmary types (IST). The inefficient sun ary 

typos could be distinguished into mass production types (ITT), inefficiont 
a 

sumnary typosIST) and//very inefficient sumary typo. (VIST). After the 

training sessions at the sentence and chapter level, everyone improved 

in their surmarics., but the c3cberyb of the improvement diff cred. These 

differences in improvement could be related to the classification of 

subjects in the pro-training session.. The EST subjects increased their 

II 
Soloctivity and Pcrformanco scorcs. Tho IST subiocts inercased thcir 

Selectivity and Performance scores, but this improvement did not match 

that, 'of the EST subjects. The HPT subjects increased their Selectivity 

but tonded to decrease their Perfornanco scores. - The VIST subject 

increased her Selectivity score slightly and her Porforraanco scoro 

considerablY. 
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7.7 A Need to Elaborate and, Extond tho'Pilot Stu 

The conclusions of tho Pilot Study onphasiso the need for a more 

comprohonsivo evaluation of training. This evaluation dopcnds upon 

four intorrulatod studios. -- 

16 Further Development of the Instructional Procedure. 

2.2urthor Equipmont Development. 

3. Further Technique Development, 

4. Further Field Validation Studios. 

1. The Instructional Procodurc (Traininfj 

(i) A long er-tern instructional procedure would allow for a more 

adequate transfer of learning skills, especially amongst 

the loss effective students. The repetition of training over 

a longer tino-span would ro-alort the student to -the learning 

tactics offored., and patterns of changing behaviour and 

improvenont would be under learner control for a longer'term 

of practice. The three phases of learning specifically, 

cognition., ftcation and automation (Fitts 1962) Unit 1,1.2.3. ) 

would be more likely to be assimilated into the 'internal 

sr-orot., Within this longer training span the possibility 

of spooding up the input process which has boon slowed down 

by training would b ccrne noro feasible. 

(ii)A single programme of training for everyone was not only 

wasteful but provided too rigid an external control on learn- 

in,,;. Lach individual differed in the existing structure of 

loarning skill and knowledge. A more effective programme 

based upon *the fact that students require individual 

instruction is essential. Such a programmo would, aim at 

diverting control from the externally controlled situation 

to the learner in a gradual sequcmo. This might be 
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achieved. by clovoloping a progressive system of diagnosis 

and training which each student could use selectively. Each 

would move from diagnosis into a specific type of training, 

back. to further diagnosis and, further training according to 

tho-individua-l hood. Such a system would lead to greater 

economy for tha better learners and greater success for the 

poorer learners than that which was achieved in the undis- 

criminating mass training attempto(I in the PilotS tudy. 

The diagnosis would be based upon the identification of 

effective learning strategies and the objective assessment 

of performance within a range of externally set tasks. The 

training would provide continuous food-back of the learner's 

protocol and performance in relation to the instructional 

directives. The increased awareness of the process of 

reading-to-loarn, coupled with explicit instructional directives 

relating to the externally sot task, would set up an ecological 

framework within which the individual could determine his rate 

of progress. A general plan for individual training is 

presented below: - 

FROPOSED INDIVIDUAL TPAINING 

PHASE 

1 

INSTRUCTION 

Answer Quostionnairc on reading nothod. 

"11 

Sc 

t( 

AIM 

To evaluate the enter- 
ing behaviour or'storol 
of reading skills and 
to encourage awareness 
of reading-to-learn as 
a process. 

2 Instruction to 'learn' text-, Externally To diagnose learner 
set task very generally defined. Analy- definition in relation 
sis of reading protocol and broad screen- to learner skills and 
ing 'of perf ormanco Yrithin a variety of knowledge. 
tests. 

To provide feedback of reading protoool To make aware any in- 
and performance in Phase 2. adcquauics in tactics 

and performance. 
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INSTRUCTION 

Instruction on howýto read similar texts 
for different purposes.. Sot up a 
sequential training schcno based upon 
clearly defined externally sot learning 
tasks and appropriate toontroll reading 
strategies, at 3 levels of definition. To 
introduce interim phases of le, -xner con- 
trolled diagnosis witUn which an optinal 
training path is pursued.. 
Externally set tasks to consist broadly 
of: - 

1 

Objective Tests 
related to 
knowledge in 
terns of Specific" 
Universals and 
Abstractions. 

Objective Tests 
related to 

. other abilities 
such as, con- 
prehension, 

synthesis 
application. 

3 
To select the 
Universals and 
Abstractions 
within a text 
and to write 
a sumary, 

L. 

To perform a 
number of other 
lassay type' tas 
which dcriand 
a processing 
of the text in 
terms of its 
hierarchical 
organisation, 

Instruction on how to road similar texts 
within one strategy for two or more purposc*s. 
(To perform efficiently on a combination of 
two or more of the tasks enumerated in 
Phase 4), 

Sequontial instruction for the increase 
in the speed of input processes, while 
maintaining -the quality of the output. 

AIM 

To develop the con 
copt of how specific 
learning strategies 
relate to specific 
tasks and to increase 
explicitly the in- 
dividual's range of 
reading tactics and 
learning skills. 

To increase the 
flexibility of 
strategies in ro- 
lation to perform- 
anco. 

To develop the con-, 
cept of speed in 
relation to 

_quajLty and flexibility of 
PC rmance. To show 
that this concept is 
dependent upon the 
acquisition of an 
intcrnallYý hier- 
archically orý,,, miscd 
store oý cognitive 
sjcillý ,, *id cognitive 
SWUOTL. ureý 
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LIM 

TFM 

LINE 

OF 

TFM 

LINE 

or, 

TEM 

LINE 

OF 

TEXT 

continuecl) 

a) To shorten input tine within the framework 
of specific tactics 

- ---T 
I M_ E 

__ 

TIME 
b) To condenc and simplify tactics whilo 

maintaining floxibility. 
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2, Equipment DoveloDmont 

A, (j) Refinements of methods of presenting the written infor=tion 

on tho continuous stationcry. 

(ii) Development of a reading machine which would operate on the 

basis of a book form rather than on continuous stationery. 

This would increase the scope of the training, which is 

limited at present to the selected. psychological and 

biological texts typed on the continuous stationery. 

B. ( i) Automation of various riarmal adjustments which havo to bo 

nade on the plotter of the reading recorder which govern 

scale in relation to length of text. 

(li) Refinement of techniques for adjusting the stationery in the 

recorder and for exchanging the stationery easily and quickly. 

Dovelopmcnt of techniquos for linking the informuli on providecl 

by tho rýoading rocorder to a computor (on a tirio sharing 

basis) which not only displays the protocols graphically via 

alphanumeric graphic display, but also provides numerical 

data in torris of time relating to the input/output procossi 

The original nothod used was unnecessarily conplicated and 

time ccnsuming, involving magnetic and paper tapes. 

D. Methods of developing computer programes for analysing 

reading records and for developing tho graphic display as an 

interactive device for student training in the use of reading 

as a lc, -xrLing skiU. 

Tochnig c Dcvelopnent 

(a) The chartinE; tE2h&cpc for explicating the 'meaning structurct 

of the material requires further exploration, stanclardisation and develop- 

riont so that its use can be extended over a wider range of subject 

matter. Up to the present time, tho tccludque has boon restricted to 
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scientific texts. Tlic application oý the technique to social science, 

literature and history requires wiploration. A study group was formed to 

evaluate the hierarchical structure of a Thurber fable and tentative 

studies have shovm that th6 technique has to be extended to accommodate 

extra dimensions of meaning. Thu use of cybernetics for the analysis 

of, language is current], y being explored.. Literature findings suggest 

that this technique, while at the embr-yonic phase, has considerable 

potential.. 

L (b); A. ssessnent 'techniques of icann nZ. The learning tasks which 

have so far, been set and'assessed in this programme of research have 
I 

been of two kinds. Objective tests., demanding brief responseS tllcr 
and 

, 
thoao tested the acquisition of knowledge only. multiple choice were useV 

Other typos of Objective tests, such as, matching pairs and other kinds 

of objective testing relating to such abilities as comprehension, 

evaluation, application analysis and synthesis, as defined in. Tho Tcxonomy, 

have not been explored. The essay-typo task of summary composition was 

hierarchically evaluated in terms of the Universals and Abstractions in 

the text. Other ossay-type tasks with a corresponding hierarchical 

assessment have not boon developed. Learning assessments which have been 

foniulatod by the College Examination Board, (C,. E. B. ) and the B. S. C. S. 

Conprohonsive Final Examination (B. S. C. G. ) take into account the following 

activities: - 

1. 'i; ays of assossirig, comparisons of vievrpoints, comparisons 

of factual information relating to several theoretical 

assumptions. 

2. Ways of relating specifics to a hypothesis. 

3. Ways of handling quantitative relationships. 

Ways of interpreting cause and effect relationships. 

5. Ways of interpreting experinental data. 
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A hierarchical evaluation of the learning mterial in relation to 

the above activities vloulaexrlicato j Iýcanlng structurol which could 

be used Is a charting technique f or the assessment of essay-type 

responses. Since the College Board has developed Achievements Tests 

(Objective Tests) based on -the activities enumerated above, it would be 

pertinent to compare methods of learning which relate to essay-type tests 

and objective tests, geared to assess the same abilities. This study 

would be of particular interest in view of the learning methods and. 

performances evaluated in this reported investigation. The empirical 

work reported has shown clearly that assessment procedures seriously 

influence learning methods. There is considerable literalture at present 

available on assessment procedures which can be reviewed, so that a wide 

variety of learning tasks and assessments can be incorporated into the 

rese, -xch strategy. 

4. Field Validation Studies 
I 

a) A further study involving different age and ability groups in 

which each student is offered individual trraining in reading-to-learn 

tactics, should be explored. It would rdso be of considerable educational 

value,. to concentrate training on the bottom quirtile of student performance 

and to compare subsequent performance with matched groups. As new le,, -xning 

assessment techniques are developed,, 'these should be included in the 

training methods of the field validation study. 

b) An interactive computer graphic method of training could be 

made availabl e to students. Comparative experiments would explore the 

potentialities of this technique as a method of training in reading-to- 

learn skills and as a, method for developing and evaluating techniques 

which could be - used, with the ordinary reading r ecorder. 
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_-UNIT 
8j -,, ýýna; LDiscussion,,. 

'An 
Assessment of the Practical and'Theoretical 

Outcomes, thesis --Towards an Analysis ý and; - Syn 

Introduction 

1. :,,, The attainment of ýeffcotive learner 'controlled flexibility 

in, reading-7to-learn, which was., defined aý the ultitiato goal of the 

,,, rcs. carch. p'roJect (Unit. 1, L2.3 -has,, been, explored and 'ýartialiy 

, achieved., This depended on the identification. of sUb-goals, 'bach-of 

Wýich represented one dimension of tho goneral goal, directed aotiVity,, 

, 
(Ynit I., ý-2.3 ý. -) 10. 

Whilstýthese sub-go'als, have to some extent 

bccxk. achieved, týhe research. aotivity has-also-served to clarifyl'a number 

Of. associat. pd theoratieral,. and praotical: eduoational: issues thA need 

, 
fýwtheý study. 

,, 
Sub-Goal-, l -. '-'. Tho Exploration of Reading Strate&iOs-l, 

Methods of 'reading-f or-learning have been related to Cffccti%ýcnes6 Of 

learnipZ outcomes Various, ýypcs of locaminjittsks have been identified 

at the ohapter and spntpnee level in terms of ope. -eationalloans or 

strategies.. . -(Vnit 3,. Fxperizents 1,2 and 3. Unit 5, 'Experiment 

ýab-Goal 2 -, Tho.. Exploration of the Structure of Written'Material- 

, 
The structIlEc -of. written material. which provides the s6stratlO 

,, for, learning has boon investigated in terns of the knowlodgo category 

of, Bloon (1956) Scientif ic, texts have been analysed into: SPecif ics 

jLnjs'tmd Means of Dealing with Specifies, and Universals'and 

4, 'Ab 
@ tractions. rFlow diaZrans of the GoneriC Relationships-within the 

, 'ýexts, -have. -bpen developed. (Unit 2)... 

Sub-Goal 3- The., Exploration of Task DefinitLon 

, 
The external, and-internal*toonditionsI which influence the generationý 

of Task Definition during jreading-4o--ýlearn'have been identif Jed. The 

cxtprýýl, ! 
_, 
cmnditions' ponsisted of the Instructic-nal DirectLyes and the 

V&itten- Material., 
. 
The 

ý-intcrral 
"conditiomd, I =nsisted coDf the 
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or the internal representations of the learner. 

A nodcl.. - of learning by reading is being developed. (Unit '4,6 and 8). 

Sub-Goal ItZ ' h(ýý 11n Reaftkn -tp- ýL nstruct'bnal Procedure i 

Lotam. 

A trainirýg s chcýa for improving th6 xý-SLý_M(k cLLo . at MrI2, sA of reading- 
.. 
ki 

to-learn has been pJ1otcd. _'(Uh'it 3, Experiment 3, Group D. Unit 7: The 

Pilot Stuay). 

It remin s to j, ovaluate the pj: n, '. ctical and theorotical aspocts identified 

within this project for the purpose of assessing their contribution to 

a solution of the problem (Unit 1.1,2' - Statement of the Problem) 

of inefficiency in readine-to-learn, and to identify possible next step: 

both in theoretical issues and in the development of more flexible and 

effectlire training"procedures, 

Aý ý,. Rasults and Inferences 

2. * The findings have or-nfirned the assumption that reading is a 

complex process. ' When recorded in detail, reading behaviour yields 

much more evidence about the-exact nature of certain learning processes 

thom had previously been rc'c'ognisod. Difforentpatterns of reading 

produced different leqrnýzj- atn- It -mas possible to relate the 

learning of snall units of Imowledge or Ispocifics' to hesitations 

at particular points in the Pattern of reading and note-taking. Search 

patterns revealed the development of can understanding of the larger 

structural properties cf the text in terms of themes ond generalisations. 

The record ýcf the pi7o oss ef - rqadýM Lýactics and stratea) could often be 

used topredict what type of loarning'had t! lkcn place. It was more 

difficult to- predict what typo of learning had taken place from aI smooth, 

read record. It depended on the relationship of this reading tactic'with 

the other readin3 tactics, which formed part of a total strateLV. 

Eiploratory. - rovievi'and Passive' reading processes ware inferred, The 
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Isnooth' imadvas the least effective obsorvocable record of the process, 

vihich-*as taking place during rdading. Further 2Liplorations of the 

tochriolo[ftcal devices used in the s mtactic and scmanti-c.! IistOrtion 

of sentences in Experinont 4 c-uld serve to actormine nore specificnllZ- 

the t o, of loarnin akin 21race durin& tsmoothl roacling. which. vins t, 

Moasurenent of thc_Lcadip uld also serve to differentiate the &. rate c6 

tac of 12, anino. takiný Rlnce in the tactic of snoothl_Lo, 2ýddin 

Roanding-to-learn at thc'mclccul, -x (tactic) and ft-)lar (stratemr) 

level was dependent upon external and internal variables or 'conditions'. 
II 

The axtermal conditions were determined largely by the stimulus situation, 

which consisted of the instructional directives and thewritten naterial. 

These independent variables bewme dynamically intorrolated in a learner 

controlled, ongoing process during reading. The pattern of reading or 

stratcMr which an individual go; aerated, seemed to dapencl on his 
A 

definition of the learning task., not only in general terms but in terms 

of the operatiorvil plan which he brought to boar. Instructional directives 

influenced this definition, but did not wholly determine it. Some 

individuals accepted the directives btrý were not , able to translate them 

into an effective operational plan. Others persisted with their ciTn 

plan in the expectation that the result would at least partially meet 

y the instructions. Thus task definition can be seen ýjý a_P_1! 1: ýýonal: L 

creative operational plan which is derived from the stimulus situation 

including both directives and the text, but is also largely influenced 

by the initial conditions of, tho learner. The plans of a beginner and 

an export may bring about the same learning outcome, but they will differ 

considerably. The expert may merely have t-- rea a the text once in 

order to 'check' its content. The beginner raV have to read it six 

times, wbrking out a now vocabulary and building this up into meanings 

fr, ým: T&ioh he oan., dcvclop a,, structurcaunderstanding of the material 
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presented. Instructional directives based on assessnent procedures., 

such as. objective tests and essays, influenced the individual learnorts 

definition of the task, and the more skilled or competent the learner, 

the more likely was he to develop -a reading plan which vms optimal f or the 

_tests 
he expected to receive. Reading in an optimally effective manner 

for an ossay-type an3wer produced learning which enabled the reader to 

cope effectively with objective tcst3. The rovorsc was not the mse. 

Students reading in cm cptinally effective way for objective tests did 

not cope effectively with ossqyý-type tests that involved tho develop- 

ment of structure; nor did they retain the infornation as effectively 

over long porioas. 

A conclusion that has emerged from the analysis of the 

experimental datv. isthat any solutibn to the Imading-to-learn problcnl 

depends upon an assessnent of tho relationship between reading strategies 

(as far as those rcflcct on operational plan or solf-Concrated tzsk 

definition),, and 1c, =ning outcorics. 0ptim3: Ly effective alignment between 

the externally sot task, 9r, instructional directiveand the intorm. 11y 

generated task definition loadino to an effective learning cutcoric, was 

by no noans a universal occurrence in the experimental population. 

Similarly, OP;.. ýi=023Yeffoctive alignment between what the learner said his 

rcading purpose was (goneral task definition), and what he achieved in 

terms of learning outcome, was not a universal occurrence in the 

experimental population, The hypoth sis is nade that within the 

'learning po ulation' a major nisalignnent exists between the variables 

which determine the ipEut and 
-out 

t activities (-, f learninr, hy-reaclingo 

Empirical findings indicate that by licit the process of 

reading to loarn, this situation can be remedied. This indication 

supports one of the. basic introductory assumptions that a systematic 

intervention of the process of learning can affect its ocology to benefit 
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the learneý. It is further emphasised that all the subjects who 

participated in this project ropresentod the top 2Wo of the educational 

population. "* A111-kad been selected fcr higher education. An invostiga- 

tion of the learning tactics and strategies in the bottori quartiles, 

of the educational population could reveal conspicuous misalignmonts 

between instructional directivos, 11carner task definition and learning 

outcomes. 

5. ' Tho typo of misnatch which devol ops between the extermally 

set task, and the internally generated task definition on the one hand, 

and between what the learner says his purpose is and vdiat he achieves 

I. on the other hand., doponds upon the implicit evaluative system which 

the learner brings to the task; This system of monitoring the learning 

process is partly determined by the learner's interpretation of V&at 

is expected of him, and of what he expects of himself, and partly by the 

Organisation of his knowledge and ro-ading skills. 

6', The individual's 'operational' definition of the learning task 

may diff or from v&at he says he is trying to do., but it can be inferred 

from the tactics and strategy undorlying his pattern of reading. In 

some instances the operational task definition . is so tightly circum- 

scribed, and the monitoring systom so rigid -and restricted, that learning 

behaviour follows the same pattern for all sot tasks and is) 'therefore, 

often not optimally effective. Some students had no strategic definition 

of learning, with the consequence that thoir'loarning, behaviour lacked a 

general organisation and patterns of reading wore unifornly of the 

'smooth' typo and very little learning of arW kind took place. Some 

students rigidly defined the learning task as nothing more than a data 

processing of the rote type, idontifyinG all items of infcrriation without 

any a, ttempt at a hierarchical intorprotation of the textual organisation. 

In both instances, the continuing impression was the lack of higher 

organisation in terms of the items of the text vhichvas reflected in the 
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learning'stratogics, These students wcro generally confused when asked 

to discuss loarning skills., reading tactics and text erganisation. The 

'ic match'botvicon the set task and their few students who generated a reasonab 

operational dofirition at the molecular a, nd molar level, were more 

explicitly aware of their learning strategies*. ' Such students Nvere able 

to aLapt their behaviour in crder to be effective on rote types and 

conprohension types of learning tctsks. II, 
-LnY 

'students have ,, tendency 

to defend their learning tactics and overvalue the typos of learning 

which can be achiovocl by their existing skills and undervalue those 

which are outside the range of their existing conpatence., Howover, 
__it 

can be inferred fron the pilot study training I that when learning tactics 

and strate 
_t 

to students,, 

this defensivenoss can be ovorcorie. Existin-T learning tactics b'ccono 

aisrapto and novi- skills- can be achievOcl. 

8; 3 Thcorctical:., ýýýt: Tho 'Conditioml of Learning by Rc, %ajnE 

The theoretical aspects of the project have been ocncernod with 

the identification of internal -and external I conditions I, which determine 

learning outcomes and with the interaction between thosc 'conditions'. 

which result in the gencraticn of value systems and operational plans. 

The use of cybernetic languaýýc within a noo-connoctionist-ccgnitive 

franowork (Unit 1, Theoretical Review) has boon useful in a model building 

activity ýf learning by reading. It has nadc possible a positivistic 

approach to an attoupt to explain Yfficat t, --l<: cs place inside tho loarner. 

Events within the sImll ore not inherently unobservcablo'. thay dopond 

on tho developnent of adequate tochriqu6s (e. g. the rcadinG recorder). 

ks Broadbent (1958) points out in analogy, "it is rather like riountains 

on the other side of the moon., Thich are perfectly neaningful but rather 

difficult to test. The ncuntains arc difficult to cbscrvo for reasons 

v-, hich cro technological, " The records of the tactics and strategies 
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of learning, by reading are a stop tovx-t-rds overconing this tochnolociccal 

_p 
osent cbspjZjjýLos frr barrier. The records 

-I 
which a valid Wflus"Ll 

.: 
n 

inference about the learnin . -process o, = be nadc. - Strategies present 

the intersoction between the stimulus rmd the tornirvil rcs2onse situation. 

Strategies present useful inplonents in a renodial training progmmo 

plannod to increase the range and effectiveness of trol-bding-tc-loarn' 

since tha can be usedto predict loarnor task dofiniticn and learning 

outconcs. 

8. ' Inferences concerning the reading-to-learn process, basud on 

observations of the stimulus situation, strategies and learning outcomes 

discount the stochastic conception of the process put fcnvard by the 

connoctionists (Unit 1,1.2.2)..... 
(1964) 

Within this stochastic traditicn., Morton/rclatos the speed of reading, 

-is neasured by eye novonents, to the contextual constraints in a passage. 

Contextual co-nstraints were deternined by the order of approximation to 

English, which wore constructed by the mothod of Shannon (1951) 

, -im Slow readers increased their spood, of reading up to I Miller (1950). 

the fifth order, fast readers further increased their speed t-) the sixth 

craer. 'Iforton and others hypothesized that fast readers used contextual 

cuas norc cfficiontly. -Thu data from the roadin, -, records can be 

interpreted in a similar ntanner, but at a different levol. Roadors who 

road the text once smoothly and offoctivoly used contextual cues more 

efficiently than readers who road the text several times. However, 

the contoxtu. -A cues zn. rc of -, different order to tbaso considered by 

Ibrton. Readers of tho scientific t6xts presented in this reported 

empirical work were differcntiatod., according to their uso of contextual 

c. ues rolating'-to the serrntic hierarchical organisation of the text$. 

Few wero able t, ý explore the range of 3'P0Oif3.6S aEA raeans -of r 

dealing vrith specifies. and, universals cand abstractions in in 
.1 

ta 

continuous"rbt-. d. 'Others were forced to explore the text several times. 
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It is hypothesized that the kind of contextual c. ucs used by good 

readers relate not nnly to the statistical approximations of the 

language but also to the sonantic organisation of their internal storetho 
I 

Cognitive Structure or Cognitive Schemata, (Theoretical Discussion 1 and 

2). * The more organised the intex7lal store in relation to the external 

hierarchical organisaticn of the text, the more efficient is the reader 

in making use cf the contextual cues and in gc; norating match. Likovriso, 

the less crganised the storox tho less efficient is the reader in making 

use of the contextual cues and in generating match. Mcrton also 

reported that the number cf both forward and regressive eye movements 

decreased with increase in crýntcxtual constraints and with the 

increase of speed reading,,, and th&-fast readers wero superior to slow 

readers in this respoct. Again, a similar interpretation ccm be made 

frcm the reading records. The more Idifficultt a reader found the text. 

the more explorations he had te make within the text, in order to 

'understand',. 1ýýj x : ýRýiqns consisted of hesitations. as well 

as backward and forvvard ex-ploraticps of tLS_para, &r, hs. 
_, 

The easier a 

reader found a text the less CXD10rations he had to make in order to 

understand it. Morton's evidence from eye novemcnt data for the 

constant length of the fixation pause in fist and slow readers on 

pasaages of all orders cf contextual c, )nstraints. shows that the 

duration of the fixatien is not what distinguishes readers. Slow readers 

make larger nunbersof fixations with smaller saccados (eye span), 

fast readers 72akc smaller number of fixations with larger saccades 

our studies suggest that the size of the saccadois relatod to the 

internal mediation process or Cognitive Structure of the reader, emphasis- 

ing tho contral role of tho reader in generating an operational plan. 

It is inferred that the internal mediation process or Co8mative 

Structure is hierarchical c, -., neeptual highly elaborate idiosyncratic 
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and-generative. It depends on an interiction-betwoon the intcrnal 

ana external cnvirormunt. 

'ILve 
Structuro is hard Tho physiological basis f or this 2. ouý 

to roccgnisc in the light , 7,, f present knoivlcdUa. The unlikely 

physioloa of the gcstvlt: 
ýts has pmduced ncglect of their psychologicca 

achievements. Hobbis hypothetical constructs based on physiological 

terns lays itself open to disproof, by further physiological research, 

Psychology is., hcivevor, an carea larGo enough to form an autonomous 

processes of science and hypothetical constructs about psychological 

verbal learning should be based within the franovicrk cf language and the 

user of the language. Hiller (1965) has cophasisecl the importance of 

realising the complexity of verbal behaviour. He enumerates seven 

aspects of human language that should clearly be understood by any 

psycholog-Ist who plans to develop hypothetical constructs about vorbal 

bc1mviour, The outcorid'of this int assessnent of lanýu 
_pai: -aac 

is 

an inevitable CT3' asis on the 'entalistic and acnerativo aspqýc,,, Ls of the El 

he Dangua e of connunication Im, a&o and Plan. Accordin& to Mille aa( 

theRa alone is inadequate to acccunt for it. Miller's langulage applies 

to the results of this research project which emphasise the overall 

organisatiorml properties of Cognitive Structure rather than the more 

detallod physiological approach. 

10. Probloms. which the findings of this clissortation have scomad. 

to enphasiso at tho theoretical lovel. aro: - 

a) What is the relationship between the Image and the Plan? 

b) What is the relationship between the storage of information 
(knowledge), ana capabilities (skills)? 

c) What is the relationship between short and long torn nonory 

stores? 
d)' Vý'hat is the relationship between problem solving activity 

and the hierarchy of kncwleage and skills? 
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Piaget aru-uos that the hierarchy of skill is a separate entity frora 

knowledge and develops in agos and stages. Gagnc arguos that knoviloacc 

and skills arc dynanically related and interdependent. In the light of 

its general educationz-a emphasis, the findings duscribca in this 

dissertation favour this latter viow. These viovrpoints have bearing 

on the netaphysical aspects of tho nature of reality. Is the internilly, 

generated Plan (or skills in action), vihich is part of the Image, a 

structured reality cnly within the loarner., or does it reflect and 

operate on an external environment (in*the case of roading-tc-learn, the 

text and the instructional directives)which is also structurod? In 

the case ý, f the latter alternative., what is the nature of the interaction 

between the internal and 'external wcrld of structure? 

8.4-' The Conceptual Fr, ̂ nework for m Effective al _Or r nstructiomal : ej. 7' 
11. The development of an effective Training 11rograrme needs to 

take the nature -of the interaction between the learner and his onvironment 

(the text and the instructional directives) into account. The hypothetical 

construct Is of Piagct and Bruner relate to am extormal onvirormont, which 

is structu: 3ýcd. Thcsc rescarchors arGuo that intollQctual groiAh clopencls 

upon a nastery of knowledge and skill, which are transmitted with varYing 

efficiency by the culture, the growth of the use of language being-a prine 

cxzmplo. According to Brunor, RpZjktjZý. Grc-vrth is as much from tho 

'outside in' as the 'inside out'. Cognitive 'reality' is an internalisa- 

: Uqrl of the individuals experience and interaction with the outside world. 

Piaget argues that development of the 
, 
Aý: jij Schema is the result of 

a continuous interaction of the child with his environment. It depends 

on maturation. social interacýLcqý., e 
_ZýýZsical 

activitv and most important; 

process of equilibriation, or self-'control. The more the learner is in 

control of his perceptual and behavioural activities, the more he is 

able to'create new relationships and resynthesise his Cognitive Schema. 
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If the constructs of Bruner an P_iag. 
__r. e valid then a traininG schema d et a 

for LrjpLr iýýLtL he i! jLf c-t jeneýs faj,. 31ýtýL- in based on making 

the learner's interaction with his external environment WLicLt to 

him also becomes valid. 

12. Thomas (1962-1968) argues that, during intellectual growth, 

self-oraanisation and control develop hierarchically, resulting in and 

being the result of a hierarchically organised systen; a_! ýrnlrldic 

perceptual and behavioural set. The Pym Jc set and Value systen of 

an individual interact. Sometimes externally cormunicated values can 

come to influence the Set. Sometimes interaction vrith reality based on 

the Set results in the development and revision of Values. The inter- 

action between the Value systen and the amic Set often become 

_,, 
ysýea reinforces stabilised and rather impervious to change. The Valulel S 

the Set and the selectivity of perception and behaviour embodied in. the 

Set validates the Value systen. This self-perpetuating system results 

in a 'closed loop' interaction between the lRye, Plan and the external 

environment. Like its components, RLm, ic Set is hierarchical. it 

operates in terms of short, medium and lon3-terr- activities. According 

to Thomas, the loviest level of short.! term activity involves the scanning 

of a sequence of high probability elenents, (the probability being set 

by the subjective context in which the scanniný; takes place. ) The 

scanning of these elenents is organised by a higher level of C2Zn,,:! _t: 1v! 1 

Structure into larger units which may themselves be of higher or lower 

probability. If they are of low probability then more feedback is 

required -to confirm their validity, and Thonas argues that feedback can 

be equivalent to consciousness (Sylvan Tompkins). If they are of high - 

probability, a higher level of organisation groups then into larger 

units, which are reviewed as a wholevthus setting the level of conscious-' 

ness at higher levels of organisation, such as, reading complex sentences, 
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a paragraph or chapter, the probability becomes so low that significant 

time is required for the scanning and review to take place and the 

activity becomes classified as 'thinking'. Thus, what at one stage 

of development r-ay require 'thinking out' nay at a later stage become 

'directly perceived'. * The obverse is equally true. What for some 

purposes is directly perceived as a unit nay require to be broken into 

smaller units and reconstructed. If the range of probability is increased, 

then the probability of any particular meaning is decreasedl more 

checking is required and therefore what had previously been an immediate 

perception becomes a longer conscious process of looking. 

Thus in reading, a person can be aware of individual words, 

phrascs, sentences or the semantic context of whole sections of text. 

Disruption of our expectations at higher levels leaas to awareness of the 

component parts. 

13. The , -, eneral malaise in ? ýRkýkntý. Lo-leaKn can be accounted for 

bv the ýjMothesis that the long-tem. goal or learn Itýome 1 Ile- 

. 
2p2rational plan which relates to this do no' natch. As a result of 

instructional directives, the learner may say he is reading for composing 

a sumnary, but, in fact. his operational plan or strategy indicates the 

scanning of small units of information or 'specifies' only, and his 

achievement in terms of learning outcome consists of success in objective 

tests only, or the mass production of information. At worst, the learner 

may say he is reading for composing a summary, but his operational plan 

or StrateMr indicates that no scanning of meaning units is taking place 

at any level, in other words he is monitoring at the lower level of 

graphene/phoneme decoding. The value of a training schema depends on its 

2ower to alert the individual to this dilerma and to enable hip to overcone 

it. The. ýýqklýýg must take into account the need to interfere with 

an individual Is VajiEJ7: ýýcnaRý Dyna :c Set in order that he can enrich 

it. 
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11+. The 'wholel. which is the unit under review at a particular 

tine rust match the short and lonýS-tcrm 
,, oal, or learning outcome, if 

the activity is to be effective. The learner must be encouraged to 

scan lower units in the hierarchy, which he has assumed to be those of 

high probability, in order to assess how these units match to his long- 

term goal, and also to develop skills to deal with the scanning of 

low probability units so that these can be reviewed as a 'whole'. if 

his goal is to learn 'specifics', then his scanning activity must monitor 

'specifics' in the tex-b. ' If his goal is 'to surunariscl, then his 

scanning activity must monitor the interrelationships between larger 

meaning units of the text. ' Depending on his knowledge and capability 

(Imaae), this long term goal may involve a short tern goal of sub-scanning 

for 'Apecifics' so that theso become incorporated into units of high 

probability. * 'What to an adult reader may be units of high probability 

and therefore not scanned, may in a child be units of low probability and 

require scanning. * Similarly, what to one adult may be units of high 

probability and not scannod, may to another ac Iult, whose knowledge ana 

capabilities (Thage) in that external situation is of low hierarchical crdOry 

, bb units of lov; probability and require scanning. The 'whole' which 

is under eonscio 
: 
us review at one particular time, may be of high or low 

probability in the hierarchy of knowledGe and skills, Which constitute 

the IRa-ze or CoEnýtive Structure. In hypoLh 
_eLisina 

that the pr9cess of 

Z is a_qomitive think* 
_p 

Ecadip ,; R& rocess. then the identification of 

strategic s of rcadina.. ýhc 'howl of the reaLinLZ/thi in 
-relation 

to the of different strate ies for different purposes must reflect 

tho Cognitivd Structure, P 
, vna. ic Set and Value SXstems of the le2Ener. 

An identification of strategies which represent the interaction of the 

1, carner with the stimulus situation in relation to Lcarniný outcomes 

aovides the implemmtation sy§t m for a tLaiiing schema. 
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8*5 The Sync 0n iritii 
Cognitive Gr61rth 

15. Increase in reading taslc complexity most likely requires a 

cot; nitive functioning that develops frorl stage to stage in maturity 

similar to the stages that Piaget and Bruner have identified. During 

the age of formal operations (adolescence), reading becomes a vicarious 

learning experience; abstractions can be conceptualised without the 

need for empirical evidence. Training adolescents in reading-to"learn 

could be of tremendous podagogic value in promoting an elaborate 

internal differentiation of the individual's interaction vrith his 

environment. Training at this stage could synchronise with-. the mastery 

of self-equilibr ation or cognitive control, and viould, therefore, 

encourage the formulation of a potentially elaborate and flexible 

Miýq S(It and Valu2 Pysten in which Task Def initi on and Learnipa Dy. n _Lj 
Outcomes were operationally linked in an optimal way. In terms of 

reading-to-learn. the elaboration of the syixtactic and semantic 

organisation of the symbolic internal representation would be effectively 

aligned to equally elaborate and hiGhly organised infoxt-, ation retrieval 

skills., or operational plans, linked to specific learning outcomes. The 

obvcri; e also holds;. Restriction of the syntactic and semantic'environ- 

r-entg (luring the period of intolloctual grovith as the researches of 

Bernstein and others (Literature Reviev Unit 1.2.2) I-, avc shoTm 

limits symbolic internal representation) c-9 well as retrieval skills 

(or operational plans) and results in ineffective linkage v, -Ith in- 

structional. directives. which relate to long-term, highly elaborate 

learning outcomes. Cognitive groi-Tth depends on language, which provides 

the external implenentation system which enables an individual to 

represent the complexity of the social environment in which he lives, 

and to manipulate it in an integratea way. The integrated Plans of 

Galanter and Prijbran (1968) reflect routines and sub-routines 
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that an individual learns in tho course of mastering the structure of 

the social environment. -Operational Plans depend on patterns that 

come from the 'outside in'. -Training adults effectively on a long 

term basis would depend on whether the forTiulation of a mic Set 

and Value System becomes permanently stabilised as a result possibly 

of the agein- enomenn so that no further elaboration can take place. 

1.1orton (1960) found that after six months there was a statistically 

significant drop in reading efficiency in an adult training group. 

Pankan (195ý) found that the rate of comprehension falls off con- 

siderably above the age of 40 years, though not the rate of reading. 

16. The findings of the empirical secti. ons show that the reading 

behaviour of an individual as ropresentative of his Value asten and 

personality dynamics or Cognitive Style (Thomas 1962), is potentially 

changeable. CoEnitivo Style can be seen as an entity capable of change. 

The conservatism in accommodation to sentence complexity and task com- 

plexity, and the rigid reading behaviour u. ý some subjects in Experiment 4 

(the sentence experiment), could be interpreted as symptomatic of their 

coý=. ýiLY2 t le. - The I mass producers I and I poor selectors I in Experiment 5 Jk 

(the pilot study), can be interpreted similarlNr. Training changed the 

reading- , to-learn behaviour of these subjects on a short term basis. 

These 'mass producers' and 'poor selectors' were (Jotfably from an 

impoverished educational environment, which was restrictive to intellectual 

growth. Research within the lower quartiles of the educational population 

is needed to identify how Value Systems and 22L! 21tive St. vles are 

represented in reading-to-learn behaviour., and to test whether this 

behaviour is open to change on the basis of short and lone-term evaluation. 

8.6 Can Stratejlies- be 12y&ht? 

17. The pilot study showed that on the basis of a short-term 

evaluation, strategies of reading, Which relate to effective learning 0 

outcomes, can be taught-. Bruner (1964) claims that strategies of thinking 
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-1 
conco -attainment and problera solving must be learnt and, therefore, 

6ain bo'taught. ' A significant study by Taba (1964) was concerned with 

tea I bhifig strategies of thought processes. - Her multidinensional analysis 

of classroom transactions in -berms of measurable changes in levels of 

thinking showed that childr Cn can learn to make inferences, to Gcneraliso 

and to make logical assumptions if they receive systematic instructioni 

As ý strategies of thinkin- conce]2t attainnent and p -oblen solyinZ ri, 49t 

be learnt, and can bo for off ective r eadina-t 0,. ýl earn 

must bo learnt and can be taught. - Evidence from the pilot study 

strongly. pýpports this assumption. 
I-i 

'R'Fornulation of a Trainin- Schena 8*7 

. 'il8. 
The Eractical rnspects of-relatin,, - strate&ýJ_es_of readin& to lear 

Lýcarninq outcomes and the theoretical aspect of constructly ýý(2, d Le2ý. a 

reading need to be Ln 
. 
aor. ning scheRýý: ý this is to pR! ýategwithi, n a trai 

be effective. Sone of thQ conditions which necd to be taken into account 

within a conceptual fr&racwork of an effective training schema have been 

discussed in the preceding paragraphs. It bcoomos clear that in order 

to improve learner task dofiniti. on in relation to learaing outcomes, it 

is essential to develop a language system common to instructor and -the 

learner. Within this system a learner can be guided in such a way that 

his total roading-to-learn activity is under his explicit control. In 

the pilot traininL scheme, this language doponded on relating the 

hierarchy 6f tasks or goals on the one hand, and pcrform,. ý6ncc, on the other 

hand. The empirical findings imply that this relationship is 

operationally linked in the form of observeable strategies. It is 

hypo. thesisea""ihat the tasks and the skills roquired to perform these tasks 

are. . hierarchically organised., To perform a task a learner mulst have 

subordinate capabilities, and to perform a superor. dinato task in the 

hierarchy the learner nust be guided by ricans of, instructions. Attaining 

the- super ordinat o task depends on the recall and solocticn of, subordiwtc- 
,. nd or, instructi(-n. . Tho cripiric-1 findings -f this dis- 

scrtation hwe served tc identify offoctive vays of ,, chieving sono of the 
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tasks within the hicrarchy of tasks, which relate to road-ing-to-loarn out- 

cones at the serr'bonco and chapter level. A hierarchical model of the read-ý 

ing--to-lc, -xn tasks has been irLforrocl fron the strategies identified. 
A HIMARCHY Or' READING-TO-LERIW TUKS 

Problem Solving. Selection fron sets of capabilitics in 
hierarchy (1-6) for the purpose of acconplishing one specific 
task on one specific text, i. o. to manipul, -to the text in a 
controlled but flexible way. This tests the power and speed 
of reading. 
Evaluation. ., I critical reaction to the rauthor's choice of 
words nnd mc., inings by p2ppa- ated meanings with self gcncr, 
experience and beliefs, and reorganisc into a now synthesis 
in literature, style, humour, pathos: in science, validity of 
hypothesis, models, theories. 

5. L: ý, tEU. q I ion. To be air-rc of the limits of the original 
knowledge structure and tho possible limits to Y; I-dch it can 
be extended, by the selection of units of meaning which arc 
related -. t any ono 1ývcl of the hicrarchy of Imoviledgo 
structure and by making inferences from experience outside the 
knowledge structure and reorganiso into a now structure. 

0 

H 

C/I m 

Interior etation. To underst, -.. nd the interrelationships between 
the types of units of meaning in the knowledge structure by 
the selection of units of ricaning which arc related within one 
love of the hierarchy or knowledge structure and r ganise 

FA into a now structure, (in cy-m words) trrmislation. 

Translation of oriainal units 
of ncaning into new knowledge 
structure ip. translation from 
one verbal form to another. 

Recognition ana Recall of Recogni ion and Recall of 
=66 of unit of mcanips, Units of racanina as in 
on a hierarchy of kno, 7- original knowledge structure. 
leago structure; by the A, 
identificati-n of the re- 
callod/recognised units 4nto 
types of units. 

3. Roccgnition of groups of words as =(11 of units of neaning 
relateT71-nrL hierarchy. 

Specifics, Ylays 6. means of dealing Universals e--- 
with Specifics, Abstractions 

Specifics, Concepts, 
! Principles 

ROCO&nILIM of groups of words as units of raeaninjounits of 
synt, -zc. 
Semantics Syntax, Subject/PredicLite, 
Units of 
Knowledge Cljusess Right Recursive; Deep Structuro, ý Kernels 

and Transforms. 
1. Recogpýtion of printed word - syntax/semantics 

Graphemo/phonono CorTospondenco 
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At each level of the hierarchy (Decoding, Recognition and Retrieval), 

the learner is generating match and closurcý depending on his ta. sk 

d, Q. f_i. rýiAkcjn in relation to the learnin& and on his Po 

Structure (as discussed in Unit 6. Theoretical Discussion 2. ). The 

training attempts to Vido tho learner to identify in explicit terms 

the nature of the match, or mismatch, and to provide hir with in- 

structions to learn a now set of sldlls, iihich he can consciously 

manipulate to generate match and closure. 

Since the tasks and the corresponding skills or capabilities 

arc hierarchically organised, the training is also conceived of as 

packagecl into a hierarchy of modules. The ultimate task or goal in 

the hierarchy-of. trainin- modules is to enable the learner to manip late 
0 _u 

the printed material in a controlled. but flexible FV in relation to his 

task definition and terminal Eerformance. This behaviour involves the 

recall and selection of capabilities vrithin the hierarchy, and their 

inteeration as a result of instruction into an effective operational 

plan. Depending, on -,; he entering state of each learner, any superordinate 

task in the hierarchy of capabilities nay need to be learnt in this way. 

20. Training at any one given level needs to -bake Glaser's teaching, 

model into-account (Unit 1,1.2.3). Specifically, this involves assessing 

the enterinG behaviour, proceeding with instructional procedures and 

evaluating the performance. Reforence to -the model of the student as a 

learner, through the nedium. of reading- (discussed and developed in Unit 4, 

Theoretical Discussi=1 )omphasises the need to take the stimulus situation 

terminal renporiso situation and cap ilitics or Cognitive Structure of 

the learner into account. The learnýx must be capable of identifying: 

1) The elements in the stimulus situation. 
2) The elcuents in the terminal performance. 
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He must be able to 

Recall previously loarnt capabilities. 

Make, uso of instructions. 

The function of instruction is thus soon as a moans of increasing 

awarunoss of the stimulation situation. learning outcome and lcarncr 

Ajýkc!? ýaEcýjy of instruction needs to be developed which 
1. - .... .. ---......... 

-bakes the learner from a more general lovcl of instruction to a more 

'Sy 
I back at,, ain accordinr,, to his needs. In the pilot anc 

training, and in the training which is being elaborated for fur`,, her 

pjiyatc (ýs which research activities, these instructions are based on P1 

pýs. Curront2y identified effective ways of achieving 1(ýrýknZ, 211ý. tqai 

-the author is exploring the problems raised by the need to develop a 

hierarchically ork; anised, learncr-controllod programme of selective diagnosis 

and instruction. The empirical work sugSests that feedback of the 

reading record is a useful tool vjithin this learner-controlled programme. 

21. A.. pv , ýJt(ýp lin, -, -to-learn offectively., which is in roac 

being, advocated, _jR., 
aimed at a vicarious 

R: ý20ý lkp ýc C'. RcadinS effectively can froo the individual (as some 

individuals have freed themselves in the past) from the more rigid high 

powered spoon foodin-, which often oxemplifics tho traditional classroom 

experience. ' Spoon feeding leads to restriction of cognitive growth, 

since the rcsponscs and the stimulus situation are under teacher control. 

The pý. y C -learner- c ontr oll ca instruction being advocated operat s by 

Ah learner awareness and control of the stinulus and response 

situation in relation to his capabilitics, at aL7 xpr! 
-EýR2. 

At each 

suporordinate stage in the hierarchy of tasks and capabilities the learner 

is encouraged to recall and select oxisting capabilities and learns a 

new capability. This activity can be described as vertical transfer. 

The hypothesis is made that during vertical transfer an important tvDc of 

learning, which can be defined as productive loarnin- is taking place 
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Earchy- 
. 

and that Cognitive Structure becomes elaborated in terns of its hic 

The repetition of a capability already lcarnt on the same type of written 

material can be rogiVded as horizontal transfer. The t 
. -, 

ýM 1ý 

that during horizontal transfer reproductive learning is taking- place 

and 'there is no upward elaboration of the Oopnitive Structure in terms 

of a hiorarchv. 
II.. -. -. --- -. --. 
8.8 Some of the Problems which are currently under Review in relation 

to the Final Training Programe 

22. (a)It seems necessary to distinguish between the hierarchy of tasks 

in a reading-to-learn training prograrne and tho hierarchical 

presentation of the tasks in the training. In other words, part, whole 

or progressive part practice (Unit 1,1.2.3. ). The problem which needs to be 

considered is whether a training modul, 3 should be based on one capability in 

th,,; hierarchy, so that a 'learning sot' for that capability is achieved, 

or whother a training module should incorporate each cap-ability in the 

hierarchy, so that a 'General learning set' is achieved? The author is 

currently searching the literature for arV leads on this problem. 

(b) Our whola rosoarch effort at the Centre for the Study of 

Human Learning recogniscs the importance of self-organisation in any 

training. This raises the problem of developing an effective self- 

evaluating diagnosis in the training programme, which is currently being 

Oxplorod. It also raises the problem of levels of instruction and 

feedback of infornation. A system of three levels of instruction from 

the general to the specific in relation to the terminal performance, and 

system of learner-conirolled diagnosis at each level is being further 

developed. 

(c) It is further recognisod that there is a need to increase the 

level of syntactic and semantic complexity at each capability level, viz. 

from sentence to paragraph to chapter to book, and from Specifics to 

Concepts to Principles. The intention is to hold each constant within 
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a particular training module. 

(d) The question currently under discussion is whother the 

hierarchy of traininýý modules Lop. 2ndSon an increasing familiarity with 

a particular 2Z. n i. e. -knoviledgo area. Since internal 

representation in tho form of capabilities and knowledge is not clearly 

differentiated, it is diff ioult to assess whether training in the 

hierarchy of reading skills can be achieved on semantically unrelated 

texts. 

(o) An approach to empirical research put forward by Vygotsky (1969) 

is being considered, namely, that the right course to f ollow is to recognise 

units as the functional entities of the training nodules. The 

effectiveness of a training modulo depends on the criterion, that 
P as a unit 

it contains all the basic properties of the whole reading-to-lcarn process. 

In other words, that Decoding, Recognition and Retrieval activities 

function., within the jlýt. This unit. unlike the elemcnts from which it is 

built. contains the basic properties of the total process. 

Lý: iýc 
-, 
RpMcLa! ah training (f) It is essential to distinguish our 2. qLni 

from the more or ppy, ý. ýQj approach to the inprovemont of readinc, 

skills, practised in a number of existing reading-to-learn courses. 

This more fundamental psychological approach to the improvement of 

reading skills (based on a psychologicAl model of the process), is aimed 

at improving the causes of reading difficulty. The assumption is that 

if the causes arc rectified, the effects will look after thenselvesp for 

, 
example, regression, sub-vocalisation', word-by-word reading, ineffective 

ski. mming and scanning tochniquoj. 

8.9 Final Conclusion 

23., To benefit from their educational experience, school pupils 

and college students must learn to abstract patterns of ineaning from 

v, witteiz and spoken language. This development is essential for a 
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technological society which depcnds upon imagination and invention. - 

'Intelligence' is no longer regarded as a riGid concept. , Bruner (1966) 

emphasises that the development of man's ratiocinative-capacities is 

open to the influcncoýof the physical and social environment. , Learning 

by reading is still a very much hit, or raiss affair. This preliminary 

research into the process of reading-to-loarn has provided a 

psychological basis for the development of instructional proceduxes, 

vdAch enable strategies of reading to be learnt so that cognitive 

effectiveness is elevated. A rigia system of instruction at best 

produces literato robots. We need no longer wait for tsuperiort students 

to discover strategies of learning by roading, clunsily, slowly and pains- 

takingly by examining the witings of 'scholars' in an attempt to determine 

thoir nodes of functioning, and in the meantime, see the less able 

students either drop out or becorie semi-litcrato robots. 

24. 
. If roading is akin to thinking and reproasents a noans of 

generating meaning systems, and if science is a search for relationships,, 

then the science of reading-to-loarn requires that the construction of 

concepts and principles, vicariously. using languago, vrithout the need for 

empirical evidence, is central. Twentieth Century education cannot be 

satisfied vrith passive reading accomplished through passive processes 

and directed by passive teaching. 

needs to be taught in that way. 

Reading raust be a thinking-act and it 

If thoLiajlý. 

then readiria cl)cs too.. within a develo-priontal intoractionist noo- 

cormactionist-comitive thcoEy 

25. This Final Discussion has served to bring together the empirif-3; I* 

findings and theoretical model building activity of the research project. 

Its goal was to evaluate the empirical findings in the light of the 

development of the theoretical concepts. It served to emphasise that 

the grovrth and development of the former dopondod on a need for the further 
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growth and development of the latter. 

26. ' ! he evaluation'has clarifi I Cd a number of practical and 

theoretical issues which stem from the original sub-goals of the research 

project (Unit 1 1.2.3o '), and. which need further study. Specif ically, 

these issues can be enumerated in the following sequence: -' 

(1) 7cr Identify the typos of learniný,; taking place during'the execution 

of a ismooth' 
read tactic. 

(2) To in vestigate the relationship between the speed of reading and 

learning outcomes. ' 

(3) To explore learner task definition., reading strategies and loarniý 

outcomes in terms of the instructional directives and the 

expository material, in the lower quartiles of the educational 

population, 

(4) To examine the variety of implicitly set learning tasks, which form 

part of the educational curriculum., in terms of learner task 

definition, strategies of reading and learning outcomes. I'lithin 

the classroom, respbnsos to objectivo tostsp and the selection of 

'main ideas' in summary form arc only two types of activities which 

arc demanded of the student in rcadinG-to-lcarn situations. Other 

. 92jai: ehonsion tasks include the translation or paraphrase of 

knowled-c from one verbal form to another; the ; LrLtejr etatk(ýn of 0 _pretav. 

cause and effect, compare and contrast rolationships, as viell as the 

order of trends and sequences in time, and the order of objectives 

, 
Epýctr_ or purposes. aiolation tasks demand the awareness of the limits 

of the intrinsic organisational knowledge structure of the expository 

material and the genorration of inferences from the students' 

experience outside the material, in order to synthesise a now 

organisational structure. Evaluative tasks rely upon a critical 

reappraisal of -the intrinsic organisational knowledge structure of 
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the vwitton material by checking this against self-expcrienco ancl 

belief s. In sciontific texts this involves testing the validity 

of argunents, hypotheses, models and theories. In literature it 

involves testing the validity of style, irony, hunour and pathos. 

The differentiation of types of learning tasks described above demands 

refinements in the analysis of written naterial. Iteris need to be 

identified in torms of the variety of organisational, structures 

described above. Flow diagrams need to be constructed which 

indicate the relationships between the various organisational 

structures which characterise a text. 

A wide variety of different expository naterials need to be explored 

in order to dotcrnine the intrinsic organisational structures which 

characterise them. In scientific texts, the organisational structure 

of chapters in textbooks, reports of empirical findings and reviews 

need further exploration. In literature, the organisational structure 

of novels, plays, poetry and essays need to be explored. 

In tho Training Progranmo, tho shifting of control from tutor to 

learner noods to be made more explicit. This night be achioved by 

developing a progressivo system of self-diagnosis and training, which 

each student can use solectively. Each would move from a self- 

diagnosis into a specific type of training module and back to further 

solf-cliagnosisp and so on. The role of levels of instruction in 

training nodules needs further exploration. The problem of 

Isynchronising' the timing of training with cognitive growth also needs 

furthor cxploration. 

11, Tithin a theoretical nodel building'activity of the roading-to-loarn 

process, tho identification of Cognitive Structure needs to be made 

more explicit at the psychological level, and ultimately needs to be 

made explicit at the physiological level. What is the retrieval 

and storage relationship between internally rcprosonted knowlca: ýe of 
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language, which is hie: r,, qxchically organised. 'and interm". 11y 

represented reading-to-lc=n skill, vrhich is also hicrarchically 

organised? Vvhat is the lrecationship between short and long-term 

memory retrieval storcs? How'do_open-ended problem solving activities 

relate to Cognitive Structure? 

27. This assessment of the practical educ-Aional and theoretical 

outcomes of the rosearch.., pro ject I-L-. s thus served to open up new cycles 

of practical and theoretical activity, -and, in so doing, has Omphasisca 

the assumption made in the General Introduction (Unit 1,1.1), that the 

whole process of a rcscarch investigation is a dynamic ongoing cyclical 

process, the equilibrium of which is always changing, at any one moment 

in time, according to the efforts of research. 
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